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Preface
The COST Action IS0605 Econ@Tel “A Telecommunications Economics COST
Network” was managed within the “Individuals, Societies, Cultures and Health”
(ISCH) domain and had a four-year duration between October 2007 and October
2011. COST defines an intergovernmental framework for European Cooperation
in Science and Technology, allowing the coordination of nationally funded re-
search on a European level. COST approves specific Actions, which establish
networks of such nationally funded research projects, thereby contributing to
the reduction of fragmentation in European research investments and opening
the European research area to cooperation worldwide.
The goal of Econ@Tel was to develop a strategic research and training net-
work among key people and organizations in order to enhance Europe’s com-
petence in the field of telecommunications economics. In that sense, Econ@Tel
planned to support related research and development initiatives, and planned to
provide guidelines as well as recommendations to European stakeholders for the
provision of new converged broadband, wireless, content delivery networks to cit-
izens and enterprises, addressing technology, economics, policies, and regulation.
Therefore, Econ@Tel started a cross-disciplinary work and coordinated in
selected fields the development of research methodologies and tools from engi-
neering, media, and business research. By mobilizing a “critical mass” and diver-
sity of European economists, business research experts, engineers, and scientists
working in communications, content economics, policy, and regulations it was
the first cross-disciplinary COST Action tackling jointly these issues in partic-
ular. Thus, Econ@Tel brought together experts from several European member
states and associated countries, including Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark,
Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Italy, The Nether-
lands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the UK.
The team of Econ@Tel researchers met in the course of the Action in eight
Management Committee Meetings (MCM), which covered between one- or two-
and-a-half-day technical presentations for all Action members and the public.
Additionally, many Working Group (WG) meetings were either collocated with
these MCMs or organized at separate times and locations. These WG meetings
typically focused on a dedicated topic and covered intense discussions based on
presentations given and ideas exchanged. Besides those events, Econ@Tel orga-
nized two public workshops in Stockholm and Budapest offering to the wider
research public insights into the work performed in the context of Econ@Tel
and outcomes achieved. Furthermore, the Action organized two training schools
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mainly for junior researchers, one in Copenhagen on “Techno-economics of Mo-
bile Networks and the Internet” and the second one in Budapest on “Wireless
LTE (Long Term Evolution) Business Models,” which distributed Econ@Tel ex-
pertise. Finally, 16 Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM) were organized to host
an expert, a senior or junior researchers from one institution, at another institu-
tion for about one week and to foster the detailed interchange and joint work on
common interests. All of those publicly available abstracts, reports, and presen-
tations can be downloaded from Econ@Tel’s website at http://www.cost605.org.
Therefore, this volume of the Lecture Notes in Computer Science series on
“Telecommunications Economics” contains a collaborative and selected outcome
of Econ@Tel members’ work, who have participated in the COST Action IS0605
“A Telecommunications Economics COST Network.” The Action’s four WGs
are reflected in four major research areas — each of them represented in a main
chapter of this book, covering selected results — and especially addressing (a)
Evolution and Regulation of Communication Ecosystems, (b) Social and Policy
Implications of Communication Technologies, (c) Economics and Governance
of Future Networks, and (d) Future Networks Management Architectures and
Mechanisms.
Since COST Actions like Econ@Tel are precursors of advanced multidisci-
plinary research, they anticipate and complement many activities of the EU
Framework Programs, and constitute a bridge toward scientific communities
of emerging technical, economic, policy-related, regulatory, and organizational
stakeholder of COST countries. As such and as mentioned above, these Actions
and in particular Econ@Tel also increased the mobility of researchers across Eu-
rope and fostered the establishment of scientific excellence in these different key
domains among junior and senior researchers.
Furthermore, the editors of this volume would like to extend their thanks to
the Springer team for the smooth cooperation in finalizing this scientific report.
Finally, special gratitude goes to COST, ISCH domain, and those many COST
Action IS0605 Management Committee Members who contributed actively in
the course of the Action itself and especially to this book.
February 2012 Antonis M. Hadjiantonis
Burkhard Stiller
COST is supported by the EU COST European Cooperation Individuals, Societies,
RTD Framework Programme in Science and Technology Cultures and Health (ISCH)
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Introduction to Telecommunication Economics 
Antonis M. Hadjiantonis 
KIOS Research Center for Intelligent Systems and Networks, University of Cyprus 
antonish@ucy.ac.cy 
The telecommunications sector has become a dynamic key area for the economic 
development of the European Union (EU) and remains in constant evolution. Because 
of intense competition, telecommunications companies are forced to diversify their 
offers and thus to propose an increasing number of services. However, economic 
analysis often ignores important technical aspects of telecommunications and may not 
be aware of new developments. On the other hand, engineering models often ignore 
economic factors. Thus, the design and deployment of future networks that incor-
porate new services are subject to uncertainties such as equipment and capacity  
prices (due to technological innovation), and demand and supply for services (due to 
competition). Questions surrounding the deployment of telecommunications infra-
structure and next generation networks – together with the massive adoption and 
increasing demand for new services – bring to the forefront hard questions about the 
future of Telecommunications and the need to address those questions in a 
multidisciplinary manner. This book on “Telecommunication Economics” fills that 
gap, presenting the multidisciplinary outcomes of COST Action “Econ@Tel: A 
Telecommunications Economics COST Network”.   
A set of scientific objectives was defined and was addressed in the course of 
Econ@Tel Action: 
a) To support a European engineering leadership gained by new sustainable 
business models in a fully deregulated and diversified demand framework.  
b) To study and identify business opportunities throughout the value chain, 
especially for enterprises, content, and specialized services.  
c) To contribute to a strategy relative to socio-economic needs by increasing the 
motivation for deployment of cost effective and flexible solutions using 
networks and content. 
d) To provide guidelines and recommendations for utilizing different types of 
technologies, as well as to model and quantify necessary actions. 
To achieve these objectives, leading researchers with various backgrounds, all 
working on innovative aspects of techno-economic, social, and regulatory issues, 
focused in an integrated manner on four main areas. The four Econ@Tel areas 
pertaining to the broader theme of Telecommunications Economics are listed below, 
while a chapter of this volume is dedicated to each one. 
Evolution and Regulation of Communication Ecosystems: This chapter provides 
insights into the changing landscape of regulatory frameworks, extending across the 
international roaming domain to the mobile search domain. Particularly, Europe’s 
policy position on the mobile search domain is analyzed, taking in mind the evolution 
of mobile ecosystems and available policy tools. The angle of privacy protection data 
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and competition policy is also examined, in the context of international roaming of 
data services and emerging need to revisit relevant regulation activities. The chapter 
also takes a different perspective on competition policies, highlighting on one hand 
the conflicting interests of stakeholders which may bias regulations and on the other 
the employment of community trademarks to track industrial dynamics. 
Social and Policy Implications of Communication Technologies: This chapter 
addresses four different aspects of communications, emphasizing their implications 
on society and as a consequence to economy. The chapter begins with the examina-
tion of affordability indicators for mobile communications, presenting comparative 
results from seven countries to characterize cost barriers of inclusion. Another compa-
rative study identifies the implications from the deployment of electronic and mobile 
health (e/m-health) services, using a heart tele-monitoring case. The enhancement of 
social cohesion is also examined, based on the introduction of services over digital 
television. Finally, the chapter examines the use of communication technologies for 
distant cooperation and how leadership is affected in such virtual teams. 
Economics and Governance of Future Networks: This chapter covers two broad and 
interrelated areas, namely the domain of public intervention and governance, and the 
domain of business model evolution. Regarding the former domain, this chapter 
describes the public intervention and investments promotion in Next Generation 
Networks (NGN), also covering the issues pertaining to public-private partnerships (PPP) 
for infrastructure deployment. In relation to the above, the complementary issues of 
Internet governance and network neutrality are introduced, making the connection with 
the latter domain of business model evolution. Aspects of environmentally-friendly or 
“green” ICT are presented, applied to the cases of “green” mobile tariffs and to the 
transport sector. Finally, evolving business models for fiber infrastructure deployment 
and software adoption in Telecommunication complete this chapter.  
Future Networks Management Architectures and Mechanisms: This chapter 
provides a collection of forward-looking technical approaches, addressing aspects 
which affect Telecommunications Economics. The chapter begins with analyzing the 
economic aspects of Quality of Experience (QoE), examining links between quality as 
delivered by the network, as perceived by the user, and as valued by the market. 
Relevant algorithmic aspects of telecommunications competition for converged net-
works are also presented. In terms of architectures, Economic Traffic Management 
and Autonomic Management are examined to reduce the operational expenditures of 
network and service management. Examples mechanisms of decision support in 
service contract formation and provisioning of services in rural areas complement the 
above architectures. The chapter ends with two topics on infrastructure protection, 
emphasizing on one hand the importance of risk management for ICT and on the 
other the interdependent nature of ICT and Power networks.  
Finally, the last chapter provides major lessons learned during the four years of 
“Econ@Tel” COST Action and concludes this volume of selected research reports 
from within the Action. 
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction 
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Introduction to Evolution and Regulation  
of Communication Ecosystems  
Sandro Mendonça 
Department of Economics, ISCTE – Lisbon University Institute,  
and BRU (ISCTE-IUL), Dinâmia-CET (ISCTE-IUL), UECE (ISEG-UTL) 
sfm@iscte.pt  
The arena of telecommunications, Internet-empowered interaction, and mobile 
network technology keeps expanding to encapsulate an ever widening galaxy of 
customized and utility communication services, that is, specialized applications and 
the web at large. New challenges are on the horizon as the web makes the transition 
from the wired Internet to a new model based on ubiquitous access underpinned by a 
vast array of mobile terminals and the cloud infrastructure. The persistently drastic 
phenomenon of economic and technical change is transforming economic and social 
life as well as adding to the pressure on the existing regulatory frameworks.  
This chapter addresses a cluster of issues related to mobile technology evolution, 
telecom industry convergence, and the development of the services market. The 
confluence of these trends creates uncertainty, fast-paced evolution and a growing 
potential for economic growth. The European Information Society is faced with new 
opportunities for policy change and this chapter addresses the emerging new context 
from a variety of perspectives.  
Section 2 on the “Evolution and Regulation of Mobile Ecosystems: European 
Information Society Policies for the Mobile Search Domain” by S. Ramos, J. L. 
Gómez-Barroso, and C. Feijóo maps the evolution of the mobile ecosystems by 
focusing on the particular case of mobile search domain. Analyzing the sector from 
the angles of the supply side, users’ demand and supporting infrastructure this section 
reaches out for a portfolio of policy tools and approaches.  
Section 3 on “International Roaming of Data Services: The Need for Regulation” 
by M. Falch moves on to acknowledge the importance of the existing national 
regulations in an environment of deep interconnection and market monitoring (from 
the angle of competition policy and privacy protection data). Special issues involve 
how to handle localization data, the spread of M-applications to other sectors, and 
peer-to-peer mobile services. The features raise questions concerning access, pricing, 
unbundling, and market-structure that cut across the mandates of different agencies 
and invite a review of regulation activities as a whole.  
 “Mobile Regulation for the Future” in Section 4 by Z. Kósa stresses that market 
issues for international roaming services create a techno-economic realm differing in 
many ways from markets for other mobile and fixed services. The section examines 
the supply and demand dynamics in the retail and wholesale segments to illustrate the 
complications that characterize this dimension of the contemporary telecommunica-
tions puzzle. It appraises the recent policy life-cycle and observes to what extent it 
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moved away from more or less objective economic evidence toward regulation based 
on political negotiations between national stances parties with conflicting interests.  
Finally, Section 5 on “Trademarks as a Telecommunications Indicator for 
Industrial Analysis and Policy” by S. Mendonça and R. Fontana offers insights on 
how new indicators may guide policy in tracking the dynamics of the telecoms sector. 
This section uses a new database on Community Trade Marks as a source of empirical 
understanding on the industrial dynamics and competition trends in the telecom sector 
in the European market.  
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.  
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Evolution and Regulation of Mobile Ecosystems: 
European Information Society Policies  
for the Mobile Search Domain 
Sergio Ramos1, José Luis Gómez-Barroso2, and Claudio Feijóo1 
1 Universidad Politécnica de Madrid—CeDInt, Campus de Montegancedo, Spain  
2 Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia, Spain 
{sramos,cfeijoo}@cedint.upm.es, jlgomez@cee.uned.es 
Abstract. After more than a decade of development work and hopes, the usage 
of mobile Internet has finally taken off. Now, we are witnessing the first signs 
of evidence what might become the explosion of mobile content and 
applications that will be shaping the (mobile) Internet of the future. Similar to 
the wired Internet, search will become very relevant for the usage of mobile 
Internet. Within the mobile ecosystem framework, this section will discuss if 
and how intense public action in the mobile search domain should (could) be. 
Potential actions refer both to ‘conventional’ and 'non-conventional' regulatory 
approaches. Public administrations as procurement bodies may leverage 
services and thus acting as early deployers of applications is an example of a 
‘conventional’ case, while the use of the wealth of public data with high added 
value in mobile search scenarios would be one of a ‘non-conventional’ case. 
The section will present a list of different policy options and analyze their 
feasibility. These include policy options aimed both at the demand side (user-
oriented) and at the supply side (such as innovation-support policies, regulatory 
policies, industrial-type policies) of mobile search. 
Keywords: mobile search, Information Society policies. 
1 Introduction 
The mobile base will reach nearly 5 billion subscribers worldwide by 2012. By the 
end of 2013, broadband mobile connections will account for more than half of all 
connections and 40% of total subscribers are expected to adopt mobile internet. Its 
emergence will support an explosion of mobile content and applications. Numerous 
examples could be mentioned: new entertainment content produced and personalized 
for the mobile environment, productivity applications for mobile workers, or health 
and education mobile solutions to increase quality of life, since the mobile device is 
“the mean to harness collective intelligence at the point of inspiration”.  
Similarly to the wired internet, many of these new mobile web models will require 
access to data in an orderly and meaningful manner. Search engines, which are 
already gateways for more than half of the users connecting to the internet, will 
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therefore become (are already becoming) the mean to reach appropriate content and 
applications, and to provide additional value to services in mobile platforms.  
In addition, mobile search has unique features in providing added value in a 
number of environments. It exploits the fact that mobiles are very personal devices 
storing and regularly capturing data about the user, like the user's location, contact 
lists, preferences, etc. This enables context-aware search services in current and future 
ambient intelligent environments (e.g. making use of wireless sensors and cognitive 
techniques). In short, search is likely to become equally or even more critical in the 
mobile domain than in the wired environment.  
As a result, mobile search is becoming an attractive expansion market for all types 
of existing players (web search engine providers, telecom operators, handset 
suppliers) and newcomers. It is a clash in many respects: different business cultures 
(ex-monopolists vs. start-ups), governmental influences (highly regulated vs. non-
regulated), business models (subscription-based vs. advertising-based) and the 
relationship between user and service provider (price-based vs. innovation-based).  
2 The Mobile Search Ecosystem 
The ecosystem metaphor is useful to describe the relationship of a considerable number 
of players interacting amongst themselves within a given environment and in which none 
of players controls the system completely; thus, both collaboration and competition occur 
at the same time. Today's mobile ecosystem is characterized –in general terms– by an 
increasingly intense competition at the mobile platform level [3], [9]. With respect to 
previous periods, the focus of the mobile industry has shifted "from single-firm revenue 
generation towards multi-firm control and interface issues" [1], [2].  
Other authors propose a general model for any mobile content or application [6], 
[7], which can be adapted also to the mobile search case. The roles of players in the 
mobile search value network can be broadly divided into three main stages: 
information processing, delivery and capture/use/interaction.  
This three-layer structure is typical of ICT ecosystems [8]; it is developed in Figure 1 
presenting the main activities that players can adopt. For each of the three main stages 
their major contributions are presented in light grey boxes. The dark grey boxes 
highlight activities which could be considered new to mobile search. Figure 1 
includes also the different phases of the mobile search evolution (light to dark blue 
underlying boxes): the initial on-portal approach (left), the subsequent on-device and 
additional 'input functionalities' (down), the mobile version of web search (right) and, 
finally, the context-aware search (up).  
The mobile search provision to users requires the contribution of players carrying 
out most of the activities shown. Obviously some of these players will try, and 
eventually succeed in, integrating as many activities as possible for a tighter control 
of the value network. This strategy will result in a “platformization” of the ecosystem, 
in which each player fights to shift the value towards the platform under its control, 
ideally including a “gatekeeper” role [4]. Existing web search engines, including the 
necessary adaptations to the mobile environment, are one of these platforms where the 
gatekeeping role is mainly related to their favorable and unique position to act as an 
entry point for end-users to retrieve, subscribe and use content and applications [5].  
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Fig. 1. Activities and players in the mobile search ecosystem [9] 
3 Technologies Driving the Evolution of Mobile Search 
From a general perspective, there are three main technology families that have a 
direct impact on mobile search: enabling technologies, search technologies (in 
general) and specific mobile search technologies, as described in Table 1.  
Search technologies, for example for retrieving accurate and enriched content may 
include semantic approaches, cognitive approaches and multimedia retrieval. Specific 
mobile search technologies include technologies that render mobile data acquisition, its 
processing and matching of context-awareness, or that introduce augmented reality 
technologies to enrich context awareness. Finally, technology components that enable 
mobile applications include wireless networks (broadband access ubiquity, dynamic 
spectrum management), sensor networks (Radio Frequency Identification or RFID, 
Internet of Things), devices (multimedia capabilities, location, interoperability, 
openness), and cloud computing (web browser, connectivity, security, data protection).  
Interestingly, most of these technological building blocks are either already 
available or in an advanced prototype stage. However, they have not yet been used to 
any great extent in commercial services and applications. Thus we conclude that, in 
the short to medium term, there is no missing “critical technological component”. 
Instead, the main technological challenge is to better integrate (existing) technologies. 
In other words, system integration and technological interoperability is the key to 
success, rather than the development of new “hard-core” search components.  
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With regard to the long-term prospects, system integration is particularly 
challenging, i.e. getting the necessary components operational for the next generation 
of mobile networks, 4G-type and beyond (arguably the most relevant enabler of 
mobile search). In addition, current and future networks will also be interoperable 
with other types of wireless networks such as near field communications for 
interaction with sensors.  
Table 1. Technologies having direct impact on mobile search 
 Technology Keywords 
Enabling technologies 
Wireless networks Broadband access ubiquity, dynamic 
spectrum management 
Sensor networks RFID, internet of things 
Devices Multimedia, location, interoperability, 
openness  




Semantic and multimedia Enriched content search 
Cognitive Environment understanding 
Mobile search technologies 
(specific) 
Context awareness Context acquisition and processing 
Augmented reality Enriched context awareness 
4 Sources of Revenues in Mobile Search 
Using the above framework and compiling revenue models from available literature 
on the mobile web, applications, content and service models, Table 2 summarizes, 
from the authors’ perspective, the revenue models that mobile search providers are 
using or could use. They are shown from the perspective of final users, and therefore, 
intermediate provision models (e.g., white labels, wholesale, brokerage, billing 
services, software development, hosting, etc) are not considered.  
The table includes an example usage scenario (later used for the experts’ survey) to 
better indicate the level of their current existence in practice and their connection with 
the two main types of mobile search previously described. The fourth column in the 
table is an indicative of the new business models that context-awareness can bring and 
which are not present, in general, in the web-based type of search. The revenue 
models for mobile operators, hardware and software suppliers and other potential 
intermediaries are not shown in Table 2, although some of them could benefit 
indirectly from the adoption of mobile search. Finally, also note that the presented 
revenue schemes are not exclusive and could be complementary to each other.  
This list highlights the expectations put on advertising and user profiling as main 
revenue models in mobile search. In the advertising model, typically the search results 
are provided free-of-charge to final users and the revenues are generated from third-
party advertisers. Advertising models include several very different business 
strategies. For instance, there could be off-portal campaigns for certain categories of 
services, such as travel, restaurants, automotive, or consumer electronics. A 
traditional strategy consists in simply adding a banner on search results, usually 
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including a direct response method as well (a link to a microsite, a click-to-call link, 
or a short code). This approach fits well, for instance, into events.  
As another example, click-to-call text links connected to search results is a simple 
way to leverage the voice capabilities of mobile devices. Off-portal keyword bidding 
– also called auctioning-, especially for marketers offering digital content, is another 
main example. Without exhausting all the possible options, ad campaigns for products 
related to what mobile operators offer on their mobile portals (ringtones, games, 
wallpapers, music, video, etc) is an example of on-portal search. Each of these 
examples could be equally applied to the case of user profiling in exchange for 
providing the mobile search results.  
The list also denotes the still largely unexplored potential of applications where 
mobile search, typically of the context-aware category, is the engine within. Mobile 
application providers are looking for business models to incorporate the revenue flow 
from the application itself, therefore departing from the traditional pay-per-download. 
There are different business tactics here as well. These can include time-based billing 
for services, event-based billing for specific situations or item-based billing as a 
function of the results obtained in the search.  
Table 2. Main revenue models for mobile search 
Revenue model 
Example of scenario 
of usage 
Currently in 
use in general 
Pay-as-you-go (impulse purchase) 
Subscription Travel No 
Premium services (basic functionality free) Leisure No 
Value-added services (additional contract for services on 
top of conventional ones) 
Productivity No 
Merchandising - Affiliation Well-being No 
Packaged with the mobile device Consumer good No 
Packaged with the (voice, data) services of the mobile 
operator 
Information Yes 
Packaged with some product or service not related with 
mobile ICTs 
Content Yes 
Advertising in general Health No 
Advertising linked with product placement Information Yes 
Exploiting user profile derived from mobile search for 
marketing purposes 
Additional value in 
purchase of goods 
No 
Maintained by user community (and free for final users) Marketing Yes 
Public service (not a commercial one) Community Yes 
Public service (not a commercial one) City planning services No 
5 SWOT Analysis of Mobile Search 
One of the main objectives of this chapter is to analyze strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats (SWOT) for the future success of the mobile search domain 
(cf. Table 3), as a tool to be considered by European decision-makers.  
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Table 3. SWOT analysis 
EU Strengths 
• Extremely high penetration of mobile 
technologies and critical mass of advanced 
mobile users 
• Industrial landscape strong (operators, 
suppliers…) and past success stories of co-
operation 
• Main technological puzzle pieces in place 
(devices, networks, applications…) 
• Good research standards 
• Increasingly available and affordable mobile 
broadband connections 
• Increasingly available, affordable and usable 
mobile devices 
• Availability of content of higher quality for 
mobile use (geo, land-property registry, …) 
• Availability of public funded content 
(broadcasting…) 
• Multicultural background 
• Public awareness of privacy issues and 
increasingly focused laws and regulation 
EU Opportunities 
• Improving the integration between web/mo-
bile/PC platform for a richer user experience 
• Existence of niche markets/services related to 
mobile search 
• Mobile search linked with local content 
(multicultural) 
• Partner with the experiences of mobile 
internet usage in developing countries 
• Be the first to put in place a new (regulatory) 
framework for API’s-interoperability, privacy 
• Create an open ecosystem for data portability 
among players and applications based on 
mobile search 
• Liberation of European public data for the 
creation of new services and applications 
• Use forthcoming disruptions (cloud 
computing, internet of things…) 
• Empowerment of the user for granular 
privacy and identity control internet of things 
debate. 
EU Weaknesses 
• Techno-economic and market fragmentation 
(data roaming, standards, application stores, 
convergent regulation, cultural diversity…) 
• Need for better / understandable / more 
secure pricing models and roaming charges in 
mobile broadband connections 
• Lack of interoperability and (open) standards 
• Uncertain strategies for revenue generation, 
early state of development of business model 
• Strategic decisions on innovation and invest-
ments in (mobile) search are outside the EU 
• Search mostly dominated by global 
companies 
• Lack of entrepreneurship culture and frame-
work for continuing venture capital action 
EU Threats 
• Delay of enabling technology developments 
• Increasingly fragmented market (silos, 
platforms, app stores…) and closed 
ecosystem (mobile search needs links and 
references with other domains) 
• Companies outside EU will control the 
developments in mobile search 
• Asymmetry of regulation among electronic 
communications, internet services and content 
regimes 
• Regulatory lag (spectrum management…) 
• Privacy and data protection issues not 
acknowledged and solved 
 
On the demand side, Europe enjoys a large base of early adopters of mobile search 
and a huge mass of mobile users with the economic strength to demand and pay for 
advanced mobile internet services that satisfy their expectations and requirements. On 
the supply side, Europe's industry is able to provide users with all the required 
technology. The industrial tissue is strong and readily available in all required 
sections of the mobile search ecosystem and particularly strong in some parts of it 
(telecommunications, handset producers and software and application providers). 
European companies have significant experience in past success stories (and failures) 
and, more important, they are increasingly pushed by the market, to simplify mobile 
tariffs and make them more affordable. Thus, a very positive conclusion is that 
Europe has both a strong supply and demand side in mobile search. Moreover, 
European industry is also actively involved in developing countries where mobile 
devices will become prime means to access the internet. This shared experience could 
become beneficial in both ways: spreading European innovations and learning from 
massive usage of mobile internet access.  
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One specific European asset is that Europe possesses a large collection of high 
quality information that may trigger advanced mobile search applications at the 
service of the citizens. Geo-data (e.g., cadastre), images and pictures (e.g., national 
libraries), or video (e.g., public broadcasters) are examples of data collections in the 
hands of public authorities, which have already been digitized to a very large extent, 
that could add significant value to new categories of mobile search. Note that most of 
this content comes from public sources and/or has been subsidized in the past by 
public institutions. It seems that public administrations have not yet fully understood 
how they can exploit in the best possible way this value and how to get into various 
partnerships and collaborations to unlock its potential. The prospect of “liberation” of 
public data could also put governments into a favorable position to enforce an open 
and “loose interoperability” model to allow data portability across applications and 
players. Forthcoming disruptions in technology could help to deploy such models.  
Finally, the many times used but also many times empty-of-practical application 
motto of “reaping the benefits of Europe’s cultural diversity” could become true in the 
mobile search domain. Some of the most promising applications of mobile search 
pivot around local information, local culture and specific languages, which is 
supposed to be complemented by the emergence of many niche markets and services. 
Civil society is increasingly aware of the need to establish digital identities, which in 
turn sets the conditions for a stable and firm framework to develop mobile (search) 
applications, both appealing to users and respectful with them and their preferences 
and motivations. Europe could be the first to put in place such a light-handed and 
user-empowered regime shifting the interest of global innovators in mobile search.  
Still there are many challenges and barriers to be overcome. The current mobile 
ecosystem is largely fragmented in terms of both techno-economic models and 
markets. On the techno-economic side, there are multiple layers (devices hardware 
and software, applications, networks, development platforms, content platforms, etc) 
composed of competing, closed and non-interoperable standards. On the market side, 
the European internal market is far from being established (think on roaming charges, 
for example) and recent practices (applications stores) keep the tradition of silo 
incompatible models. Mobile broadband connections are still expensive, particularly 
in many situations where mobile search would have an extreme value for users (such 
as finding places in foreign countries), high roaming charges dissuade users from 
even attempting to connect to the internet. Monetizing mobile search is also still a 
pending issue. Many business models are possible as discussed before, but none of 
them has yet crystallized as the winning one.  
The mobile search market will remain to be heavily influenced by the web search 
engines. Given that the most influential ones have all their headquarters abroad, many 
of the strategic decisions that would influence the evolution of the domain are going 
to be taken outside Europe's frontiers. To compensate such an effect, a more 
supportive framework (cultural, institutional and business-like) for entrepreneurs and 
innovators in Europe would be needed.  
The potential delay in the adoption of appropriate regulation regimes (electronic 
communications, spectrum management, content, consumer protection, etc) will slow 
the adoption of mobile search. In this sense, a stable, clear and forward-looking 
framework is desirable which would address the new issues coming from advanced 
mobile applications.  
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Finally, there is a risk of a mobile digital divide. Next generation mobile 
infrastructures may not reach some geographical areas in the short to middle term and 
the prices both of devices and mobile connections are not affordable for many 
citizens. Also the skills and physical capabilities to use a mobile device in a search 
scenario need to be further addressed.  
6 Policy Options Scenarios 
Following the SWOT analysis conclusions, a list of potential policy options have been 
considered, grouped in relevant areas of action as shown in Table 4.  
Table 4. Summary of potential policy options 
Potential Policy Options Main issues 
User-oriented policies 
aimed at the demand side 
of mobile search. 
• Enhance user-awareness of opportunities and risks. 
• Create (policy-push) tools for user empowerment. 
Innovation-support 
policies 
• Supporting innovators and entrepreneurs through an improvement of the 
institutional framework. 
• Promoting living labs, in particular, for mobile applications 
• Promoting research projects focused on missing technologies 
Regulatory policies 
• Reforming the mobile search regulatory framework. 
• Promoting self-regulation of the mobile search industry. 
• Harmonization and enforcement of EU internal market. 
• Mandate data portability suitable for mobile search applications. 
• Creating and enforcing an independent agency. 
Industrial-type policies 
• Promoting standards and interoperability. 
• Promoting content production suitable for mobile search. 
• Supporting a European champion in mobile search. 
• Setting up a multi-stakeholder platform. 
• Helping accelerate the deployment of 4G mobile broadband 
Public involvement in the 
supply side of mobile 
search 
• Development of mobile search public services. 
• Public procurement. 
7 Summary and Conclusions 
The overall vision on policy is that the mobile search domain requires a combination 
of different types of actions to thrive and succeed. Looking in detail into each of the 
potential policy measures, in the first place, there is a need to impel the demand side 
of mobile search, raising the awareness of users and then empowering them with the 
tools to manage their data. This should be complemented with reinforcing all polices 
aimed at innovation: from the support to innovators and entrepreneurs, to the use of 
living labs and the more traditional research programs. On the regulation side, it is 
considered that the existing frameworks should be quickly reviewed and adapted to 
the new needs of advanced mobile applications. However, there is no much faith 
amongst experts in the self-regulation of the industry or in other actions beyond the 
regulatory framework like specific agencies or decisions. From the industrial policy 
perspective, the idea of promoting the use and adoption of open standards and the 
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achievement of a reasonable level of interoperability, including, if needed, a platform 
to gather all the stakeholders involved is considered of high potential. Helping to 
develop content for added value mobile search is also highly regarded. Finally, it is 
thought that for some niche mobile search applications public administrations can 
have a leading role, setting the conditions for their deployment or even becoming 
their providers.  
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Abstract. This section discusses the need for regulation of international 
roaming charges. This is done through analysis of the EU experiences by a 
heavy handed price regulation of roaming services. 
Keywords: International roaming, EU regulation, regulation of mobile services. 
1 Introduction 
High international roaming charges have been a matter of concern in several 
countries. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission concluded in 2005 
that both wholesale and retail roaming charges are too high, but have not turned into 
direct price regulation. The Arab Regulators’ Network is working on different models 
for introducing price regulation in the Arab region.  
Regulation of international roaming is more complicated than regulation of other 
telecom services for two reasons. First, the market structures on mobile markets are 
different than on markets for fixed services. Second, regulation of international 
roaming is difficult to implement at the national level as operators from more than 
one country are involved.  
Markets for fixed services are dominated by incumbent operators having their own 
fixed infrastructures. Regulatory intervention demanding open access to these 
networks will benefit new entrants and promote competition at least in the short term. 
In mobile markets the situation is a bit different as there are more mobile 
infrastructures on each market. It is therefore less obvious what market implications 
will be, if a similar kind of obligation is posed on mobile networks.  
Partly for these reasons, no regulatory intervention in international roaming 
charges within the EU area was made before a legislation addressing this specific 
issue was adopted in June 2007. Although it was recognized that the roaming issue 
included data as well as voice services, only voice was addressed in the first 
legislation. Roaming regulation of data was seen to be an even more complicated 
issue, which needed more analysis before action could be taken.  
According to the New Regulatory Framework (NRF), international roaming is 
defined as a separate market, but the national market studies prepared according the 
guidelines of NRF did not lead to price regulation in the EU member states. 
Regulation of this market seems to be more difficult to handle by national regulators 
than regulation of markets for other telecom services.  
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The legislation on regulation of international roaming made by the EU introduces 
price caps in both retail and wholesale markets for international roaming of voice 
services [10]. The major argument for such a heavy handed regulation is that 
international roaming prices hitherto have been way above cost based prices, and that 
roaming charges represent a major barrier towards growth in international mobile 
communication within the EU. The proposal resulted in a reduction in international 
roaming prices with more than 50%. The question is how this intervention will affect 
the market in the long term. Will a temporary price cap be enough to keep prices 
down or will it be necessary to introduce a more permanent type of regulation? 
Another question is if such regulation can be made without having a negative impact 
on competition and innovation.  
2 Techno-Economic Analysis of Roaming Costs 
This section will look at the demand and supply conditions on the roaming market 
from a techno-economic point of view, and discuss the how the current experiences 
on regulation of international roaming of voice services can be applied in the design 
of regulation of data roaming: 
• Mobile origination (MO)  
• Mobile/Fixed termination (MT/FT)  
• International Transit (IT)  
• Roaming specific costs (RSC)  
Mobile origination includes the cost of initiating the call and for connecting the 
caller’s mobile terminal with the core network. Mobile termination includes the cost 
related to bring the call from the receiver’s core network to his/hers mobile terminal. 
The international transit costs include the costs related to connect the callers and the 
receiver’s core networks. Roaming specific costs include costs directly related to the 
roaming transaction. This is the kind of costs, which are not included in a normal 
international call.  
The costs of mobile origination are comparable to those of mobile termination. For 
data services it may even be difficult to distinguish between origination and 
termination. For voice mobile termination rates are subject to regulation within the 
EU and are in principle cost-based. Mobile termination rates per minute varied in 
October 2007 before regulation was implemented between € 0.0206 in Cyprus and €  
0.1882 in Bulgaria. However in most countries the rates were close to the EU average 
of € 0.0967. The European average for local fixed termination is € 0.0083.  
International transit costs depend on the inter-operator tariffs agreed between 
operators. These tariffs are confidential, but the costs are far below the cost of 
origination and termination.  
3 Structure of the Market for Roaming Services 
The market for international for international roaming services differs in many ways 
from the markets for other mobile services. The special characteristics of this market 
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have been studied in a number of reports and research papers, e.g., [9]. A formal 
mathematical model of the market is presented in [8] and further extended [7]. The 
Commission has also created a model in their impact assessment report [1].  
3.1 Demand Conditions – Retail 
According to the impact assessment report international roaming is used by at least 
147 million EU citizens, of whom 110 million are business customers, while 37 
million are travelling for leisure purposes [1].  
Although international roaming is an important service used by a large group of 
customers, most subscribers use this service only occasionally, and the level of 
roaming charges are relatively unimportant for the total cost paid by a mobile 
subscriber. Therefore only few subscribers will let their choice of operator depend on 
the roaming charges offered.  
Another characteristic of roaming services is that it involves use of many different 
visiting networks, so even high volume users may only gain a minor benefit by 
reductions in wholesale roaming charges by a particular operator.  
An alternative to international roaming is to acquire a local SIM-card and in this way 
to avoid paying roaming charges. This solution is in particular attractive for placing local 
calls abroad, and is used by many potential high volume users of international roaming.  
Even though the level of roaming charges is not used as a parameter in 
competition, it might still be a price elastic service. According to a European 
fieldwork on roaming prepared in 2006, the main reason for using the mobile phone 
less while travelling abroad is excessive costs, and six out of ten Europeans would use 
their phone abroad if prices were more attractive [3].  
The impact assessment report assumes in its analysis price elasticity between -0.55 
and -1.20 [1]. If this is correct, there will be substantial welfare gains associated with 
price reductions towards costs based prices (If elasticity are -1.20, even operators 
revenue will increase).  
It should however be noted that the majority of the subscribers using international 
roaming are business customers, which are likely to be less price sensitive than private 
customers. Another factor, which may lead to low price sensitivity is lack of 
transparency. If users are unaware of the actual prices, price reductions will not lead to a 
higher demand. Use of SMS informing about roaming charges sent to subscriber arriving 
in country makes the prices more transparent and may therefore increase price elasticity.  
International roaming is an international service. International roaming is demanded 
by customers, when they are abroad. The demand for roaming in a certain area depends 
therefore not on the number of local customers, but on the number of visitors. Roaming 
may therefore constitute a major share of the traffic and revenue in tourist areas.  
3.2 Supply Conditions – Retail 
Suppliers at the retail market include all mobile operators at the national market. As with 
most other telecom services, the retail market is more competitive than the wholesale 
market as it includes network operators as well as virtual operators and service providers. 
Although the suppliers are identical to those offering other mobile services, the market 
seems to be less competitive. At least the mark-ups demanded by the operators are much 
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higher than mark-ups on other mobile services. The reasons for this is that international 
roaming is bundled with the subscription for domestic mobile services (unless the 
customer buys a new SIM-card), are that customers consider roaming rates to be of 
minor importance compared to rates for other services.  
3.3 Demand Conditions – Wholesale 
International roaming services are demanded by most mobile operators from their 
retail customers. Only few operators with an international footprint are able to handle 
part of their roaming within their own network, while others other – including virtual 
network operators – will need to buy roaming services from local mobile operators.  
Operators will charge their retail customers a price covering the wholesale roaming 
costs plus a mark-up covering various retail costs such as billing and customer 
handling. The incentive to reduce wholesale costs depends on how price sensitive the 
retail customers are. In addition, for technical reasons, it is not always possible for the 
home mobile network operator (HMNO) to choose the visiting mobile network 
operator (VMNO) offering the lowest price.  
3.4 Supply Conditions – Wholesale 
Non-roaming international mobile calls can be handled within the same framework as 
fixed international calls. Before the liberalization, international fixed calls were priced 
according to the international accounting rates. The system with international 
accounting rates dates back to 1865, when the predecessor of the International 
Telecom Union (ITU) was created. The rate determines how much an operator in one 
country needs to pay for termination of a call in another country. These rates are 
negotiated on a bilateral basis and are loosely connected to the costs of maintaining 
end-to end facilities between the two countries [6].  
Payments of international roaming calls are organized in a similar way as other 
international calls: The call is handled by the operator, where the call is originated. If 
this involves use of services from other operators, these operators are paid wholesale 
charges by the originating operator.  
In international roaming the call is originated in a visited network and the visited 
network operator (VMNO) will therefore charge the home network operator 
(HMNO), holding the subscription of the caller, in order to cover its costs. This 
payment is settled through the Transferred Accounting Procedure (TAP) by use of 
Inter Operator Tariffs (IOT) [5].  
For receiving international roaming call, the situation is slightly different. Here, the 
caller will pay for the price for termination of the call in the home network of the 
roaming subscriber. The HMNO will then transfer the call to the VMNO, who will 
receive the usual mobile termination rate for terminating the call. In addition to this, 
the HMNO must pay the international transit charge for a call. Thus the IOTs used for 
originating roaming calls are not used in this case.  
The number of suppliers of roaming services is the same as the suppliers of 
wholesale mobile services in the respective countries. In most countries all mobile 
network operators are required to provide roaming services to foreign operators. Thus 
the number suppliers is 3-4 in most of the EU countries, and it could be expected that 
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the level of competition on roaming services should be at a level similar to that for 
wholesale provision of other mobile services.  
However, IOT have not followed the same decreasing price trends as wholesale 
charges for other mobile services. Up to 1998 IOTs were based on normal network 
tariffs for local call with a mark-up at 15% [8]. But since then local tariffs have 
declined due to price competition. IOTs have not been subject to the same kind of 
competition, operators within the same country use similar IOTs, and if they relate to 
normal network tariffs they are set according to the highest rates offered.  
There are a number of reasons for this:  
• Technical: Limitations in the choice of VMNO;  
• Tariffs are agreed on reciprocal basis; and 
• Demand conditions and lack of transparency.  
As noted above, it is not always possible for the HMNO to choose the VMNO with 
lowest IOT. This implies that suppliers of roaming services cannot gain market shares by 
reducing their roaming charges. Market shares of VMNOs are independent of their 
charges, and therefore, there is no incentive to lower charges as it just will decrease 
revenues.  
IOTs remind in many ways international accounting rates. Usually agreements are 
reciprocal in the sense that IOTs are independent on the direction of the call. In a 
market where competition is limited, the HMNO and the VMNO have a common 
interest in keeping IOT at a high level. The VMNO will get higher revenue for 
providing the roaming, the HMNO will able to transfer the roaming costs to its retail 
customers, and will therefore not suffer from this. When a roaming call is made in the 
opposite direction it is the other operator who benefits.  
The international accounting rates contributed to keep international telephone 
charges at an artificial high level for many years, and prices came down only when it 
became possible for retail customers to choose an alternative international operator 
offering lower charges.  
The final point to mention is the impact demand conditions and lack of 
transparency. In elastic demand caused by lack of market transparency as well as 
other factors implies that suppliers are less eager to reduce costs. For instance there is 
no incentive to solve the technical complications related to choosing the cheapest 
VMNO, if cost reductions don’t lead to increased traffic demand.  
4 EU Regulation of International Roaming Charges 
The EU regulation includes regulation of wholesale as well as retail charges. The first 
proposal from the Commission linked the prices paid for international roaming to 
prices paid by customers for ordinary mobile calls in their home country [2]. This 
home pricing principle was replaced by a “European Home Market Approach” in the 
revised proposal, in which the same maximum price limits are applied in all the EU 
member states. In the final proposal adopted by the Parliament, the concept of a 
Eurotariff is used for the maximum price that operators are allowed to charges their 
customers for international roaming calls within the EU area. The Europe-wide 
maximum tariffs are defined both for wholesale and retail charges.  
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Table 1. Eurotariff maximum price while abroad (€-cents per minute) [4] 






Summer 2009 43 19 11 Free 
Summer 2010 39 15 11 Free 
Summer 2011 35 11 11 Free 
For data services regulation was introduced 1 July 2009. This regulation limits the 
price for sending a text message while abroad at €0.11. Receiving an SMS in another EU 
country will remain free of charge. The cost of surfing the web and downloading movies 
or video programs with a mobile phone while abroad by introducing a maximum 
wholesale cap of €1 per megabyte downloaded. This limit will be decreased each year. In 
addition consumers are protected from “bill shocks” by introduction of a cut-off 
mechanism once the bill reaches €50, unless they choose another cut-off limit.  
5 Discussion 
Regulation of international roaming is more complicated than regulation of other 
telecom services for two reasons. First the market structures on mobile markets are 
different than on markets for fixed services. Markets for fixed services are dominated 
by one incumbent operator on each market who has its own fixed infrastructure. 
Regulatory intervention demanding open access to this network will benefit new 
entrants and promote competition at least in the short term. In mobile markets, the 
situation is slightly different as more competing mobile infrastructures are available. 
It is therefore less obvious what the market implications will be, if a similar kind of 
obligation is imposed on mobile networks. Second, regulation of international 
roaming is difficult to implement at national level as operators from more than one 
country are involved.  
For these reasons, a common framework for regulation was not adopted at EU 
level before 2007. International roaming was defined as a separate market in the 
market definitions applied in the EU regulatory framework, but the implementation of 
the new telecom regulation package has not led to any intervention on this market at 
national level. Market studies for this particular market were among the last to be 
implemented. In August 2006 market analyses for other telecom services had more or 
less been completed in most countries, but only Finland had made a decision on 
international roaming; here the conclusion was that the market was competitive. Since 
then, no other member states have decided to intervene at the market for international 
roaming. Regulation of the market for international roaming seems to be more 
difficult for national regulators to handle than regulation of markets for other telecom 
services.  
The proposal for regulation of international roaming put forward by the EU 
Commission suggested the introduction of price caps in both retail and wholesale 
markets for international roaming. The major argument for such heavy-handed  
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regulation was that international roaming prices were much higher than cost-based 
prices, and that roaming charges represented a major barrier towards growth in 
international mobile communication within the EU.   
An interesting aspect of the proposal from the Commission is the use of a 
European home-market approach, which implies use of common price caps for all EU 
member states. This implies that determination of price caps are moved from national 
to European level. This may therefore be seen as a step towards decreasing the power 
of national telecom authorities and strengthening regulation at EU level. A common 
price cap improves transparency for consumers, but it may create a situation where 
operators in high cost countries may have difficulties in covering their costs in full. It 
may also create strange pricing schemes, where international roaming becomes 
cheaper than national roaming.  
Both wholesale charges and retail charges have been subject to intensive debate. 
From the beginning operators were very much against any form of regulation, in 
particular at the retail level. In spite of amble documentation proving excessive rates 
without any relationship to costs, it is claimed that there is effective competition on 
the international roaming market.  
Also some Governments have been very reluctant towards regulation. In particular 
in tourist destinations in Southern Europe, international roaming has proved to be an 
important source of income.  
The EU intervention is a compromise between those asking for cost based roaming 
charges and the interests of operators – particular those operating in major tourist 
destinations. Nevertheless seen from the consumers’ point of view, it is a considerable 
improvement compared to the former situation, and it was implemented with an 
impressive speed (less than one year after the proposal from the Commission was 
published). It is also a move away from regulation based on more or less objective 
economic evidence towards regulation based on political negotiations between parties 
with conflicting interests.  
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Abstract. This section shows technology changes in mobile communications 
field, like adaptive spectrum usage, 4G mobile services, new M-applications. A 
theoretic model is shown about the joining process of the value chain, and 
conflicts are shown on vertical integration in both directions. The staged rises of 
the mobile communications’ level lead two main types of regulator activities. 
As a consequence in the near future there are some steps by the regulatory 
agency to be done.  
Keywords: regulation, mobile communications, foresight, vision, spectrum. 
1 Introduction 
There is an inevitable trend seen the wireless mobility. The narrow band GSM 
telephony has spread all over the world. The new wideband mobile technologies, like 
LTE (Long Term Evolution) are to step into the market. Several applications, like 
navigation, locally based e-commerce, twitter or intelligent transport systems are 
running for the essential limited resource, which is the spectrum band.  
This section first shows the most relevant technology changes in mobile 
communications field, like spectrum allocation, long term evolution technology, and 
some new applications. Then a model is shown about the extension of the value chain. 
It is also explained, that the vertical integration could cause tensions in both 
directions. Next we try to understand the role of regulation in normative and empirical 
way. The future-oriented regulatory tasks are in the next subsection, based on the 
previous statements. As a consequence of the spreading process, we can see the need 
for co-regulation with other agencies of related fields.  
2 Spectrum Allocation 
Spectrum allocations are more and more important. One new band usable for 
communications purposes has high value for the service providers. To build up a new 
wireless technology always new frequency bands are needed. The allocation process 
goes in several national, regional CEPT-ECC (European Conference of Postal and 
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Telecommunications Administrations, Electronic Communications Committee1), and 
global ITU-R (International Telecommunications Union, Radio-communications’ 
sector2) level. For service providers the right to use a slice of the spectrum means a 
high value asset. The national governments spend a lot on frequency allocation 
processes, and as a consequence, governments have the right to sell the free frequency 
bands, mainly through auctions, sometimes through beauty contest.  
There are new flexible band techniques called Software Defined Radio and 
Cognitive Radio. According to REPORT ITU-R SM.2152 [4]:   
• “Software-defined radio (SDR): A radio transmitter and/or receiver employing a 
technology that allows the RF operating parameters including, but not limited to, 
frequency range, modulation type, or output power to be set or altered by 
software, excluding changes to operating parameters which occur during the 
normal pre-installed and predetermined operation of a radio according to a system 
specification or standard.”   
• “Cognitive radio system (CRS): A radio system employing technology that allows 
the system to obtain knowledge of its operational and geographical environment, 
established policies and its internal state; to dynamically and autonomously adjust 
its operational parameters and protocols according to its obtained knowledge in 
order to achieve predefined objectives; and to learn from the results obtained.”  
These techniques do not need preliminary given frequency band. These adaptive 
technologies provide much more effective shared spectrum usage. So, these technologies 
are good to serve in huge metropolitan areas, where the density of the users is  
very high.  
3 Long Term Evolution (LTE) Mobile 
The next generation mobile technology deployed at the moment is called Long Term 
Evolution LTE (4G). The official name of these new technology standards, given by 
ITU is International Mobile Telecommunications Advanced technology [3], [5].  
The major feature of LTE mobile internet system is that the upload speed can be 
much more than in the previous mobile internet systems. The LTE is mainly for data 
transmission not for voice. The other feature of LTE is that it tries to integrate the 
existing mobile systems. This may cause faster spread and lower prices at the 
introduction period.  
A new capable technology stepping into the market would produce changes in the 
whole industrial value chain. The value chain of the broadband mobile services 
consists of devices, infrastructure services, applications and some solutions. The first 
application was localization based content providing. The more spread application is 
the navigation on smart mobile phones. These applications are mainly from e-
commerce, and social applications are also spreading.  
                                                          
1 The European organization CEPT-ECC see http://www.cept.org/ecc/ 
2 The Global organization ITU-R see http://www.itu.int/ 
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4 New Applications Based on Mobile Services 
The users’ prospective has been changed: “digital way of living” - is the new 
approach, integrating the previously segmented disciplines of e-commerce, e-learning 
or e-health, e-working. Digital living needs new approach to free and working hours, 
a new concept of working place, and also the opportunity costs in time and working 
environment. There are several new applications based on mobile telecommunications 
services. Most of them are provided by large telecommunications companies or their 
subsidiary companies.  
The first group of applications is mobile payment, which is one of micropayments 
type. The deposit is paid or debt is asked before the transaction, and the payment 
service goes within the system. Acceptance of mobile payment is similar to other 
debit cards. In general micropayment systems do not pay interests after the deposit, 
therefore do not ask fee for the transactions. In case of mobile payment, it mainly 
goes from credit, so the transaction must have a fee over the exact payment.  
The second group of applications and solutions is mobile health, including special 
devices based on mobiles. Some sensors may measure the health conditions of the 
users, evaluate the data and inform the user and/or other helping assistance. In case of 
high health risk or in case of emergency, the emergency call could be started without 
any human interaction. There are other, information services serving health issues:  
localization-based pharmacies, electronic prescription and data-storage of previous 
records of laboratory.  
The third group of mobile based applications is m-learning. The mobile becomes 
part of the information infrastructure to learning management systems (LMS). This 
ecosystem consists of few on-line teachers, life-long learners, and schools. Really 
good improvement of competences may come from the blended learning process 
including personal consultations with the teacher and the facility based on-line 
communication through screens. There are three screens to learn: TV screen, 
computer screen and the mobile screen and online e-learning systems could use at 
least two of these screens.  
E-government sometimes is served on mobile. This is the communications channel 
which reaches almost the whole population. Mobile communications are also 
available for needy population: jobless, homeless, immigrants, handicapped peoples, 
old age pensioners. So, the local public services - like help to the labor market, social 
food distribution, help-services for large families in education - may be organized 
through mobiles.  
Navigation is available for mobile customers through satellite systems, some of 
mobile producers provide it without further fee. Locality based services can be 
organized based on mobile devices too. Navigation services are the basis for the 
future intelligent transport systems of avoiding traffic jams, mobile payment for 
highways or parking.   
We can see that forward integration of mobile service providers is a strong ongoing 
process. Mobile industry spreads into other sectors, together with new applications 
serves as a business infrastructure for the business.  
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5 Joining Process of Value Chains 
On the next figure is the joining process of the value chain in case of a new capable 
technology steps into the market. Four phases can be seen:  
• 1st phase - Based on the new technologies the quality rises, the prices diminish, 
the infrastructure spread into new business areas;  
• 2nd phase - Some complementary industries build in their services the already 
existing infrastructure;  
• 3rd phase - The value chains merge, and form a new one together, providing a new 
compound service for the customers;  
• 4th phase- The new compound service itself becomes the basis for other industries 
as a business infrastructure.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Value chain extension in case of innovation 
As we have seen previously, mobile telecommunications services spread into other 
sectors.  Let us to build up models of this extended service provision. When two 
sectors are to joining along the value chain, there are always ambitions from both 
sides to integrate backward and forward the close value producing steps. As you may 
see on Figure 2, the telecommunications service providers try to integrate new ICT 
applications to provide more enhanced services for related industries; the professional 
users of related industries try to extend its own activities backward, using new ICT 
technologies. Both vertical integration processes of different industries go through 
tensions, even if it is forward or backward integration. The first reaction of the 
neighboring industries may be to resist, the second reaction might be to build up 
strategic alliances, and the third step can be the value chain joining process.  
Regulation and the regulatory body in this joining process should play as a 
defender of the community interest. Community interest can be:  
• Let the service provider provide more enhanced services, in order to provide basic 
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• Let the innovative new technologies step into the market, in order to have the ICT 
market combatable and avoid any kind of monopolistic situation.  




Fig. 2. Backward and forward vertical integration with related industries 
6 Role of Regulation 
Sector-specific regulation in wider sense includes market monitoring, rule making, 
individual decisions and information providing about the certain market. It includes 
also participation in the standardization process, although it is considered a self-
regulation of industrial players. It should match to overall market regulation topics, 
like customer defense, privacy defense or accounting rules.  
There are several function expected from a regulator: handle customer dependency, 
enhance innovation and network development, and handle forward and backward 
integration processes. Some solidarity steps should be done to ensure universal access 
to the infrastructure. Let us see the innovation model of the ICMT sector model 
reflecting [1] ideas on information technology.  
We can see a staged development of the info-communications services at the “state 
of the art” level. New technologies come and provide business advantages for the first 
user groups. Then these technologies spread into the everyday life, and the business 
advantage melts away. Later this technology becomes essential even to participate in 
business. Remember the example of mobile telephony: first it used to be a status 
symbol for high level managers, then became normal usage for workers, now it is an 
expectation to have even for jobless or homeless peoples.  As we see, the participation 
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What should do with this staged development process the regulator? When the 
scale is rising, should react, in order to enhance the development of the market. There 
are two main types of regulatory action: innovative and solidarity actions of regulator. 
In case the state of the art level increases, an innovative action should be done, in case 
the participative level increases, a solidarity action should be done. See the whole 
staged development process together on Figure 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Innovation model of the ICMT sector development 
Innovative regulatory actions are:  
• Let a new technology to enter into the market;  
• Ensure scared resources (spectrum or identifier) for the new technology;  
• Ensure service based competition for innovative applications;  
• Participate in standardization process. 
Solidarity regulatory actions are:  
• Make a price regulation;  
• Universal access and universal service regulation;  
• Enhance facility based competitions or ladder of investment;  
• Ensure local physical networks in a non profit basis.  
After having seen the normative approach of the regulation, we can also deal with the 
regulation with limited rationality [2]. The real regulator is a government agency, 
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players also change in the stakeholder model of the regulatory agency. So, there will 
be new players to be fulfilled with regulatory interventions on the market. Figure 4 
shows the stakeholder model of the regulatory body in the future.  
Based on these – normative and empirical – theoretic models of regulation duties 
some more detailed real regulatory steps can be described on mobile field in the next 
subsection.   
 
Fig. 4. Stakeholder model of the regulator in the future 
7 Future-Oriented Regulation Tasks in Mobile Communications 
There are classical regulation issues in mobile, as in any kind of matured industries- 
Termination rates at interconnecting; prices of mobile roaming; domestic roaming in 
case of a newcomer on the national market; interconnection with internet service 
providers; prices of data transmission, and universal access provision through mobiles 
are also to be regulated.  
Usually the value of a spectrum is based on the economic value of the market 
presence on the mobile market. It is usually sold by the government on auctions. But 
there are new technologies without allocated spectrum. 
There is a new emerging issue on frequency management field.  There are free 
bands without preliminary allocation, called “white spaces”, where the usage is shared 
cognitive radio and software defined radio, as it is mentioned above. This new 
element of the radio-communications’ market would produce the following two 
problems for the national regulatory agencies on the European mobile service market. 
• The frequency fee nowadays goes mainly to the state budget of the national 
governments, and it covers the operational costs of the frequency management 
institutions, sometimes there is cross-financing to the whole regulatory agency 
from frequency fees. It would be missing from the state budget and the regulatory 
agencies would be financed from general taxes from other industries;  
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• The frequency allocation is one of the tools in government hand, to enforce some 
content providing issues in case of broadcasting channels. If there is no such tool 
in hand, it would be very difficult to enforce the expected percentage of the 
European or national content in the provided entertainment channel programs. It 
could open the door to an overflow of films or games or some non-wanted 
contents from out of Europe.  
Although the spread of the white spaces is not an interest of European regulators, the 
trend is coming and it would be very difficult to stop it. It will be one of the discussed 
topics on the next World Radio Congress of ITU, and it is hard to foresee the results.  
WHO issued a precaution approach to power emission, and there is a European 
standard on the maximum specific absorption rate (SAR). But customers do not have 
the information about the possible danger of the over-usage of mobile their handsets. 
The regulatory bodies should enforce service providers to inform their customers 
about radiation effects of mobiles. There are some survey, that the risk is higher in 
case of young children and persons already having decease.  
Enhancing innovation, the technology neutrality has been a huge discussion since 
2003. We can read on ITU side: It “means that different technologies offering 
essentially similar services should be regulated in similar manners. However, 
technologies offering similar services do not necessarily have similar features in all 
aspects, and exactly identical regulations may, therefore, result in the advantage of 
one technology over another in the market.” [7]. 
The reliability of mobile communications services is essential in case  
further industries build themselves on it. Other industries are regulated mainly by 
their own agencies, like financial sector, transport, health and social welfare, privacy 
defending.  
8 Cross-Sectored Co-regulation Issues for Mobiles 
The trust building toward mobile communications’ reliability can be handled through 
cross-sectored regulation processes together with different government authorities 
both at national and at European level. This is slightly different approach to the 
existing self- and co-regulation approaches, which was mainly industry based or civil 
based self-regulation [6].  
The value chain of the ICMT (Informatics, Communications, Media Technologies) 
sector is expanding, and form a union together with value chains of other industries. 
Regulatory activities should follow the process of spreading information technologies. 
The new approach is to have common responsibility – among different sectors and 
their regulatory bodies – for the new, integrated network infrastructure for the 
information based society. Figure 5 shows that regulation should follow these changes 
in an industrial value chain, and regulation should extend these activities into new 
fields.  
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Fig. 5. Extending regulatory activities 
These new fields have also been regulated until now by other sector specific 
agencies, but based on other technologies. There is a need to join the regulatory 
activities with the agencies of related industries, like financial regulator, transport 
regulator, privacy defending agency, health care regulator. See the following 
examples of the joint regulatory activities.  
What is the border of payment services for mobiles? These systems (as we have 
described above) work as any other micropayment systems. Mobile based 
micropayment goes from debt, like debenture cards. So, the regulation of these 
services should go together with other financial services. But the sector-specific 
regulatory body should enforce the accounting separation of the revenue on mobile 
communications services and micropayment services 
There is a regulation of emergency calls (e-calls), which should be similar in every 
EU (and associated) countries. The introduction of e-calls helps the tourism and the 
trans-European transport systems, because the caller party should not has to know any 
local emergency call, or should not has to speak local languages to ask for help in 
emergency case. The new regulation helps the automated mechanisms to spread.  “In 
case of a crash, an e-call equipped car automatically calls the nearest emergency 
centre.”  If we think on the traditional human based emergency calls, local emergency 
services might be informed a bit later, if there is a previous call centre before them in 
any cases. So, it is useful let to use both emergency calls: the trans-European and the 
local ones too. (In case of Hungary besides the European 112 the local 104 should 
remain too). We can see that the introduction of this new e-call public service is going 
slower than it was expected before, although there are many possibilities in it in long 
term. The new cars should be equipped with this ability, but the old ones do not have 
them. Regulators should force to build the emergency call devices into older vehicles 
too. This would enhance the trade of mobile industry in a new field.  
There is a privacy issue how to share information on localization data. In case of 
e-calls it is already done the exemption in order to help to the person. Other cases 
should be regulated among other privacy issues, like: localization data of small 
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children for their parents, localization data of employees during working hours to 
their employers, localization data of assistant peoples at emergency services any time, 
etc. These are non-criminal cases but there are personal pending situations. On the 
other hand, service providers should provide localization data sharing services in case 
the customers want it: old age people living alone may share their localization data 
with their family members or health assistant services.  
There are several mobile based applications on e-health. Data sharing of these 
equipments should be regulated together with privacy defending bodies.  How to 
extend social security systems to m-health is one of the next questions to co-regulate 
with healthcare authorities. The expected benefit is that the patients may reach the 
health system earlier, and the rehabilitation could be cheaper. The most important 
would be to introduce M-health devices for professional drivers of trucks and public 
transport vehicles, in order to prevent mortal accidents.  
The most recent development is a proposal about establishing the Connecting 
Europe Facility. In this, there are common rules of the Transport, Energy and 
Telecommunications industries. The initiative includes broadband mobile services 
too. On the other hand, there are expectations in the proposal to build up European 
high speed backbone networks, so the mobiles could also use that in the future [8]. 
9 Conclusions 
Having seen the relevant regulatory steps in mobile communications’ field we can 
conclude there are several new applications. Based on that, the mobile communication 
service providers try to make a forward integration, and build up mobile based 
application services, spreading into new related industries. Regulatory agency should 
follow the extension of the value chain.  
As a result of the spreading ICT sector, the regulatory agency should build up 
cross-sectored cooperation among related regulatory agencies. Examining the role of 
regulation we can see, that the normative approach shows two groups of regulative 
actions: steps for innovations and steps for universal services. The empirical approach 
to regulatory body shows, that there will be new stakeholders on the screen.  
Having the future oriented analysis of the regulation, the regulatory agency may be 
prepared to the most probable future, avoid the least acceptable scenarios and achieve 
the most desirable ones.  
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Abstract. Innovation and economic transformation are difficult phenomena to 
measure, especially in high-tech fast changing sectors. Dynamic competition is 
a key driving force behind growth and a complex, multidimensional nature calls 
for an integrated approach. Recently a research agenda that see trademark as a 
valuable addition to the economic indicators arsenal has been gaining 
momentum. This section makes the case for employing trademarks as an 
indicator for assessing dynamic competition and international competitiveness 
in the telecommunications equipment and services sector. It considers 
community trademark data to explore stylized facts and recent trends in the 
European market, a sophisticated and contested world sales pitch on which this 
data can be employed to generate substantive academic insights as well as 
useful knowledge for policy-makers at the EU and national levels. 
Keywords: telecommunications, indicators, trademarks, competitiveness, policy 
Lisboa, Portugal. 
1 Introduction 
Today’s economy is increasingly a communication-intensive world trade system. 
Competition isn’t just about new technology and better service. It is also a fierce 
struggle for the consumer’s attention in an increasingly overwhelmed information 
environment. Trademark data can constitute a source for fresh insights on how 
companies and countries are being able to put their message across in the 
contemporary innovation-driven global economy.  
As Schumpeter suggested innovation is about introducing new or improved goods 
and services into the market, launching new or improved manufacturing and service 
delivery systems into economic activity, discovering and fulfilling all together new or 
modified needs and desires [1]. Innovation is then about converting relevant technical 
knowledge into working useful products. Yet, while an increasing quantity of research 
has been invested into the study of the sources and effects of innovative operations, it 
continues to operate on the basis of narrow empirical resources. Dynamic competition 
is a complex, multidimensional phenomenon. At the same time innovation and 
industrial transformation are difficult to measure. Engaging with real phenomenon of 
competition, as opposed to standard textbook accounts of neoclassical competition, is 
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an important task since it is a key driving force behind economic growth. This brief 
note attempts to highlight the potential of this new indicator in the context of applied 
telecommunications economic analysis.  
2 Mapping and Measuring the Commercial Creativity of Firms 
and Nations 
Two intellectual property rights share a great deal: patents and trademarks. They yield 
precious macroeconomic data. Both are “back office” measures of how a country is 
succeeding in the structural transition to a knowledge-based economy. Both are 
correlated with innovation performance and provide an insight into ongoing processes 
of industrial change. Patents are assigned to original, non-trivial and productive 
inventions. Trademarks such as brand names and logos are solicited by firms to 
distinguish and protect the reputation of goods, services and their corporate identities. 
These indicators are also complementary: patent counts are a pointer of technological 
expertise and trademark statistics are an indicator of commercial capability.  
Patents and trademarks are here understood as economic indicators of innovation 
and industrial change. Numbers of applications of these intellectual property rights 
allow for complementary readings of the state and evolution of an economy. One key 
difference sets them apart: trademark data is a much less exploited information 
resource. Patents have been used for a number of decades now and are commonplace 
in standard economic benchmarking publications, such as those from the OECD, 
whereas trademarks have been much less used in applied analysis. They offer the 
possibility of yielding fresh insights in the process of transformation and competition 
among modern.  
The business of branding goods and services has been an ordinary part of 
economic life since time immemorial. Symbols were used to keep track the origin of 
bricks used in Roman constructions, familiar names where used by medieval artisans 
to distinguish the products of their craft, calves roaming on the western prairies were 
marked by ranchers to identify their property. However, as a source of empirical 
insights trademarks have been neglected; in spite that branded goods have become a 
distinguishing feature of economic life in the twentieth century [2]. This neglect has 
co-existed, nonetheless, with an increasing awareness in the social sciences that 
branding (or trademarking) has been emerging as a particular phenomenon worth of 
explanatory work (e.g., in sociology, psychology), but also of prescriptive 
consideration (e.g., management studies).  
Only very recently, applied economic literature has shown that branding activity 
may be also captured by trademark applications for the analytical purpose of 
assessing and monitoring ordinary and extraordinary economic life: trademarks have 
been shown to provide consistent indications innovation behavior and industrial 
change. Trademark statistics are interesting because they are i) increasingly available 
on electronic platforms, ii) regular long-term data availability, iii) broken down by 
product classes, iv) able to capture service and SME innovation, and v) close to 
commercialization of new products. 
Trademarks are exclusive rights to distinctive words, symbols, shapes, or even 
smells and holograms. The legal framework of this IPR has been evolving.  
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A milestone was the Paris International Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property of 1883 (known as the ‘‘Paris Convention’’) covering patents, trademarks, 
and designs [2].  
3 Community Trademarks for Competitiveness Analysis 
Marks and other distinctive signs (such as logos, slogans, three-dimensional marks 
objects) they are commercial signatures that distinguish the products and their 
producers on the marketplace. The flow of trademarks applications reveals the 
initiative of creating presence and recognition in targeted commercial arenas. With 
necessary methodology care data on this activity may be used to build a better 
understanding concerning rhythms and directions of development of national 
economies, for instance, in the European context.  
One place to look is indeed Europe. With almost 500 million consumers and 
arguably one the most attractive, and sophisticate markets of the world, this is an 
especially interesting arena to analyze. Thanks to the Community Trade Mark (CTM), 
an IPR tool that covers the EU territory and which came into existence in 1996, we 
can observe trends as they develop. In this section we use for the EU-15 countries’ 
applications obtained from the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market 
(OHIM), which is responsible institution for managing CTMs. This European right 
can be seen as a success story seems it appears very clearly to have provided an 
answer to a latent demand for this kind of European-wide intellectual property right. 
The last year in record, 2007, is a special one because the volume of applications 
became more twice of the level of the launch year, 1996, for the first time [2].  
Figure 1 shows absolute numbers for total applications from all EU and non-EU 
countries since the creation of the launch of the CTM. The first year should be 
regarded as an abnormal year since intentions to trademark were being accumulated 
for at least two years before. The local peak noticed around the year 2000 can be 
associated to the “New Economy” bubble, since trademarks covering high-tech 
categories where driving growth; only by 2005 aggregate numbers surpass those of 
the year 2000. By the end of the decade, though, the effects of the so-called  
“sub-prime crisis”/“great recession”/”little depression” are visible.  
4 Trends in Communication-Intensive Knowledge Economy 
A total of 250,000 trademarks were submitted for the whole territory of the EU during 
last year. Applications by EU-based firms and organizations constitute around two 
thirds of this figure. Within Europe Germany has been by far the country originating 
the largest number of trademarks, a share of a quarter of total applications among the 
27 EU Member States. Figure 2, which depicts absolute numbers of new CTMs 
requested by the most important countries in terms of volume of applications, shows a 
clear trend for the last decade. There is a marked and generalized movement towards 
intensified trademark deployment.  
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Fig. 2. Applications of CTMs for the largest applicant countries, absolute numbers, 1997-20071 
Among non-EU countries US players’ interest in the European-wide market is 
substantially higher than Japanese’s, neither of which has yet surpassed their 
respective 2000-2001 levels where the “New Economy” bubble is clearly visible. 
Relative positions among the large economies are stable. But here comes a distinctive 
novelty: Germany has surpassed the US in 2006 as the top user of the CTM system, 
reaching unprecedented levels in 2007.  
                                                          
1 OHIM data handed to the author from its central database, own calculations. See [3]. Note: 
Trends in absolute numbers are reported for large economies generating the highest volumes 
of applications: Germany (DE), United States (US), Great Britain (GB), Spain (ES), Italy 
(IT), France (FR), and Japan (JP). 
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Trademark data also realizes its potential as an innovation indicator when 
combined with other, more conventional yardsticks of innovative performance. If we 
go back to the original definition by Schumpeter we realize that is emphasis on 
innovation as invention plus market introduction can operationalized using a proxy of 
technological capability (say R&D or patents) and contrast that with the information 
provided by trademarks. Figure 3 uses country R&D intensity (R&D/GDP) on the x-
axis and “trademark intensity” (CTMs/POP) on the y-axis to generate, for the first 
time, a picture of a possible taxonomy of countries. Although this can be seen as a 
crude mapping exercise it could be taken as producing some interesting results. We 
thus can see that there are countries above the average EU-15 both in technological 
and marketing capabilities (most Nordic countries), as well as those scoring bellow in 
both (most southern European countries). We can also see that Finland and France 
appear to be stronger on the technological front, whereas the Netherlands, Ireland and 
Spain have most of their relative strengths in marketing.  
 
Fig. 3. Technological and marketing capabilities: a country taxonomy [3]2 
5 Countries’ Trademark-Intensiveness in Telecommunications 
Two classes are of interest as far as telecommunications are concerned, class 9 
(containing a whole set of manufacturing goods, including scientific instruments and 
telecommunications equipment) and class 38 (a service class only referring to 
telecoms). As Table 1 shows both classes feature in the top 10 most trademarked classes.  
 
                                                          
2 OHIM and OECD, own calculations. See [3]. Note. R&D intensity = total expenditures in 
R&D over GDP; Trademark intensity = CTM application per million inhabitants.  
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Table 1. Top classes in terms3 
 
Figure 4 isolates the two telecom-related tangible and intangible nice classes 
(respectively classes 9 and 38). These classes cover what could be broadly described 
and ICT/Telecom equipment and ICT/Telecom services. The telecoms data shows an 
upward trend punctuated by large fluctuations. The data reveals spikes around the 
year 2000 (the “New Economy” bubble) and a stagnation beyond 2007 (the “great 
recession”/“little depression”).  
 
Fig. 4. New CTM applications in telecoms equipment (BLUE) and services (RED), 1997-20093 
Figure 5 analyses the concentration by country of new community trademark in 
telecommunications for the EU-15 in the period 1996-2009. Concentration decreases  
 
                                                          
3 OHIM data, own calculations. For the use of trademarks as indicators of service innovation 
see [3], [4] and [5]. 
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until the early 2000s but that dynamics seemed to have stopped by then. The indicator 
is the Hirshmann-Herfindahl index [3] and is defined as:  
 
 
Fig. 5. Concentration in telecom services in the EU-15 (class 38), 1996-20094 
The dynamic struggle for market shares is shown in Figure 6, which computes the 
instability index [3]. It also reinforces the notion that competition as been on the 
decrease for most of the time. The index is defined as:  
 
 
Fig. 6. Market instability in telecom services in the EU (class 38), 1996-20094 
                                                          
4 OHIM data, own calculations. See [3]. 
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Figure 7 computes the “revealed marketing advantage” index for a sample of 
countries. Is a country is above one it has a competitive strength in a given product 
class. This approach allows us to put a taxonomy of countries. The index is:  
 
 
Fig. 7. Revealed marketing advantage in telecoms equipment and services5 
6 Conclusions 
Innovation does not consist exclusively of embodying technological knowledge into 
high-tech products. Innovation is wider a process that does not stop here; it also implies 
understanding, segmenting, targeting and persuading increasingly international customer 
bases of the uses of the new or improved, tangible or intangible artifacts. Thus, 
innovation is also about establishing the notoriety and credibility of products when 
introducing them in the marketplace. Typically reliant on technology-oriented indicators 
such as research and development (R&D) or patents, empirical work on innovation has 
difficulty in capturing this marketing dimension of innovative activities. The goal of this 
section is to contribute to fill this gap by staying closely to Schumpeter’s definition of 
innovation. It treats and measures innovation as the outcome of a combination of twin 
bodies of expertise: technological and marketing. We believe that trademarks are unique 
but still an under-exploited source of information for studying innovation behavior and 
industrial dynamics in the telecommunications sector. Thus, this potential should be 
utilized.  
                                                          
5 OHIM data, own calculations. See [3]. 
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Introduction to Social and Policy Implications  
of Communication Technologies  
Antonis M. Hadjiantonis 
KIOS Research Center for Intelligent Systems and Networks, University of Cyprus 
antonish@ucy.ac.cy  
This chapter delves into the far reaching socio-economic drivers and constraints of 
telecommunications and communications media, and hinges on a diversity of policies 
not just about technical access to them and pricing, but more importantly about the 
social and freedom-of-expression rights. After all, communications systems and 
services are there to serve people’s interactions. Therefore this chapter presents four 
different aspects of telecommunications, dealing with topics largely ignored in the 
past and in telecommunications and media, i.e. social implications and policy aspects 
of broadcast media. 
Section 1 on “Mobile Communications of the Needy and Poor: Affordability 
Indicators, European Data, and Social Tariffs” by L.-F. Pau, P. Puga, H. Chen, and  
Z. Kirtava, is driven by the concerns of the poor and needy, who cannot always afford 
to be networked, although their hunger for such technology is huge, as inclusion 
means survival, health, and family linkages. The section is the result of a 4 year data 
and information collection effort to gather data on the poor and needy in 6 European 
countries, their mobile communications behaviors, in relation to their socio-economic 
living contexts. It also provides a new indicator, with case data from 7 countries in 
2006 and 2010, allowing to compare the affordability of mobile communications for 
the poor and needy, by determining the “poor’s purchasing power parity (PPP) in 
wireless minutes per month”. Thus, this section provides data showing the social 
limits of inclusion imposed by the public wireless communications providers, while 
mobile communications are used today by the vast majority of the world’s population.  
The work on “Implications of mHealth Service Deployments: A Comparison 
between Dissimilar European Countries” in Section 2 by F. Vannieuwenborg,  
Z. Kirtava, L. Lambrinos, J. Van Ooteghem, and S. Verbrugge, discusses the deploy-
ment of eHealth and in particular mHealth services for three European countries. Each 
country uses the same kind of services with a different emphasis. By comparing 
results of a reference case, tele-monitoring heart patients, the authors identify major 
implications for a general rollout of the service and formulate recommendations for it.  
The work on “Social Communication Behaviors of Virtual Leaders” in Section 3 
by D. Shwarts-Asher examines how leadership operates and structures itself inside 
distant teams linked by communication means. A model, with supporting results from 
controlled experiments, suggests that communication behaviors and styles of a leader 
mediate the extent of the virtuality of shared tasks in a team, and thus the team’s 
outputs. A comparison is made with teams working face-to-face. Therefore, this 
section represents the effect of communications on the way social interaction and 
organization shape themselves.  
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Finally, Section 4 on “Policy Implications of Digital Television” by B. Sapio is 
about those factors affecting the usage of digital television-based e-Government 
services (especially payment services). The focus is on policies driving an adoption 
by a specific methodology. That set of services is coined under the term  
“T-government” and pilot study efforts are reported. Comparative data are supplied 
across several European countries. Thus, this section deals with services enabling 
social cohesion and citizen’s rights, as being possibly distributed by the world’s 
second mostly accessible communications media, which is television as it turns 
digital.  
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Abstract. This section summarizes the data and information collected across 
Europe and beyond, inside the COST 605 Action (2008-2011), and can be 
relevant for separate analysis, research and regulations about the mobile 
communications costs of poor and needy groups. Miscellaneous social and 
macro-economic data on the needy and their mobile communications usage in 
five European countries are presented. It also contains the specification of a 
new indicator whereby the affordability of mobile communications for poor and 
needy can be established, and the corresponding results for 7 countries in 2006 
and 2010. The indicator is the “poor’s purchasing power parity (PPP) in 
wireless minutes per month”, based on reported data collected on the 
distribution amongst poor and needy groups in Georgia and France. An 
Appendix gives some data sources for the countries where data were collected. 
Keywords: e-Inclusion, Mobile communications, Social tariffs, Affordability, 
Indicators. 
1 Mobile Communications of the Needy and Poor 
This section summarizes the data and information collected across Europe and 
beyond, inside the COST 605 Action (2008-2011), and can be relevant for separate 
analysis, research and regulations about the mobile communications costs of poor and 
needy groups. The derived analyses and research or regulations are not surveyed in 
this section, and this section is not structured as a research article but as a fact 
collection. An Appendix gives some national data sources for the countries where 
data were collected. A list of references gives pointers to related data collection, 
methodology or analysis work and also contains the references to the papers produced 
by the COST 605 Action on communications for the needy [1, 3, 8, 9, 14, 15].  
The methodology whereby these data have been collected and aggregated has been 
to identify and verify relevant, but often inconsistent and unpublished data sources 
(government or NGO reports, regulator reports, survey reports, UN and ITU statistics, 
operator data, verbal reports). Mobile tariff and pricing data have used operator data, 
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field work, regulator reports (Europe and Georgia) (Appendix 1), as well as tariff 
surveys [5, 6]). The reader is thus warned about the fact that, for lack of extensive 
research budgets and means, the data assembled here could not always be validated 
from multiple sources, although all of them seem to represent the consensus estimates 
of operational people working with, or on, poor and needy. 
It should be stressed that while there has been extensive data collection in 
developed as well as developing countries [1, 4] on demographics, revenues , housing 
of poor and needy, there has been almost none on the telecommunications practices 
and spending of these groups, or on specific telecommunications services (even on 
public telephony). There has been theoretical analysis rooted in income distribution 
[11] the applicability of which hedges on data collection efforts like this one. This 
section furthermore focuses on public wireless communications, which represent by 
far the widest relative adoption in that group among combined fixed telephony, 
broadband, Internet and wireless services [13]. In terms of geographical coverage, the 
focus is on the much neglected European poor and needy, as well as those in Georgia, 
representing a population on European fringes and part of the Council of Europe [10]. 
Whereas OECD has defined baskets of telecommunications services with variants in 
2002, 2006 and 2010, the poor /needy groups for basic practical reasons and 
affordability still prioritize plain voice communications the highest for social 
inclusion, work, and other specific needs. While this fact may evolve over time, focus 
is here solely on wireless voice and the corresponding usage in view of the 
affordability constraints of these groups.  
World Development Indicators Database (World Bank group) methodology for 
mobile pricing is using a monthly basket of 25 “standard” calls + 30 SMS. One of 
OECD’s baskets includes per year: 1680 outgoing calls (2952 min) + 600 SMS + 12 
MMS. ITU’s ICT Price Basket (IPB) index and its depiction of ICT affordability is a 
composite affordability measure based on three sub-baskets – fixed telephone, mobile 
cellular and fixed broadband Internet services – and computed as a percentage of 
average Gross National Income (GNI) per capita. ICT spending correspond to less 
than 5% of GNI per capita in much of Europe and Asia and the Pacific’s high income 
economies, as well as in the US and Canada; but for sure, for poor and needy, which 
have chosen to be connected (prepaid or post-paid), the ratio is much larger, making 
the issue much more critical. The ITU IPB studies also reveal a close link between the 
affordability of ICT services and national income levels: people in high-income 
countries spend relatively little for ICT services, while those in the world’s poorest 
countries spend relatively more, both in absolute terms (e.g., mobile minute cost) and 
in relative terms (as a share of disposable income).  
2 Who Are the Poor and Needy  
This section aggregates, or segments, data about the following groups in the 
population [13]:  
• Poor, defined as such under minimum household subsistence revenue limit [4]  
• Homeless (still approx. 30 % have work)  
• Unemployed getting unemployment benefits, searching jobs , but under minimum 
household subsistence limit 
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• Unemployed after expiration of unemployment and social benefits 
• Isolated individuals of all ages, often subject to a social / medical / penal fracture 
(e.g., 39 % of age group 79-83 years in France)  
• Migrant workers who have or find very short term employment away from 
domicile (incl. seasonal workers in, e.g., tourism and agriculture) [2]  
• Elderly alone with home care on low pensions under subsistence limit (e.g. 89 % 
of 79-83 years age group in France)  
• Displaced populations due to war, national disasters or climate change effects 
• Some immigrants (approx. 10 million immigrant workers in Europe) [2, 5]  
• Many categories of disabled persons and some categories of sick persons 
According to Eurostat this heterogeneous group represented in 2004: 73 Million 
people in EU (16 % of the population), 2 Million people in EFTA countries, and 160 
Million people in the geographical areas part of Council of Europe [7]. In the above 
segmentation, the household subsistence revenue limit is usually defined as by UN at 
60% of national GNI average.  
2.1 European Macrodata on the “Needy” and Their Mobile Communications 
Usage or “Social Mobile Tariffs”  
Some COST 605 Action participating countries have contributed to a survey on the 
above subject (Denmark, France, Georgia, Netherlands, and Portugal). The focus was 
on needy / poor people (see subsection 2.1), especially on 
• social parameters , demographics, employment, income,  
• measured or assumed mobile communications service usage and spending, and  
• cases of individuals or groups of needy people’s as to mobile communications 
usage and spending (from individual interviews, secondary information sources).  
Table 1 addresses data collected so far across 5 EU countries mostly for 2006: 
Netherlands, Portugal, France, United Kingdom, and Denmark. It should be noted that 
definitions are not always identical and that collection methods and sources may be 
inconsistent. It should also be noted that in general the data are from many different 
sources thus not always with same year or basis. Some data were collected on the basis of 
field surveys and are not found in other sources. The Monetary unit was Euros for 
calibration purposes (except UK where GPB/EUR exchange rate fluctuations prevented 
that calibration). When a definition cannot be used uniformly across countries, due to 
different legislations, or data collection methods, indications are given in the Table as to 
different interpretations; especially UK has different estimation concepts (see Appendix).  
The goal of the survey is to provide the basis for the establishment of social 
wireless tariff bundles made affordable to the needy and subsidized or not by 
operators and/or regulators (using revenue from universal service obligation laws, 
where applicable) [5, 10]. Another goal is to help European regulator and the 
Commission prepare for directives with the same goal across the EU [5, 6, 7]. As the 
ubiquity of wireless communications has a high social value and impact, this study is 
justified beyond general analyses of universal access to broadband services. 
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2.2 The Needy’s Purchasing Power in Mobile Minutes and the “Mobile 
Communications Divide”  
As an attempt to compare by a single indicator the affordability of mobile 
communications for poor and needy groups across countries [13, 14], we present the 
following indicator: “A poor’s purchasing power parity (PPP) in wireless minutes per 
month”. PPP is defined as: the ratio of UN purchasing power GNI PPP (Gross 
National product per Inhabitant on Purchasing power parity) (in one basis currency), 
multiplied by 0.6 to reflect the normal definition of the poverty limit, divided by the 
average price (in same basis currency) of one wireless voice minute (fully loaded to 
caller) as established by the national regulator, and further divided by 12 months. This 
wireless voice minute is assumed prepaid, with no terminals cost share, for a call to a 
national number, excluding discounts and plans. It shows, in simple words, how many 
minutes of wireless voice a poor would get per month if all his purchasing income 
that month was spent prepaid on talking in the same country over a wireless operator.  
Table 2, gives 2006 data for 7 countries of which three EU countries addressed in 
detail in subsection 2.2, and it was elaborated for the first time by the authors in 
Lisbon in 2008. Table 3 below gives an update for 2010. These tables show:  
• For each of them, very significant ranges of values: in 2006 from 202 
minutes/month (Tanzania) to 284 hours/month (France), and in 2010 from 202 
minutes/month to 223 hours/month (Denmark); this represents the “mobile 
communications divide”;  
• Fairly stable rankings in the small country sample, but that the index for some 
countries has fallen significantly (France, Morocco, Portugal), while it has risen 
for some others (Mexico, Denmark);  
• The average mobile tariff dynamics over time do not correlate with the evolution of 
the PPP GNI (Gross National product/inhabitant on purchasing power parity basis). 
This is despite regulatory interventions, competition, reductions in interconnection 
rates (European Union), within-operator’s network vs. outgoing call differentiation 
(Europe), specific tariff plans or brands for social groups (for “unemployed” like in 
Spain, for “poor and needy” like in France, “youth” everywhere), and/or occasional 
ceilings on price per mobile minute (as in Georgia: 0,24 GEL/min since 2011).  
Some consultancies adopt non-transparent rank determination methods, like the case 
of INFORMA Telecoms & Media and World Development Business “awarding” 3rd 
place to Georgia (among 186 countries researched) for having one of the most 
expensive mobile rates in the world (Jan 2010). Most consultancies studying e-
Inclusion just do not include wireless access, but only Internet access [5].  
Example of “Social Mobile tariff” (France): A  France Telecom / Orange offer called 
“RSA (“Revenu de solidarité active”) special tariff plan", available in Metropolitan 
France, and linked to RSA legislation and recognition. It includes 40 minutes of calls 
to landlines and mobiles plus 40 SMS, for €10 per month, without a contract. It is 
available to all RSA beneficiaries, whether or not they are already Orange customers. 
This plan allows unused minutes and SMS to be carried forward. 
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Orange customers eligible for the "RSA special tariff plan" but already under 
contract can move onto this plan at no cost and with no commitment. Customers from 
other operators can keep their existing mobile number. Orange is also selling a range 
of cheap mobile phones in its stores starting from €39. RSA beneficiaries only can 
either buy second-hand handsets from €10 or benefit from the offer without buying a 
mobile” Orange already offers several benefits to promote spending power in France:  
-  unlimited SMS service or 10% reduction on some offers for young people under 
26 years old;   
-  10% reduction on "initial" fixed rate packages for those over 60 years old;  
-  20% reduction on the "click" offer for jobseekers and large families.  
Furthermore, a €20 social triple play offer (telephone, TV and broadband Internet) is 
being prepared 
2.3 Distribution by Groups of the Poor and Needy and Effects of Falling 
Affordability 
This subsection provides the distribution of poor and needy for Georgia and France by 
narrower groups as those identified in subsection 2.1 and expands this analysis for 
household’s general affordability constraints in Denmark. Table 4 gives for France 
the distribution by categories of the poor under the poverty level; it also gives the 
percentage in each category with e.g. for 2009 a maximum of 34,7 % for unemployed 
and 30,3 % for “other inactives”. Table 5 contains the distribution for Georgia for an 
estimated total population of needy and poor of 4, 4 Million inhabitants. The Danish 
data [12] confirm falling affordability due to falling disposable private consumption 
and fast rise in tariffs and address the structural analysis of affordability data for 
households. The growing overexposure of households towards real estate and 
consumer credit, has lead the credit ratio (balance of liabilities/ net disposable income 
after taxes) to raise to 300 % , but assets (incl. Pension assets and free shares in real 
estate) have grown faster with a ratio of 460 % (2010). Inside liabilities, real estate 
mortgage debt represents about 75 % and other liabilities 25%. The combination of 
high liabilities, illiquid assets and falling real estate prices, has increased the risk from 
loss of income/job and has exposed the households to interest rate increases; a 3 % 
increase in interest rates at the end of 2010 lead to interest payments reaching avg. 
30% of net income. Due to parallel increases in energy and transportation costs, the 
private consumption ratio (disposable income net of taxes and energy) in 2010 was 
only 92 % of the 2007 value.  
As median mobile tariffs in Denmark have over the past 10 years grown at approx. 
twice the inflation rate (Q3:2011: 3%), and as a 2 year postpaid subscription plans can 
be assimilated to a 2 year mortgage obligation, their share inside net disposable 
income has approx. doubled; unless short term unsecured consumer loan credits are 
used to cover this increase, the research question is which expense items had to be 
reduced to accommodate mobile communications inside falling private consumption.  
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Table 4. Distribution of the poor and needy by groups, for metropolitan France (2008) (Source 
INSEE 30/8/2011) 






Active persons 18 
Years or above 
2635 9,5 % 20,6 % 
Active in a job, of 
which 
1863 7,3 % 18,2 % 
-Salaried 1445 6,3 % 15,8 % 
-Independent 
workers 
418 15,3 % 29,1 % 
Unemployed  772 35,8 % 27,2 % 
Inactive aged 18 y 
or above 
2873 15,1 % 17,2 % 
-Students 324 18,1 %  19,1 % 
-Retired persons 1283 9,9 % 13,0 % 
-Other inactive 1266 29,3 % 21,4 % 
Children < 18 
years 
2328 17,3 % 18,3 % 
Total population 7836 13,0 % 18,5 % 
Table 5. Distribution of poor and needy in Georgia (2008); Source: National Statistics office of 
Georgia www.geostat.ge 
 
GEORGIA 2010 Categories % of total needy Inhabitants 
Refugees/IDP's 6.1% 270000 
Unemployed 16.4% 315000 
Pensioners 14.9% 656000 
Disabled 3.1% 137000 
Impoverished 8.4% 370000 
Near poverty level 14.3% 630000 
Prisoners 0.4% 18659 
Unspecified 45.4% 1997000 
TOTAL 100 % 4 394 000 
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3 Summary and Conclusions 
The present data analysis in several countries provides key data to analyze the 
affordability of mobile communications for the poor and needy. It also presents 
several simple indicators to be used for policy making and tariffing. Mobile social 
tariffs are also described to reduce the mobile communications divide, which is at 
least as important as the Internet digital divide.  
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.  
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8. Spain: Telefonica social tariff: 
http://www.telefonica.es%2fon%2fio%2fes%2fteayudamos%2fhome.html 
9. UK : National poverty 
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_social/Family_Spending_2007/Fa
milySpending2008_web.pdf and 
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/asd/frs/2003_04/tables/pdf/3_8.pdf; Social insertion 
income www.dwp.gov.uk; Prisoners 
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/pdfs06/hosb1106.pdf; Expected spending on 
mobile phones for different household types 
http://www.minimumincomestandard.org; Attitudinal research by Ofcom among 
low income groups http://ofcom.org.uk/research/tce/ce07/annex4.pdf; Ofcom 
research into mobile take-up and spend 
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Abstract. Despite several successful pilot studies, a general implementation 
and adoption of mobile health services is not often the case. The deployment of 
eHealth and in particular mHealth services is discussed for three non similar 
European countries: Cyprus, Georgia, and Belgium. Each country uses the same 
kind of mobile health services with a different emphasis. By comparing results 
of a reference case, tele-monitoring heart patients, major implications are 
identified for a general rollout of services and respective recommendations. 
Keywords: mHealth, Tele-monitoring, Business model implications. 
1 Introduction 
Driven by an aging population, the European demand for care and cure will strongly 
increase. Also the growth of medical requirements in remote locations in developing 
states, lower availability of professional care providers, and all this within a stringent 
health care budget will force us to change the actual way of providing good quality 
care. Next to revaluation of the care sector and optimization of the work efficiency, 
integration of ICT in the care sector already has proven its positive impact.  
eHealth, and in particular, one of its service – telemedicine; diagnosis and 
treatments at a distance – currently finds application in the majority of medical 
domains: radiology, cardiology, dermatology, psychiatry, dentistry and paediatrics. 
Telemedicine, offering quality services with significant cost savings, has given a new 
dimension to the healthcare sector. Various telemedicine programs have proven to be 
cost effective [3] [23] [24], and with the curtailment of health care expenditures, 
programs as such are being implemented in several nations [7].  
2 eHealth: Actual Implementation 
Two sorts of services should be distinguished. The most obvious mHealth services are 
those that are regulated. This type of services is developed within a set of regulations 
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(e.g., privacy or data presentation) to support the professional care providers with 
professional data. In contrast, non regulated health services are rising under the form of 
numerous web- and smart phone applications. They can also provide useful information 
for the caregivers, but are much less restricted by legal facets.  
2.1 Regulated Services 
eHealth encompasses a range of services or systems that are at the edge of 
medicine/healthcare and information technology, including (but not limited to):  
• Health Management Information Systems (HMIS), Electronic Health/Medical 
Records (EHR/EMR) and Electronic Health Data Registries, 
• Telemedicine: diagnosis and treatments at a distance, 
• Health professionals’ distance learning and re-training, and 
• Health knowledge management through medical informatics resources: e.g., 
Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) or best practice guidelines on Consumer 
health/personal informatics, health literacy: use of health/medical e-resources by 
healthy individuals or patients.  
eHealth is seen as recovery and growth tool for healthcare sector by leading 
economies in the world. The US government has presented a new Strategy for 
American Innovation on Feb 4, 2011, where Health IT products are named as one of 
the most important driving forces for improving cost-efficiency and driving US 
economy towards sustainable growth. According to IDC Research (2008) Western EU 
market for eHealth will grow from $9 billion (in 2006) to $12 billion (in 2011). A 
similar trend of doubling – from $16 billion to $35 billion – is foreseen for the US 
Health IT market. Other continents like Asia and Europe also stimulate heavily the 
implementation of eHealth applications in order to curtail governmental expenditure 
on healthcare services [21].  
In developing economies or countries with many widespread inhabitants, eHealth 
applications (e.g. telemedicine, tele-learning or tele-radiology) play an important role 
to bridge the gap of medicine between rural and urban areas. Typically medical 
facilities in rural domains do not always offer the same quality level as urban 
healthcare centers [7].  
Mobile Telemedicine (Mobile Health, M-Health) represents a rapidly growing 
branch of telemedicine services and more specific, providing continuous medical care 
(at-home and outdoors) preferably based on wireless sensors and actuators 
communicating with different health actors (hospital specialist, General Practitioner, 
Medical Insurance Company) via GPRS, 3G or LTE connections. Thanks to the 
growing use of mobile phones, increase in network coverage, bandwidth rich 
applications, technical improvements, financial affordability of broadband 
applications and the lower tariffs for data transmission, mobile telemedicine is 
evolving as an advantageous and cost-effective tool. The overall objective of mobile 
telemedicine is the development and trial of new services and applications in the area 
of mobile health, promoting the use and deployment of GPRS, 3G or LTE mobile 
services and technologies. The target is to provide the means contributing to the 
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reduction of costs in hospitals and health care, by allowing patients to have complete 
and personalized monitoring of their health in-home, while pursuing a normal life 
(instead of being confined in hospital for long periods of monitoring).  
Most efficient mHealth applications regard remote monitoring of mainly 
outpatients with different chronic conditions which cannot be treated at wards 
continuously but would benefit by having extended remote monitoring:  
• Diabetes patients monitoring 
• Patients with risk of blood clotting (myocardial infarction, transient ischemic 
attack /stroke, deep veins thrombosis, pulmonary artery thromboembolism)  
• Bronchial Asthma patients 
• Arterial hypertension  
• Cardiac Arrhythmias 
• Epilepsy 
• Chronic Heart Failure 
2.2 Non-regulated Services 
Next to all regulated forms of eHealth and mHealth applications (approved and 
adopted by (un)professional caregivers and regulators) also unregulated applications, 
under the form of Internet- and smart phone applications, are expected to gain 
importance in the care sector. With the growing use of smart phones and all kind of 
sensor devices, the number of personal informatics services, which are applications 
allowing people to track their own habits, movements and thoughts, grows 
exponentially [14] [17]. According to the Global Mobile Health Market Report 2010-
2015 [15], in 2015 more than 500 million people will have a mHealth application on 
their smart phone. The resulting data of these activities such as your personal sleeping 
pattern, your heartbeat during an exercise, your daily weight, will be an unregulated, 
but useful completion for a personal health record [15]. Some cardiologists are 
already tracking patients conditions based on data provided by a Polar® application.  
3 Reference Case: Heart Failure Monitoring 
Because there already exist numerous projects [4] [20] [2] performed all over the 
world, which monitored patients with heart failures, we choose to use this mobile 
application as reference case. This pool of available data allows us to form a good 
image of the operational processes, the financial and juristic characteristics of mobile 
monitoring of heart failure patients.  
With the actual available technology, mobile monitoring of heart failure patients is 
relatively easy to do. Generally the infrastructure consists of a central server and/or a 
call center (Figure 1), a mobile phone and medical devices (an Electrocardiogram 
(ECG) device, a weighing scale and a monitor for the blood pressure) suited for 
monitoring arrhythmia/heart failures. A patient can monitor his/her vital body 
parameters regularly from anywhere (e.g., home or office) and the data is transferred 
to the server via the mobile phone or gateway. The server analyses the data for any 
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‘red alerts’ or ‘technical alerts’; also readings are stored in the patients’ personal 
electronic records in the server. In case of any emergency, an alert is sent to the GP, 
nurse and/or cardiologist, who can access the health records via mobile phone or 
computer connected to Internet, and correctly diagnose, prescribe additional 
medicine, take action.  
 
Fig. 1. Tele-monitoring patients with heart failures, source [6] 
Tele-monitoring creates a win-win situation for the patient, doctor, hospital and 
insurance provider [20]. A patient is reassured that his/her health is in good hands, by 
being silently monitored all the time. Together with better disease education and 
acceptation, what grows noticeable, this leads to immediate improvement of the 
quality of life for the patient. Doctors can pursue other activities or manage different 
patients. At the same time they still can be reached easily anywhere and anytime. 
Also, historical data can reveal insights in the development of the disease. This could 
be a valuable input for future research and development in the pharmaceutical and 
medical field. Hospitals can discharge patients earlier, and insurance companies do 
save funds with reduced number of hospitalizations and shorter in-hospital (ER or 
specialized department) stays [4] [6] [1].  
4 Cases 
In what follows we describe a general overview of the ‘as is’ state in Georgia, 
Belgium and in Cyprus. By doing so, we hope to identify some of the implications for 
a generalized rollout of this telemedicine application.  
4.1 Actual Status: Georgia  
Georgia is a developing low and middle income country that recently reformed a part 
of its healthcare delivery system. It changed from a universal low-cost healthcare 
model that was inherited from the Soviet Union, to a largely fee-for-service system.  
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Cardiovascular diseases, especially Arterial Hypertension (AH) and Ischemic 
Heart Disease (IHD) are the main cause of both morbidity (mainly AH) and especially 
mortality (mainly IHD) in Georgia.  
According to statistics provided by World Health Organization [25], in 2002 
Georgia was among the five leading countries (Bahamas, Georgia, Lesotho, Liberia 
and Maldives) with the highest incidence of AH. Based on the WHO Surveillance of 
Chronic Risk Factor Report [28] for 2005, adults from Georgia had the second highest 
average blood pressure in the world. According to most recent statistics provided by 
Georgian National Center for Disease Control and Public Health, the incidence of AH 
in Georgia reached 55% by the end of 2009 exceeding the alarming incidence of high 
blood pressure (43%) as found for African Americans [27].  
One of the major complications of both AH and chronic IHD is heart failure. In 
order to anticipate these risks, they imported a heart failure disease management 
program (HFMDP) to better follow up and start monitoring their chronic heart failure 
patients. Results of this implementation are promising less emergency department 
visits and hospitalizations. On the other hand, more Beta-blockers are prescribed [8].  
Finally, one of the leading causes of sudden death and patient disability among 
cardiology patients are cardiac arrhythmias. Regretfully, until now, Georgian health 
statistics do not register separately numbers of arrhythmias. However, by 
approximation of European data we can estimate that there are around 70,000 patients 
with arrhythmia annually in Georgia. Those patients often need ambulatory 
monitoring and/or hospitalization. However, home monitoring is not included in 
insurance schemes, whilst hospital in-patient costs are very high (around 40-110 euros 
daily, in a country with an average salary still below 100 euros per month).  
Georgia had its first eHealth application in cardiology in 2000-2001, when 
coronarography files of patients with chronic IHD and acute coronary syndromes, like 
Miocardial Infarction were transferred from Chapidze Emergency Cardiology Center 
(ECC) for second opinion to Bad Krozingen Heart Center (Germany). The selected 
patients, who had to undergo not the easier stenting procedure (already available in 
Tbilisi) but the more serious coronary bypass surgery, were then sent to Germany 
until 2002. After that, the operation also became routine at CECC [9].   
Another project, the first mHealth service in Georgia and funded by a local branch 
of US CRDF (Civilian Research and Development Foundation) and local NSF 
(National Science Foundation) funds, has tested the feasibility of tele-monitoring 
cardiac arrhythmia for patients outside the hospital [10]. The Vitaphone (Germany) 
ECG loop recorder and special software pre-recorded GSM phones have been used 
[6]. The local mobile operator provided his services for free for the arrhythmia 
monitoring cases. The ECG Loop Recorder automatically recorded arrhythmia events, 
which were transmitted via Bluetooth to the mobile phone and then by 3G or GPRS 
(partner mobile operator - MagtiCom Ltd.) to the Vita server in Germany and 
available to Georgian physician via e-mail/Internet. Cases of sinus brady- and 
tachyarrhythmia, sinus node weakness syndrome, atrial fibrillation, supraventricular 
tachycardia, supraventricular premature complexes (SPCs) and ventricular premature 
complexes (VPCs) have been correctly recognized by automatic recognition software 
and recorded. Patient observations by mobile telemedicine turned out 2.5-5 times less 
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expensive than keeping them at cardiac wards. 85% of the patients have assessed the 
technology as very comfortable.  
In a second stage, the above-mentioned project aims to be extended to Arterial 
Hypertension (2012) and later – to Chronic Heart Failure patients. In addition, starting 
from 2012, eHealth applications for cardiac patients will be provided to the Adjara 
Healthcare system in order to stay connected with some mountain villages that are out 
of reach in winter due to heavy snow.  For these villages, tele-consultations are 
extremely important.  
Relative challenges for business applications are related to high hardware cost and 
yet a needed paradigm shift in insurance schemes. In general, insurance companies 
have the policy to cover high inpatient costs, but are hesitating so far to support 
outpatient monitoring costs. The issue is discussed with the Parliamentary 
commission on health and social care and some changes are expected. Another issue 
is the fee for physicians who monitor the patient’s ECG 24 hour. So far only four 
centers have enrolled in the program and due to relatively low number of patients, 
costs for services per participant, especially without insurance support, are high.  
4.2 Actual Status: Belgium 
Although the population of Belgium is rapidly aging and pressure on the care sector is 
still rising, this developed Western European country has not succeeded yet to 
implement any kind of generally accepted and applied model of a heart failure 
monitoring application. The main causes of death are also related, as practically all 
Western Countries, to cardiovascular problems. The big issue is that the number of 
cardiovascular patients grows exponentially starting from the age of 60 [5].   
Now policy makers realize that tele-monitoring applications can be a key answer to 
the challenge of Belgium’s aging, and more care demanding population. We noted 
that several projects, involving tele-monitoring patients, were done or are running at 
this moment [18]. Five projects are handling about monitoring heart failure patients; 
two of them are already finished. Both studies proved better quality of life for the 
patient and reduced cost for the health insurances [4].  
After interviewing cardiologists who led the projects, we had to conclude that the 
demand for monitoring heart failure patients is huge: 15000 new patients a year in 
Belgium. The method proved to be efficient. There are several hardware 
manufacturers and distributors, and the care sector itself that is thrilled to deploy such 
an application. Then why didn’t a general rollout happen yet? It seems that the answer 
can be found in the actual business model. Today, tele-monitoring applications aren’t 
recognized by the insurance companies as an official manner to monitor a patient’s 
health condition. So except when one joins a research project, all the hardware has to 
be bought by the patient or his/her family. Next to that, the professional care givers 
need time to analyze the results when an alarm is triggered or generated without being 
paid for it. In fact they lose income because in that time, other patients could have 
been examined. Another fundamental question that still needs to be answered handles 
about who needs to analyze and monitor the results. A GP has a more trust based 
relationship with his/her patients, but has normally only a few of chronic heart failure 
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patients. So one can think that a specialized team of heart failure nurses, which can 
also build a sort of trust relationship with the patients, is more efficient then a GP, but 
then a GP loses contact with his patients, so an intermediate solution should be 
created.  
So in order to implement a generally accepted heart failure tele-monitoring 
application one important final step should be made. More investigation is needed for 
the individual business models for the actors in order to achieve a social optimum. 
There has to be a way that the system is affordable and that all actors involved earn 
according to their involvement. The federal institution for healthcare insurance 
(RIZIV) is now working on the rollout of a so called care path. A care path is an 
individual approach for offering the right kind of healthcare to a patient. In this 
system there is an incentive foreseen per patient for all professional actors involved 
such as the GP, the cardiologist, hardware seller.  
4.3 Actual Status: Cyprus 
In Cyprus, there are various activities that utilize modern telecommunication 
technologies in an attempt to improve health-related services. These telemedicine 
applications range from home monitoring of patients to the enhancement of 
emergency response services.  
In the home monitoring front, the focus is on children with cardiac arrhythmias 
which constitute one of the most difficult problems in cardiology both in terms of 
diagnosis and management. As said, the continuous monitoring of ECG vital signs 
and environmental conditions can significantly improve the chances of identifying 
possible arrhythmias. The outcome of this work is the prototype of a system [12] that 
is specifically designed for children and is able to carry out the acquisition and 
transmission of ECG signals. The fact that data transmission takes place in real-time 
allows for the deployment of an alarm-type scheme that assists in the identification of 
possible arrhythmias by notifying the on-call doctor and the child’s relatives when 
abnormal events take place.  
Turning the focus to emergency health care support, one activity aims in enhancing 
support to medical staff handling an emergency situation. The system developed [11] 
is a combined real-time and store and forward facility that consists of a base unit and 
telemedicine (mobile) units. While at the emergency site (e.g., ambulance, rural 
health centre, or ship) the mobile telemedicine unit communicates with a base unit at 
the hospital-expert’s site. The system allows for the real time transmission of vital 
biosignals (3-12 lead ECG, SPO2, NIBP, IBP, and temperature) and still images of 
the patient. Its use was demonstrated and tested in Greece, Cyprus, Italy and Sweden 
[16]. The system is deployed in the district of Paphos in Cyprus: a rural health center, 
a small hospital and an ambulance are all connected to the Paphos General Hospital.  
To provide further assistance in emergency situation handling, other efforts 
concentrate on enhancing the response times of the emergency service teams in cases 
of new incidents since in a number of cases any unnecessary delay may prove to be 
critical. In an attempt to start incorporating features that relate to Next Generation 
112/911 services, smart call management mechanisms have been suggested [13] that 
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allow the PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) to apply call priority policies (e.g. 
for calls coming in from new numbers). Through such smart call handling algorithms 
and exploiting the features of today’s smart phones for exact location identification 
one may reduce the response time to an incident. Moreover, analyzing past calling 
history in combination with location information can provide an estimate on the 
extent of an incident thus allowing for better resource planning and allocation.  
The solutions described so far operate on the assumption that a modern 
telecommunications infrastructure is in place and constantly operational. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case worldwide and especially in some rural areas and 
large parts of developing countries. To allow for the transfer of telemedicine data 
under such conditions, a system [19] has been devised that operates according to the 
store-and-forward principle utilized in Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) deployments. 
The particular implementation concentrates on the transfer of low volume data that 
can be quickly read or easily keyed-in on a telephone keypad by a patient or caregiver 
and is not time critical e.g. scheduled blood pressure readings.  
The potential outcomes of the work described in this section are highly promising 
and this has been demonstrated through small scale deployments. However, to date, a 
country-wide deployment of a telemedicine-related platform is still not present.  
5 Comparison between Countries 
Georgia, Belgium and Cyprus and most Western Countries would profit immensely 
by rolling out a tele-monitoring application for heart failure or cardiac arrhythmia 
patients. But emphasizes are different.  
• In Belgium, already a backbone of care infrastructure for heart failure patients is 
foreseen, such as specialized heart failure hospital departments. The main reason 
of developing such a service would be to lower the cost for healthcare system and 
increase the quality of life.  
• In Georgia, the health sector is still under revision. The primary goal is to reach 
people in rural areas and to provide stimuli to develop primary health care and 
outpatient tele-monitoring. Lowering costs is important, but to do that efficiently, 
medical management programs (such as HFMDP, Arterial Hypertension Control 
program) should be generalized and optimized first.  
• Cyprus lies in between. A dedicated heart center is not a reality yet, but they’re 
integrating one. On top of that, according to [26], they tend to possess a lot of 
expertise and awareness of the possibilities of eHealth and mHealth.  
It may be concluded that, for these three countries, ‘the last mile’ is the major 
drawback to implement mHealth applications to monitor the heart condition. 
Although several projects proved to have successful results, Belgian, Cypriot and 
Georgian health insurers tend to have a very cautious view. They are willing to pay 
huge amounts of money to inbound patients in hospitals, but a much more economical 
solution such as tele-monitoring is not paid back. Fortunately, negotiations with small 
private insurers are taking place. Hopefully this is a trigger for other, more incumbent, 
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health insurance companies. Once a good acceptance is created, other mHealth 
applications can be implemented as well.  
6 Conclusions and Lessons Learned 
The following conclusions can be drawn:  
• The reference case showed that all countries (less/well developed) can gain by 
implementing a tele-monitoring service. Not only for lowering costs, but also for 
improving population’s access to healthcare services.  
• A sustainable business model that takes into account all the individual interest of 
the actors involved, professional and unprofessional (Cardiologist, general 
practitioner, heart failure nurses, health insurance companies, policy makers,…) is 
the key to a generally accepted tele-monitoring program [22].  
• There exists a huge market potential for tele-monitoring services. In order to 
support this growth, actors like mobile operators, health insurance companies, 
hardware and application developers, etc. should further innovate and adapt their 
actual products. Next to these regulated services, non- regulated applications in 
the form of smart phone and internet applications will also become a part of our 
daily life.  
In general can be said that the introduction of smart ICT and Future Internet services, 
such as video telephony, telemedicine, tele-monitoring, and personal alarm systems 
can contribute to a more sustainable and qualitative life for the whole population with 
emphasize on the elderly people living at home. This involves a lot of actors in a 
complex eco-system, all with their own expectations and outlook for potential benefit, 
either in business or social benefit.  
That is the reason why it is so important to succeed in implementing the tele-
monitoring service for heart failure patients. All necessary structures are already 
available, it‘s ‘just’ a matter of formulating a sustainable business model for all actors 
and the resulting Snowball effect will speed up the implementation of all following 
mHealth applications.  
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Abstract. More and more organizations are adapting the solution of e-teams - 
teams that can span distances and times to take on challenges that most local 
and global organizations must address. This experimental study examined 
leadership in the context of traditional teams using face-to-face communication 
and virtual teams using computer-mediated communication. The research 
question is which leadership functions are necessary to promote virtual team 
performance. A model, suggesting that leader communication behaviors 
mediate the relationship between “virtuality” and “team's outputs” will be 
presented, and a methodology to examine this model will be illustrated. The 
findings show that face-to-face team's output is partially superior to a virtual 
team's output, and that social communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders 
are positive than social communication behaviors of virtual leaders. Virtual 
team is a common way of working, and will expand in the future. Thus, the 
importance of the theoretical and practical implementation of the virtual 
leadership will be discussed. 
Keywords: Virtual teams, leadership, communication behaviors, team 
performance. 
1 Introduction 
The number of virtual teams is increasing in today's workplaces. In virtual teams, the 
members can have different cultural backgrounds; they often work in different 
countries and are professionals in their own fields [36]. A virtual team has been 
emerging as an appealing, effective means to help organizations achieving their goals, 
because of its distinctive capabilities of overcoming traditional organizational barriers 
(e.g., cost, location, time, space, a lack of talents and expertise in an organization, 
etc.) to facilitate collaboration among different functions and establish strategic 
partnerships/alliances outside their boundaries [13]. While there is a growing body of 
research on knowledge and information economy issues and the changing sociology 
of work, empirical work specifically on virtual team operation is embryonic [16]. The 
unique aspects of virtual teams generate major barriers to their effectiveness. Are 
there ways in which these may be either overcome or mitigated?  
Virtual teams present a new challenge to the concept and practice of leadership. 
The traditional ideas of leadership in teams are built on a foundation of face-to-face 
contact. Such leadership has a significant relational component, including building 
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trust, handling conflict, and dealing with sensitive issues [47]. In light of the growing 
phenomenon of virtual teams, the traditional definition of "leadership" will be 
discussed, as part of the model that predicts the influence of the virtuality on 
leadership processes, social and tasks, that effect team output. Finally a methodology 
will be illustrated to examine the research model and a discussion of preliminary 
finding. The research will contribute a better understanding of virtual teams' 
leadership in hope of improving the teams work in the virtual world.  
2 Literature Review 
As the wired world brings everyone closer together, at the same time as they are 
separated by time and distance, leadership in virtual teams becomes even more 
important. Information technology makes it possible to build far-flung networks of 
organizational contributors, although unique leadership challenges accompany their 
formation and operation [10]. A review of "Leadership" and "Virtuality" as two main 
dimensions will be described in the next section.  
2.1 Leadership  
Leadership, particularly transformational and empowering leadership, improves team 
performance [38], yet it seems that leadership has an indirect impact on team 
performance. The literature implies that leadership can foster team performance 
through mediators. Schaubroeck [34] argued that transformational leadership 
influenced team performance through the mediating effect of team potency. The effect 
of transformational leadership on team potency was moderated by team power 
distance and team collectivism, such that higher power distance teams and more 
collectivistic teams exhibited stronger positive effects of transformational leadership 
on team potency. Kearney [21] had also suggests that transformational leadership can 
foster the utilization of the potential, but frequently untapped, benefits entailed by 
both demographic and informational/cognitive team diversity. Nemanich [27] argued 
that transformational leadership behaviors promote ambidexterity at the team level. 
They also found support for the association between transformational leadership and 
learning cultures. Shin [35] found that transformational leadership and educational 
specialization heterogeneity interacted to affect team creativity in such a way that 
when transformational leadership was high, teams with greater educational 
specialization heterogeneity exhibited greater team creativity.  
Burke [6] indicated that specific leadership behaviors were generally related to 
team performance outcomes. Most notably, empowerment behaviors accounted for 
nearly 30% of the variance in team learning [6]. Srivastava [37] showed that 
empowering leadership was positively related to both knowledge sharing and team 
efficacy, which, in turn, were both positively related to performance.  
Team-centric view of leadership raises many team leadership functions that help 
teams in the service of goal accomplishment [26]. It is reasonable that team dynamics 
is one of the major mediators that can improves team performance. Kanaga [19] 
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claimed that one of the dimensions of effective teams is positive internal 
relationships. Hultman [18] argue that deep teams (teams that surface implicit, 
intangible thoughts and feelings) will outperform shallow teams (teams that makes 
inference about explicit, tangible behavior without clarifying its accuracy) in terms of 
bottom-line results, because they have access to a more complete range of relevant 
information. Sarin [33] presented an examination of the effect of team leader 
characteristics on an array of conflict resolution behavior, collaboration, and 
communication patterns of teams. Their findings suggested that participative 
management style and initiation of goal structure by the team leader exert the 
strongest influence on internal team dynamics. Both these leadership characteristics 
had a positive effect on functional conflict resolution, collaboration, and 
communication quality within the team while discouraging dysfunctional conflict 
resolution and formal communications.  
Leader behaviors are significant predictors of performance [1], apparently because 
team leaders often provide incentives for cooperation [15]. A challenging question is 
how different incentive schemes and their actual choice by the leader contribute to the 
team's success? Despite the increased work on leadership in teams, there is a lack of 
integration concerning the relationship between leader behaviors and team 
performance outcomes [6]. Burke [6] results indicate that the use of task-focused 
behaviors is moderately related to perceived team effectiveness and team 
productivity. Person-focused behaviors were related to perceived team effectiveness, 
team productivity, and team learning. Thamhain [41] claimed that while effective 
management of the technical aspects of the project is critical to success, team leaders 
must also pay close attention to managing relations across the entire work process, 
including support functions, suppliers, sponsors, and partners.  
2.2 Virtuality  
The virtuality level of a team has become an integral part of a team's definition [24]. 
Many variables are affected by the virtuality level of a team. Face-to-face team 
member are more cohesive [17], have stronger social ties [43], are more dedicated to 
the task and to other team members [30], have a stronger team identity [5] and have 
more affection to other team members [44], than in virtual teams. Strong social ties in 
virtual teams can be achieved but will take longer time than in face-to-face teams [8].  
Many researchers have attempted to find the reasons why virtuality has a negative 
influence on team output: frequency and distance [12], the fact that team members are 
not familiar with one another [14], the difficulty in sharing information, and 
insufficient and confusing discussions [42]. Another group of researchers compared 
communication technologies, assuming that technology limits information [39]. The 
comparisons concluded that face-to-face teams are more efficient than teams using 
video [2], and video communication is more efficient than audio [7], adding text into 
video or audio communication improves performance [3], and satisfaction [29]. 
Maruping [25] show that teams tend to use different sorts of communication 
technologies for different kinds of interpersonal interactions.  
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2.3 Virtual Leadership  
The issue of leadership in virtual teams is an increasingly important one for many 
modern organizations [9]. Getting a group of people to work successfully as a team - 
communicating effectively, establishing trust, sharing the load, and completing tasks 
on time - is difficult even when the team members are all in the same location. When 
team members are spread out in various locations, it presents new obstacles for the 
team leader [23]. Virtual teams rely on computer-mediated communication, and team 
members have to find ways to deal with leadership using relatively lean media. 
Virtual team interaction occurs across the boundaries of geography, time, culture, 
organizational affiliation and a whole host of other factors. Many questions relating to 
virtual team leadership arise, including how well team members can express roles 
across distance and time, and what the role of facilitators is in virtual teams [47]. As 
such teams communicate mainly through communication technology this raises the 
challenge for the team leader of how to unify the team and get the members to 
identify themselves with the team [36].  
While the behavioral and trait approaches are dominant in explaining effective 
leadership, contingency leadership theories must be considered explaining effective 
virtual leadership. Purvanova [31] results suggest that transformational leadership has 
a stronger effect in teams that use only computer-mediated communication (in 
compare to traditional teams), and that leaders who increase their transformational 
leadership behaviors in such teams achieve higher levels of team performance. 
Konradt [22] showed that middle managers compared to line managers perceived 
people oriented leadership functions (i.e., mentor and facilitator roles) as important 
whereas line managers compared to middle managers perceived stability leadership 
functions (i.e., monitor and coordinator roles) as important. Nicholson [28] found that 
face-to-face and cross-cultural virtual team-members value different ingredients of 
leadership in different phases of the project.  
Zaccaro [46] examined the similarities and differences between virtual teams and 
face-to-face teams. They suggest that affective processes include the expression of 
emotion by e-team members, as well as the management of these expressions. Eom 
[13] argued that trust is a key proxy for a virtual team's success, since trust enhances 
the performance of a virtual team. Carte [9] results suggest that high performing 
virtual teams displayed significantly more leadership behaviors over time compared 
to their low performing counterparts. Specifically, these teams displayed significantly 
more concentrated leadership behavior focused on performance (i.e. "Producer" 
behavior) and shared leadership behavior focused on keeping track of group work (i.e. 
"Monitor" behavior) than the lower performing teams.  
There are aspects of virtual team leadership that may help overcome some of the 
potential process losses associated with virtual teamwork [11]. The most salient 
challenges for E-leaders of virtual teams are the difficulty of keeping tight and loose 
controls on intermediate progress toward goals [10]. Kayworth [20] suggest that 
effective team leaders demonstrate the capability to deal with paradox and 
contradiction by performing multiple leadership roles simultaneously (behavioral 
complexity). Specifically, it is discovered that highly effective virtual team leaders act 
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in a mentoring role and exhibit a high degree of understanding (empathy) toward 
other team members. Sivunen [36] study focuses on four virtual team leaders and 
their attempts to strengthen the team members' identification with the team through 
computer-mediated communication. The results show four different tactics employed 
in enhancing identification with the team: catering for the individual, giving positive 
feedback, bringing out common goals and workings and talking up the team activities 
and face-to-face meetings.  
3 Research Model 
The research model is depicted in Figure 1. According to the model the virtuality 
level is an affecting variable, while the measurable (dependent) variables are the 
outputs of the team work: efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. The leader 
communication behaviors are variable which mediate the relationship between 







Fig. 1. Research Model 
4 Research Hypotheses 
• Hypothesis 1 – for an intellective task, social communication behaviors of face-to-
face leaders are positive than social communication behaviors of virtual leaders. 
• Hypothesis 2 – for an intellective task, social communication behaviors of virtual 
leaders are negative than social communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders. 
• Hypothesis 3 – for an intellective task, task communication behaviors of face-to-
face leaders include more answers than task communication behaviors of virtual 
leaders. 
• Hypothesis 4 – for an intellective task, task communication behaviors of virtual 
leaders include more questions than task communication behaviors of face-to-face 
leaders. 
• Hypothesis 5 – for an intellective task, face-to-face team's output is superior to a 
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5 Methodology  
An experiment was designed, in which a team task was delivered to 75 undergraduate 
students in an academic college. The subjects, who were grouped into teams of three 
members, had to share information in order to complete the task. Each team was 
given a task that takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. The research design is a 
Between Subjects Factorial Design: the factor is the type of communication: virtual 
vs. face-to-face. The research design includes a total of two experimental conditions. 
The virtual condition was implemented on 13 teams, while the Face-to-face condition 
was implemented on 12 teams, as described in Table 1. Thus, the experiment included 
75 subjects (2 conditions * 12-13 teams * 3 subjects).  
Table 1. Experimental Conditions 
 Virtuality Level N Remarks 
1 0 12 Face-to-face team 
2 1 13 virtual team 
5.1 Procedure 
Subjects were invited in groups of three to meetings that were conducted using MSN-
Messenger (virtual) or face-to-face (non virtual) communication. At the beginning of 
the meetings, the team members were asked to nominate a chairperson. The process 
of the experiment includes an intellective task. Each team member received a discrete 
and different piece of information, and only the aggregation of all the information 
revealed the whole "picture" and led to the correct solution.  
5.2 Operationalization of Dependent Variables and Mediators  
• Efficiency – the time required to complete the task.  
• Effectiveness – the team's solution compared to the correct solution.  
• Satisfaction – team members' reaction to the task will be measured by their 
understanding of communication, and satisfaction of medium, results and process.  
• Leader communication behaviors – A textual (or audio) recording was saved for 
each virtual (or face-to-face) meeting. Task and social communication behaviors 
of leaders were measured by content analysis: The analysis, for each team leader 
(and actually for each team member) at any meeting, included the number of 
social positive phrases, social negative phrases, task question phrases and task 
answer phrases, accordingly to Bales [4] model. In order to use reliable measures, 
the phrase counting was done separately by two independent judges. The two 
judgment analysis was compared one to the other, and in a case of different 
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Four measures were calculated out of the above phrases counting:  
• Positive (Social) Leadership Level – Positive phrases percentage among all 
phrases of the leader during the meeting.  
• Negative (Social) Leadership Level – Negative phrases percentage among all 
phrases of the leader during the meeting.  
• Questions (Task) Leadership Level – Question phrases percentage among all 
phrases of the leader during the meeting.  
• Answers (Task) Leadership Level – Answers phrases percentage among all 
phrases of the leader during the meeting.  
Table 2 presents a summary of the Means and SD's of all the mediating variables 
above the experiment condition (Means and SD's by the independent variables are 
described in the following section).  
Table 2. Means and SD's of the Mediator Variables (Overall N=25) 
Mediator Variables M SD 
Positive (Social) Leadership Level 18% 6% 
Negative (Social) Leadership Level 8% 8% 
Answers (Task) Leadership Level 52% 8% 
Questions (Task) Leadership Level 21% 4% 
 
Table 3 presents a summary of the Means and SD's of all the output variables 
above the experiment condition (Means and SD's by the independent variables are 
described in the following section).  
Table 3. Means and SD's of the Output Variables (Overall N=25) 
Output Variables M SD 
Success (Effectiveness) 83% 28% 
time (Efficiency) 33.32 13.63 
Satisfaction 3.80 0.38 
6 Findings 
Twenty five experiments where preformed (out of the 50 planned) among 
undergraduate students in an academic college. Table 4 presents a summary of the 
Means and SD's by the independent variables. Table 5 presents a summary of the 
Means and SD's of all the output variables by the independent variables. A statistical 
analysis was performed. The T-Tests conducted compared communication behaviors 
of face-to-face leaders to communication behaviors of virtual leaders, and face-to-face 
team's output is to virtual team's output. The analysis indicates, for each hypothesis 
respectively:  
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Table 4. Means and SD's of the Mediator Variables by the independent variables 




 M SD M SD 
Positive (Social) Leadership Level 15.06% 4.69% 22.23% 4.32% 
Negative (Social) Leadership Level 9.94% 11.71% 6.50% 2.29% 
Answers (Task) Leadership Level 21.80% 5.47% 19.84% 3.19% 
Questions (Task) Leadership Level 21.80% 5.47% 19.84% 3.19% 
Table 5. Means and SD's of the Output Variables by the independent variables 




 M SD M SD 
Success (Effectiveness) 86.54% 26.25% 78.47% 29.40% 
time (Efficiency) 41.85sec 12.55sec 24.08sec 8.46sec 
Satisfaction 3.66 0.45 3.96 0.26 
 
• H1 – social communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders are positive than 
social communication behaviors of virtual leaders ( t = 3.96 ; p < 0.05).  
• H2 – social communication behaviors of virtual leaders are not negative than 
social communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders.  
• H3 – task communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders does not include more 
answers than task communication behaviors of virtual leaders.  
• H4 – task communication behaviors of virtual leaders does not include more 
questions than task communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders.  
• H5 – face-to-face team's output is partially superior to a virtual team's output: 
face-to-face teams are not successful than virtual teams in completing the task, yet 
for virtual teams it takes longer time in carrying out the task ( t = -4.11 ; p < 0.05) 
and the virtual teams members are lees satisfied ( t = 2.04 ; p < 0.05).  
7 Discussion 
Collaboration in distributed settings has become a reality in organizational life, while 
information flows freely across organizational, geographic, and cultural borders. More 
and more organizations are adapting the solution of e-teams - teams that can span 
distances and times to take on challenges that most local and global organizations must 
address [46]. This experimental study examined leadership in the context of traditional 
teams using face-to-face communication and virtual teams using computer-mediated 
communication, in order to check what leadership functions are necessary to promote 
virtual team success and performance, in light of Horwitz [16] claims about the 
importance of leadership communication to virtual team performance.  
The results shows that face-to-face team's output is partially superior to a virtual 
team's output: while face-to-face and virtual teams are equally successful in completing 
the task, virtual teams takes longer time in carrying out the task and their members are 
lees satisfied.  
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Three out of four hypotheses concerning the team leader communication behaviors 
were refuted: social communication behaviors of virtual leaders are not negative than 
social communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders; task communication behaviors 
of face-to-face leaders does not include more answers than task communication 
behaviors of virtual leaders and; task communication behaviors of virtual leaders does 
not include more questions than task communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders.  
Yet, it is possible that the significant difference between social communication 
behaviors of face-to-face leaders and virtual leaders can act as an explanation for the 
increased face-to-face team's output in compare to the virtual team's output. The results 
indicate that social communication behaviors of face-to-face leaders are positive than 
social communication behaviors of virtual leaders. Existing theory and research reveals 
that constructive management behaviors are important to teams' success. Wolff [45] 
contributes to existing theory by proposing that empathy precedes and enables those 
cognitive processes and skills by providing an accurate understanding of team and 
member emotions and needs. Rego [32] suggest that emotionally intelligent leaders 
behave in ways that stimulate the creativity of their teams. Tansley [40] showed that trust 
is a necessary pre-condition for the development and exploitation of social capital, a 
significant influence on project success.  
Though the findings are, in general, consistent with the existing literature, it 
strengthens the importance of positive social communication behavior as a specific 
leadership communication behavior, rather than any other type of behavior. It also 
implies that leadership positive social communication behavior can explain the 
difference between face-to-face team's outputs in compare to the virtual team's output.  
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Abstract. This section is an exploratory study about factors affecting the usage 
of T-government services for payments through Digital Terrestrial Television 
(DTT) and how policy measures can influence adoption. The widely known 
predicting model of ICT user acceptance UTAUT (Unified Theory of accep-
tance and Use of Technology) is applied to recognize those factors affecting 
usage, exploiting a dataset coming from an Italian T-government project. T-
government stands for a wide set of services addressed to citizens (e.g. about 
health, education, tourism, payment of bills), delivered by a Public Administra-
tion or a private provider, and accessible through Digital Television. One of the 
opportunities given by T-government is to promote the use of ICT-based public 
services by large groups of people (e.g., the elderly), who haven’t got any Inter-
net access or the required skills to use it. 
Keywords: Digital Terrestrial Television, policy measures, T-government,  
Unified Theory of acceptance, Use of Technology. 
1 European Policies toward Digital Terrestrial Television 
The introduction of Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) is derived from the process 
of implementing the recommendations of the European Union: while they preserve 
competition between terrestrial, satellite and cable platforms within the EU market, 
the recommendations provide forms of public intervention such as: funding for pilot 
and research projects, subsidies for the purchase of decoders for any platform in order 
to prevent the exclusion of low-income families from access to TV reception, 
subsidies to companies (to develop innovative digital services) and broadcasters (to 
compensate for the additional transmission costs due to the parallel broadcasting of 
analogue and digital signals, the so-called "simulcast phase"). In this context, the 
major European countries have adopted policies that have led to high rates of 
digitization in families. Support policies have aimed to provide continuity of service 
in each country, especially considering that most of the population (particularly the 
weakest layers) uses television as the main source of information.  
Table 1 outlines various policies carried out in four major European TV markets: 
Italy, France, United Kingdom and Spain.  
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Table 1. European policies for Digital Television (Source: Digital UK, Ofcom, Impulsa TDT, 
CSA, Agcom, DGTVi, Booz & Company) 
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2 T-Government Pilot Projects 
T-government stands for a wide set of services addressed to citizens (e.g., about 
health, education, tourism, payment of bills), delivered by a Public Administration or 
a private provider, and accessible by Digital Television. One of the opportunities 
given by T-government is to promote the use of ICT-based public services by large 
groups of people (e.g., the elderly), who haven’t got any Internet access or the re-
quired skills to use it. For those people the past experience with TV and remote con-
trol may be a key qualification to become effective users of the above mentioned 
services. In this way the inclusion in the benefits of information society of culturally 
disadvantaged people can be encouraged (e-inclusion).  
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On these topics field investigations have been developed in Italy in the framework 
of the T-government projects promoted by Fondazione Ugo Bordoni (FUB). One of 
the objectives of the six T-government projects co-funded by FUB was to experiment 
high interactivity T-government services, realized by DTT involving real users.  
The main aim of this study was to investigate the use behavior during the diffusion 
of DTT services. A multidisciplinary approach, in particular the framework provided 
by the human factors discipline, was adopted in order to focus the attention on the 
variables affecting both usage-usability and socio-economic aspects. In such a pers-
pective a predicting model of ICT user acceptance, i.e. the UTAUT model [6] [7], 
was applied to recognize those factors directly affecting the usage. As a second step, a 
micro simulation model was implemented to investigate the diffusion patterns of both 
Digital TV and T-government services. The adopted innovative methodology pro-
gressed through the following main steps by:  
1. Collecting general information about governmental policies, current state of DTT 
penetration in Italy as well as other T-government field investigations;  
2. Structuring the data gathered in the Italian pilot studies to feed the micro simula-
tion model; 
3. Identifying the most relevant factors affecting services usage;  
4. Building up the micro simulation model; and 
5. Generating scenarios about citizens’ adoption and use behavior of DTT services.  
 
Given the existing general policy constraints, different strategic scenarios of citizens’ 
adoption and use of DTV services offered by a public provider were envisaged to be 
dependant upon the governmental decisions, i.e. tax reduction, public communication 
campaign, and analogue system switch-off date.  
The experimented services belong to different application areas: demographics, 
utilities and fines, education, T-health, T-learning, employment, T-commerce,  
T-banking. In order to investigate usage, usability and socio-economical aspects of  
T-government services, an explorative field investigation was developed in each of 
the six projects.  
The field investigations were realised using a common framework referring to hu-
man factors discipline [4]. The following main usability aspects related to interactive 
services were identified: perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and attractive-
ness, training and user support (human support, user manual, support provided by 
DTT, call centre), user perception of technical disturbances and troubles (due to tele-
vision signal, set top box, return channel), security and privacy perception (confiden-
tiality of personal data, security of payments), impact of the equipment in the house, 
users’ satisfaction about the service including the comparison of different channels to 
perform the same task (e.g., DTT versus Internet, DTT versus traditional office desk).  
The adopted indicators for service utilisation level are [1]: frequency of use, time 
duration of the session, and kind of use (shallow or intensive). Socio-economical 
aspects include user profile (including income and social network information), TV 
and Internet usage (including other entertainment technologies), and scenarios  
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(including interest levels, willingness to pay for equipment and services, decision 
factors).  
Services developed in three of the six projects are still “on air” after the end of the 
project. These services have the common feature of being provided in the context of a 
public administration (municipality, regional administration, public schools).  
In the following sections three pilot studies are introduced, analyzing the effect of 
policy measures on the diffusion. Methodological issues are discussed in detail in the 
referenced papers.  
2.1 Pilot Study “Parma Municipality Services” 
The project "Parma Municipality Services" [5] has developed both informative and 
interactive services. The former provide information about: Parma Municipality or-
ganisation; services offered to the citizens by the Municipality; cultural initiatives in 
progress in the city.  
The interactive services allow the user (after the authentication through the Elec-
tronic Identity Card):  
• to pay fines using a credit card;  
• to visualise the state of a demographic dossier (e.g., for changing place of abode);   
• to visualise the state of a request for education services provided by the 
municipality (e.g., nursery school).  
A sample of 200 people was selected from a group of 4.000 citizens of Parma Mu-
nicipality. It was decided to choose the sample age ranging from 20 to 45 years, peo-
ple in general skilled in the use of new information technology. The 200 citizens were 
randomly selected in this age range. Finally, 181 citizens (88 males and 93 females) 
took part in the experiment for the all planned period of two months and a half. Data 
were collected mainly using a paper-based questionnaire filled in by the users. The 
questionnaire was both delivered and collected by Municipality of Parma personnel.  
Scenarios  
Alternative reference scenarios are presented hereafter in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  
They are not intended to be predictive, but only to investigate the model mechanisms.  
Scenario 1: Switch off in 2013, No subsidy, No communication. In the first year, all 
adopters do not use services. The year after, all of them use only information services. 
Then, throughout four years, the adopters are divided between those who use interac-
tive and information services and those (the major part) who exploit only information 
services, and their total number remains constant and equal to the initial value. After 
the switch off, when all users become adopters, there is no increase of real users of 
services for one year. After that, a great rise of the users of information services can 
be observed and, a year later, a more limited increase of the users exploiting both 
information and interactive services occurs too, with a corresponding decrease of 
information service users.  


































Fig. 2. Results from different policy scenarios in scenario 2 
Scenario 2: Switch off in 2013, Communication (level 2) 2010-2014, No subsidy. The 
most important variation introduced by an intense communication lasting from 2010 
to 2014 (in absence of subsidization) is in the sharing of users between information 
service users and users of both information and interactive services, thus, in the shap-
ing of relevant lines. Two inversions of dominance can be observed before the two 
classes of users reach constant and very close final numbers of elements.  
2.2 Pilot Study “Employment Services” 
The project "Employment Services" [2] developed a DTV portal to provide support - 
especially to young people - in finding a job. The DTV portal was organized in four 
sections:  
1. Search for a job 
2. Search for information useful to find an employment 
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3. T-commerce. It was possible to buy books and to pay using a credit card 
4. T-learning. Broadcast lessons were delivered 
A panel of about 400 users was involved in the field study. The panel was distributed 
in the geographical areas of Pisa, Lucca and Livorno in Tuscany region. The users 
were selected with the criteria to be potentially interested in finding a job. As a con-
sequence, they were belonging to the range of age in which is probable to search for 
an employment. The users were mainly recruited among the users participating in a 
previous study about DTV utilization, so that most part of them was equipped in ad-
vance with the set-top box.  
Scenarios 
Alternative reference scenarios are presented hereafter. In the scenario generation 
process, three different policies and combinations of them have been tested:  
• Policy EE: design of DTV applications with increased usability to reduce the 
user’s effort expectancy 
• Policy PE: communication campaign to increase the user’s performance 
expectancy from DTV services 
• Policy FC: user support (through call centers and similar) to create facilitating 
conditions.  
Figure 3 shows the adopters’ curve as generated by the micro simulation model. It is 
not influenced by the different policies and only depends on Bass model parameters 
(p = 0.014, q = 0.726) [7].  
The first DTT users in Italy came in 2004, the year of take-off. The adoption rate is 
slow during the first years and becomes progressively quicker when the switch-off 
date gets closer. As an intrinsic characteristic of the model, all users become adopters 
from 2013, when analog broadcast is no longer in operation. The dashed line 
represents the adoption as it would happen according to the “pure” Bass model, the 
full line includes also the effect of switch-off.  
Scenario 1: No policies. The use behavior (mean number of monthly interactions) of 
T-government services without any governmental policies is shown in Figure 4. The 
use behavior has been obtained by the item of the questionnaire “frequency of use of 
the portal sections in the last month”. The dashed lines respectively represent the 
standard deviation. In this scenario the growth is quite regular, slower during the first 
years and somehow quicker from 2009, without any singularities. Variations are not 
very significant and the mean number of monthly interactions remains relatively low 
during the entire time horizon.  
Scenario 2: Combination of policies EE, PE and FC 2009-2020. Figure 5 shows a 
scenario where a combination of three different policies (EE, PE and FC) is 
implemented from the year 2009 to the end of the simulation period. This scenario 
conveys a significant increase of the monthly frequency of use during the 
implementation of the policies, reaching a nearly triple regime value. The standard 
deviation is quite significant in the transition period, suggesting that some users are 
reluctant to use T-government services while others are ready to exploit the new 
possibilities opened by digital television.  












































Fig. 4. Scenario 1 – No policies 
2.3 Pilot Project “T-Bollettino” 
T-Bollettino [3] is an interactive service providing the user with  
• remote interactivity using the return channel 
• user  identification and authentication using a smart card 
• on line payment functionality 
The return channel is connected to the DTV service centre of the project, and the 
broadcasting system broadcasts the application.  
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The service allows bills’ payment through DTV for gas, phone, local taxes, fines, 
road taxes. The payment can be realized using a credit card, a prepaid card (Postepay) 




















Fig. 5. Scenario 2 – Combination of policies EE, PE and FC 
A panel of about 300 users was involved in the field study. The panel was uniform-
ly distributed in the North, Centre (City of Roma) and South of Italy. The users were 
selected with the criteria to be representative of Italian families in terms of number of 
components of the family, age of head of the family, education of head of the family, 
job of head of the family. Only people usually paying bills at the post office and own-
ers of a credit card, a prepaid card (Postepay) or the current account “Bancoposta” 
were included in the users’ panel.  
Scenarios 
The impact of three different policies and combinations of them has been tested:  
• Policy PE: communication campaign to increase the user’s performance 
expectancy from DTV services 
• Policy FC: user support (through call centers and similar) to create facilitating 
conditions.  
• Policy PS: communication campaign or security interventions on applications to 
increase the users' perceived security 
 
The simulation model allows to test the impact of two different intensity levels for 
each policy (level 1 = moderate, level 2 = strong). Policies based on effort expectancy 
(e.g., design of DTV applications with increased usability) have not been considered, 
since the effort predictor had a non-significant impact.  
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Fig. 6. Scenario 1 – No policies 
Scenario 1: No policies. The use behavior (number of users of the service  
T-bollettino) without any governmental policies is shown in Figure 6. The use beha-
vior has been obtained by the item of the questionnaire B21 “intention to use the  
T-bollettino service”. The bold line represents the mean value, whereas the thin lines 
refer to minus and plus three times the standard deviation. In this scenario the growth 
is quite regular, slower during the first years and somehow quicker from 2009, with-
out any singularities. The regime value is slightly below three quarters of the total 
number of DTV users and it is reached after the switch off in 2013.  
  
Fig. 7. Scenario 2 – Combination of policies PE (level 2) and FC (level 2) 
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Scenario 2: Combination of policies PE 2012-2013 (level 2) and FC 2011-2018  
(level 2) Figure 7 shows a scenario where a combination of two different policies (PE 
and FC) is implemented in a realistic situation, where a communication campaign is 
financed by the national government for a couple of years around the switch off date 
with a strong level of intensity and a constant support to users through call centers and 
similar is provided for many years. The number of users who try the T-bollettino ser-
vice goes to its upper limit in conjunction with the simultaneous action of the switch 
off, the campaign and the support, falling back to the regime value in two steps to-
ward the end of the implementation of the policies.  
3 Conclusions 
The main aim of the study was to investigate user adoption and use behavior during 
the diffusion of DTV interactive services for citizens. The main result was a micro 
simulation model producing different strategic scenarios on citizens’ use of DTV 
services depending on policies about DTV interactive service design, the informative 
campaign and as well as the support given to the residential population. The following 
main indications can be extracted from the scenarios:  
• The adoption of a user centered design approach produces a significant increase of 
the frequency of use of the services during the implementation of the policy, in 
comparison to the scenarios in which no specific policies are adopted.  
• Similarly, the realization of an intense communication campaign to showcase 
DTT services benefits to citizens produces a significant increase of the frequency 
of use during the implementation of the policy.  
• The realization of a policy based on the provision of a strong user support (e.g., 
through a call centre) seems to produce smaller effects on use behavior in 
comparison to other policies.  
• A combination of different policies conveys a significant increase of the service 
frequency of use during the implementation of the policies themselves.  
These indications about the diffusion of interactive services are related to the limited 
context of the Italian pilot study. However, final results and achievements confirm 
that the adopted methodology is adequate for the study applied to the residential 
population. They also encourage future developments in the utilization of the UTAUT 
model. In fact, at this stage of the study about the usage of T-government services, the 
UTAUT key moderators (i.e. age, gender, experience, voluntariness of use) were not 
included in the process. On this respect a further analysis has been planned to aim at 
finding whether it is possible to incorporate in the model, in addition to the UTAUT 
key moderators, also the variables “income” and “education”, either as new modera-
tors or as new determinants.  
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With the Internet evolution, and the development of next generation networks, there 
are natural questions about how the network will be managed and if/how public 
intervention will be made possible to improve its mode of functioning, as well as what 
will be or should be the business model representing the economic relations between 
all involved actors. Those issues are related to the so-called Internet governance, 
defined as the development of principle rules to shape the evolution and use of the 
Internet. Those questions arise especially because of the evolution from an academic 
to an interconnection of private networks and actors, and the emergence of new 
technologies that have to be fully deployed. The decentralized nature of the Internet 
of next generation networks in general, makes it also difficult to lead to a (socially) 
acceptable situation, with economic actors often trying to behave only towards what 
suits them the best.  
This chapter will partially answer those questions by starting from the governance 
and public intervention issue and continuing with key aspects of business models 
attached to next generation networks.  
Section 1 on “Public Intervention in the Deployment of NGNs” by J. L. Gómez-
Barroso and C. Feijóo, describes the public intervention in the deployment of next 
generation networks, explaining why and how a direct intervention is currently 
implemented, making the connection with the universality of access principle. More 
specifically, it also discusses the related issue of public investments promotion in next 
generation networks, describing the guidelines of the European Commission on that 
problem. The idea is to define when public aid is allowed or not, depending mainly on 
whether broadband is already available or not and on the number of available 
providers.  
The work on “Public Private Partnerships and Next Generation Networks” in 
Section 2, by I. Williams and M. Falch discusses the much related public-private 
partnership in the development of next generation access infrastructure, which can be 
required for an efficient network, and network development, in certain areas. It is 
especially discussed how can be applied in sub-Saharan Africa.  
Also related to this public/private relationship, Section 3 on “Internet Governance 
and Economics of Network Neutrality” by P. Maillé, P. Reichl and B. Tuffin, 
introduces the reader to the network neutrality debate, which discusses if access 
providers could charge or treat differently packets depending on their source and/or 
their type, a behavior opposite to the Internet initial philosophy. This issue is at the 
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heart of the network governance, to understand if neutrality regulation rules have to 
be implemented, and at the heart of the next generation networks business model, by 
defining the possible economic relations between content and access providers, 
among others.  
From Section 4 to Section 7, the chapter focuses on business models related to the 
deployment and evolution of next generation networks.  
Section 4 on “Green Networks and Green Tariffs as Driven by User Service 
Demand” by L.-F. Pau describes an approximate model of energy consumption, 
capital expenditures and operating costs of a green 3G/LTE wireless network, i.e., a 
network minimizing energy consumption and CO2 emissions; such modeling is 
necessary to limit energy costs. The model characterizes the energy consumption due 
to the architecture, the type of traffic, and the services requested by users. The 
analysis is extended to renewable energy sources and allows determining jointly green 
tariffs and the operator profit impact.  
The work on “Environmental Impact of ICT on the Transport Sector” in Section 5 
by M. Falch discusses the environmental impact of ICT on the transportation system. 
It is in this sense related to the green ICT issue introduced in previous section because 
it searches to quantify the energy savings due to ICT thanks to telecommuting, 
teleshopping, or teleconferencing.  
In Section 6 on “Cost-efficient NGN Rollout” by S. Verbrugge, J. Van Ooteghem, 
K. Casier, M. Van der Wee, and M. Tahon, business models for the deployment of 
optic fiber networks are introduced. Because fiber-to-the-home is deployed at a 
smaller speed than expected, the section describes the evolution in several European 
countries, identifies the reasons of the differences, proposes a holistic approach to 
improve the business, and presents a game-theoretic model to evaluate the impact of 
municipality investments on the market.  
Finally, the work on “Software Business in the Telecommunications Sector” in 
Section 7 by L. Frank, E. Luoma, O. Mazhelis, M. Pulkkinen, and P. Tyrväinen, is 
about the software business model in the next generation networks. It introduces the 
evolution of the software market, the current trend for outsourcing, its interest with 
software seen as a service, a discussion on open source software adoption, and of 
future scenarios.  
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Abstract. The deployment of NGNs (Next Generation Networks) has led to a 
change for the public role in the telecommunications industry. Now the public 
support is seen as not only responsible for the regulatory framework where 
market forces thrive, but as the leading force behind infrastructure deployment 
and innovative boosting measures. This section reviews the ways in which in-
volvement of public administrations in the deployment of NGNs is happening. 
Subsequently, it focuses on the analysis of the European case and particularly 
on the Guidelines for the application of State aid rules in relation to rapid dep-
loyment of broadband networks that the European Commission published on 
Sept. 2009. 
Keywords: telecommunications, next generation networks, public intervention, 
infrastructure deployment, public funds, State aid, broadband. 
1 Introduction 
Public activity in the telecommunications sector in the 21st century has experienced 
reorientations of certain importance, when compared with what was considered the 
norm at the end of the previous century. Aspirations for the benefits of an information 
society, evidence of different types of digital divides, and the need to move to a 
knowledge-based economy to maintain economic growth1 and quality of life all influ-
ence a renewed interest in public involvement in the domain. 
Programs intended to facilitate the development of the information society have 
been used as an umbrella for most of these resuscitated initiatives. In all of these 
plans, access to advanced telecommunications networks is mainly left to market 
forces [1]. This is the case particularly for “traditional” broadband services. However, 
problems related to the deployment of next-generation access (NGA) networks are 
considered conceptually distinct. These are problems that many can be considered as 
insurmountable without public involvement, which puts stress on policy-makers. 
                                                          
1 On the occasion of the presentation of the Connecting Europe Facility (see next footnote), 
Neelie Kroes, Vice-President of the European Commission responsible for the Digital Agen-
da, affirmed that “over just ten years, the right broadband development could give Europe 
over one trillion Euro in additional economic activity, and create millions of jobs. An in-
crease in broadband penetration of 10 percentage points would increase Europe's annual GDP 
growth by between 0.9 and 1.5 %”. 
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As a consequence, there have been frequent allocations of public funds for the con-
struction of infrastructure generally in places where it is believed that the market will 
not suffice, although similar projects can even be found in places where telecommu-
nication operators maintain the availability of broadband connections under normal 
market conditions2. 
One of the most significant characteristics of this public “comeback” in the dep-
loyment of telecommunication networks is the fact that the decisions are being made, 
in most cases, by public entities at a “lower” level than that of the central government: 
regional authorities and especially local or town councils, who feel closer to the im-
mediate needs of citizens [2, 3]. Indeed, many particular projects have been carried 
through autonomously without support from any national plans. 
From a technological standpoint, the commercial maturity of some wireless stan-
dards, along with the resulting cost reductions, has actually multiplied the number of 
cases of broadband public networks using the radio spectrum [2, 3]. However, wire-
less technologies are not the only ones being used. There exist many examples of 
public administrations having driven forward or contributed to the deployment of 
cable or fiber [4]. Indeed, the scale is tilting towards wired technologies as NGA net-
works are introduced into the formula. Particularly illustrative to this respect are the 
Guidelines for the application of State aid rules in relation to the rapid deployment of 
broadband networks that the European Commission published on September 30, 
2009, which will be analyzed in Section 33.  
In terms of practical matters, there are no common rules governing how to sponsor 
the construction of these networks or manage them once they are completed. The 
strategies being deployed are diverse and basically depend on the specific circums-
tances of each case [5]. Importantly, many of the current public interventions involve 
private initiatives, including public-private partnerships [6]. 
Besides direct intervention in the deployment of infrastructures, there is a whole 
array of other policy instruments that can support the development of NGA  
networks. Most of plans also include support for adoption strategies, where public 
                                                          
2 At the time of editing this contribution, the European Commission itself announced the in-
vestment of €9.2 billion from 2014 to 2020 on pan-European projects “to give EU citizens 
and businesses access to high-speed broadband networks and the services that run on them” 
At least €7 billion would be available for investment in high-speed broadband infrastructure. 
The funding, part of the proposed Connecting Europe Facility, would take the form of both 
equity and debt instruments and grants, “complementing” private investment and public 
money at local, regional and national level and EU structural or cohesion funds. 
3  Indeed, as stated in next section, a specific definition of the NGA is given in the Guidelines: 
they are cabled networks. However, in a Communication of 2006 (“Bridging the broadband 
gap”) the European Commission itself had written: “The optimal mix of technologies 
depends on the characteristics of each particular location. The cost of technologies varies 
according to the number of potential users, the distance of the dwellings from the point of 
presence, and the presence of the backhaul. A scarcely-populated isolated area may be better 
off with a wireless solution and a small town with a wireline solution (…) No specific 
technology option will offer the best connectivity in all situations. The optimum is often 
achieved by a combination of technologies and solutions”. 
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administrations, in addition to taking on direct and arbitrator roles, use indirect inter-
vention in the electronic communications market, encouraging demand and improving 
the conditions for the supply activity of private players. For instance, the role of local 
governments is manifold. The most well-known and analyzed among these “munici-
pal interventions” is the deployment of municipal broadband networks [7, 8]. But they 
also can contribute to the collection of information to create a precise map of availa-
ble infrastructures and the uptake of interested users. They can help aggregate local 
demand, and they know local topography and therefore may contribute to the deter-
mination of the optimal technology mix or may synchronize civic works. More, they 
can also develop local public services, take part in pilot projects or living labs to ex-
plore new technologies and new interests of users, or even support the rollout of next 
generation infrastructures. 
In this regard, it is also worthwhile to remember that many digital policies (eInclu-
sion, eHealth, eGovernment, eParticipation) share the same basic axiom of preventing 
exclusion, which was originally part of the universal service approach, although a 
more balanced view of access/supply and adoption/demand is now prevalent. There-
fore, the relationship between public and private can (and should) be put in a wider, 
more social and citizen-centric context. Understanding these new relationships is key 
to the development of NGA because they are no longer isolated from issues of general 
socio-economic welfare: NGA infrastructures are not an end in themselves; they are 
usually deemed an intermediate step to increase and widen innovation, to create new 
opportunities for employment and, to contribute broadly to productivity, economic 
growth, social equity and sustainability. 
2 Promoting Investments in NGNs 
On September 30, 2009, the European Commission published Guidelines for the ap-
plication of State aid rules in relation to the rapid deployment of broadband networks. 
These Guidelines are applicable to two markets that are connected, although different: 
“traditional” or “first generation” broadband networks (both terms are used in the 
Guidelines) and next-generation access (NGA) networks4. In the next sections, these 
Guidelines are analyzed in order to clarify the conditions required by the European 
Commission to accelerate the deployment of NGA networks5. Despite the fact that the 
title of these Guidelines specifically refers to “the application of the rules on State 
aids”, the truth is that their content describes in detail different procedures for public 
funding, which are not exclusively limited to State aid in a strict sense. 
                                                          
4 According to the Guidelines, NGA networks are “wired access networks which consist wholly 
or in part of optical elements and which are capable of delivering broadband access services 
with enhanced characteristics (such as higher throughput) as compared to those provided over 
existing copper networks”. 
5 On April 2011, the Commission launched a public consultation on the revision of the Guide-
lines. The Guidelines foresee their revision by September 2012 “on the basis of important 
market, technological and regulatory developments”. 
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2.1 Use of Public Funds That Do Not Constitute State Aid 
According to Article 107(1) of the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union, 
State aid is “any aid granted by a Member State or through State resources in any 
form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favoring certain 
undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade be-
tween Member States, be incompatible with the internal market” (see [9, 10]). It  
follows that in order for a measure to qualify as State aid, the following cumulative 
conditions have to be met: (a) the measure has to be granted out of State resources; 
(b) it has to confer an economic advantage to undertakings; (c) the advantage has to 
be selective and distort or threaten to distort competition; (d) the measure has to affect 
intra-Community trade.  
Aid outside the scope of Article 107(1) (i.e. aid that does not have all four condi-
tions) includes State support of the roll-out of broadband by way of an equity partici-
pation or capital injection into a company that is to carry out the project, the case 
where Member States consider that the provision of a broadband network should be 
regarded as a service of a general economic interest (SGEI), or general measures 
available to all economic undertakings in all parts of the Member State. 
2.1.1   Investment 
Following the principle of equal treatment (and according to the case-law of the Court 
of Justice of the European Communities), the Guidelines establish that capital placed 
by the State, directly or indirectly, at the disposal of an undertaking “in circumstances 
which correspond to normal market conditions” cannot be regarded as State aid [11].  
The conformity of a public investment with the application of the “market econo-
my investor principle” has to be demonstrated by the following means: 
• The existence of a sound business plan showing an adequate return on investment. 
• Significant participation of private investors who take part in the project and as-
sume the commercial risk linked to the investment under the same terms and  
conditions as the public investor. 
2.1.2   Imposition of a Service of a General Economic Interest (SGEI) Mission 
The determination of the nature and scope of an SGEI mission falls within the compe-
tence and discretionary powers of Member States. However, such competence is “nei-
ther unlimited nor can it be exercised arbitrarily”, which, in the case of broadband 
networks, means that “in areas where private investors have already invested in a 
broadband network infrastructure (or are in the process of expanding further their 
network infrastructure) and are already providing competitive broadband services 
with an adequate broadband coverage, setting up a parallel competitive and publicly-
funded broadband infrastructure should not be considered as an SGEI”.  
However, public service compensation may be granted to an undertaking entrusted 
with the operation of an SGEI on the condition that it can be demonstrated that private 
investors may not be in a position to provide adequate broadband coverage to all citi-
zens or users in the “near future” (understood as referring to a period of 3 years). 
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According to the case-law of the Court, State funding for the provision of an SGEI 
may not be regarded as State aid, provided that four conditions are met. Those condi-
tions are commonly referred to as “the Altmark criteria” [12, 13]: 
a) the beneficiary of a State funding mechanism for an SGEI must be formally en-
trusted with the provision and discharge of an SGEI, the obligations of which 
must be clearly defined; 
b) the parameters for calculating the compensation must be established beforehand 
in an objective and transparent manner; 
c) the compensation cannot exceed what is necessary to cover all or part of the costs 
incurred in the discharge of the SGEI, taking into account the relevant receipts 
and a reasonable profit; and 
d) where the beneficiary is not chosen pursuant to a public procurement procedure, 
the level of compensation granted must be determined on the basis of an analysis 
of the costs that a typical “well-run” undertaking would have incurred. 
The first of the criteria demands “clearly defined obligations”. In the deployment of 
broadband networks, there are at least two obligations: to connect all citizens and 
businesses, and to make the network available for all interested operators, allowing 
effective competition at the retail level (the publicly funded network should be a pas-
sive, neutral and open-access infrastructure). 
2.1.3   Other Alternatives 
Member States may decide to adopt a set of measures to accelerate the NGA investment 
cycle and, thus, encourage investors to advance their investment plans. Specifically, this 
consists of carrying out civil works. Indeed, a large part of the cost of deploying tele-
communication networks (particularly fiber networks) is incurred in digging, laying 
down cables or installing in-house wiring. In this respect, Member States may decide, for 
instance, to undertake some works such as digging of the public domain, or construction 
of ducts. For this practice to be admissible, such civil works should not be “industry or 
sector specific” but should be open to all potential users and not just electronic communi-
cations operators (e.g., electricity, gas or water utilities).  
The Guidelines also mention options such as easing the acquisition process of 
rights of ways or demanding that network operators coordinate their civil works 
and/or share part of their infrastructure. Note, however, that these are regulatory 
measures that do not require any public funds to be paid out. 
2.2 State Aid 
A part of the State aids granted for the deployment of broadband networks could be 
considered to be included in the exception stated in item a) of article 107, section 3, of 
the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union (“aid to promote the economic 
development of areas where the standard of living is abnormally low or where there is 
serious underemployment”). However, it is item c) of this section that makes  
generally acceptable the aid granted by the States for these projects (“aid to facilitate  
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the development of certain economic activities or of certain economic areas, where 
such aid does not adversely affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the 
common interest”).  
In assessing whether any specific measure can be deemed compatible with the 
common market, the Guidelines for the broadband aids set out a background defined 
through a “colored area” analysis: 
• “White” areas are those where broadband is currently not available and where 
there are no plans by private investors to roll out such an infrastructure in the near 
future. 
The term “in the near future” should be understood as referring to a period of 
three years. In this regard, investment efforts planned by private investors should 
not guarantee that significant progress in terms of coverage will be made within 
the three-year period (with completion of the planned investment foreseen within 
a reasonable time frame thereafter). 
In the Guidelines it is recognized that the Commission has taken an overwhel-
mingly favorable view towards State measures for broadband deployment for un-
derserved, typically rural, areas. 
• “Grey” areas are those where only one broadband network operator is present. 
In these situations, State support for the deployment of broadband networks 
calls for “a more detailed analysis and careful compatibility assessment” (as mo-
nopoly provision “may affect the quality of service or the price at which services 
are offered to the citizens”, but, on the other hand, subsidies for the construction 
of an alternative network can distort market dynamics). 
If more than one network will be deployed in the “near future” (the coming 
three years), such an area should, in principle, be considered black (see below). 
• “Black” areas are geographical zones where at least two broadband network pro-
viders are present and where broadband services are provided under competitive 
conditions6. 
In black NGA areas, the wording is clear: “no need for State intervention”. 
It is important to underline that the case of white NGA areas were, at the moment 
where the Guidelines were published, the rule in the European Union. Note also that 
part of the areas that are grey and even black for the traditional broadband are white 
for the NGA networks, as there has been no deployment in these areas. For cases 
where there is a “change of color”, the Guidelines establish “compatibility” rules: 
• In traditional grey areas (but white NGA areas), the grant of aid for NGA net-
works is subject to the demonstration by the Member State concerned that  
“the planned NGA network is not or would not be sufficient to satisfy the needs of 
citizens and business users in the areas in question” (also taking into account a 
possible future upgrade). 
                                                          
6 Therefore, facilities-based competition exists. There could also exist competition at the level 
of services in grey areas, should the single network be open to other operators. 
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• In black (basic broadband) areas no further State intervention should in principle 
(same clarification again) be necessary, as “existing network operators should 
have the incentives to upgrade their current traditional broadband networks to very 
fast NGA networks to which they could migrate their existing customers”. 
Member States can rebut such an argument “by showing that existing basic broad-
band operators do not plan to invest in NGA networks in the coming three years 
by demonstrating for instance that the historical pattern of the investments made 
by the existing network investors over the last years in upgrading their broadband 
infrastructures to provide higher speeds in response to users’ demands was not  
satisfactory”. 
It must be underlined that an additional qualification is made for projects to be autho-
rized; they will be approved provided that there are no less distortive means (includ-
ing ex ante regulation) to reach the stated goals. 
If this requirement is met and a balancing test of the project concludes that the 
overall evaluation of it is positive, a number of fundamental conditions must be com-
plied with to “minimize the State aid involved and the potential distortions of compe-
tition”. These conditions are detailed mapping exercise and coverage analysis, open 
tender process, priority to the most economically advantageous offer, technological 
neutrality, re-use of existing infrastructure, mandated wholesale open access (for at 
least seven years)7, benchmarking exercises (with average published or regulated 
wholesale prices that prevail in other comparable areas of the country) and claw-back 
mechanisms (to ensure that the selected bidder is not overcompensated if the demand 
for broadband in the target area grows beyond anticipated levels). 
3 Summary and Conclusions 
The advent of the new socio-economic paradigm represented by the information so-
ciety presents countries with risks and opportunities. The support for information 
technologies and service industries appears to be a sure path for future economic de-
velopment. Indeed, this may be the only way for countries with narrow domestic mar-
kets or limited physical resources to prosperity. This general remark is particularly 
true in times of crisis, when countries are desperately searching for ways to return the 
economy to its growth path. 
In this scenario, NGNs are regarded as a necessary tool for prosperity. This justi-
fies a much more active intervention in the telecommunications industry’s activity, 
and even allocating public funding for the deployment of networks [14]. Conceptual-
ly, this is nothing particularly new. Generalized access to telecommunication services 
has been, in general and regardless of the degree of success, an objective of every 
                                                          
7 Whatever the type of the NGA network technical architecture, it should support effective and 
full unbundling and satisfy all different types of network access that operators may seek 
(including but not limited to access to ducts, fibre and the so-called “bitstream access”); in 
setting the conditions for wholesale network access, Member States should consult the 
relevant NRA. 
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government during the last century [15]. This suggests that the advantages of a mas-
sive connection to telecommunication services have been understood regardless of the 
political option in power. What can indeed be considered a novelty as regards the 
general rule during the last decade, is the depth of the intervention. Following the 
complete liberalization of the markets it seemed to have been accepted that the activi-
ty of the private agents could only be complemented exceptionally to correct the 
“failures” of the offer in networks that were then almost universal [16]. Indeed, the 
contribution of public funds for the deployment of new networks did not seem fore-
seeable only a few years earlier, at least in developed countries. 
However, the presently reinforced public intervention should not be done behind or 
regardless of the market. It is worthy of note that, in spite of the supply-side focus of 
many plans, uncertainties about the demand subsist, thus arguing for more integrated 
approaches and not just the simple deployment of NGNs. The, up to now, unremitting 
impact of the economic crisis in the capacity of expenditure of public administrations 
is leading also to look for the best conditions for the public investment. 
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Abstract. This section discusses the possible role of Public Private Partnership 
(PPP) in the development of infrastructure for Next Generation Networks. The 
focus is on the developing countries perspective. Case studies describe the 
African approach in using PPP to fund telecom infrastructure development in 
rural areas. 
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1 Introduction 
As Information and Communications Technologies move towards Next Generation 
Networks (NGNs), broadband has moved from “just one of those telecommunication 
network technologies” to a national resource as identified by the secretary general of 
the ITU [19]. This has heightened the attention of Governments and other policy 
bodies on the potentials of broadband technology to the economy, as well as the social 
lives of their citizens. Governments around the world are looking for efficient ways 
for partnering with the private sector to develop broadband and attain their universal 
service objectives as well. Hence in the development of NGNs, various forms of 
Public Private Partnerships (PPP) will play an important role in the development of 
Next Generation Access (NGA) infrastructure. PPP may not necessarily be 
implemented as it is today, but the market situation and the socio-economic realities 
that may act as an impediment to an effective working of the market in certain areas 
will justify the use of PPP to initiate a market based development.  
Still more capacity can be offered by wireless services and wireless network 
solutions are becoming viable alternatives to wired network infrastructures. This has 
led to a reduction in costs of diffusion and adoption of ICTs. Still there will be some 
remote areas, which are difficult to reach, and where provision of broadband 
connectivity will remain unprofitable from a commercial point of view. Here PPP can 
be deployed in order to extend connectivity to these remote areas also. Especially in 
developing countries this is a pertinent problem. Here, rural areas are often poorly 
equipped with infrastructure facilities and the customer base is weak due to low 
income levels and a sparse population. This section of the book takes a look at some 
of the current PPP approaches towards development of broadband and other network 
services, and discusses how these can be applied in sub-Saharan Africa.  
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2 The Concept of PPP 
There are many different definitions of the concept of PPP. PPP has been described as 
“a cooperative venture between the public and the private sectors built on the 
expertise of each partner, that best meets clearly defined public needs through the 
appropriation of resources risks and awards” (CCPPP). This cooperation, of course, 
varies in its financial, organizational and implementation design. According to the EU 
Green Paper on Public Private Partnership [2], the private actors should do the 
implementation, must take part in the funding and should assume at least a part of the 
financial risk, while it is up to the public actor to define objectives and monitoring.  
For a number of years, PPP was seen as a way to involve private companies in 
publicly initiated activities [15]. This could, for instance, be outsourcing of care for 
the elderly to private businesses operating under public supervision or licenses. The 
liberalization of telecommunications can also, to some extent, be seen in this view 
with commercial operators guided by public policy demands on the sector with 
respect to universal service requirements and price regulations. However, the present 
discourse on PPP in the telecommunications area is turning the other way round. 
Now, the issue is the involvement of public money in providing rural access to 
privately owned broadband infrastructure [4].  
This has led to the present discourse on PPP in the telecommunications where 
public money is being spent as a cushion to private financing in order to help the 
private sector achieve the universal access objectives set by public authorities. This 
new financing option has not in any way affected the initial PPP objectives from both 
parties. Each party expects trust, openness, fairness and mutual respect from the other 
party [10]. The expectations of the two parties remain the same even as the financing 
options and spectrum of PPP possibilities continue to evolve. The public agency 
expects an improvement in program performance, cost efficiencies, better provision 
of services and appropriate allocation of risks and responsibilities [14]. The private 
sector expects a better investment potential that will lead to reasonable profits. This 
will in turn open opportunities for them to expand their businesses [17]. However, this 
new push by the public in some cases has led to the development of a new spectrum 
of concepts of PPP.  The implementation of PPP may take different avenues but the 
basic idea of cooperation between the public and private sector remain the same 
irrespective of how the financial obligations are designed.  
There are other ways in which public telecommunication agencies can fund 
Universal Access and Service of NGNs. These will continue to be used of course to 
fund infrastructure development of NGNs as identified by [3]. Some of them are:  
• Universal Assess and Service funds (UASF) 
• Public funding programs and investments 
• Investment by private companies other than telecom operators 
• Funding through Non-Profit Organizations 
However, PPP has some advantages that make the concept appealing and beneficial to 
the development of NGN infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa and rural areas in the 
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world. These includes, access to private finance for expanding services, clearer 
objectives, new ideas, flexibility, better planning, improved incentives for competitive 
tendering and greater value for money for public projects [13], [18].   
Secondly, the four funding mechanisms listed above can be implemented via the 
vehicle of PPP. In Africa and many other parts of the world, UASFs provide subsidies 
to private companies for the development of telecommunication infrastructure in rural 
areas, underserved and non-served areas. There are such cases in Uganda, 
Mozambique, and a host of other African countries [8], [9]. In the case of Uganda, the 
USAF gets money from the World Bank and provides this money as seed capitals, a 
form of subsidy to the private sector to develop Universal Access projects. Public 
funded programs and investments can be a PPP if private sector is also contributing 
some form of capital to the project and investment by private companies can also be a 
PPP if a public agency is involved in some way as a collaborating partner in the 
project.  Funding through NGO’s may be a PPP if the NGO is either a public NGO or 
the NGO is partnering with some public agency to deliver the telecommunication 
infrastructure development.  
The ability of PPP to be used in different ways makes it an interesting way of 
funding next generation networks in Africa, rural areas, non-served and underserved 
countries of the world.  
3 Case Studies 
So far, as a result of the problem of accessing remote and difficult to reach places, 
some countries are taking practical steps to develop a partnership with the private 
sector in the development of broadband infrastructure in these remote areas. Different 
forms of PPP financing options for telecommunication and other infrastructure all 
around the world include the Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT), Build-Transfer-Operate 
(BTO), Build-Own-Operate (BOO), Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT), Build-
Lease-Transfer (BLT), Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) and Design Construct 
Manage Finance (DCMF) concepts. Most of these public-financing cases are very 
remote in the African telecommunication scene. Most of Africa embraced 
privatization and semi-privatization schemes during the liberalization era. However in 
other sectors of the economy in Africa like transportation etc., these forms of PPP 
have been used.  
It is pertinent to point out that PPP today is regarded as a complement to a free 
market in the development of broadband infrastructure and the market. There will 
likely be fewer interventions in the development of Next Generation Access Networks 
in cities, metropolitan areas and commercially viable areas. As the family of fixed and 
mobile standards of Next Generation Networks mature, this will go a long way in 
enabling the diffusion and adoption of these services en masse. However, this 
maturity will not occur without the right business models and governance structures 
put in place by players in the next generation value chain and the public regulating 
bodies respectively.  
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It is still difficult beforehand to tell if a competition driven market alone will 
enable the desired objectives of universal access to the Next Generation Networks in a 
specific area, or if a PPP program will be an efficient way to achieve the desired 
policy objectives.  
In Africa, the use of PPP to deploy infrastructure and thereby propping the market 
to spring up in the telecommunications sector can be seen in the user adoption side, 
the infrastructure development and Internet service development.  NGNs are largely 
envisaged to be delivered via broadband (fixed and mobile) and IP networks. The 
infrastructure of these new networks may be cheaper or more expensive than the 
existing family of technologies. However, the approach of using PPP as a compliment 
to market mechanisms will likely continue as long as there are rural areas in Africa.  
The four case studies below illustrate that various forms of PPP have been 
developed as a compliment to the competition fostered by liberalization, which gave 
way to privatization and open access of telecommunication service delivery and 
infrastructure. This has taken place at the continental and the national levels as well as 
at the regional level.  
3.1 NEPAD Broadband Connectivity Programme – Continental Fiber Optics 
Deployment  
In the African continent, there has been an ambitious move by New Partnership for 
African Development (NEPAD) to provide broadband connectivity in all the 54 
African countries [12]. Basically, one might say Africa is getting ready for NGNs. 
The aim is to provide abundant bandwidth with easier connectivity at a reduced cost. 
All NEPAD head of states, which invariably are all the heads of States in Africa 
adopted the proposal, however not every country that is signatory to the project have 
embarked on proactive steps to ensure the possibility of this project. The development 
is divided into two areas, the NEPAD ICT broadband infrastructure network for 
Eastern and Southern Africa and the NEPAD ICT broadband infrastructure network 
for Central, West, and North Africa.  
The Policy Principles developed for this project clearly point to the complementary 
role of PPP in relation to market development:  
1. Non-discriminatory Open Access, whereby all Authorized Service Providers, in 
any country market, will access broadband connectivity on the same terms, 
including pricing. This will provide a level playing field for all Authorized Service 
Providers, increase competition, and thereby reduce bandwidth prices to the end-
users. 
2. Equitable Joint Ownership of the backbone infrastructure across the region. 
3. Use of Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) to build, own and operate the Broadband 
ICT network 
4. The Basic ICT Broadband Infrastructure should be viewed as a "public good". 
5. Application of PPP in the development of the network. 
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Policies here as agreed by the policy makers covered both deployment of submarine 
cables as well as terrestrial networks [12]. NEPAD is the Public Agency involved in 
this project and the Special Purpose Vehicle is a private consortium involved in the 
project.  
The concept of the Special Purpose Vehicle is encapsulated in the Kigali Protocol 
which encapsulates the policy principle listed above as well. The Special Purpose 
Vehicle owns, operate and maintain the broadband Network.  The NEPAD submarine 
SPV are to be set up by African Telco and non-telecom investor. The African 
Investors have a stake of 45% while the International investors will have 25%. 
Funding for the PPP for the Broadband infrastructure Network for Eastern and 
Southern Africa were expected from international donors like Industrial Development 
Corporation (IDC), Development bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) and Pan African 
Infrastructure Development Fund (PAIDF).  
This project is still being developed at the moment, but it gives a clear indication of 
the regional approach to the present broadband. This may be extended to the future 
towards next generation networks depending on the infrastructure needs. Other 
initiatives in the same area are GLO [6] and, SAT-3/WACS/SAFE [16].  
3.2 PPP and User Adoption – Rwanda Mobile Telephone Adoption Scheme  
In order to attract less affluent Africans, different African governments have taken 
some regulatory and PPP steps in addressing the problem. One of the major problems 
experienced in Africa was the affordability of mobile telephony handsets. This 
problem is likely to also continue into the Next Generation Network era of 
telecommunication networks. Hence various forms of PPP as well as regulation may 
still be relevant in propping demand for next generation networks by ensuring the 
affordability of Customer Premises Equipment (CPE).  
 On the supply side, marketing innovations played a major role in promoting the 
competition enabled by the liberalization. These innovations from the supply side 
triggered the adoption of ICT on the demand side. A clear example is mobile 
telephony. Mobile telephony, which has become a success in the region, was enabled 
by the introduction of the pre-paid mobile solutions as well as per-second billing in 
call termination charges. These drivers made mobile telephony attractive to the less 
affluent African who could now own a mobile telephone without the fear of incurring 
monthly charges in which the subscriber had to pay later as in the case of postpaid 
solutions. However, despite these successes, there were still issues of the high cost of 
mobile telephony handsets. Many governments had to intervene by the reduction of 
taxation as in the case of Ghana [11] and the use of subsidies to enable less affluent 
citizens acquire mobile telephony handsets as in the case of Rwanda. What makes the 
case of Rwanda unique is the partnership between the Government of Rwanda, MTN 
(a telecommunication operator) and the Rwanda Development Bank (BRD) [1].  
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3.3 PPP and Infrastructure Development – Uganda USAF Funding on Mobile 
Telephony Infrastructure  
The liberalization brought in either full or partial privatization of incumbent 
monopolies. However Uganda has a good case where competition was used alongside 
a PPP effort in the development of telecommunication infrastructure in rural areas. A 
case study conducted by Econone paints the following scenario.  
The liberalization of the Ugandan telecommunication sector in 1993 led to the 
entrance of two new operators in addition to the later partially privatized incumbent, 
Uganda Telecommunications Limited (UTL). MTN was licensed as the Second 
National Operator in 1998 and Celtel were licensed to operate in the south west of the 
country. MTN and UTL were required to provide full country coverage. However 
despite regulatory measures to ensure the universal access obligation granted to MTN 
and UTL, the Government established a body called the Rural Communications 
Development Fund in 2001. The fund is financed by the payment of 1% of gross 
revenue from the three operators. The policy specifies the provision of basic 
communication services to all sub-counties with at least 5000 inhabitants by the year 
2005. Licenses are granted by the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) to 
independent local operators in areas most difficult to serve. The financing plan was to 
grant subsidy assistance of US$1 for every US$1 of private investment in the ICT 
infrastructure. Financial institutions like the World Bank estimated that US$5.8 
million of subsidy would be required to make the 2005 date feasible. The PPP in 
addition to the competitive market made possible the tele-density of Uganda to grow 
from 2 subscribers per 1000 people in 1998 to 32 subscribers per 1000 inhabitants in 
2003 [5].  
Other supporting examples: In Ghana, the Universal Access and Service Funds 
GIFEC is also engaging the PPP as a way of Common Telecommunications Sites 
facilities across Ghana. They collaborate with telecommunication companies in the 
award of Subsidies to telecommunication companies who are willing to develop 
infrastructure for co-location [7]. In Nigeria, The Universal Service Provision Fund 
provides subsidy to the building of GSM Base Transceiver Stations (BTS). There is a 
similar approach by the Nigerian Universal Access and service fund in delivering 
wholesale internet bandwidth to Community Communication Centers (CCC), 
Cybercafés, rural internet service providers etc. The essence of this PPP effort in 
Nigeria is to enable private operators to provide and operate broadband network in 
rural areas [20].  
3.4 Internet Service Deployment – Egyptian Smart Village Project  
In 2005 the Egyptian government embarked on the ‘smart village’ initiative concept. 
This project is a PPP between the Ministry of Information and Communication 
Technology (MCIT) and a private consortium. The MCIT provided 300 acres of land 
(20% of the cost) and the private investors financed the remaining 80%.  
Infrastructure provided in the ‘smart village’ is fiber optic network and a multi-source 
power supply. A related project is the free internet initiative. The aim of this project 
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was to enable users across Egypt to access Internet at the cost of a local call with no 
additional subscription fee. The free internet initiative is based on an 
offloading/revenue sharing model. The Internet Service Providers (ISP) are allowed to 
co-locate their access equipment at telecom Egypt local exchanges and re-routed to 
the ISP data backbone. This resulted in the major offloading of the Telecom Egypt 
PSTN network. Revenue accrued was shared between telecom Egypt and service 
providers [9].  
4 Conclusions 
The realities of the deployment of NGNs in developed and developing countries will 
differ greatly depending on the approaches as seen in the cases stated. These 
approaches will depend on the economic realities of the country, the priority placed 
on the development of ICT over other more important economic needs, political will 
and the effects of globalization.  These factors will play a crucial role in the public 
intervention of deploying NGNs.  
At the moment, developing countries in Africa are yet to achieve their universal 
access targets on previous standards in contrast to their counterparts in the EU. The 
same can be said about some countries in Asia. Hence with these shortfalls, the same 
way the governments of developing countries saw the need to engage in PPP to 
compliment and enable competition of existing standards, this same approach will 
still be adopted and redefined over time using different approaches to reach areas 
where connectivity is still a challenge. PPP will enable network operators deploy 
NGNs at a cheaper cost than they would if they carried the burden all by themselves. 
The Governments may not necessarily provide subsidies, but they may provide 
incentive regulations or even adopt the various forms of PPP as a way of either 
sharing or lessening cost. As pointed out in the case of Rwanda, governments may 
still use PPP to reduce the cost of acquiring the NGN services. Although it is difficult 
to foresee the future, the relevance of PPP as a public intervention tool in the 
deployment of NGNs in the future can’t be ruled out.  
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Abstract. This section deals with the network neutrality debate to define the 
economic relationships between Internet access providers and (distant) content 
providers. We review the various definitions of what should be a neutral net-
work, the outcome of all international consultations on the topic, and the argu-
ments of network neutrality proponents and opponents. 
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1 Introduction 
The Internet has known an uncontested success during the past two decades, having 
evolved from an academic network interconnecting researchers who exchange infor-
mation, to a commercial network accessed by all individuals, made of private access, 
content, and interconnected transit providers, and over which all type of commerce or 
content exchange can be performed. Complex relations between those often non-
cooperative actors have raised discussions about whether or not and how current tele-
communications businesses and technological models should be sustained.  
A specific question that we want to discuss in this section is the economic relations 
between Content Providers (CP), i.e., organizations or individuals creating informa-
tion, educational or entertainment content, and Internet Service Providers (ISP), i.e., 
the companies or organizations providing access to the network.  
In the current Internet business model, ISPs charge both end-users and CPs directly 
connected to them, the economic relations between interconnected ISPs being gener-
ally through public peering or transit agreements. But a key fact is that ISPs do not 
charge CPs that are associated with other ISPs, and do not treat their traffic in a dif-
ferent way. In addition, there is a specific layers (or Tiers) structure in the relations 
between ISPs. The so-called « Tier 1 » operators are defined as operators that can 
reach every other network without any form of fee. Tier 1 operators peer with all  
other Tier 1 operators. Tier 2 operators on the other hand have to settle peering 
agreements with other networks, to reach some portions of the Internet. Usually, those 
operators purchase their traffic to a Tier-1 network rather than discussing with other 
Tier 2 operators (because it is easier to implement).  
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But this business model has been questioned, especially because there is now an 
important asymmetry in the traffic volume exchanges between ISPs, mainly due to 
some prominent and resource consuming content providers. The typical example is 
YouTube (owned by Google), accessed by all users while hosted by a single Tier 1 
ISP, and whose traffic constitutes now a non-negligible part of the whole Internet 
traffic. Moreover, while transit revenues made by ISPs are constantly decreasing, 
content providers revenues are increasing. As an illustration, it is predicted (by Jupiter 
Research) for 2012 an amount of $34.5 billion in online advertising spending in the 
USA only, while the transit costs are believed to be under 1$ per Mbps by 2014. This 
issue has been the reason why Ed Whitacre, CEO of AT&T, launched the debate 
about revenue sharing and the business model of the Internet in 2005 [8]. Basically, 
Ed Whitacre claimed that distant CPs use the AT&T network for free in order to reach 
end users, and that it could not be economically sustained: they should be charged by 
ISPs they are not directly connected to, especially because of the decreasing transit 
prices. Indeed, the ISPs do not have any incentive to invest into a network architec-
ture, by improving the actual one or by implementing a new one. Another manage-
ment possibility to differentiate CPs, not related to charging, has been implemented 
by the USA provider Comcast in 2007, which blocked P2P applications such as Bit-
Torrent, under the argument that P2P content is mostly illegal. 
All this has led to a strong protest from CPs who are losing accessibility or quality 
of service, and from user associations claiming that it is an infringement of freedom 
of speech. This raised the so-called Network Neutrality Debate, bringing questions at 
the same time at the economical, legal, technical, and political levels. The purpose of 
this section is to review the proposed definitions of network neutrality, a notion ac-
tually not formalized, to summarize the outcomes of the international consultations 
held very recently, and to describe and discuss the arguments of both proponents and 
opponents of neutrality to allow the reader to make her own conclusions. 
It is important to remark that even governments somewhat see the position of CPs 
as an issue, in accordance with ISPs complaint. In France for instance, there is a wor-
ry about the online advertising revenue not being taxed as usually done, and a propo-
sition on that matter has been released (see [13]). Between 10 and 20 million Euros 
could be collected in taxes from the USA providers such as Google, Microsoft, Yahoo 
and Facebook. 
2 Network Neutrality Definitions 
Maybe surprisingly, there is no clear and generally admitted definition of network 
neutrality. A network is often said to be weakly neutral if it prohibits user discrimina-
tion [11,12], which means it does not charge users differently for the same service, 
but can differentiate between applications (example: video having a priority with 
respect to email because of more stringent QoS requirements). It is said to be strongly 
neutral if in addition it prohibits any service differentiation that is if it does not allow 
managing packets differently. 
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A tentative of « official » definition of neutrality was made in 2005 in the USA by 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) stating that network neutrality could 
be summarized into four items [3]: (1) no content access can be denied to users (2) 
users are free to use the applications of their choice (3) they can also use any type of 
terminal, provided it does not harm the network (4) they can competitively select the 
access and content providers of their choice. This corresponds exactly to the well-
known proposition/definition has been described by Professors Timothy Wu and 
Lawrence Lessig; summarized by Tim Wu, “Network neutrality is best defined as a 
network design principle. The idea is that a maximally useful public information net-
work aspires to treat all content, sites, and platforms equally.” 
3 International Consultations 
The debate has been so strong, and the potential impact of a regulation or non-
regulation so important that governments have held public consultations. This has 
started in the USA, but and also recently in France (by ARCEP, the French regulator), 
UK (by Ofcom) and by the European Commission (EC) in 2010, after Norway (by the 
Post and Telecommunications Authority, NPT) and Sweden (by the post and Telecom 
Agency, PTS) in 2009.  In that same year, the FCC has imposed neutrality regulatory 
rules, a decision that has been appealed by an operator, Verizon. The goal of those 
consultations was to (re)design an Internet that suits the interests of all actors (con-
sumers, broadband service providers, entrepreneurs, investors, and businesses of all 
sizes) thanks to the most appropriate trade-off. Even if everyone was allowed to re-
spond to the consultation, it has mainly been answered by specialists such as comput-
er scientists, industry lobbies and non-governmental organizations. The participation 
was different across the countries, and when individuals were responding, they were 
largely defending neutrality.  
One of the most important outcomes/recommendations is that traffic management 
has to be transparent, in the sense that operators have to clearly explain what they are 
implementing. This is also considered as being a manner to avoid anti-competitive 
behaviors from operators and to control if a minimal best-effort Internet is in place.  
Transparency has been a consensus among all industrial telecommunication actors.   
ARCEP proposes that operators provide all clear and relevant information on access, 
QoS, and limitations (if any) [1,10]. 
Another key idea is to protect customers’ rights to access content, which cannot be 
forbidden, i.e., the network should be open, which is defined as allowing “end users in 
general to access and distribute information or run applications of their choice” [2]. 
Another aspect is quality of service (QoS). A result of consultations is the demand 
to define a minimum level of QoS (which has to be defined), for a type of universal 
access principle. Weak neutrality and service degradation would be allowed if such a 
minimum level is reached. No regulator seems to have something against discrimina-
tion if a minimum QoS is guaranteed. It is even considered that a total lack of traffic 
management could result in a lower perceived QoS for users. In this sense, being  
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neutral and open does not necessarily mean that all bits have to be considered equal. 
The FCC advocates for a “reasonable network management” vaguely defined as “ (a) 
reasonable practices employed by a provider of broadband Internet access service to 
(i) reduce or mitigate the effects of congestion on its network or to address quality-of-
service concerns; (ii) address traffic that is unwanted by users or harmful; (iii) prevent 
the transfer of unlawful content; or (iv) prevent the unlawful transfer of content; and 
(b) other reasonable network management practices” [4]. This could be realized as 
soon as transparency is fulfilled.  
All those aspects mean that the Internet needs to be supervised and monitored by 
regulators to verify if the above proposed rules are satisfied. It is a proposition for and 
from all regulators, even outside the European Union. In addition, it is asked in the 
EU (where the EC is entitled to impose rules) to forbid operators to block users from 
accessing legal content. ARCEP has been more stringent, asking for non-
discrimination between Internet traffic streams [1]. 
A last recommendation is that neutrality requirements should be different depend-
ing on whether we consider mobile or fixed networks, because (1) capacity is much 
more limited in the mobile case, (2) because of mobility itself, which has to be han-
dled by operators, and (3) because of the larger type of attached devices (phones, 
smart-phones, netbooks, broadband cards), complicating the management. Traffic 
management has, therefore, to be more flexible in the case of mobile networks, due to 
their specificities [1]. 
The impact of the decisions made after those consultations is of great importance at 
the global political level too. Indeed, as highlighted by FCC Commissioner’s Robert 
M. McDowell [5], several countries were waiting for the USA (and E.U.), and some 
regulatory decisions could be used to justify and expand their own government au-
thority over the Internet, but with the motivation to limit the freedom of speech. This 
has to be taken into account when taking decisions.  
4 Arguments of Neutrality Proponents: An Idealistic  
and Humanist View 
The Internet architecture is based on the notions of layers, as defined by the Open 
Systems Interconnection model (OSI model). Almost all layers are managed by inde-
pendent entities (or providers). The OSI model abstracts the network into seven layers 
(physical, data link, network, transport, session, presentation, application) and each 
entity at a given level interacts only with the layer beneath it, and provides “capaci-
ties” to the layer above it, the relations between layers being operated thanks to stan-
dardized protocols. In the real Internet, this model can be simplified into a model 
made of four layers [6, 7]: the content layer (web pages, emails, telephone calls, vid-
eo, etc.), the application layer (the software permitting the content to be developed), 
the logical layer (TCP/IP, domain names, all the protocols), and the physical layer 
(cables, routers, servers, wireless base stations). If there is no neutrality, there is a 
major risk that this successful and cheap model will be destroyed because ISPs may  
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reduce competition by developing exclusivity arrangements with content and applica-
tion providers, and use proprietary protocols between layers that may harm the devel-
opment of new applications by third parties. Changing the structure and the way the 
Internet has been designed can be dangerously harmful. Without neutrality; it is 
claimed that the last mile ISPs, who have the market power, will discriminate between 
content providers, favoring the ones that are connected to them, so that end users will 
have less choice, which is claimed to be economically inefficient (what economists 
contest, see the next subsection). This market power (whoever is the most powerful) 
is said to be a reason to introduce regulation to maintain innovation at the content 
level. Similarly, having an important level of innovation from CPs will foster access 
demand of end users and therefore increase or maintain revenues of ISPs. 
A main principle attached to the networking (disaggregated) layer architecture, and 
described as a key factor, is that the network can hardly make a differentiation accord-
ing to the identity. This is related to an important issue developed by the neutrality 
proponents: the freedom of speech on the Internet [7, 8]. If the network is not open, 
this simplifies a lot its control by governments or political entities willing to limit 
information diffusion and retrieving the identity of correspondents. The current 
layered architecture on the other hand allows a relative anonymity, a decentralized 
distribution (which makes it easy and cheap to implement), the possibility to reach 
multiple access points, no simple system to identify content, and tools of encryption; 
this is exactly what is needed by political parties to speak up in an oppressive country. 
This political aspect is hardly taken into account by neutrality opponents and econo-
mists, but we can note that the current infrastructure has very probably helped the 
recent Arabic revolutions with all the information exchanged. Changing it could harm 
the development of democratic values worldwide. 
In general also (not only talking about freedom of speech), vertical integration of 
content and access, as aimed by non-neutrality proponents, especially in an exclusive 
way, is seen as discriminatory by users and by regulators. Considering other commu-
nication areas which have a longer history, such as roads, canals, mail, etc., there has 
always been a requirement of interconnection and to serve the public, even if re-
sources are owned by private companies. 
And the argument of ISPs that revenues decrease and investments are not possible 
anymore are contested because ISPs keep those cost values secret; if they were more 
transparent, data could be verified and they could be trusted. It is rather seen that ISPs 
want to earn money from both ends: end users and CPs. 
Finally, a last important reason for neutrality is universality (as above on interna-
tional consultations): all consumers are entitled to reach meaningful content, whatever 
the technical limitations of their service. They are also entitled to attach any type of 
device to the network; and to run any application. The basic idea behind that principle 
is to keep all the population informed and able to communicate, and not to increase 
the gap between rich and poor people. French government for instance is currently 
trying to set up an access for the poor at a limited price. 
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5 Arguments of Neutrality Opponents: An Economic View 
As presented in the introduction, the initial reason of ISPs to deviate from a neutral 
behavior is the disincentive to invest in networking capacities because of the reduced 
revenues, an issue argued to be often forgotten by neutrality defenders who always 
seem to focus on CPs innovation only. 
The most important argument is that vertical integration, which consists in bun-
dling content and access into a single service, and which can be exclusive for some 
type of content, is often shown to be the most efficient economically. It has indeed 
been demonstrated by the Chicago school of antitrust analysis that vertical arrange-
ments can even be efficient under a monopoly, because a monopolist can gain from a 
higher total value of the whole platform (made of access plus content). A typical ex-
ample, in another but related context, is Microsoft that, while in a quasi-monopole on 
the operating systems of computers, gains from the development of applications be-
cause it increases its own value (the equivalent of Microsoft being here either the ISP 
or the CP). The Chicago school of antitrust analysis has more exactly proved that 
there are preconditions under which vertical integration might be harmful: 1) the ver-
tically integrated firm must have market power in its market (to be able to use this 
powerful position), and 2) the market in which the considered provider will be inte-
grated must be concentrated and protected by barriers to entry [7]. It is claimed that 
none of those preconditions are met in the current telecommunication industry, and 
therefore vertical integration would be more efficient than keeping the current neutral 
model. Vertical integration has for example been successful in cable television in the 
80s in the USA, with cable operators investing a lot in the network to be able to re-
spond to demand for content. 
In addition, the Internet is rather seen now as a media (i.e., content distribution) 
business, and should then be treated as such rather than as a classical telepho-
ny/telecommunication economic business facility. Indeed, users go on the Internet not 
for broadband in itself, which is rather a mean, but for the content, goods and services 
that they can find. As a consequence, vertical integration is therefore more relevant 
here because in such media business, distribution (broadband access for us) is gener-
ally bundled with content. We can remark that it is already implemented, even if in a 
limited way: almost all ISPs provide a portal over which users can access a predefined 
content: (selected) news, direct access to some content, etc. This does not prevent 
(yet) the users from accessing the content of their choice, but is an incentive to go to 
the one preferred by the ISP.  
But vertical integration is not a new topic, it has always been in discussion in the 
Internet industry, and is not a new issue. Notable examples are when Microsoft incor-
porated its web browser into its operating system, introducing a major debate, or 
when AOL (an ISP) and Time Warner (a CP) merged. 
It is even advocated that, contrary to the intuition, vertical integration and non-
neutrality would enforce competition at the network (ISP) level [7]. This is for in-
stance what happened between cable and DSL providers in the USA, who drastically 
decreased their price because of the competition, at the benefice of end users; they 
also may fight on content. As an illustration, we can cite the competition between 
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cable and satellite TV in the USA: (satellite) DirecTV managed to get an exclusivity 
on the Sunday night NFL game, which could then not be accessed by subscribers of 
cable operators, except if they paid in addition for the satellite operator.  This put 
pressure on the historic cable operators to improve their content, to innovate in this 
direction and to develop competition. A neutral network would not have permitted the 
development of DirecTV. In addition, it is anyway unlikely that ISPs would decide to 
cut the access to major CPs, such as Amazon, Facebook, etc., because they would 
immediately face protests and pressure from their subscribers. 
Similarly, allowing the ISPs to differentiate service would increase the economic 
efficiency and social welfare, by responding to the heterogeneity of users in terms of 
preferences. This means applying revenue management techniques [9] to telecommu-
nications as it has been done in the airline industry, hostelling, etc., with a success that 
has not been discussed in those areas. Users would benefit from this, since they would 
be able to choose the offer most adapted to their preferences, and it may even drive to 
more services attuned to segments of the population. It is even claimed that the intro-
duction of regulation could favor some applications against others, an undesirable 
effect. Also, differentiation and market segmentation would allow many ISPs to sur-
vive, since if not implemented, declining costs otherwise usually result in a limited 
amount of surviving companies and natural monopolies. As a last remark on service 
differentiation, we can note that the network “naturally” makes some differentiations 
anyway: a protocol like TCP gives less throughput to users far away, and BGP allows 
to discriminate at routers. 
Opponents of neutrality, even if they admit that the success of the Internet is due to 
the end-to-end architecture, believe that it is not a reason for not changing it now: it 
has the right to evolve because of economical changes. Even more, writing in the 
stone a rule because it initially worked might be really harmful. It is not because the 
architecture has been optimal that it will continue to be. They rather see this immo-
bility reaction as a scare of change from computer scientists, not ready to lose the 
“baby” they gave birth to, but the Internet users are in general not highly skilled  (in 
opposition to early subscribers to the network) and are not that sensitive to this issue. 
As mentioned by A. Thierer [7, Page 94]: “If consumers really wanted a pure dumb 
Net connection, then why does AOL’s walled garden have over 30 million subscribers 
worldwide while charging $23.90 per month?”. We do not know exactly what will be 
the next business model, but there is no reason to necessarily keep the one in place. 
Even at the CP level, vertical integration is said to be preferable because it may 
help (especially in a segmented market) to push applications that have a limited im-
pact. Using proprietary protocols for development and distribution could simplify the 
advent of new applications, and thus foster innovation thanks to a larger range of 
networking tools. And as the above example on the NFL games shows, competitive 
ISPs have an incentive to help content developers in a non-neutral regime, particularly 
when there is a monopoly for some type of content. Interoperability, even if appealing 
a priori, is not necessarily efficient from an economic point of view. 
Promoting a universal access to the network is also contested by neutrality oppo-
nents. They believe that this may harm investment because there is no real incentive 
in that situation for ISPs to invest in capacity and technologies if access is granted, 
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this even more if service differentiation is not permitted:  how to define access prices 
if access is mandatory? This universal access could maybe be discussed for applica-
tions such as web browsing or email, but not for bandwidth-consuming applications. 
In addition, it is argued that the full connectivity as a principle to maximize social 
welfare does not take into account an important component: the congestion that end 
users will experience if there are no sufficient investments on capacities or technolo-
gies by ISPs. 
This universality principle has been somewhat questioned by governments too. As 
an illustration, France has passed a law in 2009 that disconnects users from the Inter-
net if they download illegally copyrighted material. Even if this has raised a debate at 
the law level (the French Constitutional Council asked to modify its implementation 
because it was in contradiction with the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the 
Citizen coming from the French revolution: the ISPs will not decide by themselves to 
filter traffic, but will implement the decision if it comes from a judicial authority), 
such a law has been enforced (the so-called HADOPI law), even if the Internet has 
been seen as a mean to exercise the freedom of speech. This differentiates the treat-
ment of legal and illegal traffic, but the notion of legality being considered differently 
in other countries, this could go against freedom of speech. 
It is also remarked by neutrality opponents that imposing a regulation on neutrality 
would just add or shift power (even) closer to CPs, especially in the case where there 
is a limited competition. Typically, Google would become even more powerful with 
YouTube that already accounts for an important part of the whole Internet traffic.  
Even at the security level, a vertically integrated service is advocated to ease the 
control of attacks (because the current model is more or less based on trust and coop-
eration between communicating nodes) and limit illegal content, something of interest 
for regulators.  
6 Conclusions 
As sketched by our presentation, the network neutrality debate can rather be seen as 
the opposition between (1) an idealistic (neutral or weakly neutral) network as im-
agined initially by scientists, with an organization in layers, a low cost, and for which 
end-to-end connectivity and universality are the key issues, and (2) a purely economic 
(non-neutral) view of the network. The goals of both worlds are therefore different 
and make a strict comparison difficult.  
A question is then: are end-users and computer scientists just scared of the poten-
tial change? Or is it too risky and could it potentially lead to a “telecommunication / 
connectivity” crisis? Would it be accepted by the public as easily as it accepted the 
Internet in its current form? We wish the reader to make her own opinion on the sub-
ject and hope that our discussion will be helpful towards that goal.  
We may mention a particular case where neutral and non-neutral networks  
coexist: the road network, where you have commercial (highway) roads with tolls, 
and national roads, with a lower quality of service, but that are free of charge and 
allow (in most countries) a full connectivity. Those national roads are maintained by 
states, and one could check how this (economic) model could be transferred to  
telecommunications.  
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An important remark to conclude this section is about another neutrality threat, that 
could be viewed as the most “dangerous” and that is not mentioned enough, the 
search engine neutrality. To illustrate the problem, Google’s CEO, Eric Schmidt, 
actually had to testify in September 2011 before the US Senate about a possible dis-
crimination in the ranking of the searches on the engine, because it is claimed by 
some to favor the content provided by Google itself. Typically, but not only, favoring 
YouTube in front of competitors such as Dailymotion. Search engines are indeed very 
important actors in the current Internet, being the mean by which most content is 
reached. Their activity can greatly influence the way the network is used and their 
behavior has to be carefully reviewed too. Because of that, Google is facing a risk to 
be dismantled under the antitrust law.  
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Abstract. This section describes an approximate model built from real sub-
system performance data, of a public wireless network (3G / LTE) in view of 
minimum net energy consumption or minimum emissions per time unit and per 
user. This approach is justified in order to generate the  integrated view required 
for “green” optimizations,  while taking into account service demand and opera-
tions While subsystems with lower native energy footprints are being migrated 
into public networks, the many adaptation mechanisms at sub-system, protocol 
and management levels make system complexity too high to design major  
comprehensive “green” trade-offs. However, by focusing on the incremental ef-
fects of a new network user, the approximate model allows marginal effects to 
be estimated with good accuracy. This capability allows for the provisioning of 
personalized energy / emissions reducing tariffs to end users with inherent ad-
vantages both to operators, energy suppliers and users. One key advantage is 
the possibility to reduce waste capacity, and thus energy consumption in the 
network, by allowing the user to specify just the service capacity and demands 
he/she has.  From an engineering point of view, the incremental model allows to 
tune sub-system characteristics jointly, especially transceivers, transmission and 
storage. From a configuration point of view, the model allows to determine 
which nodes in the network benefit most from back-up and renewable power 
sources. From a business perspective, the model allows to determine trade-offs 
between personalized bundle characteristics and the energy cost share in the 
marginal operating expense share. Detailed sub-system model and design im-
provements are carried out on a continuous basis in collaboration with industry.  
Keywords: Wireless networks, Energy consumption, CO2 emissions, Marginal 
analysis, Personalized tariffs, Green wireless tariffs. 
1 Introduction and Scope 
Ever since wireless networks have been developed with mobile terminals, the energy 
consumption of autonomous access terminals as well as of the access infrastructure 
has been in focus at the design stage, just to ensure the longest possible communica-
tions link durations. When later such wireless networks have been introduced by  
licensed civilian public operators, the energy expenses of the access and backbone 
infrastructures have turned into a growing component of their operating expenses, 
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creating the need for thorough energy consumption analysis. This analysis has espe-
cially focused on the spatially decentralized layout (and thus power supply) of base 
stations and transmission links, and on coding/modulation schemes. Later on, opera-
tors and equipment suppliers alike have put more and more emphasis on the CO2 
emissions from network and device operations, as well as on recycling and sustaina-
ble designs ; this last move has so far been motivated by a combination of corporate 
citizenship,  competitive “green” branding, and pressure for better device and system 
designs. In this evolution, very little attention has been given to the changing nature 
of the communications traffic carried by the public wireless networks. Likewise the 
shift in part away from voice calls and messaging, to mobile data with growing effec-
tive bandwidth, has not yet impacted wireless network energy analysis. And, most 
importantly, the user has not been incentivized to drive their traffic and services  
demands in a way leading to energy and emissions reductions, ultimately making 
them responsible in the overall processes. This section addresses therefore the  
following issues:  
1. Characterize the energy consumption and emissions jointly of public wireless 
network infrastructure and of the actual user-selected service derived traffic; 
2. Characterize wireless infrastructure technology migration effects on energy and 
emissions (from UMTS to HSPDA and LTE);  
3. Offer a tool to industry allowing to design basic and value-added service tariffs in 
view of eventual investments in renewable energy production, and of the introduc-
tion of “green” wireless telecommunications tariffs.   
 
It has been chosen in this section not to include mobile terminals’ and smart phone’s 
own energy consumption and emissions patterns, as the variability thereof is very big 
due to:  technology (incl. operating systems), designs, usage, and battery properties 
over time. That contribution from terminals to emissions is known to be an order of 
magnitude less than the one from the networks. The unique service needs enabled by 
smart phones is addressed through value-added services. Also, in view of the high 
complexity in network architecture, technologies and operations, approximations have 
been made sufficient to address issues 1-3 above, which differs from contributions to 
specific devices, coding schemes, or protocols.  
Part 2 addresses the modeling methodology, part 3 the approximate wireless opera-
tor energy model, part 4 some examples of numerical results, and part 5 their use for 
green wireless tariffs. As this work was done for and with industry, there are no pub-
lic references.  
2 Modeling Methodology 
It is obviously very difficult with present state-of-the art to build detailed engineering 
models calculating precisely the overall energy consumption or emissions of a com-
plete wireless network in operations. This difficulty is not unique to the field, in that it 
is shared with many other large scale systems serving users with mostly services: e.g., 
transportation, logistics, national economies, and power grids themselves.  
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However, microeconomic theory comes to the rescue, in that it proposes not to 
build macro-models for prediction, but marginal models for an individual user assum-
ing an approximate model of the global system, and that the individual user is repre-
sentative of the aggregate set of users. In other words, the marginal models aim at 
modeling as accurately as possible, for a given context, the effects of one typical user 
on the first or second order derivatives of the global model.  
This approach can be expanded to consider a distribution of individual users, even 
with outliers, to estimate the distributions of the marginal effects of a given user, 
while preserving the fundamental properties of the approximate global model.  
In the context of wireless green networks, the following marginal indicators driven 
by user generated traffic and service requests are especially important:  
• the individual user’s marginal contribution to total network energy consumption 
(over a given time frame);  
• the individual user’s marginal contribution to total CO2 emissions (over a given 
time frame); and   
• the individual user’s marginal contribution to network energy costs, network oper-
ating costs (OPEX) , and network capital expenditure (CAPEX) in that and traffic 
request. 
The above cost elements can be offset against the incremental revenues dictated by 
the tariff plan allowing for the requested service and traffic provisioning, so that the 
network operator’s incremental profit (or loss) can be determined. In this section, 
rather than letting the operator fix the tariff plans, it is the user who specifies his re-
quest (generic services, value-added service, contract duration, and maximum price), 
and let’s operators bid for a contract with him/her, according to a reverse auction 
process. In this way, excess capacity in the wireless network  and the corresponding 
energy consumption can be reduced, in that the subscriber does normally not want to 
pay for service capacity or offerings he/she do not intend to use. Therefore, the analy-
sis and modeling rests on the following main tasks:  
• Build with industry data an approximate network infrastructure and traffic model, 
with energy footprints for all main subsystems (radio, transmission , cooling) and 
traffic dependent energy consumption (circuit switched and IP); the network al-
lows the provisioning of a set of services (generic and value-added) to a subscriber 
base;  
•  Structure the individual user’s contributions to CAPEX, OPEX, Billing, CRM, 
Network management, Content acquisition and net energy costs, as a model of the 
marginal flows linked to one additional user, on top of an existing subscriber base;  
• Include a reverse auction bidding process, whereby the incremental user states the 
service duration, his/hers basic bundle price offer, and his/hers value-added bundle 
offer for user-set service duration; operator then must select and configure net-
work resources accordingly allowing fine-tuning of tariffs and incentives with 
profitability and emissions constraints.  
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3 Approximate Wireless Operator Energy Model 
This part describes an approximate model built from real sub-system performance 
data, of a public wireless network (3G / LTE) in view of minimum net energy  
consumption or minimum emissions per time unit and per user. The computational 
implementations exist at different levels: static non-linear, non-linear with average 
traffic intensities, randomized over users by Monte-Carlo simulation, and determina-
tion of energy /emissions levels by value at risk. 
3.1 Services and Infrastructure  
A detailed and complex realistic approximate model of a wireless service supplier has 
been designed and built since 2006 with heavy industry involvement, for the limited 
purpose described in part 2. This model has served in a variety of projects and has 
shown its flexibility and reasonable accuracy. The services which can be provisioned 
include:  
• Common services: Network management, billing from CDR and IPDR/CRM; 
• Generic services: voice, SMS/MMS and metered mobile  IP traffic; 
• Sample Value-added service: for illustration is used the  M-Singing service  where 
a user download songs, and has interactive comments by a paid employee to  
improve performance;  
• Other value-added services studied: Mobile video, technical wireless field support, 
public ticketing; 
Assuming an aggregated subscriber base number, and specified network coverage, the 
following input-output sub-models have been built on the basis of subsystem data, 
performance, and energy/cooling consumption supplied by 8 equipment suppliers or 
operators: 
• UTRAN (Radio): RBS  and Node-B’s  for UMTS, EDGE/HSPDA, LTE (100 
Mbit);  
• Transmission: line cards, Microwave links, ATM over IP, WDM , SONET; 
• Backbone: MGW, edge routers, core routers, AAA, signaling; 
• Storage: CDR, billing/CRM data, on-demand media, regulated security records; 
• Power: electrical grid power supply, local wind power at base station , local solar 
power  at base station, backup local power; and  
• Cooling for most large sub-systems. 
Network capacity is balanced to meet minimum QoS thresholds (effective bandwidth, 
blocking probability, content storage capacity) from the aggregate subscriber base 
assume to have service and traffic request as the individual user.  Excess capacity not 
used by generic wireless services (voice, messaging, mobile Internet) may be used by 
value-added services; if it is insufficient, extra capacity is provisioned by SLA’s at 
higher usage costs.  
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Another essential property of the approximate operator model is that it is not tech-
nology dependent, in that it is the service and traffic mix request of the user which 
drives the access technology whose parameters are used. In other words, and with  a 
simplistic illustration: if the individual user only wants a voice service, the access 
network parameters will be those of a 3G infrastructure supplying him with that ser-
vice at his required QoS levels , supplemented by a common backbone. Vice-versa, if 
the individual user only wants a value-added service with high data rates and content 
access, the access network parameters are likely to be those of an LTE access net-
work. As a result of this property, the reverse auction process drives technology 
switching in the access network, with associated performances, costs and of course 
energy consumption.   
Obviously, the quality of the approximate model hinges on sub-system data or 
measurements.  Real technical input-output data (power, volume, voltage, frequency, 
performance) were obtained in most cases, from 8 different worldwide suppliers, for 
different technologies / generations.  When relevant, published statistical regression 
results (from estimated or usage sub-system data) produced by various research 
groups or companies were also used. Building premises and eventual separate data 
center models have been available but not yet incorporated.  
3.2 Energy Consumption, Renewables, and Emissions 
Each sub-system has normally an energy consumption which is the sum of a static 
design related part, and of a sub-system usage part, with in addition cooling. As an 
example of the usage part for radio transceivers, the energy consumption of each is 
determined to be at a power level driven by both the inter-base station ranges, and by 
the channel related capacity driven by traffic; further parameters such as frequency 
range, and spectrum efficiency and modulation types are accounted for if data were 
obtained.  
All core infrastructure, real-time storage and backup transmission links operate on 
in-sourced electrical grid power. In addition, an exogenous parametric proportion of 
distributed nodes (RBS, TRX, links) with renewable energy sources (wind, photo-
voltaic) is assumed. These renewables obviously impact favorably CO2 emissions as 
already demonstrated by some operators.  A minimum electrical grid or backup 
supply (batteries or generators) for all distributed nodes is provisioned, in relation to 
infrastructure nodes’ and local traffic power consumption (incl. cooling).  
The mix wind/ solar is parametric, but the operator is assumed to own and operate 
such sources with the full imputation of the corresponding investments to CAPEX. 
Excess renewable power supply from the wireless network is sold at eventually subsi-
dized rates, reducing operator’s total OPEX. Here data on performances and costs 
were obtained from two Danish suppliers of renewable energy systems.  
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4 Numerical Results on Individual User Energy Consumption 
and Emissions Driven by Personalized Services and Tariffs 
The numerical calculations required for the calculation of the specified energy and 
emissions indicators are quite heavy. The further estimation of the probability distri-
butions of these indicators on the basis of distributions of user requests mandates the 
use of a high performance or grid computing environment. In this part we will only 
give two cases corresponding to two personalized user requests in a given wireless 
operator environment, and some parametric curves of some indicators with regards to 
the user bidding prices for the generic services and the chosen value-added service  
(which affect  the wireless technology GSM, EDGE, UMTS, HSPDA, LTE  used to 
supply the personalized demand).  
The operator environment has the following properties: 10 Million subscribers, 
tele-density of 576 users/ cell, typical average power consumption / user /month of 18 
kWh, share of RBS with renewable sources of 15 %. 
Case 1: Contract duration of 3 months; user bid for generic services of 50 Euros; user 
bid for MSinging service of 100 Euros.  
With this demand profile, the traffic is mostly carried by EDGE, and the emissions 
indicators are: 
• CO2 emissions driven by capacity in kg/user/contract:  20.02 
• CO2 emissions driven by capacity and generic services in kg/ user/ contract: 21.05 
• CO2 emissions driven by generic services in kg/user/ contract: 0.58   
• CO2 emissions driven by value-added service in kg/ user/ contract: 0.45 
• Renewable energy resold by the network during contract duration: 403 581 Euros 
Case 2: Contract duration of 1 month; user bid for generic services of 260 Euros; user 
bid for MSinging service of 50 Euros.  
With this demand profile, the traffic is mostly carried out by LTE (100 Mb), and 
the emissions indicators are:   
• CO2 emissions driven by capacity in kg/user/contract: 6,57 
• CO2 emissions driven by capacity and generic services in kg/ user/ contract: 7,09 
• CO2 emissions driven by generic services in kg/user/contract: 0,52 
• CO2 emissions driven by value-added service in kg/ user/ contract: 0 
• Renewable energy resold by the network during contract duration: 194 071 Euros 
In general the analysis of results proves that here are very many interactions to ac-
count for. Although CO2 emissions due to infrastructure capacity/coverage dominate, 
the share of generic services and especially of value-added services grows rapidly 
with service/content richness and QoS real-time performances.    While taking into 
account spectral system efficiency and frequency bands, individual emissions get 
slightly smaller with newer technologies (HSPDA, LTE), subject mostly to design 
and microelectronics progress; critical is the mix of low emission green technologies 
in RBS nodes.  
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Fig. 1. Net Energy costs per user in % of total OPEX vs. generic services bundle price in Euros; 
assumes contract duration of 3 months, and a value added service bid of 100 Euros 
5 Green Wireless Tariffs 
We define here a “green wireless tariff”, as the contractual price paid by a subscriber 
to an operator for a set of services at a given quality of service for a specified dura-
tion; this price must reflect both parties best efforts to reduce CO2 emissions, and 
pass onto the subscriber a share of the energy and emissions savings in the network. 
The operator can easily offer “green wireless tariffs” by having a green tariff sub-
scriber base, which, against contracting such plans, commits the operator to earmark a 
specified percentage of their energy consumption at network level to technologies 
with fewer emissions and possibly to the use of renewable energy supplies.  
If furthermore, such green wireless tariffs are made personalized, they provide an 
incentive to users to specify and adopt a wireless service demand profile leading to 
less wasted or unutilized capacity, as unutilized capacity burns energy.  As this very 
fact is likely to have a relatively more drastic effect, there is a strong likelihood that 
personalized green wireless tariffs are to be become very important.  
Their deployment however rests on equilibrium between users requesting persona-
lization, and operator’s economic sustainability as they then have to make new in-
vestments in technology and/or renewable power sources they control. The analysis 
made possible by the model described in this section shows that operator’s profit are 
not eroded and sufficient to sustain such investments for generic services  (Figure 3); 
however, for value-added services, the situation is less clear as they also demand in-
vestments in content, storage, competence (Figure 4). The revenues at network level 
from the resale to the grid of excess renewable electrical power, obviously increases 
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Fig. 2. CO2 emissions per user in kg CO2 vs. generic services bid in Euros (access terminals 
excluded); this assumes contract duration of 3 months, and a value-added service bid of 100 
Euros 
 
Fig. 3. Net incremental profit per user from personalized green tariff vs. generic service offer in 
(Euros) for contract duration; contract duration is 3 months and value-added service offer is 100 
Euros 
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Fig. 4. Net incremental profit per user from personalized green tariff vs. value-added service 
offer in (Euros) for contract duration; contract duration is 3 months and generic services offer is 
50 Euros 
In summary, new “green” tariffs can be designed with: (a) personalized service 
characteristics reducing wasted network capacity, and (b) incentivizing users to larger 
renewable power supply grades by OPEX bonuses. The impact is though mostly from 
and for high traffic/ content users. 
6 Conclusions and Future Research1 
By modeling and analyzing wireless networks energy consumption and emissions in 
order to make explicit and quantify individual user’s impact, this section has shown 
that this integrated modeling approach is necessary as each incremental user has a 
significant impact. It is also necessary to be able to design and implement “green 
wireless tariffs” and their personalized versions which reduce waste in network  
utilization.  
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Abstract. This section analyses the environmental impact of ICT. This is done 
through an analysis on how two specific applications (tele-work and teleshop-
ping) affect transport behavior. These two applications are considered to have a 
large potential with regard to savings in energy consumption. 
Keywords: Green ICT, Tele-work, Teleshopping, Telecommuting, ICT impact 
on transport. 
1 Introduction 
The transport sector is both one of the most energy consuming sectors, and also one 
of the sectors having the largest potential for reduction in negative environmental 
impacts through use of ICT technologies. In fact environmental concern has been an 
important factor in driving policies supporting transport related applications of ICT. 
In particular in the US, ICT has been seen as a way to change a clearly unsustainable 
trend in the transportation sector without imposing unpopular restrictions on transport.  
One of the first studies seeking to calculate the macro impact of ICT on transporta-
tion was a study prepared by Arthur D. Little in 1991. The study was very optimistic 
with regard to the potentials. The executive summary begins as follows: “Can tele-
communications help solve America’s transportation problems? The answer is defi-
nitely yes!”[2]. This answer is based on calculations of the savings, which can be 
realized through:  
• Commuting to work substituted by “telecommuting”  
• Shopping, substituted by “teleshopping”  
• Business trips, substituted by “teleconferencing”  
• Transportation of information, substituted by electronic information transfer. 
These calculations estimate that a 33% reduction in transport can be achieved by use 
of telecommuting. Later studies are far less optimistic regarding the potential savings. 
One reason is that second order and third order impacts are taken into account (see 
below). Another is that diffusion of transport reducing ICT applications. Back in the 
80’s it was expected that as many as 40% of the employees could work as tele-
workers [8], but the current level is much below this optimistic figure. Later studies, 
e.g. [6], have estimated savings at the level of 2-3%. A study of the impact from tele-
commuting and teleshopping in Denmark estimated the savings to be about 1% of the 
total person transport [14].  
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This section analyzes the reality of these aspects and reduces some of those uncer-
tainties by introducing visions for different specific applications regarding the three 
areas; hence it should not to be seen as an analysis of the whole ICT complex. There 
are four different dimensions of the impact on the environment from the transport 
sector:  
• Overall demand for transport by type  
• Demand by transport mode  
• Efficiency by mode of transport  
• Environmental impact from different modes of transport 
  
While the first two points mainly relate the demand site, points three and four (in 
particular four) mainly relate to the supply site. First, one must distinguish between 
freight and person transport as the ICT impact is very different for these two types of 
transport. For each of these the ICT impact on the overall demand must be assessed. 
Person transport is usually measured in person kilometers and freight in ton kilome-
ters. ICT can affect the overall demand in various ways: Different applications of ICT 
may substitute the need for transport for instance by use of tele-work or by use of e-
mail instead of surface mail. But ICT may also generate new needs for transport. This 
impact will most often be realized through indirect effects, for instance through the 
impact of ICT on globalization. The overall demand for transport includes a wide 
range of very different transport needs with regard to location, speed, frequency etc. 
These different needs will often demand use of different modes of transport e.g. train, 
private car or flight. As the environmental impact from the modes of transport are 
very different, it is important not to assess the ICT impact on total demand only, but 
also the ICT impact on the demand for each mode of transport.  
ICT is widely used to increase efficiency of transport through more efficient plan-
ning. This implies that more ton kilometers (and to a certain extent more person kilo-
meters) can be realized per kilometer driven by a truck, sailed by a ship etcetera. This 
implies that more transport work can be carried out without increased impact on the 
environment. Finally ICT can be used for design of more environment friendly means 
of transport, e.g. less polluting cars and flights. This latter aspect is essentially dealing 
with design of more environmentally friendly processes of production and is not spe-
cifically related to the transport sector. This aspect will not be analyzed further in this 
section. Here the focus will be on the impact on the overall level of transport realized 
by each mode. This has also implications on how the impact on the environment is 
measured. The impact of transport on the environment is a multidimensional parameter 
including a large number of different environmental factors such as noise, emission of 
Nox and CO2. However we will not address each of these parameters separately.  
ICT penetrates all parts of our daily life and all parts of the production. It is there-
fore impossible to assess the environmental impact of every possible application of 
ICT, which affect our transport behavior. A study on the ICT impact must therefore 
concentrate on a limited number of parameters. ICTRANS – an EU project on Im-
pacts of ICT on transport and mobility makes a distinction between ICT applications 
within three different socioeconomic domains (producing, living and working).  
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Within each of these domains the most important ICT applications with regard to 
impact on transport are identified (Table 1). Thus, some applications affect transport 
behavior within more than one socio-economic domain.  
Table 1. Mapping application areas into socio-economic spheres [4] 
Producing Living Working 




Customized Services Customized Services  
Retailing and distribution Retailing and distribution  
 Teleshopping Teleshopping 
  Tele-working 
  Distance Working 
  Self-employment 
 
We have chosen to limit our analysis to two different applications:  
• Tele-work (including telecommuting, teleconferencing)  
• Teleshopping 
These applications are more broadly defined than those defined in the ICTRANS 
study and cover the most important aspects of the ICT impact on transport behavior 
within the three socio-economic spheres. As far as possible the analysis will include 
direct first order effects, as well as more indirect second and third order effects which 
will be presented. The base for this discussion will be a desk research. Furthermore a 
number of interviews are carried out with different actors in Denmark. The actors are 
presenting both the areas of research and the developing business.  
2 Tele-work 
There are many different definitions of tele-work, some definitions take the technolo-
gy as point of departure and focus on how of ICT is applied in the work process, 
while others see tele-work as a new way to organize the work (which brings tele-work 
close to the concept of distance work). Sometimes tele-work includes only working 
from home and sometimes it includes any work related use of ICT. We will use a 
rather broad definition, which include all work related activities where ICT facilities 
are used to facilitate a change in location of work place. This definition of tele-work 
includes at least six different categories:  
• Telecommuting (working from home and thereby avoiding person transport to and 
from the work place)  
• Tele-working centers (working from a tele-center and thereby reducing person 
transport to and from the work place).  
• Teleconferencing  
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• Mobile tele-working  
• Self-employed tele-workers  
• Offshore tele-working  
In addition to these categories tele-medicine could be added as a separate category, 
but tele-medicine can also be seen as a special application of teleconferencing  
although it includes some applications, which are quite different from traditional con-
ferencing. Also e-learning could be added as a separate category (examples of e-
learning are provided in Table 2), as learning also may be a working activity. But in 
this context, it is more convenient to look at e-learning as a sub-category of some of 
the above categories. There is no reason to distinguish between e-learning from home 
and telecommuting and e-learning from the work place is, with regard to the impact 
on transport behavior, very similar to teleconferencing.  
Telecommuting is the most classical concept for tele-work. Tele-work includes 
employees working from home using some sort of telecom facilities to communicate 
with their work place. Working from home is not a new concept but has taken place 
for centuries, but use of telecom facilities has made it a much more flexible solution, 
which can be used for more purposes. Tele-work 96 can be either part time or full 
time. Looking at statistics on diffusion of tele-work, it is important to take the defini-
tion of tele-work into account. It is common to define tele-workers as employees 
working at least one full day a week from home. But sometimes also employees 
working from home occasionally or only part of the day are included.  
The concept of tele-working centers has in particular been used in US. Employees 
are allowed to do their work in a tele-working centre providing the similar facilities to 
those at the central office, but located in a shorter distance to the home of employees. 
The idea is to reduce commuting into the crowded city centers. Tele-working centers 
may be located in the suburbs, but tele-work centers have also been established in 
rural areas. Here the purpose is rather to foster regional development than to reduce 
transportation.  
Teleconferencing includes on-line communication between two or more places of 
work. Most definitions of teleconferencing demand a video-link between the different 
locations. This application has so far not been very successful. The reasons for this 
have been that the technology has been expensive and inflexible. But this will change 
as broadband connections become more widespread, and it is possible to establish a 
video-link from the employees own computer. It can be argued that the use of a vid-
eo-link is irrelevant for a discussion of the impact of transport behavior. But the idea 
is that a video-link enables types of communication that almost entirely can substitute 
traditional business meetings.  
Mobile tele-workers are employees, which perform most of their duties outside 
their office. This could be sales people such as insurance agents or employees in-
volved in repair and maintenance or after sale services. Such mobile workers use ICT 
to support their work and to reduce the need for visiting their work place once or 
twice a day. Self employed tele-workers are self employed, who maintain a part of 
their business contacts by use of one or more of the above mentioned concepts for 
tele-work. This makes it possible to serve customers far away, which in particular is 
of importance for self employed located in remote rural areas.  
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Table 2. Examples of e-learning [5], [11] 
  
 
Finally off-shore tele-working should be mentioned, although the direct impact on 
transport behavior might seem to be less clear cut than for the other categories. Off-
shore tele-working includes out-sourcing of certain information intensive service 
functions to other areas. This could be routine jobs like ticketing and customer han-
dling from call centers, but also more specialized consultancy services may be out-
sourced [1]. The relation to tele-work is that these types of out-sourcing necessitate 
intensive use of ICT for exchange of information and to become economically viable.  
The direct impact of tele-work on transport behavior is in both the living and the 
working spheres. 1) Telecommuting and 2) tele-working centers relate to the living 
sphere only, while 3) teleconferencing and 6) off-shore tele-work relate only to the 
working sphere. 4) Mobile tele-working and 5) self-employed tele-workers relate to 
the transport behavior in both spheres.  
2.1 Diffusion of Tele-work 
Estimations on the diffusion of tele-work vary considerable depending on the source. 
Although it must be expected that the numbers of tele-workers are growing, some of 
the most optimistic estimations dates back to the early 80’s. At that time it was fore-
seen that as much as about 50% of all office workers would be teleworking.4 The most 
recent estimates are much more modest as they shows that 13% of the work force in 
EU15 was engaged in some sort of tele-work in 2002 (compared to only 6% 1999). 
Out of these 7.4% are home based. The potential seems however to be considerable 
larger as two thirds are interested in either occasionally or permanent to work from 
home according to an ECATT survey from 1999 [7]. In the 90s tele-workers were 
mainly belonging to the higher echelons of the labor market, but following substantial 
reductions in prices for establishing tele-working facilities more groups are using this 
opportunity.  
A master programme in ICT is offered in a co-operation between Aalborg 
University in Denmark and Ghana Telecom University Colleague in Ghana. The 
classroom teaching is limited to a few intensive seminars, while the remaining 
part of the teaching is mediated via the Internet. Even during the seminars e-
learning is applied, as videoconferencing is used in most of the lectures. This 
enables students in Ghana to follow lectures conducted at Aalborg University. 
Even some of the oral examinations are conducted by use of videoconferencing 
facilities connecting the two universities.  
For the past fifteen years, the IEEE has met engineers' need for flexible and 
affordable materials through videos, CD-ROMs and self-study courses delivered 
to them by mail. The components of a typical IEEE Self-Study Course include a 
study guide, textbook, and final exam. These materials are structured to provide 
clear-cut learning objectives, self-testing opportunities and helpful information. It 
is expected that web-technology will be applied to provide this type of training in 
the future [6] provides an on-line example of such a course. 
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Table 3. Types of tele-work (in %). Incidence of tele-work in selected countries and the EU27, 
2005 (%) [10] 
Countries % involved in tele-work at 
least ‘a quarter of the time’ 
or more 
% involved in tele-work 
‘almost all of the time’ 
Czech Republic (CZ)  15.2 9.0 
Denmark (DK) 14.4 2.6 
Belgium (BE) 13.0 2.2 
Latvia (LV) 12.2 1.8 
Netherlands (NL) 12.0 1.9 
Estonia (EE) 11.8 1.4 
Finland (FI) 10.6 1.6 
Poland (PL) 10.3 2.3 
Norway (NO) 9.7 1.3 
Sweden (SE)  9.4 0.4 
United Kingdom (UK)  8.1 2.5 
Germany (DE)  6.7 1.2 
France (FR)  5.7 1.6 
EU27 7.0 1.7 
 
It follows from Table 3 the figures for tele-working varies significantly between 
the countries. It should be noted that tele-working reduces commuting only, when 
tele-workers work from home full working days. A survey conducted by Danish 
Technological Institute indicates that there are very few tele-workers working a full 
working day from home in Denmark [12]. In Denmark a tax incentive for companies 
investing in home-based PCs to the employees have had a significant impact on the 
number of tele-workers. The multimedia tax, introduced in 2010, has removed this 
incentive, so employees must pay 450 Euro per year, if they are provided with any 
employer paid ICT devices – even if they are used for work related activities only. 
This has reduced the number of tele-workers dramatically. In Denmark tele-work is 
usually considered as a basic labor right, while introduction of tele-work in most other 
European countries is introduced only if it can be justified in financial terms [13], this 
makes it difficult to make exact estimates on the number of people using tele-work on 
a regular basis.  
2.2 Impact on Transport Behavior in the Sphere of Living 
The factors affecting transport behavior can be summarized as within Table 4.  Sub-
stantial efforts have been made to quantify the transport impact. In particular the subs-
titution effect has been calculated in a large number of studies. Most studies foresee a 
reduction between 1-3%. According to Mokhtarian, many of the studies tend  
however to overestimate the impact as they do not include second order and third 
order effects. She estimates the effect to be less than 1% of the total travel miles [9]. 
A Danish study from 1996 estimates the potential impact in Denmark to be 0.7% [14]. 
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This figure is confirmed by a more recent unpublished study by Danish Technological 
Institute (Danish Technological Institute). However, if home working (working from 
home without use of ICT facilities is included) a much higher impact can be obtained.  
Table 4. Environmental impact of tele-work on transport behavior in the sphere of living 
First order effects: Substitution:  
The level depends on the number of telecommuters, the 
frequency of telecommuting and the distance between 
home and work place (or tele-center) 
Urban sprawl:  
Reduction in rush hour traffic
Second order effects: Short term: 
Impact on non work related transport 
Impact on transport behavior for other members of the 
household.  
Long term: 
Reduction in number of private cars 
Changes in habitation 
More flexible labor market 
Third order effects: Development of public transport 
Localization of work places 
Regional development 
 
The short term second order effects (also called the rebound effect) have been in-
cluded in a study made as part of the EU funded SUSTEL project. This study indicate 
that a substantial part of the transport savings are nullified by increased transport for 
other purposes such as shopping and increased transport by other family members. 
The latter is particular relevant in one car families.  
Table 5. Commuting reductions and rebound effect [13]1 





105 283 242 98 253 61 
Addition 
travel (km) 
77 53 33 42 60 15 
Rebound 
effect in % 
73 19 14 43 24 25 
2.3 Impact on Rush Hour Traffic and Modality 
Commuting is characterized by its regularity: It goes to the same destinations at the 
same time every day. Commuting is the major source for urban sprawl in the rush 
hours. Increasing use of tele-work from home will provide more flexibility to the 
                                                          
1 Two case studies were carried out in UK. 
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commuters so they will be in a better position to avoid rush hours. Tele-work will 
therefore imply a more equal distribution of the load of person traffic during the day. 
This will lower problems related to crush during rush hours, but may also add to more 
traffic in person cars, as this may be the preferred mode of transport outside rush 
hours. Tele-work may imply that people will accept to travel longer distances or on 
routes not covered by public transport services once they need to visit their work 
place. Both will add to less use of public transport services. This is illustrated by the 
fact that public transport has a market share above average in commuting related 
transport purposes.  
2.4 Impact on Transport Behavior in the Sphere of Working 
The factors affecting transport behavior can be summarized as in Table 6. The impact 
of transport behavior in the working sphere is much less studied than the impact in the 
private sphere. One reason maybe that with regard to personal transport commuting is 
seen as the major transport problem - not so much because of its dominant role in the 
total transport – but rather because it is the major cause to urban sprawl during rush 
hours. Another reason is that it is much more straightforward to calculate the substitu-
tion impact with regard to telecommuting. Business trips are not as regular as com-
muting trips and will often be longer than commuting trips. It is very difficult to esti-
mate the potential for substitution. In particular if this potential is defined as addition-
al substitution compared to what is done today.  
Communication between businesses takes many forms including use of low tech 
solutions such as letters and phone calls, and a video conference may be a substitute 
for these types of communications as well as for a business trip. The above mentioned 
study from Arthur D. Little, is one of the few attempts to estimate the substitution 
effect. Here it is assumed that 13-23% of all business trips may be substituted. This 
includes transport related to learning activities.  
Table 6. Environmental impact of tele-work ontransport behavior in the sphere of working 
First order effects: The level depends on the number business it is possible to 
substitute and length of the trips.
Second order effects: More intensive communication with current business partners. 
Extension of business networks More outsourcing and  
specialization
Third order effects: Out-sourcing and globalization of production.  
Internationalization of markets  
Localization of work places Regional development 
 
One example is air maintenance. In this case most of the necessary information is 
stored in a digitized format, and maintenance and repair decisions can therefore be 
taken without physical presence of aviation experts. In the same way it may possible 
to operate robots used for medical operations. E-learning can be implemented by use 
of e-mail only, but distant conduction of lectures and oral examinations demand more 
sophisticated ICT applications. The transport implications of mobile tele-working are 
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rather different than those for home based tele-working. Like home based tele-
workers mobile tele-workers may avoid commuting to their work place, but they may 
increase transportation during working hours. A study by BT in which most  
tele-workers were mobile tele-workers indicates that the total transport work may 
increase. 18% of the respondents stated that there in work travel increased by an aver-
age of 267 miles per week, while 9% stated that it decreased by 394 miles.  
2.5 Long Term Perspectives 
Tele-work does not require use of advanced ICT technologies, but new technologies 
may open-up for new applications of tele-work. In the short term mobile technologies 
will be the most important. 3G will enable more mobile applications of data transfer 
and video, making it easier to connect not only from home but also from any other 
location. Security will also be a crucial parameter, as companies still may be hesitant 
to enable access to sensitive information from outside. In the long term development 
of high quality video communications offering virtual reality like alternatives to phys-
ical presence may be developed to facilitate informal knowledge sharing.  
The long term impact will however also depend on how conditions for personal 
transport evolve. Development of alternatives to physical presence will depend on 
how difficult it will be to make use of physical presence. If transport is both expen-
sive and time consuming electronic alternatives are more likely to be developed.  
3 Teleshopping 
The concept of teleshopping covers a wide range of business activities with very dif-
ferent implications for transport and the environment. We will in our discussion focus 
on three different activities:  
• Before sales: Activities related to identification of providers or customers and 
services/products to be acquired.  
• Sales: Processes related to the sales transaction such as payments, delivery, sign-
ing of contracts. 
• After sales: amongst others customer support and maintenance. 
Teleshopping and to a certain extent e-business tend to focus on the sales process itself, 
but after sales and in particular before sales are equally important functions – also with 
regard to transport implications. E-business affects both the working and the living 
spheres. B2B will mainly affect the working sphere, while B2C affects both living and 
working.  
E-business in relation to consumers is in reality the same as teleshopping. Tele-
shopping is not an entirely new concept. Similar ways of distant shopping has been 
carried out without use of advanced ICT. Mail order has been used for decades and 
ordering by phone is also a well-established way of shopping. However, the Internet 
and a wider penetration of broadband, has enabled a dramatic increase in the potential 
for distant shopping. The benefits of teleshopping for consumers are:  
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• More convenient shopping  
• Timesaving 
• Savings in transport  
• Faster delivery  
• More transparent markets  
• Better market access  
• Periphery regions/developing countries  
• Physical impaired  
• More competition 
Table 7. List of impacts on transport behavior from B2C (Adapted from [15]) 
 
More transparent markets are in particular related to before sales processes, where 
different products and suppliers are compared. This can be done much faster and 
without any person transport. This may however imply that the consumer become 
aware of suppliers located long away. If the actual purchase is done in the traditional 
way, the transport savings achieved through electronic scanning of the market, may 
therefore be nullified through more transport in the sales process. One of the major 
barriers towards teleshopping has been establishment of efficient distribution systems. 
Teleshopping has therefore been particular successful in areas, where the goods either 
can be transmitted via the telecom network or where they can be delivered via the 
existing postal mail systems. A study by the German ministry of for Transport lists 
following effects of teleshopping on traffic (Table 8). The list is made through a sur-
vey of a large number of German studies. The list implies that B2C is foreseen to 
have a wide range of impacts on transportation, both on the overall levels of freight 
and person transportation, and on the structure of the transport. It is however difficult 
to derive any firm conclusions on whether transport will increase or be reduced, in 
particular if second order and third order effects are included.  
B2C will increase transport related to delivery of goods and change the structure 
towards smaller units, but this does not necessarily increase the total needs for trans-
port. According to an American study, best-selling books ecommerce has had a 
smaller impact on the environment than traditional delivery. Also a Swedish study 
indicates that e-commerce not necessarily will lead to more traffic. In the long term a 
wide penetration of tele-shopping may add to the on-going centralization of the retail 
market, which may imply that both shopping trips and e-shop deliveries will involve 
longer transport distances.  
• Some shopping trips will be replaced by deliveries.  
• B2C will result in the increase of small-part sending (e.g. courier, express 
and packet deliveries) to an increased number of end-customers with  
individual delivery-places and delivery-times 
• The total number of tours will increase.  
• B2C-traffic will concentrate on suburban areas.  
• Storage concepts, distribution and collecting traffic have to be adapted.  
• Small part sending will require more small vehicles.  
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Table 8. Environmental impact of e-business on transport behavior in the sphere of living 
First order effects: Substitution of transport related to market scanning. 
Substitution of transport with intangible goods.  
Substitution of person transport with delivery of goods. 
Change in freight transport towards smaller units. 
Second order effects: Centralization of shopping facilities Some services only 
available on-line  
Third order effects: Out-sourcing and globalization of production.  
Internationalization of markets Localization of work 
places Regional development
3.1 Quantitative Impact of Teleshopping 
The potential transport savings depends of the share of personal transport, which is 
related to shopping. According to the latest survey of transport behavior in Denmark 
[3] 22% of person transport is related to shopping. It should however be noted that 
shopping is often combined with other activities (combined trips). This implies that 
savings will be smaller than that, even with a 100% substitution. The key in transport 
savings will be if teleshopping is used for daily necessities, and not only for books, 
durable consumer goods and other kinds of goods bought with low frequency. So far 
teleshopping in this area has remained limited in spite of the convenience potential 
savings in both transport and time.  
An estimate of the potential impact of teleshopping in Denmark is as low as 0.3% 
of the total personal transport [14]. Although the figure is somewhat dated and that 
the potential may have increased since then (for instance due to a centralization of the 
shopping structure), it gives an indication of how limited the potential is.  
4 Conclusions 
This section has analyzed the impact of two ICT applications on the total demand for 
transport (tele-work and teleshopping). These applications were selected as they were 
expected to be among the applications with the highest potential for savings in trans-
port. In spite of this it is concluded that the total impact is limited and might be even 
negative if rebound effects are included in the analysis. Still the application of ICT 
may be able to offer new possibilities for reducing the negative impact of transport on 
the environment. ICT is only one out of several parameters affecting transport beha-
vior. A major problem in this context is that ICT both offers possibilities for substitu-
tion of certain types of transport, and contributes to ongoing behavioral trends at the 
individual and societal levels that lead to increases in the overall demand for trans-
port. If the use of ICT is accommodated by other measures aiming at reduced demand 
for transport, such as heavy taxation, ICT can be used to facilitate a development 
towards less transport intensive lifestyles.  
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Abstract. We introduce in this section potential business models for the 
deployment of optic fiber networks. Because Fiber-to-the-Home is deployed at 
a slower speed than expected, we describe the evolution in several European 
countries, identify the reasons of the differences, propose a holistic approach to 
improve the business, and present a game-theoretic model to evaluate the 
impact of municipality investments on the market. 
Keywords: NGN rollout, value network, holistic approach, game-theory. 
1 Introduction 
The rollout of new fiber access networks or the upgrade towards Fiber-to-the-Home 
(FTTH) is happening in most Western countries at a much slower rate than expected. 
The final step in migrating to an all fiber (last mile) access network is one bridge too 
far for most telecom operators. Nevertheless, FTTH is considered as the solution for 
access networks in the long run. In order to analyze the different technical and 
business aspects regarding future proof strategies for the rollout of FTTH, a strong 
focus must be put on the business and techno-economic evaluation.  
This section will focus on three main issues within the techno-economic domain of 
networks. The first paragraph will describe which business models and value 
networks can be used to deploy FTTH networks, focusing on the different actors 
involved (both public and private) and the role each of them plays in the deployment 
and operations of the network. Several existing European networks will be analyzed 
and compared, to identify the best practices for the rollout of FTTH. Secondly, we 
will focus on the deployment itself, and identify a holistic approach that can improve 
the viability of the business case and lead to an earlier deployment and higher 
coverage. In the third and final section of this section, the influence of competition on 
the viability of the business case will be investigated, by applying a game-theoretic 
approach on a case in which a municipality rolls out FTTH in competition with 
another network operator upgrading its infrastructure.  
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2 Business Models and Value Networks for a Successful FTTH 
Deployment 
To identify best practices for the rollout of a new FTTH network, we start by setting 
up a framework to analyze existing networks in Europe, focusing on actors involved 
and the roles they take up. This framework, the so-called network matrix, will be 
explained first and later in this section used to identify different business models.  
2.1 Network Matrix 
The network matrix describes the different roles within the deployment and 
operations of an FTTH network (Figure 1, based on [9]). The different lifecycle 
phases of the network (deployment, provisioning of the early subscribers together 
with deployment, provisioning later on and operations) are found on the x-axis, while 
the y-axis shows the different parts of the network (backbone, access, building and 
home). Within each cell of the matrix, several boxes represent the different network 
layers, which can be easily interpreted as an extension of the classical OSI-model [5] 
towards fiber-based networks.  
 
 
Fig. 1. The Network Matrix indicating all the roles 
Focusing on the different network layers within each cell of the matrix allows 
identifying three important roles, which will be used in the next paragraph to identify 
the possible business models.  
The Physical Infrastructure Provider (PIP) is responsible for obtaining Right of 
Way (RoW, the right to open up the streets) and performing the digging works itself, 
installing ducts and fibers or blowing the fibers afterwards. The PIP can also take care 
of other passive infrastructure, such as the housing of the Central Office (CO), 
installation of empty racks, provisioning of man- and hand-holes and so on.  
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The Network Provider (NP) deploys and operates all the active equipment 
necessary to provide an end-to-end connectivity between the customers and the CO. 
They install specific equipment at the CO (Optical Line Terminal - OLT) and at the 
customer’s premises (Optical Network Unit - ONU) and are responsible for the other 
network equipment (like switches, splitters…) in between.  
When an end-to-end connectivity is present, the Service Provider (SP) can use the 
active network to offer services. His responsibility is to install the service-specific 
equipment (e.g., a set-top box for digital television) and to send the right content and 
applications to its subscribers. It is important to mention here that we consider only 
the local service providers that receive direct revenues from their customers through 
subscriptions and not the over the top players like Google etc. that get their main 
income out of advertising.  
2.2 Business Models 
One of the most important issues when analyzing an FTTH deployment is the 
identification of the business model: who is responsible for which role and does this 
mapping of actors to roles allow for competition. This paragraph gives a short 
explanation of the different business models encountered while analyzing the 
different cases, so they can easily be referred to in the next sections.  
Based on theoretical studies and experience from experts in the field, we identified 
two possibilities for opening up a network to competition: on network level and 
service level [4]. From these opportunities for competition, several business models 
can be extracted, but we will only focus here on those that we encountered in 
analyzing the cases. The first business model is the Vertically Integrated one, in 
which one actor (or its subsidiaries) takes up all the roles. The Open Access model 
with competition on service level is characterized by one single PIP, one NP and 
several SP’s. End-customers are then able to subscribe to services from different 
service providers, but the provisioning of end-to-end connectivity is a monopoly. The 
third and last model, Equal Open Access, allows for competition on both network 
and service level, since multiple NP’s and multiple SP’s are operating on top of one 
passive network. In this case, price competition can be combined with speed 
differentiation, because NP’s are responsible for the offered bandwidth.  
2.3 Existing European Network Deployments 
In Europe, there are several networks already deployed and in an operational phase. 
This paragraph will compare different FTTH networks based on the business model 
they use, based on the analysis performed in [8]. The cases are subdivided in three 
types: urban, rural and large-scale deployments, because of the differences in type of 
rollout and presence of other access networks, like DSL or cable.  
Urban Regions 
Urban regions are characterized by the presence of other broadband networks, like the 
DSL network of the incumbent or an alternative network owned by a cable operator. 
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This might be one of the reasons why we see here a clear preference towards the 
(Equal) Open Access Business Model, allowing room for competition resulting in a 
reduction of prices charged.  
In urban regions, it is mostly the city (or a publicly owned utility company) that 
recognized the need for a fiber network and initiated the venture. In general, the main 
reason for deploying the network comes down to boosting the local economy and the 
ICT market, as well as increasing competition. Apart from the public entity (city or 
utility), housing corporations and private investors seem to have a rather big 
influence, both financially and in aggregation of demand. In Amsterdam for instance, 
the housing companies took up 1/3rd of the initial investment (1/3rd was taken up by 
the city of Amsterdam, 1/3rd by private banks), meanwhile ensuring a certain take-up 
rate from the start, as all their homes got connected. Key motivations for the housing 
corporations to invest in FTTH networks were two-fold: being able to offer a fast and 
reliable FTTH connection to their residents, which in turn increases the value of their 
real-estate property.  
Large-Scale Deployments 
The second category of European cases under consideration is that of large-scale 
(country-wide) deployments. Three examples are given: Portugal, Italy and Norway.  
In Portugal, it was the incumbent itself deciding to start rolling out FTTH, in order 
to stay competitive vis-à-vis the cable operator in the digital television market. This 
case leads to interesting conclusions, as it is often said that the only application that 
truly needs FTTH networks, is video. Cable operators are ahead because their net-
works are built to transmit video-services, and they can more cost efficiently upgrade 
their network bandwidth as well. Clearly this illustrates that there is no such thing as a 
“killer app”, but the use of multiple high-quality video-related services simulta-
neously is a good motivation to begin to deploy FTTH. Note that the case in Portugal 
is very similar as what is happening in many Eastern European countries where 
incumbents are starting with FTTH rollouts due to a lack of good infrastructure.  
In Italy, a new company was set up: Fastweb. They saw opportunities in 
connecting residents in seven municipalities (cities like Milan and Rome and their 
environments), where the Internet conditions were rather rudimentary. Formulating a 
partnership with AEM, the electricity company in Milan, they were able to save costs 
on digging, and in turn gained additional subscribers for the network.  
The third large-scale deployment was initiated and fully deployed by Altibox, a 
subsidiary of the regional Norwegian energy supplier Lyse Energi. This again is a 
completely different case, with a utility company opting for a “multi-utility” strategy, 
offering both energy and broadband.  
Although the initiators for the three large-scale deployments under study are very 
diverse, the business model used is the same: a Vertically Integrated model in which 
one company is responsible for both the passive and the active infrastructure, as well 
as for the provisioning of the services.  
Rural Regions 
Rural areas are characterized by rudimentary access to the Internet, and broadband 
DSL or cable networks are not available everywhere. One could conclude that rural 
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areas form good markets to start deploying FTTH, wouldn’t it be that the upfront 
costs are much higher than in urban areas (because the distances to be bridged in 
between two homes are much higher). Because of this high upfront investment, and 
lack of interest from the incumbents to invest, the initiative to deploy the network was 
always taken by a public institution: a public utility firm or the municipality itself.  
Furthermore, it is important to mention that rural areas with no other broadband 
infrastructure available are the only areas where public funding is allowed (the so-
called white areas, as defined in the European Regulatory framework [6]). This again 
discourages private firms to invest in FTTH in rural regions.  
3 Benefits from a Holistic Approach 
It is remarkable to see that in almost all cases, it wasn’t the incumbent operator that 
had deployed the network, but a third party. For most European operators, there is 
more value in upgrading their existing infrastructure than installing a new FTTH 
network, regardless of the higher operational expenditures. But as soon as one 
operator deploys FTTH, all other operators will most probably follow in order not to 
lose their foothold [1].  
Therefore, it is important to look for methods to improve the FTTH business case. 
One approach to improving the FTTH business case could be to use a holistic 
approach, tackling the business case on three fronts – strategic geo-marketing, 
synergetic installation and detailed operational modeling, which is the topic of the 
next paragraph and is based on [2].  
3.1 Focus on the Best Customers 
The operator needs to know which areas in a region to roll-out first and which areas to 
postpone or skip. The customer is of vital importance in the outcome of the business 
case, and the operator will have to select the best set of customers to connect in order 
to maximize its business case. Working at this level requires a huge amount of 
information and calculation, and this quickly becomes prohibitive. Building such a 
marketing strategy requires intelligent clustering approaches aimed at reducing the 
complexity while not discarding too much detail.  
Figure 2 shows the three steps in constructing the best cherry picking strategy for 
the operator, using both user related information (like demographic, economic and 
marketing information) and infrastructure related information (e.g., geographic 
information and information about existing infrastructure). The first step includes 
gathering all information and classifying all inhabitants according to a limited set of 
profiles. Secondly, the customers should be grouped in selected areas according to 
geographical distance and their assumed ARPU as found in their profile. As such we 
will most probably find different smaller closed areas in the region in which all 
customers have (or lack) more or less the same drive towards FTTH. Finally, at the end 
of the first two steps, the operator ends up with a data-set containing for each customer 
its geographical group and customer profile it belongs to. This information will  
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Fig. 2. The three geo-marketing steps for an optimal rollout 
form the basis for calculating the cost for the deployment of FTTH in each part of the 
region. Deploying each group at the right time, taking into account the full business 
case, will provide the optimal roll-out strategy for the considered region.  
3.2 Deploy in Synergy 
The cost of installing fibers in the network, also referred to as the outside plant, will 
dominate (e.g., in a fully buried installation this can amount up to 70% of the overall 
costs). The business case can be substantially improved by lowering this installation 
cost. The largest reduction in cost can be achieved by finding synergies with other 
infrastructure owners for the installation of the network, as shown in Figure 3.  
It is worth noting that the synergy can stretch up to the customer connection, in 
which the customer is connected to all infrastructures in only one intervention. 
Cooperation between the different infrastructure owners will reduce the final costs 
charged to the customers as well as reduce the amount of road works in the area.  
3.3 Operate the Joint Infrastructure 
Installing the outside plant in cooperation with other operators and infrastructure 
owners will definitely reduce the costs for each actor. On the other hand, such joint 
installation will undoubtedly lead to important questions considering the operations of 
the network. Operational expenditures can be up to 50% of the total costs, yet they are 
often modeled with little or no detail. This uncertain situation poses additional risks.  
In order to accurately model the operational costs, two aspects are essential: the 
flow of activities in the considered processes needs to be detailed and the required 
input data has to be estimated. It is advisable to use a modeling language (or graphics) 
that is intuitive to the different people involved in the process (e.g., technicians, 
experts). Typically flowchart-based approaches are used for this case.  
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Fig. 3. The short proximity of underground infrastructures (Electricity (E), Telecom (T), Gas 
(G), Water (W) and Sewage (S)) 
 
Fig. 4. Flowchart model of the repair process with an indication of the difference between joint 
and separate repair actions 
Figure 4 gives an example for the process model used [1]. This process model 
shows the actions to be taken when an underground infrastructure is damaged. This 
model was used as a starting point and a quantitative cost comparison was made 
between a separate repair process and a joint repair process for all infrastructures - 
telecommunications, electricity, gas and water. The results showed that, when 
infrastructures are not close to each other and consequently do not fail together often, 
this joint process would increase the operational expenditures for the repair. On the 
other hand, when the infrastructures are close to each other and have a larger 
possibility for failing together, the joint process can become more cost-effective.  
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In the situation where the infrastructures always fail together, a cost saving of the 
repair process (up to 40%) is possible.  
It is essential for an operator to model all operational processes in detail. Once 
modeled, the costs for executing these processes can be estimated quite 
straightforward. More detailed modeling of all operational processes will also enable 
the operator to compare trustworthy, different alternative installation types or 
operations, to find bottlenecks and scheduling problems. As such he can keep a good 
eye on the current OpEx and control and optimize future OpEx.  
4 Game-Theoretic Approach to Improve Results  
and Conclusions 
A third and final issue that will be tackled in this section is the impact of competition 
with the existing telecom operators on the viability of an FTTH network rollout. 
Operators do not act in a monopoly environment and must consider the consequences 
of their actions and decisions on the behavior of their competitors. To model the 
competitive behavior, game theory is very well suited. Game theory is ”aimed at 
modeling situations in which decision makers have to make specific actions that have 
mutual, possibly conflicting, consequences” [3]. When it is assumed that all players 
play at the same time and have sufficiently good knowledge of each other’s strategies 
and payoffs, the game can be represented by means of a payoff matrix. In this matrix, 
each player has a payoff for all strategic combinations represented in the game. This 
allows to use tools to find equilibrium states in the game. In an equilibrium state, no 
player is inclined to change its strategy.  
The most commonly known equilibrium state is the Nash Equilibrium (NE), which 
is defined as the strategy combination in which no player is inclined to unilaterally 
change its strategy. It is assumed that a game with fully rational players is expected to 
result in one of the NEs of the game being chosen. Typically static games (the game 
has one stage in which the players interact) can also be reduced or solved by 
removing strictly dominated strategies. These dominated strategies have a strictly 
lower payoff than another (dominant) strategy for all possible counterstrategies. No 
fully rational player would play a strictly dominated strategy but would instead play 
the dominant strategy. As such this strategy can be removed for the considered player. 
By iteratively using this approach for the different players, the matrix of the game can 
be simplified and can in some case be solved to a unique strategic choice for each 
player. In these cases, this strictly dominant strategy set is the only NE of the game.  
To use the concepts on game theory, it is important to model the impact of the 
competition between all players on their respective business cases. Most likely, the 
chosen strategies will have an impact on the division of the market between all players, 
which in turn will have a significant influence on the potential revenues for each 
competing operator. In [1], where the strategies consisted of rollout speeds of the 
different fixed networks, a first mover advantage was introduced to divide the potential 
market between the cable operator and the FTTH network. Being the first to offer 
services to consumers resulted in a faster adoption and larger initial market share.  
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In another case, using game theory to model the competition between different 
wireless operators, price competition was introduced to divide the market between the 
different operators [7].  
Using game theory and an adequate competition model allows the analysis of the 
business case of an FTTH deployment under more realistic assumptions, especially 
since the viability of such a deployment largely depends on the take rate and as such 
the competition with other operators. If the FTTH network is rolled out in regions 
where existing communication infrastructures, like DSL and/or cable, are present, this 
could drastically impact the economic assessment. Applied to the specific case of a 
municipality rolling out an FTTH network where an existing cable operator upgrades 
its network to DOCSIS 3.0, game theory offers insight in the most profitable rollout 
scenarios under competition. Since an FTTH rollout suffers from high upfront 
installation costs, it is advantageous to start with a slower rollout compared to the 
cable operator and focus first on the largest industrial sites. In residential areas, FTTH 
should focus on the densest regions, since this reduces the digging costs per 
connection. On the other hand, the cable operator has less digging constraints and 
focuses on the larger residential areas.  
5 Conclusions 
Broadband penetration is continuously increasing in European countries and operators 
have to face end users’ demand for higher bandwidth. Fiber optical networks are 
considered as the most future-proof access technologies, but the upgrade towards 
FTTH is happening much slower than expected. Apart from huge investments needed 
for fiber deployment other issues improve the viability of the FTTH business case.  
First, a framework was proposed to identify different business models: the network 
matrix. It contains three axes: network lifecycle phases, network segments and 
network layers, from which the three main roles in an FTTH network deployment can 
be subtracted: the Physical Infrastructure Provider, the Network Provider and the 
Service Provider. Several European cases were analyzed and compared, to come to 
the main conclusion that it most of the existing network deployments, it is a third 
party taking the initiative for fiber deployment (like the city or a utility network 
owner). The business models applied vary from being vertically integrated to 
completely open (for competition).  
Although incumbents are currently not investing in FTTH deployments, it is 
beyond doubt that, if one operator starts deploying the network, others will soon 
follow in order not to lose too many customers. Therefore, it is important to try to 
minimize the costs for deployment and maximize the efficiency. This can be done by 
using a holistic approach, focusing on three steps. First, the operator should subdivide 
the customers and first connect the most profitable ones. Secondly, synergies with 
other utility network owners can be agreed upon to reduce the cost for the outside 
plant deployment. And finally, it is important to not only look at the CapEx, but also 
model the OpEx in enough detail, so that these costs will not come as a surprise when 
the network is deployed.  
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The last subsection of this chapter explained how to investigate the impact of 
competition on the market share (and thus revenues) that each of the operators can 
obtain (analysis based on GT). This is especially important to investigate when an 
FTTH network is deployed in an area where other (copper or cable) networks are 
already present. Results from a case study showed that when installing a FTTH 
network in such a region, the deployment should first focus on the densest regions, 
since this will entail the highest revenue potential.  
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Abstract. Operations and Business Support Systems (OSS/BSS) software of 
Communication Service Providers (CSP’s) can be developed internally within 
the CSP or acquired from a Software Vendor. The software industry lifecycle 
model hypothesizes that software development is internal in the beginning of 
the industry’s lifecycle, and that the share of external products increases when it 
matures. Empirical evidence shows signs of the OSS/BSS software industry 
approaching maturity. Current and future developments of the industry include 
the possibilities of utilizing the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model and Open 
Source software (OSSw). Both have gained increasing interest by the CSP’s. 
However, the relatively small markets (number of CSP’s), added with complex 
and proprietary interfaces of technology and software, seem to hinder this 
development. The results of scenarios on the future of the industry propose that 
the adoption of SaaS and OSSw could be motivated by general cost-cutting, by 
alliances within the industry or by a focus of CSP’s business on either 
providing network capacity or value-added services. 
Keywords: Software Business, Industry Evolution, Software-as-a-Service, 
Open Source Software, Communications Service Providers. 
1 Introduction: Software Markets and Their Evolution 
In the context of vertical software industry, software business takes place in a dyadic 
relationship between a vertical industry enterprise and a vendor providing software 
products or services [6][14]. The vertical industry enterprise usually has its own unit 
or employees to produce certain software-related functions. Alternatively, the 
enterprise may find it more efficient and flexible to outsource software development, 
deployment and operating to an external vendor. Unique applications are more likely 
to be produced internally, whereas common applications based on established 
technology are rather outsourced. A common development in vertical software 
industries is that once unique and differentiating software depreciate into a 
commodity [15].  
The evolution can also be explained through concepts of vertical integration and 
horizontalization. According to the industry lifecycle model [14], a software market is 
vertically integrated in the beginning, but eventually disintegrates into horizontal 
layers of software vendors, whose software products are interacting over standardized 
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interfaces. There are, however, multiple factors that may hinder the above process of 
horizontalization. These include, among others, technological immaturity and the 
need to span innovation coordination across multiple software modules and layers, the 
need for customer-specific tailoring of the software, and the need to maintain 
compatibility with legacy systems.  
The developments predicted by the commoditization viewpoint and the industry 
lifecycle model are observable in the domain of telecommunication and in the 
software market serving Operations and Business Support Systems (OSS/BSS) for 
Communication Service Providers (CSP). A majority of CSPs, who have traditionally 
themselves developed and maintained all the software needed to run their operations, 
have recently adjusted their business strategy to concentrate on their key competence 
areas, i.e. communications and customer intimacy. Thereby they have also outsourced 
software development and maintenance to the software vendors and system 
integrators providing OSS/BSS products and services [3].  
Furthermore, empirical data suggests that this OSS/BSS software market is 
reaching a maturity phase: There are signs of market consolidation [3] and software 
applications like CRM and billing have commoditized to the level that they can be 
provided and deployed utilizing a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model [6]. On the 
other hand, the results also indicate that the market segments of the OSS/BSS 
software market might be in different evolutionary stages [3][6] and certain other 
software applications are developed customer-specific and deployed on-premise. 
Evidently, the factors hindering horizontalization are present at the software market.  
In the following, the attention is focused to more recent and future developments of 
the OSS/BSS software market. We consider the Open source software and Software-
as-a-Service phenomena, which are seen as ramifications of commoditization and 
horizontalization of the software market. First, we present findings on adoption of 
software-as-a-service and open-source software in the telecommunication domain. 
Then, we discuss obstacles of horizontalization. We conclude a presentation of trends 
and predicted future developments of the software business within this vertical 
industry of telecommunications.  
2 Adoption of Software-as-a-Service and Open Source Software 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is a type of software-based service where a service 
provider offers access to highly standardized commodity software over the Internet to 
several end-users [6][2]. This is accomplished by running a single instance of the 
particular software on top of multi-tenant infrastructure [6][11]. The definition implies 
that SaaS in its pure form is a model characterized by high volumes, high scalability on 
both the technology and the business model and on-demand pricing [13].  
Contemporary literature on SaaS is mostly conceptual, suggesting pros and cons of 
the model. The economic benefits, less need for internal IT resources, and lower 
initial and total costs, are associated with the deployment and distribution model of 
SaaS, enabling service provider to achieve economies of scale [5]. In addition, 
customers may gain flexibility advantages such as prompt deployment, scalability, 
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easily accessible updates and patches and, additionally, strategic benefits like 
increased bargaining power over vendors [11][16].  
Open source software (OSSw) generally refers to software, which source code is 
made available to all users along with the usual run-time code and which has licenses 
with relaxed or very few restrictions. The recent literature has observed the adoption 
of OSSw in organizations, suggested benefits and problems of OSSw adoption and 
examined which kind of OSSw are deployed and through studying the antecedents of 
adoption [16][12][1][4].  
Literature suggests that the advantages of OSSw are associated with reuse: 
customers gain value from reduced time to market, reduced R&D costs, improved 
process predictability and increased product quality [1]. Comparably, the decision 
making in end-user organizations culminates on assessing potential cost benefits, on 
opportunities to exploit communities' resources and knowledge, and on functionalities 
and maturity of the software under consideration [4].  
Using empirical data, we studied the adoption of OSSw and SaaS models in the 
telecommunication industry [6]. The study applied case research approach including a 
total of eight companies, six communication service providers and two software 
companies serving the vertical software industry. We wanted to find case companies 
of different sizes and breadth of operations and finding markets within 
telecommunication industry with different phases of maturity. Consequently, 
European and Chinese communication service providers were selected as the target 
group of this study. The case study was executed in the year 2010, using two main 
sources of information: public documents and interviews.  
In the examined domain, SaaS adoption is mostly connected to the cost benefits 
and principally to the flexibility of SaaS offering. Many interviewed service providers 
suggested that the ease of procurement, ease of maintenance and fast time-to-market 
are the most important benefits of this mode of deployment. The Chinese service 
providers are not currently applying SaaS, but the software systems are acquired as 
custom deployments. This was explained by the interviewed software vendors; 
software vendors currently have a strong customer lock-in and, thus, low motivation 
to offer SaaS [6].  
Common worries related to SaaS included integration and security issues [6]. For 
instance, CSPs are obliged by law to apply high data security measures on call data 
records, which SaaS vendors are not able to comply with. Problems with integration 
are related to the properties of SaaS offering. The mode of deployment assumes 
standard processes and interfaces, which does not match the attributes of industry-
specific software.  
Despite the problems, the SaaS mode of deployment has already been adopted in 
several companies in the telecommunication industry. Deployed software are 
horizontal, e.g. for financial management and customer relationship management. 
SaaS is also in use in the business support systems. However, in the companies 
interviewed, SaaS is not applied for industry-specific software [6].  
With regards to third-party software, both the European and Chinese CSPs see 
their role in the value chain as reseller and operator of the services, and have already 
taken such role. One strategy in providing third-party software is to increase customer 
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lock-in, by providing a combination of IT and communication services, and envisions 
operating in both intermediating and aggregating roles, having already launched 
product concept to do so. Another strategy is aiming for an aggregator role, where 
CSP offers multiple SaaS products for end-users. Such role is seen as a natural one, 
and CSPs are expected to take such role in its ecosystem [6].  
The perception and attitude towards open source software is getting more positive 
in the domain, and the OSSw alternative is analyzed against similar criteria as 
proprietary alternatives when acquiring software systems. Nevertheless, the current 
adoption of OSSw among interviewed CSPs could be described as moderate. The 
OSSw alternatives are used mainly in infrastructure software, including operating 
systems, application servers and databases. We found that only a few applications 
specific to this industry exist, namely in service monitoring tools and in voice 
communication servers built on IP networks [6].  
Also, the CSPs are cautious in using OSSw components in systems visible to 
masses of subscribers and in systems that are otherwise critical to the business, i.e. in 
systems that require carrier-grade quality and performance. In such systems, the 
proprietary alternative is often preferred. The main reasons for using proprietary 
software systems were the lack of capabilities and the required support services. 
Especially the European CSPs informed that they had outsourced most of their 
software-related activities. This has led to the organizations not being able to maintain 
internal capabilities on OSSw. If CSPs deploy OSSw, they will need to contract 
comprehensive support services from the vendor. As a result, a major share of the cost 
advantage of OSSw is lost [6].  
3 Obstacles to Horizontalization in Telecommunications 
Software 
The need to tightly control the innovation spanning multiple software modules is one 
of the factors hindering horizontalization. Whenever technology is changing 
frequently (consider e.g. network technologies advancing from GSM towards LTE 
and incurred changes in the OSS/BSS software), or whenever the network of inter-
dependencies in the system is complex, improvements at the system level require 
coordinated efforts on changing and refining individual modules in the system. These 
efforts are easier to coordinate when the modules are under the development in and 
control of a single company. As a result, the software vendors are reluctant to 
outsource interconnected modules, and therefore the software development keeps 
largely concentrated in individual vertically integrated firms, thereby delaying the 
process of OSS/BSS software market horizontalization [10].  
The OSS/BSS software market has also a restricted number of customers, limited 
by the global base of CSPs. The OSS/BSS software systems are relatively complex 
and usually need to implement a number of interfaces – both the proprietary protocols 
of specific network equipment vendors and standardized protocols. Due to this, the 
costs of developing and maintaining such systems are relatively large, too. These 
costs are even higher for the software vendors who develop the software products, 
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due to the extra expenses of making the software unified and reusable among different 
customer CSPs. Furthermore, the software vendors need to add a margin on top of its 
costs. In the OSS/BSS software market, characterized by high complexity and large 
number of interfaces to integrate, the revenues from the restricted number of customer 
CSPs may not be sufficient to recover the large costs of development and 
maintenance incurred by the software vendors. As a result, the process of vertical 
disintegration in these segments is unlikely to happen [8].  
The complexity of OSS/BSS software systems, and the number and heterogeneity 
of interfaces to conform with, have also an implication for the type of the software 
vendors that are capable of providing such systems. For instance, for OSS/BSS 
mediation software systems, the efforts for implementing interfaces used by an 
incumbent CSP are an order of magnitude greater as compared with the efforts of 
implementing the interfaces for commencing CSPs who may require only a 
standardized subset of interfaces to be implemented. The high efforts required for 
serving incumbent CSPs are likely to create a barrier for the small software vendors 
entering the OSS/BSS market. Therefore, the sub-market of incumbent CSPs is likely 
to be served by large software vendors, who, due to the restricted size of the sub-
market and high development costs are likely to remain vertically integrated. On the 
other hand, the small software vendors will likely serve the sub-market of 
commencing CSPs where, due to the presence of few standard interfaces and lover 
costs, vertical disintegration is more likely to take place [9].  
4 Trends of Software Business in the Telecommunications 
Sector 
The communications industry has been consolidating mainly through mergers of 
established CSPs. Simultaneously, new competitors from IT and software industries 
have penetrated the market, along with Virtual Network Operators (VNO) competing 
with innovative business models. As a consequence of declining revenues from the 
traditional business especially in the mature markets, the CSPs’ strategic focus is 
partly on operational efficiency and partly on new sources of revenue through 
compelling new services. On the other hand, traditional Mobile Network Operators 
(MNO) are still committed to building and developing their basic network 
infrastructure, as mobile Internet is increasing the demand for capacity [7].  
In line with attempt to achieve efficiency, a clear trend has been that CSPs 
outsource development, deployment and operating of software systems. The network 
element manufactures have a strong position in selling software closer to the network 
interfaces. However, the market for these operations support systems is slowly 
declining and commoditizing. For business support systems, like Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) and billing, new software vendors have appeared to 
compete with the existing ones. Thereby, analogously to the host industry, the 
OSS/BSS software market is affected by price competition leading to cost pressures. 
As a result, the vendors are striving to keep their positions and searching for new 
ventures in service-based businesses. To strengthen their positions, network element 
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manufacturers and software vendors are engaging in long-term managed service 
contracts with the CSPs. New sources of revenues are being sought from cloud 
computing and related services [7].  
Both in mature and developing parts of the telecommunications industry, 
outsourcing of activities related to software systems has increased over time. By 
outsourcing software activities, the CSPs intended to lower costs and software 
vendors obviously must produce the services at an even lower cost. According to a 
CSP interviewee, these cost pressures influence the quality of the software negatively. 
The CSP may thus lose in competitiveness due to substandard software and services, 
whether it shows as more limited functionality, a less faultless implementation or 
poorer performance. In the future, CSPs may therefore make a more prudent 
evaluation on which activities are outsourced and rather in-source those that they see 
critical for keeping customers and creating new competitive benefits [7].  
Moreover, some of the CSP respondents stressed the skills and capabilities related 
to different network technologies, while others emphasized understanding customer 
needs and customizing technologies to match the present needs. Adding capabilities 
for providing new services was also mentioned. It is consequently natural to observe 
the CSPs’ attempts to create competences through both product innovations and 
business innovations: In the future certain CSPs may build their competences by 
developing network assets, technologies and internal resources. These companies may 
seem inactive, but may maintain their positions by offering network capacity 
efficiently. Also, certain CSPs may instead choose to compete with contemporary and 
diligently segmented services built on existing infrastructure [7].  
5 Conclusions: Future Scenarios on Software Business  
in Telecommunications 
The adoption of SaaS in only certain types of software, and non-adoption in certain 
others, indicates that there are factors in the operating environment and in the 
software business setting, which simultaneously drive and inhibit adoption of SaaS 
model. The case research [6] revealed that the decision-making on software 
procurement in communication service provider firms is presently business-driven. 
There are concurrent pressures to reduce expenditures on software and to deliver 
compelling services of highest quality. Such pressures drive both adoption of OSSw 
and SaaS offering and acting as sales channel for third-party SaaS offering. On the 
other hand, it can be stated that OSSw mode of development and SaaS mode of 
deployment is not harnessed in industry-specific software, i.e. operations support 
systems. Reasons mentioned by the CSPs for using the existing systems included 
specificity of processes and technology interfaces. The standardization and 
proprietary nature of interfaces is likely to hinder the horizontalization and affect the 
market structure of software vendors in the OSS/BSS software markets [10] [8] [9]. 
The trends and developments in the telecommunications and software industries 
are likely to create pressures towards increasing outsourcing of software-related 
activities whereas simultaneously CSPs consider in-sourcing certain functions they 
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deem important. Likewise – both product and business innovation – shall be 
important to achieve and sustain a competitive advantage. Therefore, as alternative or 
also coexisting future developments one can consider the following scenarios [7]:  
1. Cost-cutting scenario: This scenario assumes a continuous increase of 
outsourcing. This baseline scenario occurs as a result of consolidation in 
both the host industry and the communications software market. 
Consolidation enables economies of scale, and both CSPs and software 
vendors are focusing on lowering operational expenditures. In this scenario, 
the main driver for OSSw and SaaS adoption is cost efficiency. 
2. Alliances scenario: In contrast to the first scenario, operators may become 
more active by increasing internal software development and related 
capability in order to benefit from the available standard solutions, OSSw 
and SaaS mode of deployment. One of the software vendors will attempt to 
gather its customers into an alliance, which will share software development 
resources and related costs. In such setting, parties may also share software 
code and use a standard application developed in the alliance and deployed 
as SaaS. 
3. Bundles scenario: In this scenario the service providers will evolve into two 
basic types: one focusing on providing network capacity (‘bit pipe 
operators’) and the other exploiting their brand to sell value-added services 
on top of their existing infrastructure. The CSPs profiling them with value-
added services will organize their service delivery platforms in a way that 
third parties (e.g. software vendors) may utilize the platform in a flexible and 
agile manner. Cloud computing technologies will be in a central role in 
providing new services efficiently. In cloud computing, mature and widely 
adopted OSSw solutions already exist. Present considerable projects include 
e.g. Eucalyptus, a software platform for the implementation of private cloud 
computing, and Hadoop enabling the creation of data-intensive distributed 
applications. 
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In this chapter, current issues of the Internet are addressed and arising problems of 
future Internet from socio-technical point of view are tackled. The future Internet 
considered as a Next Generation Network (NGN) will provide integrated services, i.e. 
interactive, multimedia, data, real-time, and mobile services. The focus will be placed 
on the end-user for whom this information and communications technologies (ICT) 
are primarily designed for. The user’s dependence on ICT is rising, being tied to 
increasing complexity of critical infrastructures (CIs) interdependencies. No wonder 
that also other stakeholders (service providers and network operators) have to be in 
the focus.  
The future Internet as NGN will only be successful if requirements of users, 
service providers and network operators are taken into account, and economic and 
legislative aspects are considered as well. In addition to providing equality of access 
right so that end-users have the opportunity to choose the most effective service 
provider, marginalized groups have to be considered as well. They are entitled to 
participate in social life and thus, broadband has to be provided not only in densely 
populated areas but also in rural areas. According to aforesaid requirements, we 
propose several socio-technical solutions, possible alternative choices or 
improvements to existing ones that will be presented in the chapter outline below, all 
intended to improve productivity and efficiency of services, security of stakeholders 
and end-user satisfaction. These selected issues will involve one or more stakeholders 
and will be related to ICT problems.  
In Section 1 on “Economics of Quality of Experience” by P. Reichl, B. Tuffin, and 
P. Maillé, focus is on the human factor, i.e. quality of experience and its economic 
implications. This section claims that QoE is a better representation of user’s 
perception than traditional Quality of Service estimation. A better understanding of 
links between the quality as delivered by the network, as perceived by the user, and as 
valued by the market can be justified by the logarithmic utility.  
Electronic business in the Internet has become an important driver for economic 
growth. The work on a “Decision Support in Contract Formation for Commercial 
Electronic Services with International Connection” in Section 2 by M. Waldburger 
and B. Stiller addresses jurisdiction and applicable law issues of international 
contracts between consumers and service providers in the case of electronic services. 
This section proposes a decision support system which provides recommendations on 
contract parameters at the time of contract formation.  
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Section 3 on “Competition among Telecommunication Providers” by P. Maillé,  
P. Reichl, and B. Tuffin analyzes a competition between providers implementing a 
congestion-pricing scheme in various real-life scenarios. The convergence of 
networks, where Internet, wired and wireless telephony and television are regrouped 
into a single network, poses additional economic challenges related to providers’ 
competition. In this situation, each network operator has to adapt its pricing scheme in 
order to attract customers, to maximize revenue and/or to allow fairness in the way 
resources are shared, but taking care of the decision of competitors who can lure  
customers.  
Section 4 by F. Hecht and B. Stiller on “Economic Traffic Management: Mechanisms 
and Applications” proposes economic traffic management mechanisms (ETM) to enable 
competitive overlay services and their management that in order to achieve benefits to 
end-users, service providers and network operators applied to live and on-demand video 
streaming as a promising use case. Due to large traffic increases, service providers and 
network operators need to control and manage network traffic stemming from overlay-
based applications. 
Section 5 on “Autonomic Management of Mobile and Wireless Networks” by A. 
M. Hadjiantonis summarizes cooperating autonomic management mechanism for 
wireless and mobile networking in the future Internet. The principles of autonomic 
management and self-organization are envisioned by researchers as a natural path for 
the Future Internet. Autonomic management (or self-management) capabilities aim at 
relieving service providers, network operators and end-users from tedious 
configuration and troubleshooting procedures.  
Section 6 on “On the Provision of Advanced Telecommunication Services in Rural 
Areas” by L. Lambrinos focuses on telecommunications in rural areas. 
Telecommunication operators are not prepared to invest in areas that are not profitable 
and have only a small number of inhabitants, or places that are remote and infrastructure 
development costs are high. As a result there are many areas in the world lacking access 
to the latest telephony and internet technologies. For two different real-life scenarios, a 
solution is proposed for providing marginalized groups access to features that would not 
have been available otherwise.  
The work on “Electrical Power Systems Protection and Interdependencies with 
ICT” in Section 7 by G.M. Milis, E.Kyriakides and A.M. Hadjiantonis introduces the 
need to protect critical infrastructures in order to maintain the economic and secure 
wellbeing of our society. In this context, the interdependencies between ICT and 
Electric Power Systems are examined.  
Section 8 on “Towards Quantitative Risk Management for Next Generation 
Network” by I. Starc and D. Trček addresses the reasons why information systems 
security situation is worsening at an alarming rate and how can proactive, quantitative 
and computerized risk management approaches overcome this problem, and make  
information security measurable and manageable. 
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Abstract. While the recent strong increase of interest in Quality of Experience 
both in industry and academia has managed to place the end user again into the 
center of service quality evaluation, corresponding economic implications have 
not received similar attention within the research community yet. Therefore, in 
this section we point out some of the key links between the quality as delivered 
by the network, as perceived by the user, and as valued by the market. The  
example of logarithmic utility functions allows demonstrating how this broad 
interdisciplinary approach is able to provide significant contributions in describ-
ing and analyzing future telecommunication ecosystems in a holistic way.  
Keywords: telecommunication ecosystem, utility function, Weber-Fechner 
Law, WQL hypothesis, charging for QoE. 
1 From Quality of Service to Quality of Experience 
While the notion of “Quality of Experience” (QoE) has managed to become one of 
the key buzzwords in the networking community over the last few years, it may be 
surprising to learn that the concept itself is far from being new. Indeed, already back 
in 1994, ITU-T Rec. E.800 [ 5] has defined service quality as “the collective effect of 
service performance which determines the degree of satisfaction of a user of the ser-
vice”. However, research on “Quality of Service” (QoS), as it has been called since, 
started to neglect this explicit user-centric focus very soon and instead has put a clear 
emphasis on quantitative (and easily measurable) network parameters like, e.g., 
packet loss rate, throughput, delay, jitter and/or bandwidth.  
Of course, this reduction of research scope is strongly based on the implicit as-
sumption that improving the quality of packet delivery with respect to one or more of 
these parameters will automatically lead to some sort of increase in user satisfaction. 
While this assumption in general is not unreasonable, we have to note on the other 
side that reality sometimes may be much more complex. Let us, for instance, consider 
the user-perceived quality of file download in a mobile broadband scenario, where 
downlink bandwidth can be safely assumed to play a key role as QoS parameter. De-
pending on the complexity of the task, it has been experimentally shown that users 
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demonstrate two different types of behaviour: as long as they are performing very 
simple download tasks (e.g. download of an mp3 or zip file), it seems that they are 
simply evaluating their waiting time until task completion (i.e. file download com-
pleted), leading to a logarithmic law as expected from what we know already from 
psychology [ 1].  
However, if it comes to web browsing, this indirect proportional relationship be-
tween downlink bandwidth and user waiting time (i.e. doubling the bandwidth re-
duces waiting time by 50%) is no longer valid, basically for two reasons [ 1]: Firstly, 
due to complex interactions of the HTTP and TCP protocols with network perform-
ance, the network-level page load time for web pages does not directly depend on the 
available bandwidth. Moreover, rendering and displaying the web page on the local 
machine leads to additional non-linearities also for the resulting application-level 
page load time. Secondly, there is also a noticeable difference between perceived 
subjective page load time and the page load time on the application level, caused by 
the simple fact that while browsing through web pages, users regularly perceive the 
load process of a web page as already finished while in reality content is still being 
retrieved (e.g. because the browser window may be too small to display the web page 
in its entirety, or because the user, due to progressive rendering of the browser, does 
not anticipate that there might be additional content still under way). Indeed, experi-
mental results indicate that the technical page load time typically differs from the 
perceived page load time by a surprisingly high factor between 1.5 and 3 [ 1].  
Therefore, recently the strict user-centred emphasis of the original QoS concept has 
been reinforced, underlined by the new terminology of QoE whose fundamental defi-
nition again is due to ITU-T and reads as “overall acceptability of a service or appli-
cation, as perceived subjectively by the end-user” [ 6]. Note, however, that the re-
search community is still far from agreeing on this definition – among the various 
attempts to improve it, maybe the proposal elaborated in 2009 during a related Dag-
stuhl seminar is most noteworthy, describing QoE as “degree of delight of the user of 
a service, influenced by content, network, device, application, user expectations and 
goals, and context of use” [ 2].  
2 Microeconomic Service Valuation  
Indeed, we can assume an even broader interdisciplinary perspective while discussing 
appropriate concepts for determining the value of a communication service, leading 
us directly into microeconomic utility theory, which aims at describing the prefer-
ences of user i with the help of a so-called “utility function” )(xui . To this end, we 
formally define )(xui  to be a mapping of the consumption set X, i.e. the set of all 
resources user i could possibly consume, to real numbers such that  
)()( yuxu ii ≤  implies that the user prefers y over x, with Xyx ∈, .  
 
















Fig. 1. Typical examples of utility functions 
Figure 1 displays some typical shapes of utility functions for the case of network 
capacity: while linear utility assumes a direct proportionality between capacity and 
user satisfaction, the non-elastic case refers to applications (e.g. certain codecs) which 
require a certain minimum capacity but do not gain from additional capacity. Proba-
bly the most typical case is referred to as “elastic traffic”, where initially some small 
capacity has quite a positive effect, whereas the impact of additional capacity is de-
creasing along with the level of already offered capacity (formally speaking, this 
mapping is assumed to be monotonically increasing, continuous - or at least right-
continuous - and concave).  
Amongst the many examples, weighted logarithmic utility functions of the form 
iiii xwxu log)( = have been traditionally playing a key role in illustrating this concept. 
Note that in this case, if we assume a total number of users N, i.e., { }Ni ,...,1∈ , the 
overall social welfare, defined as sum of user utilities, equals  
∑=
i
iiN xwxxU log),...,( 1                                   (5.1.1) 
As has been shown by Kelly [ 5], the flow allocation *ix  which maximizes (5.1.1) 
under capacity constraints of the form ∑ ≤ ji Cx , where the sum is taken over all 
flows i with routes r(i) using link j with its associated capacity jC , fulfils the crite-
rion of weighted proportional fairness, i.e. there is no other allocation  x with positive 






















w                                 (5.1.2) 
Hence, as a primary conclusion we note that optimizing the overall social welfare 
under the assumption of logarithmic utilities leads to a proportionally fair allocation 
of the available network bandwidth.  
3 WQL Hypothesis and Weber-Fechner Law 
While so far, the assumption of a logarithmic utility function has been made mainly  
for reasons of mathematical tractability, we will now discuss whether and to which  
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extent this can be linked to fundamental laws governing the perception of service  
quality in real life. Indeed, there is a significant number of examples in the related  
literature which report on such logarithmic relationships between a certain networking 
parameter (used as trigger/stimulus) and the resulting Quality of Experience, usually 
expressed in terms of Mean Opinion Score (MOS) values, including scenarios like  
Voice over IP quality depending on varying bitrates as evaluated by Rubino et al.’s 
Pseudo-Subjective Quality Assessment (PSQA) tool [ 14], web browsing under IP  
latency, using an experimental design where IP latency can be assumed to be  
equivalent to user waiting time [ 3], download of files (different sizes) or pictures in  
mobile broadband scenarios [ 1], and connection setup times for accessing a 3G  
mobile network [ 1].  
It turns out that especially for simple tasks like “download this file”, “connect to 
this mobile network”, “start a Google search on the term 'xyz'”, “go to the next picture 
in the gallery”, etc., we observe a fundamental logarithmic law for QoE evaluation 
throughout. This has been recently termed “WQL hypothesis”, stating that “the rela-
tionship between Waiting time and its QoE evaluation on a linear Absolute Category 
Rating (ACR) scale is Logarithmic”. As argued in [ 1], there is sufficient empirical 
evidence suggesting that the WQL hypothesis cannot be rejected.  
Should we be surprised by this result of logarithmic laws governing our perception 
of service quality at least to some extent? The answer to this question leads us even 
much deeper into the interdisciplinary arena, i.e. to the field of psychophysics as the 
science of quantifying the general behaviour of the human sensory system. The estab-
lishment of psychophysics dates back well into the middle of the 19th century when 
the German physiologists Ernst Heinrich Weber and Gustav Fechner first described 
what soon should become a very fundamental contribution to psychology of percep-
tion, i.e. the so-called Weber-Fechner Law. Their theory is based on the key concept 
of “just noticeable differences” which are assumed to be at the core of the human 
sensory system. According to this principle, sensory differences can be observed only 
if the corresponding trigger (physical stimulus) is changed by at least a certain propor-
tion of its current value. Formally speaking, the differential perception dP is assumed 
to be directly proportional to the relative change dS/S of a physical stimulus of magni-








kdP ⋅=⇒⋅=                                     (5.1.3) 
where P describes the magnitude of perception as a function of the stimulus size S and 
a stimulus threshold (constant of integration) S0.  
The Weber-Fechner Law (WFL) can be applied to a surprisingly broad range of 
scenarios, ranging from vision (logarithmic stellar magnitudes), hearing (logarithmic 
dB scale), tasting, smelling, touching etc. However, its validity is not only restricted 
to actual human senses, but includes as well numerical cognition [ 8] and time  
perception [ 15].  
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4 The Fixed Point Problem of QoE Charging 
Summarizing briefly what we have discussed so far, we have identified fundamental 
logarithmic dependencies between certain network parameters (QoS parameters) serv-
ing as stimulus and the user-centric perceptional evaluation of the resulting service 
quality for a broad variety of scenarios and evaluation methods (ranging from stan-
dards over learning tools to actual user trials). Moreover, microeconomic theory sug-
gests that this kind of logarithmic law has further very interesting properties, most 
notably the fact that distributing network resources in a (proportionally) fair manner 
leads to the maximization of overall user benefit (social welfare). Bringing both lines 
of argumentation together, we have thus been able to show that indeed proportional 
fairness of resource allocation is equivalent to maximizing overall Quality of Experi-
ence – a relationship which to the best of our knowledge has not yet been formulated 
expressively so far.  
While we started this section with a formal introduction of the utility function 
)(xui  as a user-specific preference function, there are different approaches if it comes 
to quantifying )(xui , e.g. by estimating the reselling value of a resource, or the will-
ingness-to-pay of user i. Sticking to this latter approach, iiii xwxu log)( =  can hence 
be interpreted as the maximal charge/tariff user i would be willing to pay for the de-
livered QoS (e.g. bandwidth) ix . 
In this way, we have a basic mechanism to charge for QoS – determine the actually 
delivered QoS parameter, apply a suitable tariff function and calculate the resulting 
price. In this simple model, there is a primary (network level) feedback cycle as the 
charged price triggers the overall demand which itself is the key factor for the degree 
of congestion in the network and thus influences the provided Quality of Service (see 
Fig. 1 left).  
This process is fundamentally different for the case of QoE charging (see Fig. 2 
right): on the one hand, here we still pay for quality (now: Quality of Experience), i.e. 
we have to provide an estimation of the delivered QoE and calculate a charge from 
that. What makes life complicated, however, is the fact that the QoE estimation may 
heavily depend on the expected price itself (as well as on the QoS delivered by the 
network and also other factors). In this sense, the charge is serving both as input and 
as output of the QoE evaluation, thus constituting a secondary (user level) feedback 
cycle: high prices let the QoE expectations grow, hence the actual QoE evaluation 
will deliver relatively low results which by itself cannot justify the initial high prices. 
Similarly, low prices do not constitute major expectations, and as a consequence, the 
user is positively surprised by the experienced quality and would even be willing to 











Fig. 2. Charging for QoS versus Charging for QoE 
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It is pretty obvious that this user-level feedback leads us to a very general fixed point 
problem – determining the precise charge which causes the right amount of expectations 
such that the subsequent QoE evaluation leads to a result for which the user is willing to 
pay exactly the amount she is asked for from the very beginning. While the determina-
tion of willingness to pay for certain perceived quality has experienced a comparably 
broad treatment in the related work, this is not the case for the other side of the medal, 
i.e. the influence of user predisposition caused by knowledge about the tariff structure 
onto her evaluation of perceived quality. To the best of our knowledge, the only ex-
perimental evidence so far is due to a series of user trials conducted in 2000/2001 as part 
of the European FP5 project M3I (Market-Managed Multiservice Internet). 
Here, the idea was to offer users short video clips delivered with different frame 
rates (ranging from 1/sec to 25/sec) and ask them to indicate by a slider their willing-
ness to pay. In addition, before starting the trial each user has been informed that she 
is member of one out of three categories (gold/silver/bronze) with VIP treatment at 
high charges for the gold users, preferential treatment at medium charges for the sil-
ver users and ordinary treatment at low charges for bronze users. Note that, actually, 
during the experiment no user differentiation whatsoever has occurred. For further 
details on the trial setup we refer to [ 3], which also provides the source for Figure 3.  
From these results, we observe that – independently of the level of quality deli-
vered – user expectations have indeed some influence on the quality evaluation. As 
far as acceptability is concerned (Fig. 3 top), gold users, who have been suggested to 
experience preferential (“VIP”) treatment, show significantly higher expectations 
compared to silver/bronze users, while, at the same time, they are also willing to pay 
significantly more than their non-VIP colleagues (Fig. 3 bottom). Hence we may con-
clude that the user predisposition has indeed significant influence on her QoE evalua-
tion, thus confirming the need for a detailed analysis of the mentioned secondary 
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5 Mechanisms for QoE-Based Charging 
Depending on the location where the fixed point problem introduced in the previous 
section is supposed to be solved, we may distinguish two main approaches for QoE-
based charging mechanisms: either, the transformation from QoS measurements to 
QoE estimations is performed by the system using an appropriate tool, while the re-
sult serves as input into a conventional Charging and Accounting System (CAS), or 
we leave this difficult task entirely to the end user who is put in charge to decide in 
real-time on his willingness-to-pay for the currently experienced service quality.  
Whereas the first approach basically requires extending the CAS by some automat-
ic QoE evaluation mechanism, e.g. based on learning algorithms (PSQA [ 14] and 
similar tools could provide invaluable help in this respect), we consider the second 
option to be by far more interesting. For instance in [ 10] we have proposed a feed-
back-based approach which is reducing the input required from the end user to a sin-
gle bit of information indicating that both (a) the current QoE is unsatisfactory and (b) 
the end user is willing to pay for better quality. In terms of technical implementation, 
this solution only requires the installation of a “hot button” to be pressed by the end 
customer if both (a) and (b) are fulfilled, and as long as the additional quality (at the 
additional price) is in equilibrium with the user’s expectations and needs. For further 
details about the prototypical realization of this concept in the framework of an IMS 
test-bed we refer to [ 10].  
6 Toward the Future Telecommunications Ecosystem 
This section has been devoted to exploring research questions at the precise intersec-
tion of microeconomics, psychology of perception and networking technology, dem-
onstrating how such an interdisciplinary approach is able to make us aware of and to 
open us to a plethora of links and bridges between these disciplines which we initially 
had hardly hoped for. At the same time, we consider this as a very typical feature for 
the way telecommunications research will have to be conducted in the future in order 
to be able to contribute significantly to the sustainable success of this industry as a 
whole. From this point of view, it is no longer sufficient to restrict our research to 
more or less pure communications engineering, but on the contrary it is essential to 
continuously integrate the economic and user perspective as well.  
This holistic approach requires at the same time a paradigm change which can be 
best described by the transition from communication systems to communication eco-
systems (see [ 8] for a pivotal contribution to the establishment of this new overarching 
framework notion). Remember that the concept of an “ecosystem” as we know it from 
biology has turned out very useful in describing a community of organisms together 
with their environment, viewed as a system of interaction and interdependent relation-
ships between the inhabitants as well as with the environment. It is most remarkable 
that the typical structure of a biological ecosystem, viewed as a pyramid composed of 
several layers (inorganic matter, basic source of food, primary consumers, secondary 
consumers and tertiary consumers = carnivores), which describe the most general  
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interaction as of “eating or being eaten”, strikingly resembles the classical layered 
structure of communication systems (physical layer, link layer, network and transport 
layer up to application layer) as we know it for instance from the ISO/OSI model. 
However, we now realize that the ISO/OSI approach only describes the environmen-
tal (= network technology) part of our communication ecosystem, whereas the holistic 
integration of its inhabitants, be it end costumers, business units or network, service, 
application, content providers, will require a significant extension way beyond layer 
7. As a first consequence, this novel approach does no longer focus technology evolu-
tion as such, but rather on investigating how we can use it and what we can do with it.  
Of course, putting such a holistic and interdisciplinary approach into practice is a 
different (and equally interesting) story. To this end, already almost a decade ago we 
have proposed to describe this interrelation between Network efficiency (economics), 
User acceptance (usability/user-perceived quality) and Technological feasibility 
(technology) as a kind of dynamic triangle of forces which we used to call “NUT 
Trilemma” [ 11]. However, it is essential to acknowledge that, while we believe that 
technology as such can no longer serve as the ultimate goal of our work, starting from 
solid technological grounds is still considered the indispensable first step which al-
lows for the subsequent integration of economic and user aspects into a holistic 
framework.  
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for Commercial Electronic Services
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Abstract. This section addresses the automated and legally compliant determi-
nation of key contract parameters for commercially and internationally provided
electronic services in the Internet. It designs and implements a decision sup-
port system that provides recommendations on suited contract parameters at the
time of contract formation. Recommendations base on automated reasoning tak-
ing into consideration the relevant set of service- and contract-specific facts. The
range of facts to be considered is imposed by the laws of these states that have
sufficient connection with the international service contract to be concluded. Ac-
cordingly, this section develops and documents the solid basis for the decision
support system, consisting of an information model that integrates perspectives
of service and contract management as well as in a detailed method to formally
model the legal basis for machine execution.
Keywords: Decision support, electronic service, Private International Law (PIL),
contract, dispute resolution.
1 Introduction and Motivation
Electronic business in the Internet has become an important driver for economic growth.
The provisioning of commercially offered electronic services in the Internet — e.g.,
content, news, or social networking services — requires the conclusion of an interna-
tional contract in case the respective service is provided across borders. In international
contracts, two contractual parameters are of key importance: jurisdiction and applicable
law. Jurisdiction indicates which state’s courts are authorized to hear and decide on a
potential contract conflict [1], while applicable law indicates under which state’s law a
court decision shall be found [2].
The way jurisdiction and applicable law choices are made in international service
contracts today is often not compliant with the relevant provisions of Private Interna-
tional Law (PIL). Jurisdiction and applicable law provisions are usually present in terms
of choices made, but these choices may be illegitimate. Illegitimate choices are voided
(and replaced by PIL-compliant terms) should a dispute arise and a contract claim be
deposited in a court. Jurisdiction and applicable law provisions, thus, might have a con-
siderable impact on the risk assessment of an international service contract to be con-
cluded [3–5]. Given this risk and the imminent uncertainty outlined, service providers
A.M. Hadjiantonis and B. Stiller (Eds.): Telecommunication Economics, LNCS 7216, pp. 167–178, 2012.
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and customers alike need support in forming international service contracts [5, 4, 6, 7].
In particular, they need to know about jurisdiction and applicable law choices they can
rely on so that these parameters may become part of an SLA (Service Level Agree-
ment). To date, however, there is no alternative available to the static, PIL-ignorant way
adopted currently. This lack is perceived as a major hurdle to foster adoption of (inter-
national) electronic business.
Hence, this section1 is a pioneering effort to support service providers and service
customers in international service contracting by means of a decision support system
developed [8, 9]. This system produces a list of recommended jurisdictions and/or ap-
plicable laws during contract formation phase. Recommendations are determined in an
automated and compliant manner according to the PIL-driven contract- and service-
specific set of connecting factors. Hence, it forms a dedicated task of Service Level
Management (SLM).
This implies a number of challenges to be addressed, as there is considerable com-
plexity in selecting the right PIL(s), modeling the accordingly relevant provisions, and
implementing modeled laws in terms of a decision support system to produce juris-
diction and applicable law recommendations. In order to reflect and integrate different
notions originating from different jurisdictions and their laws, a common information
model basis is built. In the light of a method lacking to identify, select, and formally
model the relevant legal basis, such a method is developed. In consideration of both,
modeling method and information model, an implementation method is determined.
Finally, an automated determination of jurisdiction recommendations is shown feasible
and fully operational for the example of the main European PIL regulation modeled and
implemented.
2 Background Information and Related Work
Given the inherent complexity of procedures in PIL the following gaps in concepts,
models, and implementation have to be met:
• Information model, modeling method, and implementation: The analysis of state-
of-the-art in those areas of scope considered has revealed that there are substantial
gaps (a) in a common information model considering dimensions of service and
contract management, (b) in a lacking method to identify, analyze, and formally
model a PIL of interest, and (c) in a decision support system implementation help-
ing contract parties by means of reliable recommendations on jurisdiction and ap-
plicable law. These three components (a) to (c), hence, constitute the key set of
major contributions focused in this section.
• Applicable notion of service and contract: The modeling method, the implemen-
tation, and especially the information model shall consider and reflect concepts
as well as concrete information artifacts in relation to the type of service (purely
electronic services for monetary compensation) and contract (bilateral international
service contract under PIL) assumed here. Moreover, the contract type of a service
1 Thesis available at http://www.csg.uzh.ch/staff/waldburger/extern/
publications/Dissertation-Martin-Waldburger.pdf
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contract shall be investigated and characterized in detail. The comprehensive anal-
ysis and emulated contract qualification of a service contract as performed in a
separate case study shall provide for a fourth major contribution of this section in
addition to the information model, modeling method, and implementation.
• Consistency and compliance: In particular the modeling method, but also the in-
formation model and the implementation, shall consider and reflect characteristics
of PIL procedures. This implies, for example, a time-wise back porting of dispute-
dependent PIL provisions to the time of contract conclusion. Overall, legal compli-
ance and content-wise consistency with a law to be modeled are key issues while
interpretation, albeit not completely avoidable, shall be kept to a minimum.
• Extension of an existing information model: The information model provides the
common set of information concepts and information artifacts for both, modeling
method and implementation. The SLM information model as developed and doc-
umented in [10] qualifies as a well-suited, established basis for model extensions.
Model adaptations are mainly needed to reflect both, service and contract manage-
ment dimensions.
• Rule-based system: The implementation shall adopt a rule-based system-driven ap-
proach, as rule-based systems show advantages in building expert systems address-
ing decision-based procedures that are characterized by high complexity. Hence,
with the help of a knowledge base, a modeling result consisting mainly of condi-
tions and actions, and the inference engine, a decision support system as introduced
and motivated shall be implemented in logic programming.
3 Research Methodology
Figure 1 outlines the overall approach developed within this section. The first step
consists in identifying potentially affected jurisdictions by an international service
contract to be concluded. This should happen in the same way a court dealing with a
PIL-oriented claim would proceed. A court would collect basic connecting factors and
determine on this basis jurisdictions with potential connection. In the contract conclu-
sion case, such procedure is to be reflected by the contract parties to submit the respec-
tive set of contract party- or service-specific connecting factors of interest. A complete
implementation takes these factors in consideration and produces a list of supposedly
connected jurisdictions. For each jurisdiction identified, the set of relevant PIL sources
is determined. Criteria for the PIL selection are related to application of a PIL in ques-
tion, namely whether a law applies to a case in question (material application), whether
it is in force for the time frame in question (temporal application), whether it applies in
the location or locations touched (geographical application), and whether it supersedes
other PILs or is subsidiary to another PIL (hierarchical application).
In step 2, each PIL identified needs to be reflected by a formal model (e.g., in terms
of an activity diagram; one diagram per PIL), which is implemented in order to pro-
duce jurisdiction/applicable law-related output. Modeling, implementation, and output
generation base on a common information model as well as a common modeling and
implementation method. By every new PIL modeled, common parts might need to be
altered in order to reflect so far non-covered aspects. Updates in the information model
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Fig. 1. Overall Three-step Approach and Focus Area (Gray Background)
and the method are expected to tend less frequent with the number of already modeled
PILs. Moreover, changes in the underlying information model might provoke an update
in the set of basic connecting factors to be collected during step 1. Connecting factors
are of utter importance since if an important connecting factor is missing in the first
place, a relevant jurisdiction (and related PILs) might not be investigated at all.
A list — one list per PIL considered — of recommended jurisdiction(s) and/or appli-
cable law(s) is produced in step 2. These lists constitute the main outcome of this step.
The procedure, however, cannot end here. Contract parties should obtain additional
information with respect to compatibility of the different recommendations. Due to a
territorial principle in law (state sovereignty) there is no mechanism in place, per se,
that guarantees consistency (in terms of compatibility) within jurisdiction/applicable
law provisions originating from different PILs. Only in cases where a single list of
recommendations is produced — a case, however, which is rather unlikely as it is a
very special case — or in case multiple lists are fully compatible (congruent lists) the
mitigation strategy to adopt is clear.
The focus of this section is exclusively on the core of step 2, including several sub-
steps (cf. area with gray background in Figure 1). In particular, a thorough investiga-
tion of how to formally reflect a PIL leads to substantial methodological contributions.
Methodology application is assessed for an example PIL modeled, the Brussels I [11]
regulation. The detailed modeling method with respect to PIL identification, PIL selec-
tion, and law analysis is developed accordingly. Focus in this context is put on major
cases meaning that the law analysis method includes aspects assumed to reflect typi-
cal circumstances while aspects such as reservations are not considered. The functional
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modeling method is completed by means of guidelines and criteria outlined for a suc-
cessful PIL modeling.
In order to develop a comprehensive understanding of international service contracts,
this section’s fourth major contribution beyond information model, modeling method,
and implementation, is found in an extensive case study to conduct a simulated contract
characterization. The accordingly developed notion of an international service contract
determines a key driver to shape a suited information model. The type of contract in-
vestigated is in relation to Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD), while the contract qualifi-
cation itself is simulated by means of nominate contract types of the Swiss code of
obligations [12].
The investigation in a BoD product case is conducted by means of a real-world BoD
product offering. The BoD product family looked at in detail is termed Ethernet Vir-
tual Private Line (EVPL) [13] as offered by Verizon Business. This BoD product case
embraces the Verizon EVPL-Metro and -National BoD offerings. More specifically, it
includes the embracing study of the complete set of customer agreement components,
covering service guides, terms and conditions, charge definitions, terminology defini-
tions, and SLAs.
3.1 Design Science Approach
Figure 2 visualizes the research methodology in relation to modeling and implemen-
tation phases. The methodology follows a design science approach (as opposed to a
behaviorist approach) [14] and is represented based on the method introduced by [15].
Accordingly, this section is mainly concerned with the design of artifacts and the con-
tribution of scientific knowledge. In terms of the research object envisaged, a socio-
technical focus on international service contract-related, electronic business-related
transactions is taken. In this context, action system and information system artifact
development is envisioned. The first reflects the work flows interpreted from PIL pro-
cedures to determine jurisdiction and applicable law. The second reflects the actual
implementation in terms of a system to enable an automated jurisdiction and applicable
law recommendation determination for a service provider and a service customer at the
time of contract formation.
In addition to action and information system artifacts, the key contribution in terms
of knowledge contribution consists, on the one hand, in the underlying design artifact
developments of the respective information and work flow models, on the other hand,
in a conceptual framework how to identify, analyze, and model multiple PILs as well
as related service types in a technically and legally correct, economically efficient, and
scalable manner. The information model and work flow model find expression in a for-
mal language, namely in UML2 Activity Diagrams and UML2 Class Diagrams (infor-
mation model) as well as formally expressed rules. The modeling and implementation
method, i.e., the applicable conceptual framework, finds expression in natural language.
The overall methodology bases on a central hypothesis and it follows a common
purpose. The hypothesis adopted is driven by a service provider’s and service cus-
tomer’s identified need for improved risk assessment along the complete contract and
service life cycle with respect to international service contracting. The automated and
legally compliant determination of jurisdiction and applicable law recommendations for
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Fig. 2. Research Methodology
international service contracts shall reveal increased predictability and legal certainty
for both contract parties.
4 Achievements
With the relevant purpose, hypothesis, and problem formulated, the set of claims have
been translated into the key set of five specific objectives with respect to the design,
implementation, and testing of a decision support system to produce jurisdiction and/or
applicable law recommendations. Claims, objectives, and primarily the identified gaps
have shaped the range of four major contributions as follows:
• International service contract case study: Based on a real-world, complex service
contract construct assessed, a profound service and international service contract
understanding has been obtained.
• Information model covering service and contract management: The understanding
gained in the case study conducted has provided the solid basis for extending an es-
tablished information model in SLM with the relevant perspective on contract man-
agement. In particular, information concepts and information artifacts have been
determined to reflect characteristics of international service contracts.
• PIL modeling method: In order to ensure legal compliance and consistency with
the relevant PIL basis an extensive method to identify, analyze, and formally model
a PIL of interest has been developed. This method considers information concepts
and artifacts of the information model determined. It results in a UML2 activity
diagram representing a given PIL source.
• Decision support system producing recommendations: Driven by the outlined prob-
lem to be solved in this section, a service provider and a service customer need
decision support when forming a service contract with international connection.
To this aim, a previously modeled activity diagram is implemented as a rule-based
system establishing a decision support system which produces recommendations
on jurisdiction(s) and/or applicable law(s).
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In terms of gaps addressed, a detailed results valuation discussion has revealed that
all four contributions have been fully and successfully achieved. Equally, all five gaps
identified were found completely addressed.
4.1 Claims and Objectives Addressed
In consideration of those four major contributions achieved and the set of five gaps
successfully addressed, four claims are assessed qualitatively as follows:
• Trust-building in international electronic business: Lack of trust in international
electronic business is perceived as a major hurdle to wider adoption of commercial
electronic service provisioning and to implement harmonized markets. Accord-
ingly, this section aims to foster trust of service customers and service providers
in international electronic business. The existence of additional information at the
time of contract formation made available by the decision support system imple-
mented is clearly rated as a trust-building measure. Additional information shows
characteristics of recommendations. Without the decision support system, contract
parties do not dispose of any information at all. In particular, they lack a notion of
suited, i.e., recommendable jurisdiction(s) and applicable law(s) — recommenda-
tions that were determined according to the relevant legal basis, following a fully
documented law modeling and implementation method.
• Increased legal certainty in international service contracting: The observed status
quo in international service contracting bears considerable risks for both contract
parties. With respect to dispute resolution means, this is mainly due to legal un-
certainty in valuing risks of foreign jurisdiction and foreign law applied. None of
the four major contributions achieved in this section is able to produce guaranteed
legal certainty and to overcome the inherent design gap between the borderless in-
frastructure of the Internet and the territorial perspective of PIL. Nevertheless, this
section reveals a path toward increased legal certainty, especially by the design and
implementation of a decision support system which produces recommendations
that both contract parties can rely on as they have been determined in accordance
with PIL and based on a transparent method.
• Legal compliance in determining jurisdiction and applicable law: The production
of a list of recommended jurisdiction(s) and applicable law(s) follows the proce-
dures imposed by the respective PIL modeled and implemented directly. As long as
the relevant set of PILs is modeled and implemented, the relevant set of recommen-
dations may be obtained. Thus, legal compliance is provided, in principle. Alone,
erroneously modeled provisions cannot be excluded completely. This is perceived
less an issue of the PIL modeling method developed than an issue of how to cor-
rectly interpret running text in a law — laws do not constitute formal specifications.
Hence, a certain degree of interpretation remains unavoidable.
• Risk assessment due to informed choices and PIL awareness: For producing a list of
recommended jurisdiction(s) and applicable law(s), the respectively relevant con-
necting factors must be known. In case of Brussels I, the set of 12 connecting factors
was required. In a productive decision support system, both contract parties would
be required to submit a set of connecting factors initially. The fact alone that both
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contract parties would have to answer imperatively about a number of these factors
implies a minimum degree of awareness that the contract to be concluded would
have international connection (e.g., customer from a foreign state, provider from a
foreign state). Given such minimum degree of awareness assumed, both contract
parties are likely to realize that a potential dispute might bear certain risks — even
if the actual detailed legal consequences may not be appreciable.
Such an approach fosters trust in international electronic business, increases legal cer-
tainty, determines recommendations in compliance with PIL, and allows for risk as-
sessment due to informed choices and PIL awareness. Subsequently, the qualitative
assessment of five objectives reads as follows:
• Automation support: The decision support system implemented allows for auto-
mated reasoning. It implements an activity diagram modeled for a given PIL as
a rule-based system. Both, modeling method and decision support system imple-
mentation, envision an automated determination of jurisdiction and/or applicable
law recommendations. Hence, automation support is provided, in principle. The
way the decision support system prototype for Brussels I is implemented, however,
relies on pre-determined input in terms of facts. Facts reflect connecting factors. In
a productive decision support system, not only the reasoning, but also the acquisi-
tion of connecting factors from both contract parties would have to be implemented
dynamically.
The decision support system implemented is found to produce results in terms of
recommendations. It produces recommendations in accordance with the underlying
modeled and implemented PIL procedures considered, and it implements activity
diagrams which result from a modeling method that translates any ex post provision
(focus on contract enforcement phase) to the respective ex ante provision (focus on
contract formation phase).
• Integration of different national and supra-national PILs: All contributions made
throughout this section are designed in a way to allow for flexibility in terms of
general application and extension. This means that, even though an example service
contract and an example PIL was used to concretize contributions at all levels, the
service and contract notion obtained in the case study conducted is generic enough
that the developed information model features information concepts of wide ap-
plicability. With respect to information artifacts, the information model currently
foresees specific artifacts for Brussels I and Rome I [16] regulations. Should fur-
ther artifacts be needed when considering other PIL sources, additional artifacts
may be added without the need to change existing artifacts, the existing Brussels I
activity diagram, or the existing decision support system for Brussels I. Extension,
thus, at all levels is possible and even foreseen. Furthermore, the section proves for
the case of the Swiss national PIL that the PIL modeling method may be success-
fully applied to other PIL sources. The same holds true for an implementation of
the respective decision support system as the implementation method is not spe-
cific to a single PIL, but it considers generally applicable guidelines to implement
an activity diagram as a rule-based system.
• B2C and B2B support: The case study conducted considers a B2B contractual re-
lation. All further contributions of this section consider B2C and B2B relations.
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For instance, the information model includes a Brussels-I-specific information ar-
tifact holding information about whether a service customer is a consumer (B2C).
Similarly, the activity diagram modeled for Brussels I and the according decision
support system implemented differentiate B2C and B2B relations. In other PILs,
this differentiation might not be relevant. Nonetheless, the information model, the
PIL modeling method, and the decision support system implementation provide full
support for both.
• Scope of international service contracts: The information model, the PIL modeling
method, and the implementation method consider provisions of PIL relevant to
international, commercial, and electronic provisioning of services exclusively. A
wider focus including so far not envisaged service contracts of similar types may
be accommodated at a later stage. The information model, the modeling method,
and the implementation method support extensions beyond the scope adopted here.
• Scalability by means of complexity reduction: All contributions have revealed a
considerable amount of complexity faced. In particular, the PIL modeling method
is affected by complexity and scalability issues. Scalability with respect to a wider
geographic, electronic business scheme, and service contract type coverage has
been achieved mainly by means of complex reduction through abstraction. Con-
sequently, the PIL modeling method focuses on standard cases. It emphasizes legal
compliance and, thus, reliable recommendations produced for frequent and likely
contractual relations. On the other hand, it abstracts exceptions and reservations.
This decision reflects a trade-off between scalability and specifics. As the detailed
inclusion and exclusion criteria for modeling a PIL source, however, are fully doc-
umented, any limitation in specifics is made transparent and comprehensible.
In summary, the qualitative analysis of those objectives raised reveals that all objectives
have been met successfully. This means that this section provides sufficient support for
automation and that it is extensible with respect to a wider geographic, business scheme,
and service contract type scope. Extensibility and complexity reduction through ab-
straction contribute equally to achieve scalability in future work.
4.2 Future Work and Complexity Mitigation Strategies
The overall three-step approach as shown in Figure 1 has been developed according
to procedures applicable to international contract claims. In this context, the contribu-
tions of this section determine major achievements in terms of a common basis for a
PIL-specific, successful modeling, implementation, and output generation. On the other
hand, wider extension in PIL coverage, supposition of potentially connected jurisdic-
tions, and integration of different jurisdiction/applicable law recommendations have
been identified as fields of interest for future work.
While the first may be achieved by making use of the modeling and implementation
method as well as by the information model developed, supposition and integration are
considerably more challenging, since both bear a high level of complexity and uncer-
tainty. When aiming at a comprehensive, potentially even productive solution, however,
the complete set of supposition (step 1 in Figure 1), PIL modeling, implementation, and
output production (step 2), as well as integration of recommendations (step 3) has to be
endorsed.
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In general, the way complexity was addressed in developing the modeling method,
the information model, and in the implementation method reflects a “divide-and-con-
quer” approach. In modeling, the overall procedure was split into distinct steps for
which each either guidelines or criteria could be determined. For instance, law selection
was split into a pre-selection and detailed in-/exclusion sub-procedure so that complex-
ity was better handled.
In the information model, the starting point was found in an existing SLM model
which was extended step-by-step. Again, this happened in order to accomplish a com-
plex procedure. In the implementation, finally, a multi-step procedure focusing on dif-
ferent in- and output variables and predicates implementing partial paths (instead of
complete paths) was adopted. The latter facilitates a partial debugging — reducing com-
plexity considerably. These complexity issues lead to the question of how to mitigate
such challenges. Three basic directions have been identified as follows:
• Status quo: One way to handle complexity is to not do anything fundamental about
it, but to cope with it as good as it gets. Coping means to, e.g., extend both, mod-
eling method and PIL coverage range, possibly with the help of jurists in order to
lower potential for misinterpretation. In fact, this strategy is perceived as a prag-
matic albeit inefficient and probably only symptomatic approach. Given the fact
that territoriality and the respective political implications that come with it are not
expected to diminish any time soon, a status quo approach constitutes a realistic
option.
• Arbitration: There are alternatives to judicial arbitration. Arbitration is a possible
approach to so-called alternative dispute resolution. While alternative dispute res-
olution shows typically advantages in terms of flexibility and choice over judicial
jurisdiction, it may as well turn out as complex as PIL, and enforcement might be a
real problem in some cases. In conclusion, arbitration (and other alternative means)
is difficult to assess with respect to trade-offs.
• PIL for international service business: The Internet is one of the few truly global
infrastructures. Electronic business in the Internet is happening now, and so are in-
ternational service contracts concluded every day. The existence of a harmonized,
widely accepted PIL specific to international service contracts in the Internet would
mark a corner stone towards making contracts in the Internet less of a “second-
class” type of contract. Harmonization in PIL is perceived as the only way to
address issues with the current approach at the root and in a sustainable manner.
Therefore, it must be envisaged as a long-term objective.
5 Conclusions
This section has addressed an important problem in contract formation support, espe-
cially the automated determination of recommendable jurisdictions and/or applicable
laws for an international service contract. Accordingly, the decision support system de-
veloped fosters transparency and trust in international electronic business. Due to the
determination of jurisdiction and applicable law, the minimization of risks between ser-
vice provider and service customer has been achieved. Thus, this section’s major contri-
bution to SLM and contract management tasks determines an easy-to-use and applicable
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functionality, which can be embedded into SLA management systems due to the avail-
ability of contract parameters and their values. Therefore, the practical considerations
of such an approach for service providers and service customers are of high importance:
(a) they are able to reduce their risks in contract formation and (b) new legislations and
laws can be modeled according to the methodology developed and integrated into the
existing implementation prototype.
Where minds of service providers, service customers, and policy makers might meet
in the long run, is in an internationally harmonized PIL for commercially provided elec-
tronic services in the Internet. Such legislation, if drafted in consideration of the respec-
tive technical and legal requirements, may overcome those challenges raised by today’s
territorial approach to Internet jurisdiction. But it is safe to assume that any move in
this direction will take time. Nonetheless, it is perceived the only way to essentially and
fundamentally foster legal certainty in electronic business in the Internet. This conclu-
sion is irrespective of the decision support system designed and implemented within
the scope of this section. It would be of help in modeling and implementing decision
support for both contract parties also if there was only a single PIL of relevance. The
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG)
[17] proves2 that such an undertaking resulting in internationally harmonized law is
feasible, in principle.
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Abstract. We analyze in this section game-theoretic models of competition 
between telecommunication networks providers in various contexts. This 
analysis helps to define and understand the operators’ pricing and technology 
investments as well as the most efficient market rules by a regulator. 
Keywords: Competition, game theory, pricing. 
1 Context 
The Internet has moved from an academic network to a commercial and highly 
competitive one where providers compete for customers by playing with the price to 
access service and the Quality of Service (QoS) they offer. There are now different 
ways to access the network through different technologies, using ADSL, telephone 
network, optic fiber, CDMA wireless networks, WiFi or WiMAX among others, with 
different QoS capabilities. Moreover, the convergence of networks, where Internet 
access, wired and wireless telephony, television are regrouped into a single network 
poses additional economic challenges. In this situation, each provider has to adapt his 
pricing scheme in order to attract customers, to maximize his revenue and/or to allow 
fairness in the way resources are shared. Pricing has therefore been a hot topic in 
telecommunication networks during the last decade (due to congestion) and many 
schemes have been proposed in the literature [1,2,15].  
On the other hand competition among providers has received very little attention 
up to now. Though, telecommunication networks have become highly competitive 
and it seems primordial to us to deal with that competition in pricing models when 
defining the optimal prices, since competition may highly affect the results of price 
determination (while pricing in a monopolistic context generally means a single level 
of game between users, competition actually introduces an additional level of game, 
between providers). Some typical illustrations of competition are described below.  
For wired access, DSL users can choose among several competing providers to 
connect to the Internet.  
1. The case of wireless access is more flexible. For example a user wishing to 
connect to a WiFi hotspot may be located in a zone covered by several wireless 
access providers, and can choose which provider to use for the time of his 
connection. 
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The same user can/will even be able to choose between different and competitive 
transmission platforms: WiFi, WiMAX, 3G, wired operators, FTTx (Fiber To The X), 
with a possible combination of all those ones (the so-called multi-homing). 
Depending on the context, providers are or can be forced to share a part of the 
available resource.  
Our goal in this section is to deal with that issue. Indeed, we need to study the 
distribution of customers among providers as a first level of game, and then to focus 
on a second higher level, the price and QoS war among providers. We aim at 
summarizing some of the main findings of the French ANR project CAPTURES (see 
http://captures.inria.fr/), run in conjunction with Econ@Tel, whose main goals are:  
• To provide models and analysis of direct competition among providers operating 
on the same or different technologies (being WiFi, WiMAX, 3G, ADSL…) and the 
dynamics of those models. 
• To discuss capacity expansion for providers from an economic point of view. 
• To analyze retention policies that prevent users from churning, and how this can be 
controlled.  
• In general, to discuss regulation rules that could help to drive the system to an 
optimal situation. 
The key tools are telecommunication networks modeling, non-cooperative game 
theory and optimization.  
Figure 1 illustrates the type of situation to be analyzed with different providers 
(DSL, wireless, etc.) not necessarily covering all users. Those providers have to 
define their price (pi for provider i) at the largest time scale as a game (they can 
additionally play with capacity, QoS and other parameters). At the smallest time sale, 
depending on the offered QoS and the price at each provider, demand is split among 
providers. Those two games are strongly dependent: the way demand is distributed 
depends on prices set by all providers; similarly the price strategy of a provider will 
depend on demand distribution. What complicates more, even at the first step, 
demand depends on QoS, itself depending on the number of attracted customers. But 
we assume that providers play smartly by anticipating the reaction of users to the 
price profile (the so-called backward induction).  
This type of two levels game is called a Stackelberg game [14], where providers 
are leaders playing first and anticipating the reactions of users.  
 
Fig. 1. Typical two-levels model 
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2 Demand Distribution among Providers and Influence on  
Price War 
To model the competition among providers, we use the above two-levels Stackelberg 
game. The questions are: How to characterize the equilibrium in the distribution of 
customers among providers? Does it exist and is it unique? Is there a Nash 
equilibrium in the price war between providers? Recall that a Nash equilibrium is a 
vector of providers’ strategies such that no provider can improve his revenue by 
unilaterally changing his own strategy. If it exists, is this equilibrium unique and what 
can drive the system to a “good” one?  
There are several ways to represent the demand of end users, such as attraction 
models, coming from marketing theory (a well-known class being the generalized 
MultiNomial Logit (MNL) [3]. But for illustration purposes here, we consider a 
demand repartition coming from transport theory. In that case, each packet is like a 
car on a road, and its influence on the resulting traffic can be seen as negligible. Then 
demand will be split in such a way that for each route (at each provider), the 
perceived cost, made of the charge imposed on customers and the level of QoS 
provided, will be equal for each provider receiving some traffic. Indeed, otherwise 
part of the traffic at an "expensive" provider could be re-routed to a “cheaper” 
provider. The resulting equilibrium is called a Wardrop equilibrium [16].  
We start with the model and results described in [10], where N providers compete 
on the exact same domain, as depicted in Figure 2. Time is slotted and Provider i is 
able to serve Ci packets (or units) per slot. If his demand is di, packets in excess 
(chosen uniformly) are lost and have to be resent. Figure 3 describes this loss model, 
the (uniform) probability of transmission success and the expected number trials 
before success (from a geometric distribution). Following [13], we assume that the 
price pi at provider i is per sent packet and not received ones, a congestion pricing to 
incentivize users to efficiently use the capacity. The perceived price per received 
packet is then Pi= pi max(1, di/ Ci).  
 
Fig. 2. Example with 3 providers covering the same domain 
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Fig. 3. Description of the loss and retransmission model 
Users try to choose the providers with the cheapest perceived price. According to 
Wardrop’s principle, all providers with positive demand have the same perceived 
price P= Pi, otherwise some users would have an interest to switch, and operators 
with a price Pi larger than P have no demand (they are too expensive). We assume 
that there is a total demand function D that depends on the perceived price P, and 
which is continuous, strictly decreasing on its support. Total demand is also equal to 
the total sum of received packets. It can be shown (see [10]) that there exists an 
equilibrium demand d=(di)i and that the perceived price is unique at that equilibrium.  
Using this equilibrium on the demand distribution, providers play (by anticipation) 
their pricing game, trying to maximize their revenue Ri, knowing that increasing their 
price could incentivize users to move to competitors. The revenue Ri is the product of 
demand di and price pi. Under assumptions on the elasticity of demand (of absolute 
value larger that 1), or if there are management costs that depend on the managed 
demand at each operator, we have been able to prove that there is a unique Nash 
equilibrium to the price war, described by the equations below. In other words, at 
equilibrium, all providers play the same price, and that price is such that demand 
equals capacity.  
 
3 Capacity/Technology Planning and Pricing in a Competitive 
Environment 
Pricing is an issue for providers, but capacity planning is another, at a higher level: is 
it worth investing in capacity in a competitive network? This is even more true if 
congestion pricing is applied, i.e., if customers pay more when there is congestion; in 
that case it might be worthwhile to voluntarily have a congested network.  
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In [10], we have shown that under an assumption of sufficiently high demand 
elasticity, there is no interest for providers to lie on their capacity by declaring less 
than they actually have: they get higher revenues if using all their resource.  
In [11,12] we have even played an additional game at a higher level, on top of the 
two-levels game we have just described. The idea is to look at the investment 
strategies of providers, in terms of acquiring new infrastructures and licenses, in new 
technologies for instance (WiMAX, new 3G license, etc.), and to maintain or expand 
the ones they might already own (WiFi, 3G...). Providers are usually heterogeneous 
because they already own different infrastructures and licenses and have different 
costs. We have thus defined a so-called third level technological game where each 
provider i chooses the subset Si of implemented technologies (in a set defined as 
{WiFi, WiMAX, 3G}), resulting in a (multidimensional) matrix of revenues (R1(S), 
R2(S)) from the above game, for all combinations of (S1, S2), with S=(Si)i. We define 
similarly a cost matrix (C1(S), C2(S)) also for all combinations of (S1, S2) providing 
the cost for implementing the considered subsets of technologies. The goal of each 
provider i is to maximize his net benefit Bi(S)= Ri(S)-Ci(S).  
Several scenarios are presented to illustrate the best investment strategies of 
providers in games representing for instance an already positioned 3G against a rather 
WiFi-positioned one, and their relative strategies with respect to WiMAX/LTE. 
Another issue is at which maximal 3G license price a new entrant would be willing to 
implement this technology and develop the corresponding architecture. (Note that in 
[11,12] we have not used the perceived price we have described in Section 5.3.2 but a 
model without loss but delay at a queue and a perceived price sum of the price  
paid and a perceived delay cost. Though, this difference does not change the analysis 
in itself.  
4 Analysis of the Price of Anarchy 
It is well known from Game Theory that the conjunction of selfish decisions will not 
necessarily be globally optimal, and indeed can be worse for every participant of the 
game than some other possible outcome. However, by nature networks involve a very 
large number of actors of several kinds (consumers, providers, brokers), with 
diverging interests, so it is unreasonable to suggest that the network be centrally 
controlled to improve its efficiency. Therefore, the loss of efficiency due to selfish 
behaviors of actors cannot be ignored. This loss can be quantified by the so-called 
Price of Anarchy, recently defined [4] as the worst-case ratio comparing the global 
efficiency measure (that has to be chosen) at an outcome of the non-cooperative game 
played among actors, to the optimal value of that efficiency measure. If the price of 
anarchy is not too large, then this suggests that the system is run close to the optimum 
without the need for any coordination. Otherwise, some tools should be used to limit 
the efficiency loss (via the introduction of incentives in the network).  
Remarkably, for the model presented in Section 2 (and most of the models 
presented in the next part), see [10], the price of Anarchy is 1 when trying to 
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maximize the sum of utilities of all actors in the game, meaning that there is no loss of 
efficiency due to competition with respect to the case where all providers cooperate.  
5 Analysis of Specific Other Competition Contexts 
Considering the model described in Sections 2 and 3 again, but with a provider 
covering a smaller part of the population. It can model for instance a WiMAX (or 
LTE) operator against a WiFi operator as described in Figure 4. A proportion α of the 
population (i.e., of the demand function) is in the domain covered by the WiFi (thus 
by both operators) while a proportion 1-α is only covered by the WiMAX operator.  
 
Fig. 4. Game between providers, one covering a smaller part of the population 
Here again, the game is played as a two-levels game where the providers play on 
prices first, trying to maximize their revenue and anticipating the result of the game 
between users who distribute themselves between users trying to choose the provider 
with the cheapest perceived price, if not too expensive for them. Here also, it can be 
shown (see [8] for all details) that for all price profile, there exists at least a user 
(Wardrop) equilibrium. Moreover, the corresponding perceived prices of each 
provider are unique. At the level of price war between providers, using the user 
equilibrium to describe demand distribution, it is shown under conditions on demand 
elasticity similar to the previous subsection that there exists a unique Nash 
equilibrium (p1
*, p2
*) on prices:  
• If the proportion α of population that the WiFi provider can reach is smaller than 
the proportion of capacity owned by this WiFi provider C2/(C1+ C2),  then the 
common area is (entirely) left to the WiFi provider by the WiMAX one, which set 
a higher price and focus on the zone where he is in a monopoly. The equilibrium 
prices are 
 
• If on the other hand the proportion α of population in the common zone is larger 
than the proportion of capacity owned by the WiFi provider, at equilibrium there is 
a price war between providers, which set the same price, and share the common 
area. This common price is given by 
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Another extension, detailed in [7], studies the situation when each provider i has the 
capacity to serve Ci packets (or units) per slot, but when there is a capacity C that can 
be freely used by all providers. This basically helps to model the case when providers 
have their own licensed spectrum, but can use a free spectrum (for example WiFi) to 
send data when they are congested. Considering only two providers, the idea is that 
each of them uses his own capacity but sends demand in excess on the shared capacity 
C. If this capacity is overused then, there again, lost packets are chosen uniformly 
(which means for each provider proportionally to the amount he has sent to his shared 
spectrum). This is summarized in Figure 5, showing how the shared capacity is split 
between the two providers.  
 
Fig. 5. Network usage with two providers when there is a shared capacity 
Here again, the existence of a user equilibrium is proved, and the pricing game 
between providers can be studied. An interesting question to answer becomes: is it of 
interest to license spectrum or not? To see this, we can plot in Figure 6, for some 
numerical values, the utilities of all actors (aggregated users, also called user welfare 
(UW), revenues of the two providers, and social welfare (SW), made of utilities of 
users plus revenues of providers) at equilibrium in terms of the proportion μ=C/Ctot of 
shared capacity, with Ctot=C+ C1+ C2.  
 
Fig. 6. Utilities in terms of the proportion of shared spectrum 
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What can be concluded from Figure 6 is that licenses are beneficial to providers (in 
our competitive environment) because their revenues decrease with μ, while it is the 
opposite for user welfare. Social welfare decreases too, but if we put a weight a bit 
more important on user welfare, an optimal intermediate situation can be obtained.  
6 Other Competition Issues 
Other competition issues can be treated and have been dealt with during Econ@Tel 
and CAPTURES projects. First, we have discussed in [5,6] competition in the case 
when customers churn, i.e., switch from one provider to another (this phenomenon 
has a considerable impact on network provider revenues due to its frequency). To 
prevent users from switching to another provider, operators can use retention 
strategies that have to be studied and sanctioned if they keep from an efficient use of 
the resources. We analyze the price war and regulation procedures (sanctions for 
providers) leading to the best equilibrium.  
But competition is not only at the access provider level, it can be at the content 
provider level. The typical game is a content and advertising game (mainly how 
content providers earn money). As an illustration, we have studied in [9] two search 
engines (which could be Google, Yahoo! or Bing) in competition for advertisers 
(search engines usually displaying advertising slots when a search is performed), 
those advertisers having a fixed budget to split among search engines. The revenues 
of all actors depend on the market share of engines, their ranking and pricing rules, 
and the profile of strategies of advertisers. Here too, a two level game can be 
constructed with at the largest time scale the search engines choosing their ranking 
and pricing strategy, and at the lowest time scale, the advertisers splitting their 
advertising budget. Again the game is analyzed by backward induction, the engines 
being assumed to anticipate the reactions of advertisers. This helps to define the best 
ranking and pricing strategies in a competitive context, something not really studied in 
the area.  
Other important issues are treated in other sections of this book, such as the 
competition for security, not really dealing with content or broadband/access but 
rather something transversal, and the network neutrality debate (discussed in a 
previous chapter), which aims at defining the relations between access providers and 
content providers, those entities trying to deviate from a cooperative behavior.  
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Abstract. The paradigm shift from centralized services into hundreds of 
thousands of decentralized services changes traffic directions and patterns in the 
Internet. In that light, overlay providers form logical communication topologies, 
which effect the underlying telcos’ as well as Internet Service Providers’ (ISP) 
traffic and network management. Thus, Economic Traffic Management (ETM) 
principles deal with incentives, decentralized traffic generation, and modern 
applications, such as integrated Video-on-Demand and live streaming 
approaches. Therefore, this work overviews the very recent work on ETM 
mechanisms, especially driven by the SmoothIT project, and on LiveShift, 
combining efficiently architectural and system demands for an incentive-driven 
application management. Furthermore, this section describes in examples, 
provides evidences, and concludes that ETM and LiveShift can pave an efficient 
path to modern application support of distributed overlay traffic management, 
which benefits telcos, ISPs, overlay providers, and end users, if all or parts of 
them see the right incentives to cooperate, behave well, or interact.  
Keywords: Economic Traffic Management, distributed overlay traffic 
management, incentives, P2P, video-on-demand, live streaming. 
1 Introduction 
The Internet traffic is still doubling approximately every 18-month; up to 80% of this 
traffic stems from Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and other overlay network-based applications  
[10]. Since bandwidth and reachability of end-nodes is also increasing, e.g., due to the 
deployment of Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) access, overlay-based applications are 
expected to continue contributing to a large share of Internet traffic in the future. This 
indicates that a paradigm shift from services offered centrally to services offered by 
end-nodes is already happening, and most network traffic will follow network paths 
forming logical network overlays at the service layer, such as Virtual Private Networks, 
Network Management System overlays, or distributed collaboration overlays. For 
today’s Telecommunication Service Providers (telco) and Internet Service Providers 
(ISP) the crucial issue of how to control and manage network traffic stemming from 
these overlay-based applications arises. 
The use of Economic Traffic Management (ETM) mechanisms based on incentives 
for controlling and managing network traffic of overlay applications in the Internet has 
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been researched very recently and is still in its early stages [21]. However, initial results 
have shown that such mechanisms do have the important property of scalability with 
respect to the number of players (i.e. providers, consumers, or peers), and also that they 
do lead to a more efficient network operation. In managing traffic created and routed 
through their networks, today’s ISPs, which may be service providers on the basis of IP 
(Internet Protocol), employ methodologies suitable for traditional traffic/service 
profiles. As the structure of overlays determines the traffic flows in ISP networks, it is 
highly desirable for ISPs to influence the overlay configuration based on information 
on their specific structure or use. Thus, overlays must be managed to maximize the 
advantages for multiple ISPs involved (independently of underlying topology), 
increase their capability to withstand faults, and balance network load.  
From a user’s perspective, ETM mechanisms show the potential to be applied to a 
wide range of services [21]. Those services may differ with respect to 
Quality-of-Service (QoS) metrics and may be charged differently. This enables a 
market of competitive overlay services and their management. Users will benefit from 
this competition and the variety of services and service qualities, made conveniently 
available to users. 
SmoothIT [20] has investigated several ETM mechanisms to bridge the gap between 
overlay and underlay to benefit ISPs, overlay providers, and overlay users [21]. ETM 
provides the relevant decentralized control technology and management approaches, 
backed by thorough theoretical investigations, which enable new service quality levels. 
The application of such scalable ETM mechanisms enables ISPs to reduce their service 
provisioning and maintenance costs. At the same time, since other overlay applications 
often cover end-users connected to multiple ISPs, appropriate incentives schemes for 
collaboration among ISPs (which may also be competing ones at the same time) have 
been defined and investigated thoroughly. In addition, the incentives need to match 
detailed application requirements, to be applicable and successful.  
Thus, the LiveShift approach determines a P2P application [11] forming an overlay 
on its own — supporting both live and time-shifted steaming in an integrated manner. It 
allows for the collaboration beyond the current state of the art, enabling peers to store 
video streams received in order to distribute them in the future. A highly relevant use 
case of this functionality allows users, without having previously prepared any local 
recording, to watch programs from the start or to jump over uninteresting parts until 
seamlessly catching up with the live stream. Watching pre-recorded or live content 
does not require different protocols and system architectures — LiveShift provides 
these two functionalities —, however, up to now only two incompatible incentive 
schemes exist, which cannot cope with this LiveShift integration of live and 
time-shifted streams. Thus, LiveShift provides an interesting use case for the 
deployment of the ETM mechanisms defined, since the feature of storing and a later 
distributing video streams increases the opportunities of peer collaborations. 
The remainder of this section presents in Sect. 2. major related work, which is combined 
with a discussion of incentives in distributed systems. In support of the feasibility of ETM 
and an integrated LiveShift streaming system, the two architectures of the system and 
applications side are defined in  Sect. 3.. These development steps are complemented by a 
selected set of results obtained throughout the respective evaluation in Sect. 4. Finally, 
Sect. 5. summarizes the key findings and draws conclusions.  
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2 Related Work and Incentives in Distributed Systems 
Related work in the field of ETM and incentives has addressed only very recently this 
research domain of integrating economically-driven approaches with very specialized 
optimization tasks. Thus, key approaches are sketched and briefly discussed.  
Thus, [13] described early concepts that can be considered to be a very early and 
limited instance of ETM, which is applied to overlay traffic. Furthermore, the 
Knowledge Plane [6] defines a system for gathering observations, constraints, and 
assertions, which applies rules to these to generate observations and responses for 
network operation. As such it provides a basis for the autonomy in ETM. More 
specifically, the concept of Biased Neighbor Selection [3] introduces the idea of 
adapting overlays to explore traffic localization. The Ono plug-in approach [5] 
implements this concept as part of a P2P file-sharing application, exploiting 
information obtained indirectly from Content Distribution Network (CDN) servers. In 
addition, a few approaches have been proposed, which try to facilitate the collaboration 
between P2P applications and ISPs. The P4P project [22] proposes the presence of an 
information server, called iTracker, to provide locality information to the overlay. The 
iTracker may communicate directly with peers or application trackers. A similar 
approach, the Oracle service [2], runs at the ISP and influences the overlay by ordering 
potential neighbors by the ISP's preference. The ALTO (Application-Layer Traffic 
Optimization) IETF Working Group [1] is working on defining a standard for such 
services provided by ISPs to overlay applications. The area of incentives in distributed 
systems, particularly for P2P systems, has attracted significant attention in the past. 
Many approaches are interested in providing incentives for peers to share their 
resources [19], e.g., upload files or provide content. Incentive schemes, such as 
Tit-for-Tat [7] and CompactPSH  [4], rely on reciprocity, which is challenging in a 
video straeming system, since the stream is bound to flows within a single direction 
only (in most cases). A different approach is relying on reports sent by peers  [14], 
possibly having a way to verify those reports  [16]. The problem is challenging in 
LiveShift, since it supports live streaming, in which rate-based incentives are 
appropriate, and fully integrated video-on-demand, in which peers need to store 
streams to be provided, thus relying on immediate reciprocation is unsuitable. ETMs go 
beyond this definition to provide incentives for multiple players to support the 
distributed service provision. In that sense the alternative choices for ETMs are 
outlined in further detail in Sect. 3.1 below, since they have been developed in theory 
and implementation by the SmoothIT project. 
3 ETM and Application Architecture 
To reach a suitable approach for meeting the set of requirements as outlined, (a) 
relevant ETM mechanisms developed during the SmoothIT project and (b) a 
description of the architectures of the ETM System and LiveShift, as a possible 
application for the deployed ETM mechanisms, has to be defined. In that respect these 
areas are outlined below to provide the basis for a subsequent evaluation.  
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3.1 ETM Mechanisms 
To enable overlay traffic management techniques, which include economically-driven 
incentives, relevant stakeholders’ (users, ISPs, and overlay providers) and their 
evaluations are required to be determined. In that sense so-called “win”-situations 
define that a stakeholder does see a positive effect upon applying an ETM mechanism. 
In the best cases, the application of ETM mechanisms lead to a TripleWin situation, in 
which all three stakeholders are identified to benefit from ETM. The most important of 
these can be classified into the following three main categories  [21]: 
Locality promotion involves all peers of a domain, in which they rate overlay 
neighbors according to their underlay proximity. Within the BGPLoc (border Gateway 
Protocol Locality) approach a peer sends a list of peers to the SIS (SmoothIT 
Information Service)  [18]. The latter interfaces with the underlay network, obtains 
locality information, and rates each peer based on certain location attributes, e.g., on the 
number of hops in the Autonomous System (AS) path. This rated and accordingly 
sorted list is returned to the requesting peer where dedicated overlay operations (e.g., 
unchoking and neighbor selection in BitTorrent) are modified to favor peers belonging 
to the same domain with the requesting one. Thus, interconnection costs for ISPs are 
reduced, while the performance for peers is also improved in a variety of cases. 
With the insertion of locality-promoting peers or resources an indirect way of 
promoting locality for the ISP is introduced  [15] . This is based on a domain-special 
resource, such that content is downloaded faster into the domain and distributed among 
local peers. Thus, in IoP-based (ISP-Owned Peer) solutions the IoP initially participates 
in the swarm as a normal peer, but quickly acquires the entire content and starts serving 
the local peers. Two instances of such ETM mechanisms have been developed, besides 
the IoP the Highly Active Peer (HAP). While in case of the IoP the ISP deploys and 
controls a peer with augmented bandwidth and storage capabilities (allowing for a 
download of content and making it available to domain’s peers), the HAP this idea is 
implemented in a decentralized manner, with the functionality being passed to normal 
peers. More specifically, due to overlay and underlay information, certain highly active 
peers in a domain are promoted by the ISP to so-called enhanced peers and their 
Internet connection speed is increased dynamically by the ISP, mainly to enable a faster 
download and to offer overlay content efficiently. 
The inter-domain collaboration (Inter-SIS) addresses cases, where information 
available to a domain is not sufficient to reach some of the aforementioned optimization 
objectives  [8], [9]. This can be due to the asymmetry of routing information between 
source and destination domains or it is due to the lack of connection details of 
communicating peers. In such cases, inter-domain collaboration can lead to fine-tuning 
and improvement of local decisions in all participating domains. 
3.2 SmoothIT’s ETM System Architecture 
To provide for a suitable, seamlessly integrated, and efficient architecture for ETM 
mechanisms in today’s and tomorrows Internet Fig. 1 shows the relevant architecture 
developed to support the overlay and underlay integration through the so-called ETMS 
(ETM System) [21]. Within the ETMS layer, the SIS (SmoothIT Information Service) 
typically runs in ISPs premises.  
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Fig. 1. SmoothIT ETM System Architecture 
The Controller component determines the core of the system: it is responsible for the 
coordination of the ETM mechanism by receiving requests from overlay applications, 
the calculations based on the ETM mechanism chosen, and in cooperation with several 
underlay metrics (e.g., provided by metering and policy information) for the output of 
the required information to the overlay application. This information returned is in form 
of ranked lists, such as rating peers as possibly “good” neighbors or as rating swarms as 
“popular” ones. 
The Metering component is responsible for collecting network information from the 
underlying Network Management System (NMS) and supplying them to the ETM 
mechanisms in the SIS. This information can include, e.g., BGP (Border Gateway 
Protocol) routing information, network performance parameters, and user profiles. 
Furthermore, the QoS Manager checks the availability of network resources, and may 
be used also to guarantee resources requested by the end user, enforcing QoS policies in 
the network. It interfaces to the network by using, for example, NGN (Next Generation 
Network) transport control functionalities. Additionally, the InterSIS component 
facilitates the exchange of information between two or more SISs to fine-tune local 
decisions. Finally, the SIS DB (Database) stores all information that may be useful for 
all modules, such as configuration parameters or business logic. Further details can be 
obtained from  [21].  
3.3 LiveShift’s Application Architecture 
LiveShift is introduced as a promising example application to fit the ETM architecture 
as introduced at the overlay layer, since it provides both highly dynamic content (the 
live stream) and content that can be stored (the distributed storage of past live streams). 
Using the ETMS on LiveShift does show a great potential, due to the inherent difficulty 
in providing the right incentives, mainly due to the mixed scenarios of high traffic loads 
generated and the delay-sensitivity present in video streaming, all of which influencing 
the quality-of-experience of the end user. LiveShift follows the mesh-pull approach, in  
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which peers split video streams into chunks, and exchange them with no fixed 
structure, using (1) a publish/subscribe protocol to report chunk availability and (2) a 
distributed tracker for content and peer discovery  [11].  
 
Fig. 2. LiveShift architecture 
While  Fig. 2 shows major components of the LiveShift architecture, which are split 
into three layers: the Network layer (which corresponds to the Overlay in  Fig. 1) 
contains the Distributed Tracker (DT) and the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to store 
network-wide persistent information in a fully-decentralized manner, and a signaling 
component to handle direct communication between peers. The DT and DHT are 
provided by the TomP2P library  [2]. The signaling component handles direct 
communication between peers. Peers use it to send unicast messages to other peers. 
The main challenge in LiveShift (and in fact any P2P video streaming system) is to 
locate and download streams on time to keep up with the playback and with the added 
challenge of a potentially large time-scale. While incentive mechanisms in their 
original form (application-centered only) show limitations in providing both rate-based 
and long-term incentives for peers to share, ETM mechanisms do help in this respect by 
avoiding congestion, suggesting peers with lower latency or higher available 
bandwidth, caching content for time-shifting, and further providing incentives for peers 
to share. Thus, a combination of ETM and LiveShift shows valuable benefits.  
4 Evaluation and Results 
Besides the design of this emerging and innovative functionality, the evaluation and 
suitability needs to be proven, too. Thus, a selection of major results obtained with the 
introduced ETMS is outlined in Sect. 4.1, focusing on results on the BGPLoc ETM 
mechanism. And to complete, Sect. 4.2 contains selected LiveShift results, which 
address the proposed use case from above and which have been derived from an 
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4.1 ETM Samples 
The ETM system designed has been implemented prototypically  [2]. The overlay 
application used there is based on Tribler, a P2P file-sharing application that 
implements the BitTorrent protocol. The modified application includes the BGPLoc 
ETM mechanism, which supports locality promotion at two peer selection algorithms: 
Biased Neighbor Selection (BNS) prioritizes selecting local peers for downloading, 
Biased Optimistic Unchoking (BOU) peers prefer local peers to grant their optimistic 
unchoking slot. For more information on the BitTorrent protocol, refer to  [7].  
The following results were obtained by simulating one BitTorrent swarm for the 
distribution of a file with size 154.6 MB for 6.5 hours  [18]. The simulated topology 
consists of 20 Tier 3 stub ASes, two Tier 2 hub ASes, and one Tier 1 transit AS. Each 
stub, which AS runs an instance of the ETMS and a number of peers, and is directly 
connected to two other stub-ASes (depicting peering links) and one hub-AS. The two 
hub-ASes are interconnected via the transit-AS (transit links). Peers join the swarm at a 
random (uniformly distributed) stub AS with an exponentially distributed inter-arrival 
time with a mean value of 10s, and remain online until they have downloaded the entire 
file plus an additional, exponentially distributed seeding time with a mean value of 10 
minutes. In all experiments, four different peer behaviors are compared: regular 
BitTorrent (regBT), BitTorrent with Biased Unchoking (BOU), Biased Neighbor 
Selection (BNS), and both (BNS&BOU)  [18].  
Additionally, the application supports live monitoring by periodically sending 
reports to the Monitor component, including overlay statistics (e.g., total download and 
upload, download and upload rate, or download progress), and also video playback 
statistics (e.g., play and stall time), which are stored in the SIS Database. All 
components of the SIS have been implemented in Java and are deployed on a JBoss 
application server. The current version of the Controller supports the BGP-based 





Fig. 3. Mean BitTorrent traffic (ISP) [18] 
 
Fig. 4. Mean download time (end user) [18] 
 
Fig. 3  and  Fig. 4 consider that the networks suffers from a bottleneck at two 
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peering and transit links, the “Inter-AS” bottleneck considers that traffic shaping takes 
place between stub and hub ASs.  Fig. 3 shows the traffic measured at different link 
types: the ISP is always able to save costs by reducing traffic at transit links, since 
intra-AS connections are preferred. Also, these savings are larger with the combination 
of BNS&BOU.  Fig. 4 shows that download times remain unaffected, if the bottleneck 
is at the access link, but experiences a worse performance with regBT and inter-AS 
bottleneck. For results obtained with other ETM mechanisms, especially IoP, Inter-SIS, 
and HAP, refer to  [15],  [8],  [9], and  [17], respectively.  
 
Fig. 5. Experienced playback lag vs. holding 
time in scenario s1
 
Fig. 6. Experienced playback lag vs. holding 
time in scenario s3
4.2 LiveShift Samples 
LiveShift has been fully implemented in Java 1.6 and evaluated in a test-bed using 
traces to model user behavior. A complete definition of test-bed, scenarios, and user 
behavior can be found at  [11]. A number of users were emulated, switching among 6 
channels, and reporting metrics such as their playback lag or channel holding times. 
Fig. 5 shows the experienced playback lag for scenario s1, which is composed out of 
6 peercasters (peers that are sources for a channel, can upload 5 times the video stream), 
15 high upstream peers (HU, can upload 5 times the video stream), and 60 low 
upstream peers (LU, can upload 0.5 times the video stream). Scenario s1, being 
well-provisioned with bandwidth, shows a low (i.e. less than 15s) playback lag for 
sessions of up to one hour for 95% of all HU and LU peers.  Fig. 6 outlines values for 
Scenario s3, which, in contrast with s1, has 120 LU peers, thus, being on the edge of 
being underprovisioned in terms of upload capacity. Although the playback lag is 
considerably higher than on s1, which is natural, considering that it will take longer for 
peers to find available bandwidth, and the average hop count that every chunk needs to 
travel is higher, on average. The playback lag in s3 remains below 60 s for 95% of  
all peers.  
Fig. 7 shows that (a) the overhead introduced by LiveShift is small (less than 3%), 
since the video stream it transports is already very bandwidth-consuming, and (b) that 
in Scenario s3 the share of failed playbacks (that is, the user received less than half of 
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Fig. 7. Overall overhead and average failed playback in scenarios s1 and s3 
5.  Summary and Conclusions 
This section describes a set of ETM (Economic Traffic Management) mechanisms 
defining alternatives to promote (directly or indirectly) localization of overlay traffic, 
namely the BGP-Loc, the IoP, and the Inter-SIS mechanisms. In combination with the 
LiveShift application, such modern overlays and respective functionality can support a 
scalable and distributed traffic and application management in the Internet.  
To enlighten the feasibility of these approaches introduced, designed, and discussed, 
the respective architectures of the ETM System and LiveShift have been deployed in 
terms of a practical implementation performed in the SmoothIT and LiveShift 
approaches. Also, the key concepts, the use case, and evaluation results as presented 
show their potential in profiting from the presented ETM mechanisms and related 
incentives. In that sense, these approaches are backed by selected results from test-bed 
trials and performed evaluations.  
Concluding, the application of economically-driven incentive mechanisms in a 
distributed networking environment show besides their implementation feasibility the 
advantages for different stakeholders under different overlay set-ups. In this variety of 
evaluations the promotion of locality information is highly beneficial, while avoiding 
the violation of any stakeholders’ own optimization (TripleWin). Especially and in case 
of video sharing via BitTorrent, the combination of different peer behaviors show 
winning mechanisms, which is reachable by an flexible architectural support. 
Additionally, the behavior of the streaming/Video-on-Demand approach LiveShift 
indicates that acceptable playback delay are achievable, which does lead to valuable 
user experience. This is complemented by the fact that also for LiveShift the overhead 
introduced is very small, e.g., in terms of failed playback delays. In turn, the (a) 
feasibility of those approaches, (b) the technical integration seamlessly into existing 
networking infrastructures, and (c) the achieved technical performance indicate that the 
ETM key idea combined with the incentives aspect show a beneficial outcome for 
overlay management principles.  
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Autonomic Management  
of Mobile and Wireless Networks 
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Abstract. Autonomic management is receiving intense interest from academia 
and industry, aiming to simplify and automate network management operations. 
Autonomic management or self-management capabilities aim to vanish inside 
devices, relieving both managers and users from tedious configuration and 
troubleshooting procedures. Ideally, self-managed devices integrate self-
configuration, self-optimization, self-protection and self-healing capabilities. 
When combined, these capabilities can lead to adaptive and ultimately  
self-maintained autonomic systems. 
Keywords: autonomics, policy-based, self-management, network management. 
1 Introduction 
Mobile and wireless networks have become a ubiquitous reality and evermore 
surround our everyday activities. They form and disappear spontaneously around us 
and have become new means for productivity and social interaction. Access to 
corporate networks, e-mail or simply entertainment, these are the new necessities 
posed on an increasingly networked wireless world. In the era of mobility and 
connectivity, a multitude of devices interact with us in our everyday life. Wireless 
digital assistants such as mobile phones, laptops or personal organizers must be able 
to cope and offer the desired services at any place and at anytime. An increasingly ad 
hoc element facilitates the need for on demand connectivity and wireless 
communication. At the same time, increased complexity and heterogeneity have 
become barriers to seamless integration and ease of use.  
In reality though, the deployment of self-managed networks is withheld from 
several obstacles that need to be overcome in order to realize such a vision. The use of 
policies for network and systems management is viewed as a promising paradigm to 
facilitate self-management. Policies can capture the high-level management objectives 
and can be automatically enforced to devices, simplifying and automating compound 
and time-consuming management tasks.  
Nowadays, services targeting home and business users, such as Internet access, 
digital television or online entertainment, are taken for granted. However, modern 
lifestyle creates the need for extending the reach of such services but also creates the 
need for new ones, targeted to people on the move. The convergence of fixed and 
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wireless technologies is inevitable and a rapidly evolving market brings new 
challenges. In recent years, we have experienced an unprecedented penetration of 
mobile phones, while the mobile industry growth and evolution continues steadily. 
Developed countries are planning their transition to fully converged networks and 
services, while wireless access capability (Wi-Fi) is becoming a common feature of 
mobile phones. At the same time, newly industrialized countries and emerging 
markets are just discovering wireless technologies and offer an impressive drive for 
low cost infrastructure development. Their massive potential customer base is 
contrasted to low population density, making the cost of wired technologies 
prohibitive and deeming current management paradigms as inapplicable. At the same 
time, new wireless networking and management paradigms are investigated, offering 
a promising and challenging ground for research and innovation.  
Improved network organization can increase scalability and decentralize 
management responsibilities, but one has to consider that the majority of wireless 
networked devices are not under the strict control of a network operator as in 
traditional infrastructure-based networks. Therefore, a critical management 
requirement is to respect the owner relationship between end-users and managed 
devices. Individual users are reluctant to entrust the command of their devices to an 
operator and demand more control. The lack of a single administrative authority 
complicates management tasks, but at the same time motivates research on 
collaborative management schemes. Open standards and contractual agreements can 
facilitate the interests of different managing entities, e.g. network operators or service 
providers. The goal is to provide an adaptive framework for network and service 
management, where users’ privacy and preferences are respected, while multiple 
managing entities can offer services tailored to the users’ needs.  
The policy-based management (PBM) paradigm can provide the means to integrate 
self-management capabilities and policies can capture the high-level management 
objectives to be autonomously enforced to devices. Although the PBM paradigm has 
been traditionally employed in large-scale fixed IP networks, its controlled 
programmability can significantly benefit the highly dynamic environment of mobile 
and wireless networks. PBM can offer a balanced solution between the strict hard-
wired management logic of current management frameworks and the unrestricted 
migration of mobile code offered from mobile agents. This has motivated the 
adoption of PBM for the autonomic management of mobile and wireless networks, 
aiming to simplify and automate compound time-consuming management tasks. The 
centralized orientation of policy-based operations requires significant research efforts 
to accommodate the needs of distributed policy-based management (D-PBM) for the 
next generation of mobile and wireless networks. In addition, in a rapidly evolving 
multi-player environment, policies can express the interests of different players and 
facilitate their cooperation. PBM can be a future-proof solution and can provide the 
flexibility to adapt to change. At the same time, the users’ requirements for control 
and privacy can be encapsulated in policies and with minimum intervention their 
devices can operate autonomously.  
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2 Policy-Based Management (PBM) 
Policy-Based Management (PBM) [2][15][13] and policies have been envisioned as 
encapsulating business objectives which in turn are autonomously applied to managed 
systems, requiring minimal human intervention. However, practice has shown that 
what was initially conceived as the instant panacea of network management is in fact 
a long journey towards self-managing networks, hampered by severe obstacles. The 
views published in [4] by a major infrastructure vendor are illustrative of initially 
overestimated expectations from policies: “to many people, it suggests that, by some 
magic, you get something for nothing, or at least without needing to think through 
what needs to be precisely done to achieve those objectives. Of course, there is no 
magic, and anyone expecting magic is bound to be disappointed”. Beyond initially 
high expectations, research on PBM has gradually verified its enormous potential and 
showed that it can simplify complex management tasks of large-scale systems. The 
concept of high-level policies monitoring the network and automatically enforcing 
appropriate actions has received intense interest and has been fuelled by the renewed 
interest in Self-Management and Autonomic Networking [2][15][13].  
In general, policies can be defined as Event-Condition-Action (ECA) clauses, 
where on event(s) E, if condition(s) C is true, then action(s) A is executed. Different 
definitions and classification of policies can also be found in the literature and are 
presented later. The main advantage which makes a policy-based system attractive is 
the functionality to add controlled programmability to the managed system, without 
compromising its overall security and integrity [5]. Real time adaptability of the 
system can be mostly automated and simplified by the introduction of the PBM 
paradigm. According to [5] policies can be viewed as the means to extend the 
functionality of a system dynamically and in real time in combination with its pre-
existing hard-wired management logic. Policies offer the unique functionality to the 
management system of being re-programmable and adaptable, based on the supported 
general policy types. Policies can be introduced to the system and parameterized in 
real time, based on management goals and contextual information. Policy decisions 
prescribe appropriate actions on the fly, to realize and enforce those goals.  
 
Fig. 1. PBM functional elements 
A block diagram of PBM functional elements is shown in Figure 1, using a 
simplified UML notation of their relationships. These four elements constitute IETF’s 
policy-based framework, as proposed through the work of the Policy Framework WG 
(POLICY) and the Resource Allocation Protocol WG (RAP):  
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• Policy Management Tool (PMT): the interface between the human manager (e.g. a 
consultant or network administrator) and the underlying PBM system.  
• Policy Repository (PR): the blueprint of policies that a PBM system is complying 
with at any given moment. It encapsulates operational parameters of the network 
and therefore it is one of the most critical elements.  
• Policy Decision Point (PDP): a logical entity that makes policy decisions for itself 
or for other network elements requesting such decisions. These decisions involve 
on one hand evaluations of policy rule conditions and on the other hand deal with 
the actions’ enforcement when conditions are met.  
• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): a logical entity that enforces policy decisions. 
Traditionally, the sole task of PEP is to execute policy decisions, as instructed by 
the controlling PDP.  
The IETF framework is widely used and accepted in research and industry and has 
served as a reference model for PBM systems [16],[2]. Managing Entities use a Policy 
Management Tool (PMT) to introduce and store policies in the Policy Repository 
(PR). The PR is a vital part for every policy-based system because it encapsulates the 
management logic to be enforced on all networked entities. Stored policies can be 
subsequently retrieved, either by Policy Decision Points (PDP) or by another PMT. 
Once relevant policies have been retrieved by a PDP, they are interpreted and the PDP 
in turn provisions any decisions or actions to the controlled Policy Enforcement 
Points (PEP).  
Policy provisioning is the process of communicating policy decisions and 
directives between a Policy Decision Point (PDP) and a Policy Execution Point (PEP) 
using a suitable protocol (RFC2753, RFC3198). A PDP is also known as a policy 
server, reflecting its responsibility to serve a number of PEP with policy decisions and 
relevant PBM information. On the other hand, PEP are also known as policy clients 
since their operation depends on these decisions, as provided by their parent PDP. The 
protocol involved in this communication is the policy provisioning protocol. Efforts 
from IETF’s Resource Allocation Protocol Working Group (RAP WG) have 
produced the COPS (Common Open Policy Service) Protocol (RFC2748) and COPS 
protocol for Policy Provisioning (COPS-PR) (RFC3084). COPS is a simple query and 
response protocol that can be used to exchange policy information between a policy 
server (PDP) and its clients (PEP). The basic model of interaction between a policy 
server and its clients is compatible with IETF’s policy-based framework. The focus of 
IETF’s efforts has been mainly to provide a protocol to carry out the task of policy 
provisioning mostly related to QoS parameters and setup. Beyond COPS, no other 
dedicated policy provisioning protocol has been standardized by the IETF and policy 
provisioning has been viewed under the general umbrella of configuration 
management protocols. Traditional management protocols (SNMP) and interfaces 
(command line interface) are in use to carry out policy provisioning in an application-
dependent manner. PBM frameworks based on Java (e.g., Ponder) have used RMI 
(Remote Method Invocation) to carry out provisioning. However, having in mind 
their deficiencies [10] and the need for interoperable standards, research community 
and industry have been moving toward XML-based management protocols. The trend 
towards Web Services and XML/HTTP-based management has also affected PBM.  
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3 Self-management and the Autonomic Paradigm 
Self-management refers to the ability of independently achieving seamless operation 
and maintenance by being aware of the surrounding environment [6]. It has been 
closely related with autonomic computing and self-maintained systems [8]. This 
ability is widely embedded in the natural world, allowing living organisms to 
effortlessly adapt to diverse habitats. Without planning or consciousness, body’s 
mechanisms work in the background to maintain a constant temperature. To imitate 
nature’s self-managing abilities and apply them to the management of network and 
systems, the latter should be provided with the logic and directives for their operation 
and in addition the means to sense their operating environment. Self-management has 
been closely related with control systems and particularly to closed-loop controllers. 
By using a system’s output as feedback, a feedback loop allows the system to become 
more stable and adapt its actions to achieve desired output. From the definitions 
above, it is evident that two main functions are required to support self-management. 
These two functions are interrelated and interdependent, thus forming a closed control 
loop with feedback (Fig. 2): 
A. Provide the logic and directives to achieve seamless operation and maintenance.  
B. Provide the means to sense and evaluate their operating surrounding environment.  
 
Fig. 2. Closed control loop with feedback 
In 2001, an influential research declaration from IBM had introduced the concept of 
Autonomic Computing, which encapsulated the aspects of self-management in an 
architectural blueprint. The concept was inspired by the ability of the human nervous 
system to autonomously adapt its operation without our intervention and has appealed to 
researchers worldwide. IBM’s vision [8] has fuelled intense research efforts both in 
industry and academia. In essence, autonomic computing and self-management are 
considered synonymous. According to IBM, “autonomic computing is a computing 
environment with the ability to manage itself and dynamically adapt to change in 
accordance with business policies and objectives.” In addition, four quintessential 
properties of a self-management system were identified, frequently referred as self-* or 
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Self-management concepts are increasingly used in research following the introduction 
of the autonomic manager (AM) component, as proposed by IBM. Major IT and Telco 
players are showing their research interest in autonomic networking and self-
management, e.g. Motorola in [14] and Microsoft in [9] . In addition, intense interest is 
shown in autonomic network management from Academia [11]. The autonomic manager 
architectural component has become the reference model for autonomic and self-
managing systems. It is a component that manages other software or hardware 
components using a control loop. The closed control loop is a repetitive sequence of tasks 
including Monitoring, Analyzing, Planning, and Executing functions. The orchestration 
of these functions is enabled by accessing a shared Knowledge base. The reference 
model is frequently referred as K-MAPE or simply MAPE, from the initials of the 
functions it performs. The use of a feedback loop  raises concerns about a system’s 
stability and according to control theory, a “valid operating region” of a feedback loop 
should be specified, indicating the range of control inputs where the feedback loop is 
known to work well [9]. Based on the definition of autonomic management, policies are 
identified as the basis of self-managing systems, encapsulating high-level business 
objectives.  
Research on autonomic systems has been intense during the past years, aiming to 
embed the highly desirable self-managing properties to existing and future networks. 
The roadmap to autonomic management is indicative of a gradual evolution and can 
be used to evaluate a system’s progress. Accordingly, management frameworks can 
advance through different maturity phases before becoming autonomic:  
• Basic: manually operated management operations 
• Managed: management technologies used to collect and synthesize information 
• Predictive: correlation among management technologies provides the ability to 
recognize patterns, predict optimal configuration and suggest solutions to 
administrators 
• Adaptive: management framework can automatically take actions based on 
available knowledge, subject to the supervision of administrators 
• Autonomic: business policies and objectives govern infrastructure operation. 
Users interact with the autonomic technology tools to monitor business processes 
and/or alter the objectives 
Apparently the road to self-management is long and a series of issues will need to be 
resolved on the way. Until now, a complete self-management solution is not available. 
Instead, researchers and practitioners have attempted to partially tackle self-
management by implementing some of the desired properties and adopting a gradual 
transition. Each of the four desired capabilities is contributing to the overall goal of 
enabling truly self-managed systems.  
4 Distributed Policy-Based Management for Mobile and 
Wireless Networks 
The principles of autonomic management and self-organization are envisioned by 
researchers as a natural path for the Future Internet. Autonomic management is expected 
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to simplify the painstaking tasks of managing complex large-scale systems through the use 
of automated closed-loop management. Therefore, rather than proposing a holistic 
framework for the Future Internet, the proposed approach concentrates on the design of 
those architectural entities that would facilitate autonomic wireless networking. Following 
an evolutionary path, each autonomic support entity (ASE) is designed as an extension of 
the ongoing Future Internet design, maintaining backward compatibility with today’s 
Internet. Based on open standards and interfaces, this approach should ensure the 
interoperable and future-proof integration of ASEs with the evolving design of the FI.  
Three cooperating autonomic support entities (ASE) are proposed for the 
enhancement of wireless and mobile networking in the FI:  
1. Decentralization (DCN.ASE) 
2. Mobility (MOB.ASE) 
3. Ad hoc communications (AHC.ASE) 
 
Fig. 3. Autonomic Support Entities for the Future Internet 
As shown visually in Figure 3, these entities will operate and cooperate at different 
levels. They are designed address the lack of management decentralization 
(DCN.ASE), seamless mobility (MOB.ASE), and spontaneous communications 
(AHC.ASE) from today’s Internet. The separation between Core and Element levels 
indicates the separation of functionality between the operator-owned network core 
and the user-owned devices respectively.  
The motivation behind the Decentralization ASE is to enable collaborative 
management of large-scale networks, focusing on mobile and wireless access 
networks and their interconnection with fixed ones. A key goal is the efficient and 
scalable management of personal-area networks (PAN). In addition, the secure 
interactions of mobile and nomadic PANs with authorized or non-authorized wireless 
local-area networks (WLANs), as well as wide-area networks (WANs), will need to 
be addressed. The functionality of this entity is based on the distributed policy-based 
management (DPBM) paradigm and spans equally between core and element levels.  
This means that part of the entity’s functionality will be hosted in the network core, 
e.g. policy definition, conflict resolution and business plan implementation. However, 
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an important part will be hosted on network elements, i.e. devices owned by end-
users. Such functionality will include policy distribution, local management activities, 
user preference enforcement and privacy protection. For the latter end-user 
functionality, the Decentralization ASE will cooperate with the Mobility and Ad hoc 
communication ASEs, provisioning them with the appropriate policies that guide their 
autonomic behavior. The Mobility ASE will enable the seamless connectivity of users 
between different access networks and different devices as well, while the Ad Hoc 
Communications ASE will cater for the users’ need for spontaneous communications. 
The cooperation of these entities is enabled though the Distributed PBM infrastructure 
(Figure 4), which decentralizes management tasks and pushes intelligence closer to 
the network edge. This can result in quicker reaction times and policy decisions for 
users, thus resulting in more stability. For more details on the implementation and 
evaluation of DPBM, the reader is referred to [7] and references within.  
 
Fig. 4. Centralized versus Distributed PBM 
5 Open Issues 
While autonomic management is gradually implemented in today’s networks, there 
are several open issues that need to be resolved. We focus on the two most prominent, 
indicating the scope for further examination and future work.  
• Centralized vs. distributed control: the architecture of PBM systems is 
predominantly based on a centralized or hierarchical paradigm, following the 
organization of the managed networks. As a result, the majority of PBM 
functionality and protocols follow these paradigms, e.g. the manager-agent model 
for policy provisioning and the centralized policy repository storage. To enable 
distributed PBM, the coordination of multiple policy decision points (PDP) needs 
to be addressed in combination with decentralized policy storage and 
provisioning. Recently, the emergence of highly distributed computing systems 
(cloud computing) has motivated the decentralization of policies and their 
distributed management. Departing from centralized PDPs deployment, the 
distributed control of multiple PDPs need to be investigated.  
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• Conflicting policies and policy analysis: policy refinement is the process of 
deriving a concrete policy specification from higher-level objectives or goals [12]. 
It is an important process that leverages the potential of PBM frameworks, 
therefore it has received significant research interest, aiming to provide automated 
solutions [1]. The process is further hampered by the risk of producing 
inconsistent policy specifications, giving rise to concerns about policy conflicts 
and the need for policy analysis. The need for policy analysis and the lack of 
tested solutions is one of the main drawbacks of policy-based systems. Policy 
analysis [3] refers to the examination of policies and the verification of their 
current and future consistency. In complex environments where a number of 
policies need to coexist, there is always the likelihood that policies may conflict, 
either because of a specification error or because of application-specific 
constraints. It is therefore important to provide the means of detecting conflicts in 
the policy specification.  
In spite of obstacles, the benefits from implementing autonomic and policy-based 
management solutions are significant. The industrial interest in standardization 
activities of 3GPP, like Self-Organizing Networks (SON) [18],[19] and Policy 
Charging and Control (PCC) [17] architecture, illustrate the potential of the described 
concepts and open new avenues for R&D.  
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Abstract. Even though in many parts of the world people enjoy the features of 
modern telecommunication services, a significant number of inhabitants in rural 
areas are deprived of access to such facilities. In this text we propose how we 
can utilize existing technologies for the provision of telecommunication 
facilities in rural areas: IP telephony based upon open source software and off-
the-shelf hardware and voice messaging based upon the Delay Tolerant 
Networking paradigm. 
Keywords: VoIP, delay tolerant network, voicemail, rural telecommunications. 
1 Introduction 
In the current era people take advanced telecommunication services for granted and 
assume that such facilities are available worldwide. Telecommunication operators are 
not prepared to invest in areas that are not profitable for them with prime examples 
being rural places with a small number of inhabitants or places that are remote and 
infrastructure development costs are high. As a result, there are many areas in the 
world lacking access to the latest telephony and internet technologies and when those 
technologies are provided, their cost may not be affordable for most of the potential 
users residing in such areas due to socio-economic factors.  
In the context of this work, there is particular interest in dealing with two 
scenarios: in the first, there exist many situations where advanced telephony (e.g. 
voice-mail) and internet services are available in an area but their cost may be 
prohibitively high for the potential customers; in the second, there are areas that are 
totally disconnected and no telephony and internet services are provided at all or they 
are provided opportunistically and with limited functionality.  
2 Advanced Telephony Features for Rural Areas 
Evidently, rural areas do not always enjoy the advanced telecommunications facilities 
that are available in urban settings. However, during the last few years, the landscape 
in the telecommunications sector is changing dramatically; the large and traditional 
telecom operators are no longer monopolizing the market and face fierce competition 
from alternative carriers and cable operators. The major reason for this being data 
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convergence: the conversion of speech and video signals into data which is 
´transported´ using the same networks used for traditional Internet traffic (for 
example, email, web browsing and file exchange data). Data convergence has resulted 
in radical changes in the telecommunications sector and has enriched Internet-based 
communication between users.  
Our goal is to demonstrate how community-driven efforts can assist in reducing the 
cost of telecommunications, as well as, in providing access to features that would 
have not been available otherwise. With such an observation at hand, we propose here 
the design of a low-cost wireless network architecture (Figure 1) to support voice 
services over Internet based networks, i.e. develop a VoIP infrastructure for rural 
areas. To minimize costs, we chose to use freely available open-source soft-ware in 
the core of our system as explained in the sequel.  
 
Fig. 1. A VoIP telephony implementation for rural areas 
Voice and video over an IP network provide for an enriched and low-cost 
communication experience. Initial implementations of VoIP technology were based 
on proprietary protocols which gradually gave way to more open interoperability 
standards with the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [8] being widely adopted. SIP is a 
flexible text-based application layer signaling protocol used in the setup and 
termination of multimedia sessions (e.g. VoIP calls); it follows a request-response 
approach in its operation.  
Current applications of SIP may operate based upon the peer-to-peer model (i.e. 
there is direct SIP-based communication between two entities) or may rely upon a SIP 
server which acts as a registrar holding location information and preferences for its 
registered users; such information is used for call establishment. As a result of its 
wide appeal, many end user devices (IP phones) as well as software tools (soft 
phones) implement SIP; along with a range of SIP compliant IP-PBXs they constitute 
a fully fledged telephony solution. The IP-PBX systems support a vast number of 
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features that range from simple voice messaging to Interactive Voice Response (IVR), 
Conference Calling, and Automatic Call Distribution.  
Our system is designed to provide enhanced telephony services in a rural 
community and it is based upon an open source implementation of a SIP PBX 
(asterisk [1]) and other low-cost technologies. Using a wireless infrastructure we 
interconnect our SIP-based telephony exchange with the client endpoints installed at 
various locations enabling seamless internal communication as well as connectivity to 
the normal telephone network (facilitated over analogue lines and a satellite link).  
Wireless networks offer rapid, and hence low cost, connectivity solutions in 
scenarios where wired networks are not easily implementable; as discussed this is 
exactly the case in rural areas. The continuous enhancements in terms of bandwidth 
and link distance enable the deployment of long distance (tens of kilometers) point-to-
point links between two locations in addition to the traditional hotspot deployments.   
The pilot implementation of the architecture has provided some interesting findings 
and pinpointed some open issues. An open source IP-PBX was used and the end-
points ranged from simple and advanced IP phones, adaptors for existing analogue 
phones to preserve user device familiarity as well as software phones (soft phones). 
Users welcomed the extra features provided in comparison with the plain analogue 
telephony they were used to; more details can be found in [9].  
3 Utilizing Delay Tolerant Networks for Voice Messaging 
The scenario presented in the previous section assumed that services are generally 
available in an area; some areas in the world do not even have a basic telephone 
connection and long range wireless links are used to provide rudimentary access  
(e.g. through a single location servicing a whole village) to the Public Switched 
Telephone Network (PSTN) and perhaps the Internet.  
One other feature that is still quite popular in the analogue and mobile telephony 
world is voice messaging which is also offered by VoIP-based (i.e. packet switched) 
systems; one advantage is that such systems can also be configured to send the 
message as an email attachment to the user associated with the number called. 
Voicemail-to-email is primarily done in order to expedite delivery of the message 
(e.g. the user is not at work but has email access) but the user’s email may also not be 
readily accessible.  
Since voice messaging is by nature delay tolerant, it is well suited in scenarios 
where connectivity is intermittent or network resources are scarce and real-time voice 
communications can not be guaranteed. To realize the envisioned elastic voice 
messaging implementation we suggest the deployment of local infrastructures in 
combination with Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) for data transfers. More 
particularly, we look into the provision of voicemail facilities over DTN; such a ser-
vice allows users in an area where a telephony service is not regularly available (or 
not available at all) to communicate (through voice messages) with users connected to 
the PSTN.  
Note, that our target application is slightly different than traditional voice 
messaging where message delivery takes place immediately and access time depends  
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solely on the recipient; we have another inherent delay due to the frequent delivery 
network disconnectivity but on the other hand, a messaging service is provided where 
it would not normally be available.  
Evidently to support such delay-tolerant messaging service, traditional TCP/IP 
protocols could not suffice as the viable approach. Instead, DTN techniques are 
employed that are able to combat disconnections and sustain information flow. A 
DTN defines a network overlay architecture [3] that delivers packets using 
asynchronous message forwarding. It is designed to operate in environments with 
limited expectations of end-to-end connectivity and node resources; to this extent, it 
was initially proposed to facilitate interplanetary communication but as we will see it 
has also been useful in other applications.  
Briefly put, DTNs are based upon a store-and-forward approach for data delivery. 
Nodes within a DTN network act as mules; they store received messages and hold 
them until they “carry” them over to the next hop on their way to their destination. 
Before leaving its source, data is assembled into ‘bundles’; the bundle protocol [2] is 
an application layer protocol that manages bundle propagation with the DTN area.  
To interconnect a DTN with the internet infrastructure and enable the delivery and 
reception of bundles, a “Convergence Layer Adapter” (CLA) is used. The CLA 
essentially acts as an intermediary between a DTN application and the IP protocol. 
Different CLA implementations offer varying services to the applications or try to 
optimize a particular form of communication; the most common examples are the 
TCP Convergence Layer Protocol [4], Saratoga [10] that mimics UDP and the DTN 
session layer [5] which is optimized for receiver-driven applications and multicast 
communication.  
As mentioned in the previous section, Voice-over-IP is a technology based on 
packet-switching that is nowadays standardized and easily accessible. Further, the 
Session Initiation Protocol is the established standard for setting up VoIP calls and the 
information it conveys during the call setup process is vital for our application. We 
are again using the SIP-based Asterisk PBX which is an open source solution offering 
advanced functionality along with access to the PSTN via special gateways; more 
importantly, it offers the ability to extend its call handling mechanisms through user-
defined programs that can be launched on-demand.  
Combining the technologies and tools just described, we built a system that utilizes 
voicemails to facilitate communication of users residing in isolated and disconnected 
geographical regions with the “outside” world. More precisely, in regions where 
communication through live phone calls is not feasible due to different network or 
capacity limitations, the proposed system records users’ messages and attempts to 
deliver them to their intended recipients in the form of voicemails.  
In order to achieve this and allow recorded messages to exit the disconnected geo-
graphical regions, the system relies on a Delay Tolerant Network infrastructure for the 
storage and forwarding of recorded voicemails. Thus, at the application layer, VoIP 
technology is used to handle the voice messages while a convergence layer is 
employed to link the two networking interfaces.  
From the system architecture (Figure 2), we examine here a couple of major 
components and operations whereas more details can be found in [7].  
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Fig. 2. A DTN architecture for voice messaging  
The DTN Voicemail station is in general terms the entity responsible for 
processing calls originating from users inside a DTN area (i.e., disconnected region), 
re-cording the voice messages and initiating their delivery procedure. It consists of 
two modules: the IP-PBX and the Voicemail Sender.  
The role of the IP-PBX is to process a user’s call request; in the case that connectivity 
is not available (which should be the norm in a DTN region) instead of dropping the call, 
it should prompt the user to leave a voice message. After successfully recording the voice 
message, the PBX creates a special file that contains the actual message along with 
destination information which can be automatically extracted from the SIP INVITE 
message.  
Once all the required information is in place, the DTN VM Station starts the 
process of forwarding the recorded voicemail to its intended destination over DTN. 
The Voicemail Sender is the component responsible for retrieving the voice messages 
and using their destination information to initiate their delivery. The message 
recipient can be a SIP user (in the form of a SIP URI) or a number in the PSTN (we 
refer to this information as Recipient ID).  
The next step for the Voicemail Sender is to identify the destination network, i.e., the 
domain name or the IP of the gateway that serves the recipient. For achieving this, the 
Voicemail Sender utilizes the DUNDi protocol [6] and more precisely its lookup 
operation. If the lookup provides the destination domain, the message is sent directly 
towards that domain; on the other hand, if the lookup operation returns no results,  
the voice message is blindly forwarded to the DTN – Internet Gateway. Considering that 
the DTN – Internet Gateway has a permanent connection to the Internet, we assume that 
it has more updated DUNDi information than the Voicemail Sender (that resides in  
DTN region).  
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Extending the above functionality, the DTN Voicemail station and namely its IP-
PBX component can act as a repository for incoming voice messages (i.e. for 
messages that arrive from other DTN regions or the Internet).  
In its turn, the DTN-Internet gateway serves two purposes: the first is to provide 
interoperability between the Delay Tolerant Network and the Internet, and the second 
is to locate destination users and forward received voicemails to them. To serve the 
abovementioned purpose the DTN ↔ Internet Gateway processes bundles which were 
sent to it by a DTN VM station (namely the Voicemail sender as described above). If 
the Voicemail sender could not identify the destination do-main, the DUNDi protocol 
is used again for this purpose. Once the final destination is known, the bundle is 
converted to TCP/IP packets which are sent over the Internet towards their final 
destination. The DTN-Internet gateway also maintains a list of potential gateways for 
PSTN termination; one of these will be used to de-liver the message when the 
recipient ID is a PSTN number.  
At the receiving end of a voice message, a set of components make up the Regional 
Voicemail station. The first point of contact is the Voicemail Receiver, the entity that 
receives the voice messages and starts the final delivery process by notifying the 
associated IP-PBX. According to the recipient-ID a number of actions are possible:  
• The recipient is a user of the local IP-PBX (SIP URI); a call is automatically placed 
to that user’s extension and once it is answered the message is played back. If there is 
no answer, a voicemail is created and deposited in the user’s voicemail inbox.  
• The recipient is a PSTN number; a call is automatically placed to that number via 
the gateway connected to the local IP-PBX. Once the call is answered the voice 
message is played back. If there is no answer the call is retried after some time.  
Finally, it is important to emphasize that the proposed system is transparent to the 
end-users; the caller places a regular phone call leaving a voicemail message and 
eventually the callee simply receives a regular voicemail message.  
4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, through the two examples presented, we have demonstrated how 
technologies readily available can be utilized to enhance the telecommunication facilities 
offered in rural areas. Where coverage has already been extended, community efforts can 
drive down the cost of access to advanced telecommunications.  
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Abstract. This section discusses the protection of electrical power systems 
(EPS) and its relation to the supporting Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) infrastructure. Several dimensions are addressed, ranging 
from the need of protection and available protection schemes to the 
identification of faults and disturbances. The challenges brought by recognizing 
the interdependent nature of today’s and future’s EPS and ICT infrastructures 
are also highlighted, based on the Smart Grid and the System of Systems 
perspectives. 
Keywords: electrical power system, protection, critical infrastructures, 
disturbance, interdependencies. 
1 Introduction 
Our modern lifestyle is increasingly dependent on critical infrastructures, like the 
Electrical Power System, the Water Distribution Networks, the Telecommunication 
networks, the Transportation networks, even the Health sector, the Finance sector, and 
many more. The robust operation of these infrastructures is often taken for granted. 
But what if their operations were disrupted or even ceased? What would be the effects 
on our economy, our society, or on our health and safety? Around the globe, a number 
of communities have recognized the criticality of such infrastructures and have set 
their investigation and protection as a top priority, being actively engaged in research 
and development activities at national and international levels.  
According to the European Commission [COM(2005) 576] [ 5] and the European 
Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP), a “Critical Infrastructure (CI) 
is defined as an asset, system or part thereof located in Member States which is essential 
for the maintenance of vital societal functions, health, safety, security, economic or social 
wellbeing of people, and the disruption or destruction of which would have a significant 
impact in a Member State as a result of the failure to maintain those functions”. The term 
Critical Infrastructure Systems (CIS) includes the public, private and governmental 
infrastructure assets, and interdependent cyber and physical networks. As already 
mentioned, due to their outmost importance to society, existing and future CIS need to be 
protected from disruption and destruction. Several threats need to be considered, 
including among others natural disasters, accidental damage, equipment failure, human 
error, and terrorist attacks. According to Council Directive [2008/114/EC] [ 6], CIS 
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protection should be based on an all-hazards approach, recognizing the threat from 
terrorism as a priority. The vast range of threats makes the protection of critical 
infrastructures a highly complex and interdisciplinary research domain. For example, the 
issue of interdependencies among critical infrastructures needs to be investigated to 
prevent propagation and cascading of failures between infrastructures. The research 
communities’ understanding of interdependencies is still immature and requires the 
coordinated involvement of several different disciplines. On top of that, the increasing 
reliance on telecommunication networks and the Internet for communication, poses novel 
threats to critical infrastructures and there is an urgent need to prepare for cyber-attacks.  
This section focuses on Electrical Power Systems (EPS) where the majority of 
economic activities depend upon, as well as the operation of many other infrastructures. 
In essence, an EPS is one of the most critical infrastructures with its protection being a 
priority worldwide. The section further discusses the interdependence between the EPS 
and the ICT infrastructures, presenting open problems and possible solutions. 
2 The Need to Protect Electrical Power Systems 
Electrical Power Systems comprise of large and complex machinery and assets that 
are responsible for the generation of electric power in sufficient quantity to meet the 
present and estimated future demands of the customers, its transmission to the areas 
where it will be consumed and its distribution within those areas to the actual demand 
sites. This process is synchronous and continuous and is a fundamental asset of our 
modern society and economy. Therefore, any disruption of its operation has huge 
negative effects of unforeseen size (unbalances and people reactions, disruption of 
economic activity, etc.) [ 11]. However, the EPS are subject to disturbances in their 
normal operation which subsequently cause 'faults', that occur either due to internal 
technical failures or due to external causes [ 15],[ 20]. Therefore, the protection of the 
EPS is defined as the effort to ensure its reliable operation within an environment 
with effects of disturbances, failures and events that put the system at risk. More 
specifically, it is necessary to ensure: i) public safety, ii) equipment protection, and 
iii) quality of service, by limiting the extent and duration of service interruption, as 
well as, minimizing the damage to the involved system components. A non-
exhaustive list of EPS components that need to be protected, would include the 
following [ 10],[ 18]:  
• Human personnel.  
• EPS equipment (transmission/distribution lines, generators, transformers, motors, 
bus-bars).  
• Customer owned equipment.  
• Operational integrity of EPS (ability to deliver power, stability, power quality).  
• Customer operations (e.g., large, medium and small industry, financial services, 
transportation services, telecommunication and other infrastructures’ services).  
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In any case, safety of human personnel and prevention of human injury should always 
take priority over service continuity, equipment damage, or economic losses. It is 
therefore necessary to prevent or, at least, to detect and clear any faults quickly, since 
the longer the EPS operates under a fault, the higher that the system will become 
unstable and lead to cascading outages.  
The cost required for having the EPS perfectly safe or perfectly reliable (by adopting 
components that do not fail and that require minimum maintenance) would be 
prohibitive. As stated in [ 20], risk assessment is performed to define a trade-off for the 
acceptable levels of risk from disruption in association with relevant costs. That is, the 
cost of the protection of a system determines the degree of protection that can be 
incorporated into it. Figure 1 provides an overview of the cost of a major blackout that 
occurred in the US in 2003. The estimated economic cost of $6.8-10.3 billion over three 
days of disruption is alarming and would justify higher investments on the protection 
efforts of the EPS.  
 
Fig. 1. The economic cost of the Northeastern Blackout, Aug. 2003, USA [ 1] 
3 Types of System Disturbances and Their Effects 
No matter what the criticality of the investment is, it is not technically and 
economically feasible to design and build an EPS such as to eliminate the possibility 
of disturbances in service. It is therefore a fact that, infrequently, and at random 
locations, different types of disturbances will occur, leading to faults incurred on the 
system. The term ‘disturbance’ means any event, unexpected or foreseen, which 
requires corrective action to be taken. Sudden disturbances on EPS may occur from 
factors external to the system itself, such as weather or environment, or internal 
factors such as insulation failure on some component of the system. The following 
external factors of system disturbances/failures can be identified [ 12]:  
• Weather: One of the main causes of equipment failures, according to a worldwide 
survey over several years in the 1980s: about 20% of failures were attributable to 
weather conditions.  
• Sudden changes in balance between demand and generation: They can result from 
numerous causes: loss of transfers from/to external systems, transmission circuit 
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tripping, isolating parts of the system with embedded generation or demand, etc. 
This type of disturbance is rather frequent, as many other types of disturbances 
may result in some imbalance during their development.  
• Human error: errors of the personnel of a utility may occur at all stages, from 
planning/design to plant manufacture to plant installation to maintenance/testing to 
operation. In addition, members of the public may be involved in system errors 
unintentionally (e.g., kite flying) or consciously (e.g., illegal entry into or attack to 
parts of the system).  
The disturbances caused by the above factors can be categorized as either faults (e.g., 
breakdown or burning of insulation) or abnormal operation (at local and/or system level, 
e.g., overload or frequency variation). Each disturbance requires protective actions and 
measures to minimize its impact, especially the triggering of a cascaded sequence of 
events.  
4 Protection Measures and Devices to Minimize the Impact of 
Disturbances 
A number of measures (including automatic mechanisms and “defense plans”) should 
be taken in the management, planning and operation phases of EPS to minimize the 
effects of disturbances [ 13]. Protection measures often contain three main elements:  
• Detect a possible disturbance and its type; 
• Assess the best way to prevent it or minimize its effect at the extent possible; and 
• Restore normal operation. 
In general, measures are taken with the help of hardware and/or software components. 
However, human involvement in decision making and implementation of protection 
processes is equally important. The human involvement in decision making is even 
more important during the operational phase, particularly during the development of a 
disturbance. This creates a critical need for a reliable and fast communication 
infrastructure, which will timely convey the collected data from the equipment and 
distribute corrective commands to networked controllers.  
4.1 Measures in the Planning, Operational, and Restoration Timescale 
The system engineers are the ones defining the protection plans, as well as, what specific 
protective and control measures will be needed during system operation. Some of the 
measures (for instance, under-frequency load shedding), are addressed in the planning 
phase, while others (e.g. inter-tripping schemes with local impact, the necessity of which 
emerges at short notice) are addressed directly in the operational plan. In the event of a 
system disturbance, the following actions are taken, based on the operational memoranda 
and procedures and any special protection schemes or coordinated defense plans 
employed by the plant engineers: i) open breaker and under frequency relays (isolated 
fault), ii) switch capacitors, iii) load shedding/disconnection, iv) islanding, v) no action, 
vi) alarm signal, vii) generation margins adjustment, viii) demand adjustment. 
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As EPSs become larger and more complex, timescales for response to disturbances 
are shrinking, calling for the implementation of more automated measures. Effective 
automation requires the collection and analysis of current and voltage measurements 
at remote terminals of a line in order to allow remote control of equipment, thus 
requiring enhanced ICT infrastructure to support real-time operations.  
4.2 Measures in the ICT Facilities 
The EPS need very secure (physical and logical) communication links for data and 
speech. Such links are either system-wide or local, between substations. A way to 
improve the security of communications is by avoiding as much as possible the 
dependence on any single external provider. Usually, a utility possesses its own 
communication channels for connecting its equipment (e.g., power line carrier or fiber) 
or channels are leased from external providers, such as public communications networks 
or even other industries with widespread communication networks, such as railways. It is 
also a common practice in EPS to duplicate (at least) the SCADA (Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition) systems and the EMS (Energy Management System) within one 
Control Center building. In some cases, the utilities go further and provide backup of 
whole Control Centers in different geographic locations.  
4.3 Protection System Devices and Components 
In order to safeguard the robust operation of the EPS and avoid costly partial or even 
full blackouts, a number of sophisticated protection devices is installed and 
instrumented. The most important ones are mentioned below [ 8],[ 10]:  
• Fuses: the most common and widely used protective device in electrical circuits. 
Fuses are independent, self-destructing components, aiming to isolate faulty parts 
of the system and save the equipment on the healthy part.  
• Instrument transformers: They continuously measure the voltage and current at 
several locations/components of the EPS and are responsible to give feedback 
signals to the relays to enable them to monitor the status of the system and detect 
abnormal conditions in the operation.  
• Circuit breakers: They are basically switches to interrupt the flow of current and 
they open on relay command. They are used in combination with relays, to detect 
and isolate faults, where fuses are unsuitable. Their important characteristics from 
a protection point of view are the speed of reaction and the capacity of the circuit 
that the main contacts are capable of interrupting.  
• Tripping batteries: they give uninterrupted power source to the relays and breakers 
that is independent of the main power source being protected. They have an 
important role in protection circuits, as without them relays and breakers will not 
operate, making the performance of the whole network unacceptable.  
• Relays: they convert the signals from the monitoring devices/instrument 
transformers (mostly voltages and currents) and give instructions to open a circuit  
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under faulty conditions or to give alarms when the equipment being protected is 
approaching its capacity limits. This action ensures that the remaining system 
remains untouched and protects it from further damage.  
With the advancement in digital technology, the use of microprocessors and the 
availability of reliable communication infrastructures, the relays became able to 
monitor various parameters, which give complete history of a system during both pre-
fault and post-fault conditions. This led to the name of Intelligent Electronic Devices 
(IEDs), which is considered the component of the future protection of EPS.  
4.4 Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED)  
The IEDs [ 8] comprise the second generation of microprocessor relays that are, in 
addition, utilized as data acquisition units and for the remote control of the primary 
switchgear. This utilization of the relays has been inspired by the fact that faults do 
not happen so often and in all parts of a system, therefore, relays can serve other 
duties as well, apart from their main protection function. In addition, utilizing the 
protection relays also for data acquisition and control, it achieves integration and 
better interoperability of the various systems such as protection, supervisory control 
and data acquisition.  
Furthermore, the use of optical fibers in digital communications allowed the 
exchange of information between the relay and the substation control level to be much 
more reliable. The following information is typically available from the relay: i) 
measurement data of current and voltage, ii) information stored by the relay after a 
fault situation, iii) relay setting values, iv) status information on the circuit breakers 
and isolators, v) event information. The communication link to the relay can also be 
used for control purposes, i.e. i) circuit breaker open/close commands, ii) remote reset 
of the relay or auto-reclose module, iii) changes to the protective relay settings.  
The functions of a typical IED can be classified into protection, control, 
monitoring, metering and communications. Specifically, the communication 
capability of an IED is one of the most important aspects of modern EPS and 
protection systems. The communication can be power line carrier, microwave, leased 
phone lines, dedicated fiber, and even combination of these. There is a strong need to 
have adequate back-up in case communication is lost, e.g. as a result of a disturbance.  
An efficient combination of IEDs, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and 
Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) to monitor and communicate could lead to a good 
level of EPS substation automation in order to improve customer service. An RTU is 
a useful addition to record all the information about the various parts of the EPS. 
Adding RTUs at the substation level, further allows the built-in intelligence to be 
moved to the substation level. That intelligence reduces the amount of data that  
must be communicated between substations and the main station. For example, 
information can be retrieved as and when needed from databases maintained  
at the substation.  
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5 The Electrical Power System as an Interdependent 
Infrastructure 
Today’s EPS consist of several and heterogeneous components, all connected through 
complex electrical networks/grids [ 7]. The trend in recent years is that private and 
public EPS (utilities) operate in interconnected power grids, thus increasing the 
reliability of the whole system but also generating market opportunities. This 
interconnection evidently improves the reliability of each member utility because any 
loss of generation can be transparently covered by the neighbor utilities. On the other 
hand, this interconnection increases the complexity of the EPS. Then, the concepts of 
protection, security and reliability of service become much more significant, for both 
individual utilities and the interconnected EPS.  
Moreover, the technological advances and the necessity for improved efficiency in 
several societal operations resulted in increasingly automated and interlinked 
heterogeneous infrastructures, with consequences on increased vulnerabilities to 
accidental and human-made disturbances. What may appear as different parts of our 
societies, does indeed depend on and influence each other. E.g. an apparently 
irrelevant event like a small social conflict, a thrown cigarette or a delayed disposal of 
waste can, under similar conditions, either vanish without any significant impact or 
trigger riots, forest fires or epidemics. Therefore, when studying complex systems, 
one must consider also their interdependencies with other systems.   
There are four different types of interdependencies of critical infrastructure 
systems, as identified in [ 17]:  
• Physical interdependency: arises from a physical linkage between the inputs and 
outputs of two infrastructures. For example, an output of one infrastructure is 
required as input to another infrastructure for it to operate; 
• Cyber interdependency: the state of an infrastructure depends on information 
transmitted through the ICT infrastructure (computerization and automation of 
modern infrastructures and widespread use of supervisory control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) systems);  
• Geographical interdependency: a local environmental event can create state 
changes in all involved infrastructures; implies close spatial proximity of the 
components of different infrastructures; and 
• Logical interdependency: the state of each infrastructure depends on the state of 
the other via a mechanism that is not a physical, cyber, or geographic connection. 
For example, various policy, legal, or regulatory regimes can give rise to logical 
linkage among two or more infrastructures.  
Modeling the interdependencies among interlinked infrastructures and assessing their 
impacts on the ability of each system to provide resilient and secure services are of 
high importance. Specifically for the case of the EPS, following such interdependency 
analysis is of utmost importance so as to take steps to mitigate any identified 
vulnerabilities and protect the system’s operation from any internal or external threat.  
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The first step in analyzing interdependencies is identifying them. The case presented 
below offers an illustration of the type of obvious and not so obvious 
interdependencies between the EPS and the ICT infrastructure.  
 
Fig. 2. The IEEE 14 bus test system 
The IEEE 14 Bus Test System is a reference EPS which is extensively used in the 
literature for examining new concepts in a comparable way. Though not a realistic 
EPS, it is a miniature of real systems useful for educational purposes. It includes 14 
buses, i.e. points of electric power exchange, 5 generators and several loads, i.e., the 
consumers of power. For illustration purposes, the 14 bus system is reorganized and 
characterized in seven geographic areas, and overlaid with eleven Remote Terminal 
Units (RTUs) to control equipment on all buses. RTUs are the computerized front-
ends of IEDs and are connected using communications infrastructure with the primary 
control center for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). The SCADA 
system is the communications backbone of every modern EPS.  
As seen in Figure 3, a wide geographic area is considered where the EPS operates 
and in Figure 4 a possible network topology of communication links between RTUs 
in those areas is illustrated. This imaginary case assumes the EPS operator owns the 
communication links at the bottom half of the figure (operator network, red lines), 
e.g., a private optical fiber network. The six RTUs, as well as the primary and 
secondary control centers are directly controlled by the EPS operator. For resilience, 
the EPS operator leases a number of communication links from a carrier (shown with 
dashed red lines). The remaining five RTUs are assumed to be located in residential 
and industrial areas, out of the reach of the private optical fiber network of the EPS 
operator. Therefore, their RTUs are connected with the SCADA system using an 
ISP’s access network.  


















Fig. 3. Illustration of geographic areas based on IEEE 14 bus test system 
Physical and Geographical interdependencies are relatively straightforward to 
identify, but require a thorough knowledge of all infrastructures involved. Since 
information exchange between infrastructure operators is limited, several Physical 
and Geographical interdependencies go unnoticed until a disruptive event occurs. A 
recent event in Ireland highlights such hidden interdependencies. In this case, a single 
transformer fault at the local EPS utility brought down the "cloud infrastructure" of 
two major ICT infrastructure providers all over Europe1. In the above simple case, the 
reliance of the EPS operator to external communication networks obviously creates a 
cyber interdependency, which needs to be carefully engineered to avoid future 
contingencies. Although the provisioning of leased communication lines from a 
carrier network may be tied to strict contractual agreements for availability, these 
agreements remain private contracts. EPS operators have expressed concerns that 
these agreements may not be sufficient to guarantee public safety, especially in the 
event of major catastrophes and natural disasters. The type of logical 
interdependencies are harder to identify and even harder to protect from. They may 
involve business interests and regulatory conformance of one infrastructure, which 
may indirectly affect the operation of another. For example, company policies may 
prevent a fixed-access ISP to announce performance degradation events, such as 
temporary network congestion. Although the EPS operator could benefit from this 
knowledge and proactively enable alternative communication means for isolated 
RTUs (e.g., via GPRS/3G data links), the lack of information exposes the EPS 
operator to the possibility of communication degradation and sudden disruption.  
In the presented test case, the simplicity of the EPS and ICT network immediately 
reveals their interdependencies. However, in real EPS grids with hundreds of busses, 
the complexity of the interconnected ICT networks and their dependencies are  
 
                                                          
1 See https://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2011/08/07/lig 
htning-in-dublin-knocks-amazon-microsoft-data-centers-offline/  
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daunting. As discussed in the next subsection, the advent of the Smart Grid is 
amplifying communication requirements for modern EPS, further increasing the 








Fig. 4. SCADA system’s interdependent ICT infrastructure 
6 The Smart Grid and the Systems of Systems Perspective 
The previous subsection presented the interdependent nature of the EPS and the need 
to model all types of interdependencies in order to ensure effective monitoring, 
control and thus protection of the infrastructure and its objectives. This fact became 
much more evident with the emergence of the Smart Grid concept and technologies 
[ 1], which brings the interdependencies between the EPS and the ICT infrastructures 
in the forefront. It has been already made clear that to ensure the effective protection 
of the EPS, the following three elements are considered fundamental: measurements 
(data defining the state of the system), data processing, and control [ 8]. Evidently, 
these elements are tightly interconnected with the ICT infrastructure, which, as seen, 
is increasingly employed to provide the necessary two-way communication between 
EPS elements, as envisioned for the Smart Grid. According to IEEE, the Smart Grid is 
seen as a large and complex system where different domains are expanded into three 
foundational layers: (i) the Power and Energy Layer, (ii) the Communication Layer 
and (iii) the IT/Computer Layer. Layers (ii) and (iii) are enabling infrastructure 
platforms of the Power and Energy Layer that makes the grid "smarter" [ 9].The 
viewpoint of IEEE is representative of the awareness around the interdependent 
nature of the EPS and the ICT infrastructure.  
The Smart Grid calls for computers, communication, sensing, and control 
technologies to operate in parallel towards enhancing the reliability, minimizing the 
costs and facilitating the inter-connection of new sources in the EPS. The 
mobilization of the above ICT-enabled technologies needs to happen across broad 
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temporal, geographical and industry scales, so as to close loops where they have never 
been closed before. The following is a non-exhaustive list of advantages promised by 
the Smart Grid technologies while being employed in the EPS:  
• Self-healing from power disturbance events  
• Enabling active participation by consumers in the response of the system 
(effective demand management) 
• Operating resiliently against physical and cyber attacks 
• Accommodating all generation and storage options (integration of intermittent 
renewable energy sources) 
• Optimizing of assets and efficient operation (secure and real-time two-way 
power and information flows) 
However, the optimization of EPS operations and resources comes with the cost of 
increased risk from cyber-attacks, which signifies the need to employ full cyber-
security. For example, smart meters (the new metering devices that are deployed in 
customers’ premises) are an attractive part for attacks. Malicious access to the 
communication channels could cause catastrophic effects on the EPS by driving 
decisions based on inaccurate data [ 16],[ 19].  
Beyond the security threats, other aspects that need to be carefully addressed by the 
introduction of two-way communication are some key privacy concerns. That is, the 
“smart infrastructure” will require storing personal profiles of customers, to enable 
the determination of consumer energy behavioral patterns. Moreover, the energy 
consumption will be recorded remotely and in real-time, thus generating information 
on whether people use specific facilities.   
6.1 System of Systems Architectures 
A way forward to achieve real control over the operation of the EPS, thus meeting the 
needs of the uncertain future, seems to be the driving of the evolution in Systems of 
Systems (SoS) architectures [ 3]. An SoS is defined as a collaborative set of systems in 
which component-systems i) fulfill valid purposes in their own right and continue to 
operate to fulfill those purposes if disconnected from the overall system, and ii) are 
managed in part for their own purposes rather than the purposes of the whole [ 14].  
As mentioned earlier, the Smart Grid evolves to include devices that were not 
previously considered, such as distributed energy sources, storage, electric vehicles 
and appliances. Such devices comprise heterogeneous systems that serve as integrated 
components of the emerging EPS and that have different characteristics, requirements 
for security, requirements or fault detection, protection and metering. Therefore, the 
traditional architectures turn to be inefficient due to the increasing demand for greater 
control of energy usage. The challenge is to build the grounds for an evolving SoS 
architecture, which will be based on open standard services mechanisms. Such 
architecture will avoid any hard assumptions made at the design phase, allowing a 
loose coupling for:  
• Components to be added, replaced or modified individually in case of 
malfunctions, without affecting the remainder of the system; 
• Components to be distributable; and 
• Defining interfaces using standard metadata for application developers for use in 
replacing components. 
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The evolution of the EPS as a SoS, with the emergence of clear interfaces among 
component-systems and processes is expected to enhance the ability of controlling 
and protecting the EPS. Knowing the components and their interactions will definitely 
increase our ability to detect problems (created by accidental or malicious 
intervention), characterize them and address them quickly and efficiently.  
7 Conclusions 
Evidently, the operation of the EPS affects our everyday life, across many dimensions, 
from economical to societal. Therefore, electric utilities allocate a justifiable part of their 
budget for installing, operating and maintaining a sophisticated protection layer. As 
shown, the protection system undergoes significant evolutionary changes through the 
years, namely the technological advances utilized in protection devices, the algorithms 
that allow for the orchestration of the protection devices become more intelligent, and the 
protection processes become more and more automated, utilizing the ICT infrastructure. 
At the same time, the complexity of the resulting system drastically increases due to the 
amplified impact of the EPS to other critical infrastructures in our society, as well as, due 
to the increase of the impact of other infrastructures to the operation of the EPS. The 
challenge for the academia and industry is to join forces and make sure they find the 
necessary balance, to keep the operation of the system reliable and with high quality of 
service.  
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Abstract. While user dependence on ICT is rising and the information security 
situation is worsening at an alarming rate, IT industry is not able to answer ac-
curately and in time questions like “How secure is our information system?” 
Consequently, information security risk management is reactive and is lagging 
behind incidents. To overcome this problem, risk management paradigm has to 
change from reactive to active and from qualitative to quantitative. In this  
section, we present a computerized risk management approach that enables ac-
tive risk management and is aligned with the leading initiative to make security 
measurable and manageable. Furthermore, we point out qualitative methods de-
ficiencies and argue about the importance of use of quantitative over qualitative 
methods in order to improve accuracy of information security feedback infor-
mation. Finally, we present two quantitative metrics, used together in the mod-
el, and enabling a quantitative risk assessment and support risk treatment  
decision making.  
Keywords: computer security, economics of security, risk management,  
security metrics, security measurement. 
1 Introduction 
Information security risk management is still in its early stages with regards to 
measuring and quantitative assessment. Currently, risk assessment is normally based 
on qualitative measurement and metrics. The consequent undesirable side-effect is 
that risk assessment cannot provide answer to questions like “How safe is my 
information system (IS)?” and “How much safer is my IS then my competitors’ IS? 
Decision making under such uncertainty is not effective. Currently, decision makers 
react on incidents rather than be proactive. This lagging reaction results in notable 
losses. Risk management paradigm has to change from reactive to proactive, where 
risks are identified, assessed and treated in time, before incident takes place. 
Furthermore, risk management is also about financial investment into security 
safeguards. Therefore, their spending should be justified as much as possible. This is 
possible only when decision makers have adequate information to evaluate 
discrepancy between desired and actual risk. Based on this information, appropriate 
and economically sound safeguards are implemented to reduce risk to a level 
acceptable for organization and stakeholders.  
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New research steps are presented in this subsection and are aiming towards 
computerized quantitative risk management for decision making support. First, we 
will present basic definitions and open problems in this area. Next, we will focus on 
risk assessment methodology and will address measurement and metrics issues. 
Finally, we will present technological architecture that enables reactive and proactive 
risk management in modern IS.  
2 Basic Definitions 
The normative reference, which is most relevant for risk management in IS, is 
ISO/IEC 27000-series standards for information security management systems. 
According to ISO/IEC 27000 [9] information security means preservation of 
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information.  
• “Confidentiality is a property of system that information is not made available or 
disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities or socio- and/or technical processes”.  
•  “Integrity is a property of protecting accuracy and completeness of assets. There 
are many types of assets, tangible assets like (i) information, (ii) software, (iii) 
hardware, (iv) services, (v) people and also intangible assets like (vi) reputation”.  
•  “Availability is a property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an 
authorized entity”.  
• Furthermore, and according to ISO/IEC 27000, information security may include 
preservation of other properties, such as authenticity, accountability,  
non-repudiation and reliability.  
Concepts defined above are only meaningful in practice when they are linked to 
organization’s assets and selected as operational requirements. Assets are valuable to 
organization and other stakeholders as well as to various threat agents. Therefore, an 
appropriate security assurance method has to be chosen in order to achieve 
organization’s and stakeholders’ confidence that assets satisfy the stated information 
security requirements and consequently its security policy and/or applicable law like 
[6]. For example, when organization provides service to its customers, a process 
security assurance method is chosen, like ISO/IEC 27001 [10]. Next, the method is 
applied to ensure that assets (including IS and IS services) conform to security 
requirements. In this way, correct, efficient and economically sound safeguards are 
implemented that protect assets from threat agents in such way that risk is reduced to 
a level acceptable for both organization and stakeholders. Risks have to be constantly 
monitored and when any risk factor changes then the process has to be repeated again 
in timely manner. This continuous activity is called information security risk 
management (risk management for short). Before we advance with risk management 
and its activities some additional basic terms have to be defined.  
According to ISO/IEC 27000 information security risk (risk for short) means 
potential that a threat will exploit a vulnerability of an asset or group of assets and 
thereby cause harm to an organization and consequently cause harm to stakeholders. 
Vulnerability is a weakness of an asset or safeguard that can be exploited by a threat. 
Threat is a potential cause of an information security incident (incident for short).  
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We can now focus on risk management, which is, according to ISO/IEC 27005 
[12], comprised of coordinated activities that aim to direct and control an organization 
with regard to risk. First, organization’s business context has to be established that is 
foundation for further activities. Within this context, risks have to be identified. Next, 
risk assessment takes place where risk are qualitatively or better quantitatively 
described and prioritized against organization’s risk evaluation criteria. Subsequently, 
risks have to be treated to achieve security requirements and correct, efficient and 
economically sound means of managing risk have to be implemented1. These means 
are called safeguards2 which include policies, processes, procedures, organizational 
structures, and software and hardware functions. Depending upon safeguards 
objectives risk treatment can be accomplished in four different ways: (i) risk 
reduction, (ii) risk retention, (iii) risk avoidance and/or (iv) risk transfer. Finally, if 
risk treatment is satisfactory then any residual risk is accepted. Risk management is 
continuous “Plan-Do-Check-Act” process, because risk factors may change abruptly 
and this may lead to undesirable consequences. Thus, risk and safeguards need to be 
monitored, reviewed and improved, when necessary.  
3 Open Problems 
Information security researches are facing challenge, because current risk 
management practice is reactive and it is lagging behind incidents. This practice has 
adverse impact to the level of business objectives achieved and results in huge 
damages due to following reasons.  
• Plan and Do Problems. Safeguards may be not correct and/or effective enough to 
protect assets from harm. Software (including security software) is buggy and single 
attack can disable safeguards and expose assets. In addition, threat landscape is con-
stantly changing and future threats are not anticipated in time, because (i) business 
contexts of organizations are changing, (ii) user dependence on ICT is rising and (iii) 
ICT grows in size and complexity and (iv) ICT interdependencies is increasing.  
• Check and Act Problems. Incapability to provide answers to security and risk related 
questions in time means that security cannot be managed efficiently, e.g., “How se-
cure is the organization?” or “What is the degree of information security risk?”.  
Logical consequence of this incapability is wider window of vulnerability [16] and in-
creased duration of asset exposure. Thus, probability of information security incident 
is greater on average. Eventually, answer to two questions above is provided when 
risk manifests itself as incident and assets are damaged. Finally, risk management 
reacts on this lagging (human perceptible) indication. At this (too late) point, organi-
zations as well as stakeholders perceive that security requirement are not fulfilled and 
risk level is unacceptable.  
                                                          
1 Other product assurance methods such as Systems Security Engineering – Capability maturity 
Model [8] and/or process assurance methods such as Common Criteria [7] are used to ensure 
safeguard correctness and efficiency. ISO/IEC TR 15443-2 [13] lists a comprehensive list of 
assurance frameworks. 
2 Safeguards are also known as controls or countermeasures. Standard ISO/IEC 27002 [11] 
provides a comprehensive list of safeguards. 
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How are these problems addressed in information security research? On one hand, 
new security mechanisms [1] are studied to overcome brittleness of software and to 
safeguard IS more effectively. In parallel with this effort, new product security 
assurance methods are developed to evaluated security mechanism’s strength as well 
as process assurance method to evaluate correctness of security mechanism’s design, 
implementation, integration with the IS and deployment.  
On the other hand, no security mechanism or security assurance method seems to be 
perfect to this point. Risk factors may change abruptly and ISs are changing, so 
statistically relevant long-term data is not available to enable security forecasting and 
information security insurance practical. Therefore, risk has to be reduced and this means 
safeguards have to be constantly monitored, reviewed and last but not least, improved, 
when necessary. This is possible only if information security feedback is accurate and is 
provided in real-time. Only then, decision makers have adequate information.  
Detection of security precursor before incident takes place and risk forecasting ability 
is a research priority. In order to accomplish this, better security measurements methods 
have to be defined that are (i) accurate, (ii) real-time, (iii) economically sound, and (iv) 
measure security attributes according to business requirements. Security attribute 
measurement takes place on various IS objects, e.g., on routers, workstations, personal 
computer, etc. Acquired raw data can be then interpreted using metrics/indicators that are 
in fact analytical models, which take basic measurements as an input and return 
organization’s information security state. This feedback information should be provided 
to decision maker as soon as possible in order to enable pro-active risk management 
rather than reactive. Thus, leading indicators should be chosen over lagging indicators, to 
prevent incident rather than to detect and manage incidents.  
The indicator output is manually or computationally compared to organization’s 
own risk evaluation criteria and risk management action is taken if necessary. Using 
described measurement and metrics as a foundation, security research aims to create 
also self-adapting security information and event management systems (SIEM) [2] 
that take actions based upon indicators values and measurements.  
Before we advance towards computerized risk assessment for proactive risk 
management, we will analyze current risk assessment practices as well as address 
security metrics and measurement issues and provide some problem solutions.  
4 Current Risk Assessment Methodology 
The most elementary approach to risk assessment starts with identification of a set of 
assets { }naaaA ,...,, 11=  and threats { }ntttT ,...,, 21= . Next, a Cartesian product is 
formed ( ) ( ) ( ){ }mn tatataTA ,,...,,,, 1211=× . The value of each asset ( )nav  is 
determined and, for each threat, the probability of interaction with asset during certain 
period is assessed ( )mn tEa . An interaction is problematic only if asset is exposed to 
vulnerability ( ) [ ]1,0∈nm aVt . Taking this into account, an appropriate risk estimate is 
obtained as following.  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )nmmnnmn aVttEaavtaR ∗∗=,                                   (1) 
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The real problem with this procedure is obtaining exact quantitative values for the 
above variables in real-time for the following reasons.  
• Old statistical data are not available, because the technological landscape and IS 
change quickly to meet evolving business requirements. Within these changes, new 
vulnerabilities are created. In addition, different threats are attracted at different 
time, because business context and assets change over time. Consequently, likelih-
ood of attack and number of vulnerabilities and exposures change over time. 
• Furthermore, a substantial proportion of an organization’s assets are intangible 
assets, such as information and goodwill. Identification and valuation of these as-
sets remains a difficult issue [4]. Even worse, the most important asset is person-
nel. Due to the specifics of this type of assets their valuation is very hard. For  
example, none of them are recorded and valued in balance sheets. 
Therefore, it is hard to derive the exact value of risk. The above facts lead to the current 
view that the logical alternative to quantitative IS risk assessment is a qualitative 
approach at the level of aggregates. Here, assets, threats, and vulnerabilities are each 
categorized intro certain classes. By using tables, such as one below, risks are assessed 
and estimated, and priorities are set by rank-ordering data on an ordinal scale.  
Table 1. The ISO/IEC 27005 risk assessment matrix measures risk on a scale of 0 to 8 and 
takes two qualitative inputs: (i) likelihood of an incident scenario and (ii) the estimated 
business impact. For example, if the estimated likelihood of incident scenario is low and the 
corresponding business impact is high, then the risk is described by the value 4. 
 
Likelihood of Incident Scenario 
Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
Business 
Impact 
Very Low 0 1 2 3 4 
Low 1 2 3 4 5 
Medium 2 3 4 5 6 
High 3 4 5 6 7 
Very High 4 5 6 7 8 
This is also a legitimate approach according to standards, such as ISO/IEC 27005. 
However qualitative risk assessment approaches have significant shortcomings and 
suffer from the following two major disadvantages [3]. 
• Reversed rankings, i.e., assigning higher qualitative risk ratings to situations that 
have lower quantitative risks.  
• Uninformative ratings, i.e., (i) frequently assigning the most severe qualitative risk 
label (such as “high”) to scenarios with arbitrarily small quantitative risks and (ii) 
assigning the same ratings to risk that differ by many orders of magnitude.  
Therefore, the value of information that qualitative risk assessment approaches 
provide for improving risk management decision making can be close to zero and 
misleading in many cases of many small risks and a few large ones, where qualitative 
ratings often do not distinguish the large risk from the small. This is further 
justification that quantitative risk treatment has always to be the preferred option, if 
metrics and measurement methods are available.  
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5 Metrics and Measurement Problems 
The very first activity for successful risk assessment is data collection. These data 
should include new threats, identified vulnerabilities, exposure times and the available 
safeguards. This collection and dissemination of data should be in real time to ensure 
a proactive approach to risk management and also self-adapting security systems. In 
order to accomplish this, acquisition and distribution process have to be automated.  
It needs to be emphasized that, although security in IS has been an important issue 
for a few decades, there is a lack of appropriate metrics and measurement methods. 
During measurement activity, numerals are assigned to measures under different rules 
that lead to different kinds of scales.  
Qualitative scale types are nowadays used predominantly for information security 
measurements. Under Steven’s taxonomy [23], they are classified as nominal 
(categorical) and ordinal. Ordinal scales determine only greater or lesser operation 
between two measurements. The difference operation between two measurements is 
not allowed and has no meaning, because successive intervals on the scale are 
generally unequal in size. Nevertheless, statistical operations such as mean and 
standard deviation are frequently performed on rank-ordering data, but conclusions 
drawn from these operations can be misleading.  
Instead, quantitative scale types, such as interval and ration scales, should be used 
to outcome shortcomings described above and consequently, to provide more accurate 
feedback information. Some important advances have been achieved towards 
quantitative vulnerability metrics recently. The first such advances are constituted by 
two databases, the MITRE Corporation Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures [18] 
and U.S. National Vulnerability Database [19]. These are closely related efforts in 
which online acquisition and distribution of related data have been enabled by the 
security content automation protocol SCAP [21]. The main procedure with the first of 
the databases is as follows.  
• The basis is the ID vulnerability, which is an 11-digit number, in which the first 
three digits are assigned as a candidate value (CAN), the next four denote the year 
of assignment, and the last four denote the serial number of vulnerability or expo-
sure in that year.  
• Once vulnerability is identified in this way, the CAN value is converted to com-
mon vulnerability and exposure (CVE).  
The data contained in this database are in one of two states. In the first state there are 
weaknesses with no available patch and in the second state are those variables for 
which a publicly available patch exists.  
This is the basis for the metric called daily vulnerability exposure DVE [14]. DVE 
is conditional summation formula to calculate how many asset vulnerabilities were 
public at given date with no corresponding patch and thus possibly leaving a 
calculated number of assets exposed to threat. DVE values are obtained as follows.  
( ) ( ) ( )∑ >∧<= svu patcheddisclosed dateDATEdateDATEdateDVE ln              (2) 
DVE is useful to show whether an asset is vulnerable and how many vulnerabilities 
contribute to asset’s exposure. In addition, derived DVE trend metric is useful in risk 
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management process to adjust security resources to keep up with rate of disclosed 
vulnerabilities. Also, additional filtering can be used with DVE such as Common 
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [17] to focus on more severe vulnerabilities 
and exposures. But extra care should be taken when interpreting filtered results, 
because CVSS filter takes qualitative inputs for quantitative impact evaluation and 
suffers from same deficiencies as similar qualitative risk assessment approaches.  
Another useful metric for our purpose has been proposed by Harriri et al., called 
the vulnerability index VI [5]. This index is based on categorical assessments of the 
state of a system: normal, uncertain, or vulnerable. Each network node has an agent 
that measures the impact factors in real time and sends its reports to a vulnerability 
analysis engine. The vulnerability analysis engine VAE statistically correlates 
received data and computes component or system vulnerability and impact metrics. 
Impact metrics can be used in conjunction with risk evaluation criteria to assess and 
prioritize risks.  
More precise description of VI calculation will be demonstrated for the following 
fault scenario FSk. During normal network operation, node’s transfer rate is TRnorm. 
Transfer rate may deviate around this value but should not fall below TRmin. For each 












                               
 (3) 
Having all CIF values, the component operating state COS can be computed. For each 
fault scenario FSk, a operational threshold d(FSk) is set according to organization’s 
risk acceptance criteria. Next, CIF value is compared to the operational threshold 
d(FSk). The resulting COS value equals 1 when the component operates in an 
abnormal state and 0 when it operates in a normal state.  













                                  
 (4) 
Finally, a system impact factor SIF can be computed that identifies how a fault affects 
the whole network and shows the percentage of components operating in abnormal 
states, i.e., where CIF exceeds normal operational threshold d(FSk), in relation to the 
total number of component. The obtained SIF value can be used can be used in 










                          
           (5) 
At the end of this sub-section, graph based methods need to be mentioned, which are 
often used in IS risk assessment and management. One well-established technique in 
this field is suggested by Schneier [22] and is called attack trees. Attack trees model 
security of system and subsystems. They support decision making about how to 
improve security, or evaluate impacts of new attacks. Rote nodes are the principal 
goals of an attacker and leaf nodes at the bottom represent different attack options. 
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Intermediate nodes are placed to further refine attacks towards the root node. Nodes 
can be classified into two categories. When attack can be mounted in many different 
ways, an “OR” node is used. When attack precondition exists, an “AND” node is 
used. After the tree is constructed, various metrics can be applied, e.g., cost in time 
and resources to attack or defend, likelihood of attack and probability of success, or 
statements about attack such as “Cheapest attack with the highest probability of 
success”.  
6 Towards a Computerized Risk Management Architecture 
The basis towards computerized risk management is MITRE’s initiative called 
“Making Security Measurable and Manageable” [15]. This initiative has the following 
structural elements: (i) standardized enumeration of common information security 
concepts that need to be shared such as vulnerabilities, (ii) languages for encoding 
and communicating information on common information security concepts,  
(iii) repositories for sharing these concepts, and (iv) adoption of the above elements 
by the community through the use of defined program interfaces and their 
implementations. The initiative is focused on operational level of risk management. 
Many leading industry security products [20] are already SCAP standard validated, 
and utilize above described benefits.  
Our approach [24] follows the above structure, builds on it (the implementation is 
still an on-going process), and can be used to improve risk management on strategic 
and/or tactical level with the development of business flight simulators. In addition, 
these simulators may be used for automated support of decision-making and could be 
thus self-adapting security information and event management systems enablers. The 
IS security environment is complex and it is comprised of information technology and 
human factor. Because analytical solutions in complex systems are exceptions, we 
have to rely on computer simulations. Based on this and on the measurement 
apparatus developed so far, our approach works as follows (see Fig 1).  
With regard to achieve efficient risk management, simulations have to be as much 
realistic as possible. Thus, simulators use two real-time data-feeds.  
The US National Vulnerability Database serves as a data-feed for detecting 
vulnerabilities and exposures of assets. The architecture communicates with the 
database (or tools provided in the footnote) via SCAP protocol. For example, DVE is 
calculated by querying the database for each organization’s IS asset.  
1. Another data-feed is provided through SIF infrastructure where agents monitor the 
status of nodes in the observed system. Agents and monitoring nodes communicate 
via SNMP protocol. 
In order to successfully correlate organization’s asset with newly discovered 
vulnerabilities and exposures, these have to be registered in NVD. Thus, this data-
feed enables reactive risk management. Next data-feed enables proactive risk 
management, because likelihood and impact of attack is assessed in real-time, 
regardless if vulnerabilities or exposures are registered in NVD.  




Fig. 1. General Information Technology Risk Management (GIT-RM) model 
The numerical representation of acquired data is then used in the simulation model. 
The aim of simulation is determining dynamics of risk factors to derive information 
security risk dynamics. The causal dependency of risk factors can be explained in the 
following way. In the centre of the analysis are assets and threats. Assets are exposed 
to threats due to their various vulnerabilities. The interaction of threats with 
vulnerable assets leads to risks. The longer assets are exposed to threats, the higher is 
the probability of successful exploitation of these vulnerabilities, and therefore the 
higher the risk. In line with time delayed risk perception, it takes some time to 
implement appropriate safeguards to reduce exposure period, threat probability and/or 
asset’s vulnerability. After implementation of safeguards according to organization’s 
risk acceptance criteria, some portion of risk may remain effective and is referred to 
as residual risk.  
The mathematical model that formalizes description above [25] is based on first-
order differential calculus and is originally provided in Vensim syntax. We present its 
state-space representation to provide some insight into model characteristics. The 
internal states, like asset value, are represented by vector x(t). Vector u(t) describes 
inputs, such as arising threats or vulnerability disclosure and y(t) is output vector to 
derive residual risk. The system output is defined by functions h(t, x(t), u(t)), while 
the system state can change with respect to current state and its inputs and it is 
modelled with functions f(t, x(t), u(t)). Due to causal dependencies of risk factors and 
consequently their representation in equations, this system is classified as non-linear. 
For example, asset vulnerability and safeguard investment states are mutually 
depended. This system is also time-variant, because it can change in the simulation 
time, due to PDCA risk management process.  
( ) ( )( )











                                                   (6) 
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7 Conclusion 
User dependence on ICT is rising, primarily because of ever-increasing number of 
customers that use and rely on electronic services. The value of electronic business is 
also rising with it and the amount of personal information on Internet is nowadays 
greater than ever before. Secondarily, the complexity of ICT is increasing. As a 
consequence, it is more and more difficult to assure security requirements for such 
systems. Furthermore, some traditional risk assessment techniques are no longer 
satisfactory for efficient risk management.  
These factors together with the fact that exposed assets can be exploited 
automatically, remotely and with low risk, increasingly attract threat agents in 
cyberspace. Recent attacks on industrial infrastructure in 2010-2011 revealed that the 
attacks are becoming more advanced and targeted. Attackers also make great profits 
because risk management is reactive rather proactive. Thus, risk management 
paradigm has to change in order to increase odds of a timely risk identification and 
incident prevention.  
In this section, we present a computerized risk management approach that supports 
active risk management and is architecturally aligned with MITRE’s initiative. We 
argue that quantitative methods should be always preferred over qualitative in order to 
improve accuracy of risk assessment and efficiency of risk management. Thus, our 
approach is based on quantitative methods (DVE and SIF) and uses quantitative 
measurements provided by NVD and monitoring agents in observed system. Self-
adapting security information and event management systems will be successful only 
if accurate information security feedback is provided.  
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited. 
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Résumé – Summary and Conclusions 
Burkhard Stiller 
University of Zürich, Communication Systems Group CSG, Switzerland 
stiller@ifi.uzh.ch  
The field of telecommunications and its relations to economics, regulation, and policies, 
combined with the technology and operations of large, decentralized networks is an 
enormous one. In that respect, the goal of the COST Action IS0605 “Econ@Tel” – A 
Telecommunications Economics COST Network – was to discuss, develop, and outline 
cross-disciplinary strategic research directions. In the context and final operation of a 
COST Action, a multitude of different dimensions covered among others:  
a) a training network among key people and organizations in order to enhance 
Europe’s competence in the field of telecommunications and media economics,  
b) the support of related research and development initiatives, and  
c) the provisioning of guidelines and recommendations to European players 
(such as end-users, enterprises, operators, regulators, policy makers, content 
providers) for new converged broadband, wireless, and content delivery 
networks to citizens and enterprises.  
The COST Action IS0605 and its partner countries partially coordinated the development 
of research methodologies as well as tools from engineering, media, and business 
research, while specifically addressing the identification, study, and discussion of 
proposed solutions in: 
1) evolutionary and regulatory issues that may help or hinder the adoption of 
economically efficient services, 
2) social and policy implications of communications and its technology,  
3) economics and governance of future networks, and  
4) future network management architectures and related mechanisms.  
In that respect, the COST Action IS0605 has mobilized the “critical mass” and 
diversity of economists, business research experts, engineers, network experts, and 
scientists working in communications and content economics.  
Thus, this book offers to the research community a selection of scientific papers, 
which over the past four years of the Action’s duration have addressed a variety of issues 
in those aforementioned areas – it does neither intend to be complete nor embracing all 
cross-disciplinary aspects. These issues presented may seem diverging, and they are, to a 
certain extend, however almost all of them outline a forward-looking landscape for 
Telecommunication Economics. As such, the Econ@Tel Action has been in favor of 
working on mid-term and also long-term aspects of telecommunication economics, of 
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which many are hard to predict in all levels of details. While this fact does not relate only 
to technology, but it relates to business issues, legislation issues, regulatory issues, as 
well as behavioral issues of users, this situation was not considered as a drawback, but as 
the challenge! It was reasonable to expect that many issues would have been resolved 
during the Action’s lifetime, due to very rapid developments in this area. However, 
several aspects have remained open and provide a good basis for further research.  
In that sense, the cooperation of COST Action IS0605 members and countries has 
seen a new instantiation of expert groups, research teams, and paper writing 
collaborations, which would not have happened without the COST Action’s 
instrument. Of course, existing partners have been provided the chance to deepen 
their collaborations. In addition, industrial and regulator contacts have been 
established (during Econ@Tel’s public workshops as well as selected Working Group 
meetings) and were utilized to discuss real-life problems and emerging fields of 
interest. However, the major challenge from the beginning – and in some cases lasting 
until the Action’s end – was to find a common basis of terminology, applied models 
and systems, and applicable evaluation procedures and mechanisms – for all four 
areas of Econ@Tel members’ areas of expertise. Although technologists, engineers, 
economists, policy makers, and regulators seem to work on the “same subject”, their 
understanding and use of such knowledge is not identical and tools, models, and 
approaches utilized vary!  
Therefore, the joint work undertaken within those four Econ@Tel Working Groups 
has revealed a common basis and new directions of interests in research to be 
addressed soon. As such, and in the dimension of individuals and organizations, the 
networking resources funded by the COST instrument have been invested in a right, 
successful, and truly European manner. 
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 
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Explaining the Organization COST 
COST – the acronym for European Cooperation in Science and Technology – is the 
oldest and widest European intergovernmental network for cooperation in research. 
Established by the Ministerial Conference in November 1971, COST is presently used 
by the scientific communities of 36 European countries to cooperate in common 
research projects supported by national funds.  
The funds provided by COST – less than 1% of the total value of the projects – 
support the COST cooperation networks (COST Actions) through which, with € 30 
million per year, more than 30,000 European scientists are involved in research 
having a total value which exceeds € 2 billion per year. This is the financial worth of 
the European added value which COST achieves.  
A “bottom up approach” (the initiative of launching a COST Action comes from 
the European scientists themselves), “à la carte participation” (only countries 
interested in the Action participate), “equality of access” (participation is open also to 
the scientific communities of countries not belonging to the European Union) and 
“flexible structure” (easy implementation and light management of the research 
initiatives) are the main characteristics of COST.  
As precursor of advanced multidisciplinary research COST has a very important 
role for the realization of the European Research Area (ERA) anticipating and 
complementing the activities of the Framework Programmes, constituting a “bridge” 
towards the scientific communities of emerging countries, increasing the mobility of 
researchers across Europe and fostering the establishment of “Networks of 
Excellence” in many key scientific domains such as: Biomedicine and Molecular 
Biosciences; Food and Agriculture; Forests, their Products and Services; Materials, 
Physical and Nano-sciences; Chemistry and Molecular Sciences and Technologies; 
Earth System Science and Environmental Management; Information and 
Communication Technologies; Transport and Urban Development; Individuals, 
Societies, Cultures and Health. It covers basic and more applied research and also 
addresses issues of pre-normative nature or of societal importance.  
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